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AGENDA
SC DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES BOARD
Rembert C. Dennis Building
1000 Assembly Street, RM 325
Columbia, SC 29201
June 17, 2021 10:00 AM
https://scdnr2.webex.com/scdnr2/j.php?MTID=m12a806eb13f433da04ddcdc0866590f6
Meeting number (access code): 132 871 8135

Telephone: 1-844-992-4726
Access Code: 132 871 8135##
I. Call to Order ............................................................. Norman Pulliam, Chairman, SC DNR Board
II. Videoconference Guidelines.............................................................. Valerie Shannon, Facilitator
III. Invocation
IV. Pledge of Allegiance............................................ Mike Hutchins, Vice Chairman, SC DNR Board
V. Chairman’s Comments
VI. Introduction of Guests ................. COL Chisolm Frampton, Deputy Director for Law Enforcement
VII. Constituent Comments (Comments are limited to 5 minutes) .................. COL Chisolm Frampton
VIII. Approval of Minutes from May 20, 2021 meeting
IX. Presentations/Commendations
X. Advisory Committee Reports
XI. Item(s) for Board Information
A. Climate Update.................................... Hope Mizzell, Land, Water and Conservation Division
B. Update of Geological Survey Activities .............................................................. Scott Howard
Land, Water and Conservation Division
XII. Director’s Briefings
A. Executive Office .......................................................................Robert H. Boyles, Jr., Director
1. Legislative Report ........................................ Kevin R. Ryan, Director, Government Affairs
2. Environmental Report ......... Lorianne Riggin, Director, Office of Environmental Programs
B. Deputy Directors’ Reports
1. Marine Resources..............................................................................................Phil Maier
2. Administration ................................................... Scott Speares, Assistant Deputy Director
3. Land, Water and Conservation ..................................................................... Ken Rentiers
4. Wildlife and Freshwater Fisheries ................................................................... Emily Cope
5. Law Enforcement ......................................................................... COL Chisolm Frampton
XIII. Item(s) for Board Action
A. Contribution to Ducks Unlimited Canada .............................................................. Emily Cope
Deputy Director for Wildlife and Freshwater Fisheries

B. Conservation District Commissioner Appointments/Reappointments .................. Ken Rentiers
Deputy Director for Land, Water and Conservation
C. Property Acquisition in Charleston County........................................................... Ken Prosser
Assistant Deputy Director, Wildlife and Freshwater Fisheries
D. Wildlife and Freshwater Fisheries Advisory Committee Appointments .................. Emily Cope
XIV. Executive Session (if necessary)
XV. Comments........................................................................................................... Board Members
XVI. Time and Location of Next Board Meeting........................................................... Board Members
XVII. Adjournment
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Minutes
Board of the South Carolina Department of Natural Resources
Rembert C. Dennis Building, RM 335
1000 Assembly Street
Columbia, SC
May 20, 2021 10:00 AM
The regular meeting of the Board of the South Carolina Department of Natural Resources was
held at 10:00 a.m., May 20, 2021. Notice of the date, time and place of the meeting was posted
and mailed to the news media. Chairman Norman Pulliam presided at the meeting. Board
members present included Mike Hutchins, Jerry Lee, Carlisle Oxner, Jake Rasor, Jr. and Duane
Swygert. Board member Mark Hartley’s absence was excused. Director Boyles and staff
members of the Department of Natural Resources were present at the meeting.
I.

Call to Order
Chairman Norman Pulliam called the meeting to order and welcomed everyone to the
meeting.

II.

Invocation
Chaplain Eric Skidmore, SC Law Enforcement Assistance Program (SC LEAP), offered
the invocation.

III.

Pledge of Allegiance
Mr. Hutchins led the group in the Pledge of Allegiance.

IV.

Chairman’s Comments
Chairman Pulliam welcomed and thanked Board members for being present. Chairman
Pulliam expressed his appreciation to Director Boyles and staff for keeping business
going during this difficult time.

V.

Introduction of Guests
Phil Maier, Deputy Director for Marine Resources, introduced Scott Whitaker, Coastal
Conservation Association; Tiara Pitts, SC Realtors Association; and Mike McShane,
Nemours Foundation.

VI.

Constituent Comments
Mr. Maier noted that there were no requests for constituent comment.

VII.

Approval of Minutes
Chairman Pulliam asked if there were any additions, deletions or corrections to the
March 18, 2021 meeting minutes. Mr. Hutchins made a motion that the Board approve
the minutes of the March 18, 2021 meeting and April 22, 2021 workshop be approved as
presented. Mr. Oxner seconded the motion and the motion carried unanimously.

VIII.

Presentations/Commendations
A. Director Boyles commended Angie Cassella, Scott Speares, Julie Jarrett, Ashley
Ellis and staff of the Division of Administration for their efforts in opening the SCDNR
Boat Titling and License Sales Office in Horry County in the town of Aynor, including
coordinating the Ribbon-Cutting Ceremony at the office on April 5, 2021.
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B. Director Boyles commended the 2020 Division Employees of the Year:
Administration: Julie Jarrett; Wildlife and Freshwater Fisheries: Joe Lemeris; Land,
Water and Conservation: Melissa Griffin; Executive: Mary E.A. Lucas; Marine
Resources: Olivia Bueno, and Law Enforcement: Stacey Taylor. The overall 2020
Employee of the Year was Julie Jarrett.
C. Director Boyles commended Maria Cox Lamm of Land, Water and Conservation on
her selection as FEMA’s 2020 NFIP State Coordinator of the Year which is based on
peer nominations for contributions to floodplain management and flood loss
reduction measures in our state.
D. Director Boyles commended Tyler Brown of Land, Water and Conservation and
Kevin Ryan of the Executive Office for their efforts in coordinating Governor Henry
McMaster’s Proclamation proclaiming April 25-May 2, 2021 as Soil and Water
Stewardship Week.
E. Director Boyles commended Valerie Shannon of the Office of Media and Outreach
for her efforts in promoting Earth Day and Earth Month in April and SCDNR’s Earth
Month Competition encouraging us to be mindful about our environment and the
impact we make and encouraging us to participate in any kind of zero waste,
sustainable, eco-friendly practices.
F. Director Boyles commended Charles Ruth and Jay Cantrell of Wildlife and
Freshwater Fisheries, and Mark Litz and Stephen Robinson of Information
Technology for their work on the Turkey Harvest Reporting Program and SC Game
Check.
G. Director Boyles commended Law Enforcement Region 2 Captain Matt McCaskill and
his officers who received a letter from Sheriff James Hudson, Jr., Darlington County
Sheriff, thanking them for their assistance at the Darlington Raceway. Sheriff Hudson
said, “All of your officers that participated with race weekend conducted themselves
in a professional manner and provided us with much needed support.”
H. Director Boyles commended Law Enforcement Staff Sergeant Raquel Salter who
while on deployment with the U.S. Coast Guard served as an Executive Assistant to
the Chief of the COVID-19 Response in the Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Preparedness and Response to the Joint Coordination Cell who are tasked with
coordinating the National COVID-19 strategy among various governmental agencies
such as the White House, the Vaccine Program, the Department of Defense, the
Federal Emergency Management Agency, the Department of Homeland Security,
and HHS. Director Boyles received a letter from Vice Admiral D.B. Abel, U.S. Coast
Guard, thanking him for his support of Lieutenant Commander Raquel Salter, U.S.
Coast Guard Reserve, and commitment to those who volunteer to serve in uniform
and confront the COVID-19 pandemic.
I.

Director Boyles commended Law Enforcement Region 1 Captain D.J. Riley and Lt.
Amy Staton on their efforts to meet with and answer questions from the Friends of
Lake Keowee during their Virtual Town Hall Meeting with 120 participants in
attendance from the Keowee Key Community.
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J. Director Boyles commended the Law Enforcement Dive Team for their commitment
and dedication in recent search and recovery operations on the Lumber River in
Horry County, on the Savannah River in Hampton County, and on the Intracoastal
Waterway near North Myrtle Beach in Horry County and all they do every day.
IX.

Advisory Committee Reports
A. Marine
Mr. Swygert reported that the Marine Advisory Committee met virtually on March 26,
2021. The Advisory Committee received presentations on Marine Resources
Division’s Coastal Managed Lands, Shorebirds and Seabirds on DNR’s managed
lands and Multi-Jurisdictional Marine Fisheries Management in South Carolina.
B. Law Enforcement
COL Chisolm Frampton, Deputy Director for Law Enforcement, reported that the Law
Enforcement Advisory Committee met at the SC Waterfowl Association in Rimini on
April 6, 2021. The Advisory Committee toured the facility and received updates on
budget and legislation.
The Advisory Committee also reviewed new Law
Enforcement initiatives.
C. Heritage Trust
Ken Rentiers, Deputy Director for Land, Water and Conservation, reported that the
Heritage Trust Advisory Board met at Parker Annex on May 13, 2021. The Advisory
Board received a report on current management challenges at Bald Rock Heritage
Preserve and updates on Crab Bank and Lewis Ocean Bay. The Advisory Board
approved several property items that will be brought before the Board later in the
meeting.
D. Land, Water and Conservation
Ken Rentiers reported that the Land, Water and Conservation Advisory Committee
met at Harbison State Forest on May 18, 2021. The Advisory Committee received
Division Program Reports and approved Conservation District Commissioner
appointments and reappointments.
E. Saltwater Recreational Fisheries
Mr. Lee reported that the Saltwater Recreational Fisheries Advisory Committee met
virtually on May 18, 2021. The Advisory Committee reviewed program proposals for
FY 2022 and received reports on oyster shell collection sites and license fees.

X.

XI.

Items for Board Information
Climate Update
Hope Mizzell, Land, Water and Conservation Division, reviewed the forecast for the
upcoming hurricane season. Dr. Mizzell provided rainfall totals, precipitation percentiles,
streamflow, lake levels, groundwater monitoring wells around the state, precipitation
forecast and temperature forecast.
Director’s Briefings
Director Boyles reviewed the status of the budget.
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XII.

Legislative Report
Kevin Ryan, Director of Government Affairs, reported that conference committees have
have not yet met and the General Assembly will return on June 8, 2021 to take up the
budget.

XIII.

Environmental Report
Lorianne Riggin, Director, Office of Environmental Programs, gave the Board an update
on Crab Bank restoration, Horry County Rezoning (Lewis Ocean Bay) and Haile Gold
Mine Expansion.

XIV.

Deputy Directors’ Reports
A. Law Enforcement
COL Frampton provided a brief update on the new class of officers.
B. Marine Resources
No further report.
C. Administration
No further report.
D. Land, Water and Conservation
No further report.
E. Wildlife and Freshwater Fisheries
Emily Cope, Deputy Director for Wildlife and Freshwater Fisheries, distributed the
Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center Project Report. Mrs. Cope reviewed the results of the
Youth Bass Fishing Championship. Mrs. Cope reviewed the 2021 turkey season.

XV.

Item(s) for Board Action
A. Approval of Governor’s Cup Billfishing Series 2020 Annual Report
Mr. Oxner made a motion that upon the recommendation of DNR Staff and approval
by the Governor’s Cup Billfishing Series Advisory Board, I move that the DNR Board
approve the Governor’s Cup Billfishing Series 2020 Annual Report, as presented.
Mr. Swygert seconded the motion and the motion carried unanimously.
B. Approval of Comprehensive Permanent Improvement Plan
Mr. Hutchins made a motion that upon the recommendation of DNR Staff, I move
that the DNR Board approve the Comprehensive Permanent Improvement Plan, as
presented. Mr. Rasor seconded the motion and the motion carried unanimously.
C. Amended Contract for Sale of Waterline Easement at Lewis Ocean Bay Heritage
Preserve
Mr. Rasor made a motion that upon the recommendation of DNR Staff and approval
by the Heritage Trust Advisory Board, I move that the DNR Board approve the
proposed amended Contract for Sale of Waterline Easement with Grand Strand
Water and Sewer Authority at Lewis Ocean Bay Heritage Preserve. Mr. Oxner
seconded the motion and the motion carried.
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D. Use of Wildlife Endowment Fund
Mr. Rasor made a motion that upon the recommendation of DNR Staff, I move that
the DNR Board approve the Use of Wildlife Endowment Fund, not to exceed
$315,000.00, to fund personal services, employer contributions and other operating
expenditures of the Hunting and Fishing License Section and other operating
expenditures of the Marine Resources Operations Office, as presented. Mr. Swygert
seconded the motion and the motion carried unanimously.
E. Property Acquisition in Lancaster County
Mr. Rasor made a motion that the DNR Board approve the acquisition, by donation
from Haile Gold Mine, of the Flat Creek Corridor Properties, a 2,759.38-acre
compensatory mitigation package in Lancaster County to be dedicated as a Heritage
Preserve and placed into the Corpus of the Heritage Trust Program as a part of the
Forty Acre Rock Heritage Preserve, as recommended by the Heritage Trust Advisory
Board, conditional upon the successful completion of all due diligence and approval
by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and authorize expenditure of up to $20,000 in
Heritage Trust Funds to conduct due diligence if needed. Mr. Oxner seconded the
motion and the motion carried unanimously.
XVI.

Executive Session
Mr. Hutchins made a motion that the DNR Board go into executive session pursuant to
SC Code Section 30-4-70(A)(2) to discuss contractual matters and legal advice related
to Items for Board Action F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N and O. Mr. Rasor seconded the motion
and the motion carried unanimously.

XVII.

Open Session
Mr. Hutchins made a motion that the DNR Board return to open session, noting that no
action was taken during executive session. Mr. Rasor seconded the motion and the
motion carried unanimously.

XVIII. Item(s) for Board Action
F. Property Acquisition in Lancaster County
Mr. Hutchins made a motion that upon the recommendation of DNR Staff, I move
that the DNR Board approve the acquisition, by donation from Duke Energy, of the
801.79-acre tract in Lancaster County to be incorporated into the Wildlife
Management Area Program with 545 acres associated with the Heritage Tracts and
250 acres associated with Liberty Hill, conditional upon the successful completion of
all due diligence. Mr. Oxner seconded the motion and the motion carried
unanimously.
G. CCEHBR Outbuilding Ground Lease
Mr. Oxner made a motion that, upon the recommendation of the SCDNR Staff, the
SCDNR Board approve the proposed 10-year ground lease of 0.42 acres at Fort
Johnson to NOAA for $7,775 per year as presented. Mr. Hutchins seconded the
motion and the motion carried unanimously.
H. Potential Property Acquisition in Edgefield County
Mr. Rasor made a motion that the DNR Board accept the recommendation as
approved by the Heritage Trust Advisory Board to investigate a potential property
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acquisition of approximately 86 acres adjoining Horse Creek Heritage Preserve that
would be dedicated as a Heritage Preserve and placed into the corpus of the SC
Heritage Trust and the expenditure of up to $20,000 of Heritage Trust funds for
associated due diligence activities. Mr. Hutchins seconded the motion and the
motion carried unanimously.
I.

Potential Property Acquisition in Beaufort County
Mr. Swygert made a motion that the DNR Board accept the recommendation as
approved by the Heritage Trust Advisory Board to investigate a potential property
acquisition of approximately 126 acres on Coosaw Island in Beaufort County that
would be dedicated as a Heritage Preserve and placed into the corpus of the SC
Heritage Trust and the expenditure of up to $20,000 of Heritage Trust funds for
associated due diligence activities. Mr. Oxner seconded the motion and the motion
carried unanimously.

J. Ft. Frederick Heritage Preserve – New License for Beaufort County and Town of Port
Royal
Mr. Oxner made a motion that the DNR Board accept the recommendation as
approved by the Heritage Trust Advisory Board to terminate the August 28, 2019
Lease and Management Agreement, terminate the June 25, 2019 License
Agreement, and accept a new Beaufort County and Town of Port Royal License
Agreement. Mr. Rasor seconded the motion and the motion carried unanimously.
K. Property Acquisition in Greenville County
Mr. Rasor made a motion that the DNR Board accept the recommendation as
approved by the Heritage Trust Advisory Board, subject to standard due diligence,
and grant final approval of the acquisition of approximately 17 acres east of
Bunched Arrowhead Heritage Preserve in Greenville County that would be
dedicated as a Heritage Preserve and placed into the corpus of the SC Heritage
Trust, and the expenditure of up to $70,000 in Heritage Trust funds. Mr. Lee
seconded the motion and the motion carried unanimously.
L. Property Acquisition in Colleton County
Mr. Hutchins made a motion that the DNR Board, upon the recommendation of
SCDNR staff and subject to standard due diligence, grant final approval of the
acquisition of approximately 237 acres in Colleton County known as a portion of
South Hutchinson Island in Colleton County. Mr. Oxner seconded the motion
and the motion carried unanimously.
M. Potential Property Acquisition in Horry County Adjoining Waccamaw River Heritage
Preserve
Mr. Swygert made a motion that the DNR Board accept the recommendation as
approved by the Heritage Trust Advisory Board and grant preliminary approval to
investigate the potential purchase of approximately 394 acres adjoining Waccamaw
River Heritage Preserve/WMA in Horry County that would be dedicated as a
Heritage Preserve and placed into the corpus of the SC Heritage Trust, and the
expenditure of up to $20,000 in Heritage Trust funds to conduct due diligence
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activities.
Mr. Hutchins seconded the motion and the motion carried
unanimously.
N. Potential Property Acquisition in Jasper County
Mr. Swygert made a motion that the DNR Board accept the recommendation as
approved by the Heritage Trust Advisory Board and grant preliminary approval to
investigate the potential purchase of approximately 121 acres adjoining Tillman
Heritage Preserve/WMA in Jasper County that would be dedicated as a Heritage
Preserve and placed into the corpus of the SC Heritage Trust, and the
expenditure of up to $20,000 in Heritage Trust funds to conduct due diligence
activities. Mr. Rasor seconded the motion and the motion carried unanimously.
O. Potential Property Acquisition in Charleston County
Mr. Oxner made a motion that the DNR Board, upon recommendation of the DNR
staff and subject to available funds from the General Assembly, investigate a
potential property acquisition of approximately 23 acres adjoining Ft. Johnson. Mr.
Rasor seconded the motion and the motion carried unanimously.
XIX. Time and Location of Next Board Meeting
The Board’s next meeting is scheduled for June 17, 2021 in Columbia.
XX. Adjournment
Mr. Rasor made a motion that the meeting be adjourned. Mr. Swygert seconded the
motion and the motion carried unanimously.

Item(s) for Action

Migratory Waterfowl Revenue Distribution

The Natural Resources Board hereby authorizes the sum of nineteen thousand
three hundred seventy-six dollars and no cents ($19,376.00) be distributed to
Ducks Unlimited Canada for migratory waterfowl projects in the Atlantic Flyway,
from the Fish and Wildlife Protection Fund Migratory Waterfowl account.

The total amount authorized is derived from the following authority in the 1976
South Carolina Code of Laws as amended.
50-9-920(B)(2) Nonresident annual hunting licenses $1.00 per license
March 6, 2020 to March 5, 2021
13,341 x $1.00 = $13,341.00
50-9-920(B)(3) Nonresident temporary hunting licenses $0.50 per license.
March 6, 2020 to March 5, 2021
12,070 x $0.50 = $6,035.00

Distribution should be completed no later than June 30, 2021.
Approved this 24th day of June, 2021.
On behalf of the Natural Resources Board.

_____________________________________

______________

Norman F. Pulliam
Chairman

Date

South Carolina Department of Natural Resources
Proposed Contribution to Ducks Unlimited Canada- FY 2021
FY 2020
3/06/20 6/15/20

Nonresident
Hunting Licenses

FY 2021
6/16/20 3/05/21

Total

Distribution

Per License

Total
Distribution

Annual (RH64)

739 +

12,602 =

13,341 x

$1.00

$13,341.00

10 Day (RH04)

105 +

2,021 =

2,126 x

$0.50

$1,063.00

3 Day (RH05)

818 +

9,126 =

9,944 x

$0.50

$4,972.00

Funds Available from Nonresident Hunting Licenses

$19,376.00

Total Contribution Amount Available

$19,376.00

Authorized by the following sections of the 1976 SC Code of Laws
50-9-920(B)

Revenue generated from the sale of other hunting and freshwater fishing licenses, permits, and tags
shall be remitted to the State Treasurer and unless otherwise required by law credited to the Fish and
Wildlife Protection Fund. Revenue from each:

(2)

nonresident annual statewide hunting license shall be used as follows:
(a) one dollar for the propagation, management, and protection of ducks and geese in this State;
(b) one dollar contributed by the department to proper agencies along the Atlantic Flyway for the
propagation, management, and protection of ducks and geese; and (c) the balance to the Fish
and Wildlife Protection Fund;

(3)

nonresident temporary statewide hunting license shall be used as follows:
(a) fifty cents for the propagation, management, and protection of ducks and geese in this State;
(b) fifty cents contributed by the department to proper agencies along the Atlantic Flyway for the
propagation, management, and protection of ducks and geese; and (c) the balance to the Fish
and Wildlife Protection Fund;

Environmental Report

Office of Environmental Programs
DNR Board Briefing Document – June 17, 2021

Horry County Rezoning Request 2020-10-003 (TMS Parcel 39600000001)
The DNR was contacted by Horry County on October 14, 2020 in relation to a rezoning request for an
adjacent parcel to Lewis Ocean Bay Heritage Preserve. The parcel is currently zoned as General
Residential. The Horry County Planning Commission voted on January 7, 2021 7-2 to approve sending
the rezoning request to County Council to consider.
Prior to the Planning Commission meeting on January 7th, DNR provided a follow up letter after a
conversation with Conway Medical Center leadership to clarify the statutory obligation the agency has to
both protect and manage the 10,000 plus acres of sensitive habitats of Carolina bays and pocosin
wetlands at Lewis Ocean Bay Heritage Preserve for the citizens of South Carolina as we have done for
the past 31 years. This management requires the use of prescribed fire and the agency expressed to the
Planning Commission that whomever our neighbor, we want them to understand both natural and
prescribed fire are a part of this landscape and smoke will be present. In summary, DNR must not be
prohibited from continuing the prescribed fire management that is needed to allow these fire-dependent
habitats and species to thrive.
After many discussions internally, DNR staff and leadership found that moving forward with the
acceptance of the Horry County Mitigation Bank may not be in the agency’s best interest. Therefore, on
April 19, 2021, out of courtesy for the County staff and the consultants working toward the end goal of
developing the mitigation bank, DNR notified them that the agency is considering no longer taking on the
long-term stewardship role of the mitigation bank parcel.
Since that time, Horry County Planning Commission released the Development Agreement to the public
via their Facebook page encouraging public comment on the agreement at a meeting held May 11, 2021.
Under the proposed agreement, the four ridges of uplands on the 353-acre tract would be divided
between the County and CMC. The two ridges to the northern half of the property would go to the County
and the two southern ridges to CMC. DNR provided a follow up letter on May 24 in regards to the
movement of the gates as mentioned in the development agreement
The Planning Commission held a public hearing on the development agreement on May 27, but the
Planning Commission could take no action because the rezoning had already been approved at the
January 7, 2021 meeting. CMC's rezoning request and development agreement went before County
Council for first reading on June 1 and was approved unanimously. The second reading and public
hearing opportunity is scheduled for June 15.
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The following document lists ongoing major environmental permitting issues under review by staff of the
South Carolina Department of Natural Resources (DNR). These projects have the potential for significant
natural resource impacts. Comments submitted to the regulatory agencies since the last DNR Board
meetings are attached. New information is presented below in red.
Inland Project Proposals
Atlanta to Charlotte Passenger Rail. Anderson, Cherokee, Greenville, Laurens, Oconee, Pickens,
Spartanburg, Union and York Counties. See http://www.dot.ga.gov/IS/Rail/AtlantatoCharlotte.
The United States Department of Transportation - Federal Railroad Administration (USDOT-FRA) in
cooperation with the Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) is preparing a Draft Tier 1
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the Atlanta to Charlotte Passenger Rail Corridor Investment
Plan. The purpose of the project is to improve intercity passenger travel between Atlanta and Charlotte by
expanding the region’s transportation system capacity and improving trip time and reliability through
highspeed passenger rail services. GDOT has selected three build alternatives and a no-build alternative
for further evaluation in the Tier 1 EIS process. The Southern Crescent Alternative primarily follows the
existing Norfolk Southern right-of-way (ROW) across South Carolina. The Interstate 85 Alternative is
located primarily within the Interstate 85 ROW. The Greenfield Corridor Alternative is a 274-mile route
primarily located on a new alignment across the state. DNR received the project on September 20, 2019
and provided comments on November 4, 2019. The USDOT - FRA and the GDOT reviewed comments
received during the Tier 1 DEIS public comment period and selected the Greenfield Corridor Alternative
as the Preferred Corridor Alternative. The Greenfield Corridor Alternative is a 274-mile route primarily on
a new “greenfield” dedicated high-speed passenger rail alignment between CLT airport and Athens, GA,
then following shared railroad ROW in the approaches to the Charlotte and Atlanta termini. This route
serves three stations in North Carolina at Charlotte Gateway, CLT airport, and South Gastonia; two
stations in South Carolina at GSP airport and Anderson; and five stations in Georgia in Athens, Suwanee,
Doraville, downtown Atlanta (Georgia Multi-modal Passenger Terminal), and Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta
International Airport. In South Carolina, this corridor continues along a greenfield alignment for 65 miles
passing east of Kings Mountain State Park to a route paralleling I-85, approximately 10 miles to the
southeast, then diverging westward to a station near the GSP airport. From the GSP airport, this corridor
returns eastward to a route paralleling I-85, approximately 15 miles to the east, for 50 miles to the state
line at the Savannah River with a station in Anderson, SC. In addition to general concerns related to
species and habitat fragmentation, DNR is particularly concerned that the proposed Greenfield alternative
will cross both an existing mitigation bank, a proposed mitigation bank and a scenic river corridor.
Portions of the existing Big Generostee Creek Mitigation Bank are located in the project corridor near SC
Highway 187 in Anderson County and the project corridor crosses the proposed Minkum Creek Mitigation
Bank including the main stem and several tributaries of Minkum Creek in Cherokee County. The
Greenfield alternative will cross the Broad Scenic River Corridor approximately one-half mile downstream
of the 99 Islands Dam on the Broad River. FRA and GDOT anticipate issuing a combined Final
Environmental Impact Statement and Record of Decision (FEIS/ROD). DNR project manager: Greg
Mixon mixong@dnr.sc.gov.
SC Department of Commerce, Project Magma SAC-2020-01715. See
https://www.sac.usace.army.mil/Portals/43/docs/regulatory/publicnotices/Jan2021_PN/SAC-2020-01715Chester-County-Project-Magma.pdf?ver=CL39n-1crWpOZpAmKw0BaQ%3d%3d The proposed work
consists of construction and operation of a production, bottling, containerization, and distribution facility
for wine and spirits at a location east of US Highway 21 and south of SC Highway 9 near the Town of Fort
Lawn in Chester County. In detail, the work will require the discharge of fill material into 1.23 acres of
freshwater wetlands and 8,018 linear feet of tributaries that flow to the Catawba River. The applicant has
proposed to mitigate for impacts to wetlands and/or waters of the United States by accomplishing
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permittee-responsible compensatory mitigation to provide equal to or greater than 13.1 freshwater
wetland credits and 58,747 stream credits at the Wrenn Tree Mitigation Project site in Lancaster County.
The Wrenn Tree site is in the same watershed approximately 4.1 miles northeast of the proposed facility
and is adjacent to a portion of the Landsford Canal State Park on the Catawba River. The proposed
compensatory mitigation will include stream restoration and enhancement of 12 intermittent and/or
perennial 1st order, 2nd order or 3rd order channels; enhancement and preservation of the wetlands
onsite; and establishment of 300-foot buffers to protect all streams and wetlands within the proposed
conservation easement. The SC Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism (PRT) will be the longterm steward of the property and their intent is to enroll the 533-acre property into the Wildlife
Management Area (WMA) program. This fits well with the adjacent PRT lands comprising 219 acres that
are currently enrolled in the WMA program. The USACE placed the proposed project on public notice on
January 28, 2021 and DNR provided comments on February 26, 2021. The applicant provided a revised
permittee-responsible compensatory mitigation plan on May 5, 2021 and DNR provide comments on May
14, 2021. DNR project manager: Greg Mixon mixong@dnr.sc.gov.
Haile Gold Mine Expansion – OceanaGold, LLC http://www.hailegoldmineseis.com/
Haile Gold Mine, Inc., a subsidiary of OceanaGold Corporation, submitted a proposal to the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers to expand operations at the existing Haile Gold Mine facilities near Kershaw, South
Carolina. The proposed project would include expansion of surface mining and associated mine pits and
overburden storage facilities, initiation of underground mining at the Horseshoe deposit, and increased
ore processing through optimization of the mill and related infrastructure including expansion of the water
management system and existing tailings storage facility. Proposed mining activities in the expanded
proposed project would focus on areas affected by past mining activities and additional land purchased
by Haile to support proposed mining expansion activities.
A Notice of Intent to prepare the DSEIS was published in the Federal Register on December 4, 2018.
DNR staff attended an Agency Scoping Meeting on April 8, 2019, in Kershaw, SC. During the scoping
meeting, OceanaGold staff described potential environmental impacts and suggested that Permittee
Responsible Mitigation would likely be proposed to mitigate for impacts associated with the proposed
expansion. A joint public notice for the Mine Modification and Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement (SEIS) was issued on March 3, 2021. The proposed modification consists of increasing the
mine plan area by approximately 832 acres to expand surface mining pits and associated facilities, initiate
underground mining at the Horseshoe deposit, optimize mill operations and increase ore processing
rates, and improve water treatment and storage capabilities. Impacts to Water of the United States
(WOTUS) include directly filling 86.22 acres of wetlands and open water and will directly affect 13,124.08
linear feet of streams. The applicant has proposed to mitigate for impacts to wetlands and/or waters of the
United States by a permittee-responsible mitigation plan that identifies three separate sites along Flat
Creek in the Lynches River watershed for preservation and enhancement/restoration of aquatic
resources. The project purpose is to expand gold producing operations from mineralized gold-bearing
zones on the Haile property. The USACE and SCDHEC hosted a joint virtual public hearing on April 01,
2021 at 6:30PM on the draft SEIS and the application to modify Haile Gold Mine, Inc.’s Mine Operating
Permit. DNR provided comments in response to the noticed mine modification on April 23, 2021. DNR
project manager: Tom Daniel danielt@dnr.sc.gov
Haile Gold Mine Modification – Oceana Gold, LLC. I-000601
Oceana Gold, the parent company of the Haile Gold Mine, has requested that the USACE authorize a
modification to their current permit (SAC-1992-24122) originally authorized in 2014. Five operational
adjustments have been identified and one of these (East PAG-Phase 2) will impact 4.75 acres of
jurisdictional freshwater wetlands and open water reservoirs/impoundments. Considering the original
permit authorizing approximately 120 acres of wetland fill, the additional 4.75 acres of wetland impact
within the existing mine boundary is viewed as a minor modification by the USACE. The proposed
mitigation for these impacts is through the perpetual protection of approximately 512 acres of land known
as the Blackwell Tract. The referenced mitigation site is located approximately 9 miles northeast of
Kershaw, SC adjacent to Old Jefferson Highway. Positioned in the Flat Creek Basin, the tract is a part of
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larger conservation efforts in the area associated with the protection and enhancement of habitat for the
Carolina Heelsplitter. The site contains approximately 29,525 linear feet of stream and 3.4 acres of
wetlands as identified by field delineations. Preservation of the site will be accomplished through the fee
simple transfer of the land to the Katawba Valley Land Trust. Katawba Valley Land Trust will additionally
serve as the Long-term Steward of the property. DNR received the minor modification to the existing
Haile Gold Mine permit July 1, 2020 and provided comments to the USACE and DHEC on July 8, 2020
asking that the permit be held in abeyance until additional information regarding the mitigation plan and
additional geology data could be provided. DNR received a response to comments on August 4, 2020
and provided follow up comments on August 7, 2020. DNR project manager: Lorianne Riggin
RigginL@dnr.sc.gov
SCDOT, Interstate 73. P/N SAC-2008-1333-DIS. See
http://www.sac.usace.army.mil/?action=publicnotices.pn2011.
The proposed Interstate-73 (I-73) was public noticed on January 28, 2011 and February 18, 2011 for a
high-speed, fully controlled-access roadway with interchanges, frontage roads and overpasses to provide
access and maintain existing traffic patterns that begins at the North Carolina state line near Bennettsville
and ends at SC Highway 22 near Conway. The project corridor would be approximately 80 mi long and
would cross through Marlboro, Dillon, Marion and Horry counties. The roadway would include 4 travel
lanes with a grassed median. The right-of-way would be 300 ft wide for most of the project corridor and
400 ft wide where frontage roads are needed. The project would involve 212 separate crossings of
streams, wetlands and open water bodies impacting a total of 4,643 linear ft of streams and 342.3 acres
of wetlands and open waters. DNR staff served on the Agency Coordination Team (ACT) for I-73 from
June 2004 through December 2009. The ACT determined that I-73 should be evaluated in separate
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) documents covering the southern segment (I-95 to SC Highway
22) and the northern segment (NC state line to I-95). DNR staff provided comments and input throughout
the EIS process and consistently stated the primary natural resource concerns associated with the
proposed roadway are habitat fragmentation, the crossing of the Little Pee Dee River and adjacent
wetlands, and the need for landscape scale mitigation that adequately compensates for all project
impacts. On December 3, 2015 the DOT Commission unanimously approved the purchase and use of
Gunter’s Island for mitigation of the environmental impacts associated with the construction of I-73. A
revised mitigation plan focusing on acquisition of Gunter’s Island was submitted by DOT to USACE on
May 23, 2016 and USACE issued a revised public notice on July 8, 2016 that included Gunter’s Island as
the proposed PRM plan for the wetland and stream impacts associated with I-73. On August 8, 2016,
DNR submitted comments in response to the revised mitigation plan. An interagency site visit took place
to evaluate the Gunter’s Island Revised Mitigation Plan on November 10, 2016. DNR staff conducted two
follow-up site visits along with DOT staff on December 2 and 15, 2016. On March 2, 2017 DNR received
the I-73 NEPA Re-evaluation documents for review and comments were submitted April 3, 2017. DHEC
issued the 401 Water Quality Certification on April 26, 2017 and the USACE issued the final 404 permit
on June 19, 2017. SCDOT closed on the Gunters Island Property on August 7, 2017. DNR will continue
with the necessary external approval processes, including presenting the project to the Joint Bond
Review Committee for approval on August 15, 2017. The project posted in the Federal Register for the
Federal Highway Administration on August 1, 2017. This marks the beginning of the 150-day period for
any claim seeking review of the Federal agency action regarding the Section 404 permit for the project.
This period ended on December 29, 2017; however, the Southern Environmental Law Center on behalf of
the Coastal Conservation League released a notice of intent to sue over violations of the Clean Water Act
related to the approval of the USACE 404 permit on October 13, 2017. For additional information:
http://www.i73insc.com. DNR project manager: Greg Mixon mixong@dnr.sc.gov.
Coastal Project Proposals
Cainhoy Plantation Mixed Use Development, Charleston & Berkeley Counties. See
http://www.sac.usace.army.mil/Portals/43/docs/regulatory/publicnotices/March2018_PN/SAC_%202016756_Cainhoy_Plantation_Development_Berkeley%20_County.pdf?ver=2018-03-22-115555-720
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The 9,238-acre Cainhoy Plantation property is being planned and developed as a mixed-use community
with homes, public schools, retail shops, restaurants and office space located within the City of
Charleston and Berkeley County. The development of this project will result in unavoidable impacts to
freshwater jurisdictional wetlands (approximately 200 acres). According to preliminary plans,
approximately 50% of the property (4,500 acres) will be preserved property that provides vital habitat and
connectivity for plant and animal species, with the centerpiece being the 500+acre Point Hope Nature
Sanctuary. OEP staff attended an interagency meeting held on October 18, 2017 to review preliminary
plans and provide initial feedback. Overall the project received a very favorable review from the reviewing
agencies, including DNR.
On March 21, 2018 the public notice for this project was submitted for review. The proposed master plan
would impact 185.25 acres of freshwater jurisdictional wetlands and 2.65 acres of saltwater critical area
wetlands. As compensatory mitigation, a Permittee Responsible Mitigation (PRM) Plan has been
developed. An approximately 585-acre Point Hope Nature Sanctuary (PHNS) would be the centerpiece of
this PRM plan. The PHNS would be placed under a conservation easement held by Lord Berkeley
Conservation Trust and would protect the most valuable and sensitive habitats and their associated suite
of species. Financial assurances would provide funding for the long-term management of this area.
Approximately 268 acres of wetlands that were previously managed for pine production would be restored
to a hardwood mix wetland and protected along with the remaining unimpacted wetlands and associated
upland buffers. On May 5, 2018 OEP staff submitted comments on the proposed development,
highlighting the significance of the natural resources on this site and asking for clarification on various
issues including protected species assessments, permit phasing, protections for remainder of property
and avoidance and minimization measures. It was recommended that permit issuance be held in
abeyance until issues and concerns were addressed. In August of 2019, the applicant provided a
response to DNR’s original comments; OEP staff provided additional comments in a letter dated
September 25, 2019. The DNR continued to express that the best use for this property, based on the
ecological functions and unique resources located here, would be conservation and the need to address
several outstanding issues. The DNR again recommended that permit issuance be held in abeyance until
outstanding issues and concerns were addressed. On December 8, 2020, OEP staff commented on a
revised Mitigation Plan for Cainhoy Plantation dated November 2020. The DNR continued to recommend
that additional efforts are made to further avoid and minimize project impacts before consideration for
compensatory mitigation. Specific comments regarding protected species and other elements of the plan
were also provided. DNR project manager: Susan Davis daviss@dnr.sc.gov.
Carolina Bays Parkway Extension, Horry County. Action ID: SAW-2004-00823. See:
https://www.ncdot.gov/projects/carolina-bays-parkway/Pages/default.aspx
The North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT) in cooperation with the South Carolina
Department of Transportation (SCDOT) will be preparing a DEIS for the extension of the Carolina Bays
Parkway. The project’s purpose is to bypass congestion within the areas of Calabash, North Carolina
and, in South Carolina, the Little River and Grand Strand areas. The project also intends to improve traffic
flow and safety at the intersection of SC Hwy 9 and SC Hwy 57 and provide a more direct route for
coastal truck traffic moving through North Carolina. In August of 2017, the DNR accepted an invitation to
become a participating agency in the development of an EIS for this project. As a participating agency,
the DNR will identify, as early as possible, any issues of concern regarding the project’s potential
environmental impacts. As decisions are made through the merger process, DNR will have the ability to
concur, abstain, or not concur at each concurrence point. In September of 2017, the DNR provided
scoping comments on this project, identifying a number of important coastal habitats in the study area,
including intertidal marsh, tidal creeks and freshwater wetlands and the Waccamaw River Heritage
Preserve (WRHP). Comments were also made on the need for careful consideration to avoiding and
minimizing impacts to important natural resources in the selection of alternatives to be considered in the
EIS. DNR recommended that project alternatives that encroach on the WRHP eliminated from
consideration. DNR staff have participated in three coordination meetings regarding this project. On May
4, 2020, OEP staff participated in a meeting to review preliminary alternatives for the proposed Carolina
Bays Parkway Extension project and reach concurrence on the alternatives that will be carried forward for
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detailed study. Formal concurrence on NEPA/Section 404 Merger Concurrence Point 2 was requested
during this meeting. On December 8, 2020, staff submitted comments on a revised mitigation plan. In
addition, staff continued to recommend that additional efforts were made to further avoid and minimize
project impacts before considering compensatory mitigation and reiterated several concerns regarding
the mitigation plan. DNR project manager: Susan Davis daviss@dnr.sc.gov.
Charleston Peninsula Coastal Flood Risk Management Study. See
https://www.sac.usace.army.mil/Missions/Civil-Works/Supplemental-Funding/Charleston-PeninsulaStudy/
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Charleston District and City of Charleston are performing a
feasibility study to evaluate storm surge risk reduction measures for the Charleston Peninsula. The goal is
to reduce risks to health, safety, and economic damages from coastal storm surge inundation on the
peninsula. An integrated Draft Feasibility Report (FR)/Environmental Assessment (EA) has been
prepared to present the results of the study to date, and to analyze impacts of the proposed measures on
the environment. The Draft FR/EA was prepared in accordance with the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA). It evaluates potential impacts of the alternative actions on the environment, including the noaction alternative. The Tentatively Selected Plan (TSP), which is also the National Economic
Development Plan (NED) is Alternative 3. The TSP consists of a storm surge wall along the perimeter of
the Peninsula, recreation features, interior drainage facilities, a wave attenuation structure offshore of the
Battery, and nonstructural measures. Based on the Environmental Assessment, the USACE has
proposed a Draft Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI). DNR staff have been actively participating in
Interagency Coordination Team (ICT) meetings on various aspects of the project since December 10,
2018. The Draft FR/EA and FONSI were placed on public notice on April 20, 2020. DNR submitted formal
written comments on June 16, 2020. On September 16, 2020, DNR staff attended a virtual ICT meeting
held by USACE to update agencies on study progress, including outcomes of optimization of the TSP.
The project was revised to reduce impacts by 64 acres and eliminate the miter gate and the proposed
wave attenuator. The recommended plan is now Alternative 2, perimeter protection plus nonstructural
measures. DNR Staff attended a virtual ICT update meeting for natural resource agencies on the
Charleston Peninsula Coastal Flood Risk Management Study on January 11, 2021. At the meeting, the
USACE announced that after further agency analysis and review of comments on the Draft FR/EA and
FONSI, they would be seeking approval to pursue an Integrated Feasibility Report/Environmental Impact
Statement (IFR/EIS) with a Record of Decision (ROD) for the study. On March 12, 2021 DNR staff
participated in a Cooperating Agency Kick Off Meeting hosted by the Corps to discuss agency roles,
project updates and next steps. The Notice of Intent for the Charleston Peninsula CFRM Study was
published in the Federal Register on March 23, 2021, which initiates the 30-day scoping period. A virtual
public scoping meeting was held on March 30th. DNR staff have been attending standing working group
meetings of natural resource agencies and USACE for the project on a bi-weekly schedule. DNR Project
manager: Stacie Crowe crowes@dnr.sc.gov
Horizon Project Foundation (WestEdge Development), Charleston County. On May 22, 2018, the
USACE public noticed the Horizon Project Foundation proposal. The proposed project consists of
construction of residential and mixed-use commercial, medical and research facilities in the tidal wetlands
commonly known as Gadsen Creek and the proposed purpose is to serve and enhance existing functions
of the Medical University of South Carolina and to advance development and improve the quality of life in
the City of Charleston. The proposed work consists of impacting 3.835 acres of tidal and critical area
wetlands, which are also considered Essential Fish Habitat under the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery
Conservation and Management Act. These estuarine substrates and emergent wetlands are a
functioning salt marsh providing habitat. DNR staff reviewed the project and provided a comment letter
on June 18, 2018 recommending that the applicant consider pursuing less damaging alternatives to
minimize or avoid impacts to these tidal wetland resources. On June 25, 2019, the project was re-public
noticed for the same purpose with an increase in impact to a total of 3.923 acres of tidal waters and
critical area wetlands. DNR staff reviewed the project and provided a comment letter on July 15, 2019
again recommending that the applicant consider pursuing less damaging alternatives to minimize or avoid
impacts to these tidal wetlands resources. On January 19, 2021, the DNR provided comments on a
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revised mitigation plan and continued to recommend that impacts to tidal resources are avoided and
minimized to the greatest extent possible and that the DNR would not be opposed to the use of the
currently proposed PRM in compensating for unavoidable wetland impacts. DNR project
manager: Susan Davis daviss@dnr.sc.gov
I-526 East Lowcountry Corridor Improvements Project, Charleston County. See
http://www.526lowcountrycorridor.org/
I-526 Lowcountry Corridor EAST (I-526 LCC EAST), extends from the eastern terminus of the I-526 LCC
WEST project (Virginia Avenue) to US 17 in Mount Pleasant. The I-526 LCC EAST project would address
current and projected congestion and operational issues along this 9.9 mile segment of I-526. The
project consists of two major river crossings that include the Don Holt Bridge (over the Cooper River) and
the James B. Edwards Bridge (over the Wando River). The Planning and Environment Linkages (PEL)
program will be used to evaluate this project and was developed by FHWA to assist the transportation
decisionmakers by encouraging the incorporation of key elements that include environmental resources,
community, and economic goals early in project planning and development phases. On January 9, 2020,
OEP staff participated in a meeting to discuss the PEL Program and how it will be implemented for this
project. On April 15, 2020 DNR accepted an Invitation to Participate on the Planning and Environmental
Linkages Study for I-526 Lowcountry Corridor East DNR project manager: Susan Davis
daviss@dnr.sc.gov.
I-526 Extension Project (Mark Clark Expressway), Charleston County. See
http://www.scdotmarkclark.com/
On August 22, 2019, OEP attended the kick-off meeting for this project. The project history was
discussed, including the original FEIS signed in 1977 for the Charleston Inner Belt Freeway, SEIS and
eventual construction of the 7-mile section from West Ashley to James Island in 1995, signed DEIS for
the 7-mile section from West Ashley to James Island in 2010. The project was stopped in 2010 after the
signing of the DEIS. A Re-evaluation of the West Ashely to James Island was prepared and signed by
SCDOT and FHWA in 2016. The project was reinitiated in 2019 with the identification of funding through
Charleston County and the SIB. Since there have been changes to land use, demographics,
population and economic growth within the project area, and the availability of a new
BCDCOG CHATS Travel Demand Model, it was determined that a SEIS would be prepared for the
project. The project will not include re-scoping or redefinition of the project purpose and need.
The 39 alternatives will be reanalyzed with updated and supplemented current data. The project area
includes a new location 7-mile roadway from the existing I-526 terminus at US 17 (Savannah Highway) to
the James Island Connector (SC 30). On March 26, 2020, OEP attended a meeting to discuss the
development of the Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) for the Mark Clark Extension
project using the evaluation process originally developed for the 2010 Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (2010 DEIS) to reevaluate the 39 preliminary alternatives identified in the 2010 DEIS using
current data. The preliminary alternatives were analyzed based on traffic performance and environmental
impact criteria. The goal of this process was to screen the 39 alternatives originally presented in the 2010
DEIS to a smaller set of Reasonable Alternatives that will be further evaluated in the SEIS. On April 16,
2020, the DNR submitted comments on the SEIS Alternative Analysis Tier 1 Criteria Evaluation process,
developed for the Mark Clark Extension project, stating that the DNR found the proposed approach to be
rational in identifying a set of reasonable alternatives to be further evaluated in the SEIS. DNR project
manager: Susan Davis daviss@dnr.sc.gov.
I-526 West Lowcountry Corridor Improvements Project, Charleston County. Federal Project
Number P027507. See http://www.526lowcountrycorridor.org/
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) in cooperation with the South Carolina Department of
Transportation (SCDOT) are preparing a DEIS for improvements to the I-526 corridor. The purpose of this
project is to increase capacity and improve operations at the I-26/I-526 interchange and along the I-526
mainline from Virginia Avenue to Paul Cantrell Boulevard. The project will follow One Federal Decision
(OFD) in accordance with Executive Order 13807. On April 10, 2019, the DNR accepted an invitation to
become a participating agency in the development of an EIS for this project. As a participating agency,
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the DNR will identify, as early as possible, any issues of concern regarding the project’s potential
environmental impacts. As decisions are made through the OFD process, DNR will have the ability to
concur, abstain, or not concur at each concurrence point. OEP staff submitted a letter of concurrence,
May 3, 2019, on the Agency Coordination Plan (dated May 2019), the Purpose & Need Statement and
the Permitting Timetable. DNR had no specific comments or concerns regarding these documents. On
September 11, OEP staff participated in a meeting to discuss the mitigation needs assessment developed
for the project. The DNR expressed that the protection of natural resources at Cainhoy Plantation would
be DNR’s priority in mitigating impacts for this project. On October 7, DNR submitted comments on the
preliminary range of alternatives being considered and requested further analysis of the designs for
avoidance and minimization of impacts such as reduce shoulder width and slopes and construction
methods to avoid and minimize impacts. On December 11, 2019, OEP staff participated in a meeting to
discuss the revised mitigation report and to further discuss mitigation options being considered. It was the
consensus of the group that five options would be further considered, including Cedar Hill for freshwater
and Jehossee Farms, a James Island spoil site, Noisette Creek and Filbin Creek for saltwater impacts.
On March 11, 2020, OEP participated in a meeting on DOT’s update on the mitigation needs assessment
for the I-526 LCC West project. The DOT will continue vetting mitigation options including at Cedar Hill,
Jehossee, Hermine, Noisette and others. On March 19, OEP sent a letter of concurrence on the proposed
alternatives to be carried forward for detailed evaluation for the proposed I-526 West Lowcountry Corridor
Improvements Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). On May 13, 2020 OEP staff participated in a
meeting discuss the recommended Preferred Alternative. On June 8, 2020, DNR responded with
concurrence to a Request for Concurrence on the Proposed Preferred Alternative to be carried forward
for detailed analysis in the Proposed I-526 West Lowcountry Corridor Improvements Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS). In August of 2020, the SCDOT circulated portions of the DEIS for preview and
comment before finalizing the DEIS; OEP staff provided several recommendations. On October 22, 2020,
the final DEIS for this project was submitted for review. On November 25, 2020, OEP staff provided
comment on the permit request (SAC-2019-00593) for the proposed project with recommendations on
construction methods and other BMPs to minimize project impacts. DNR project manager: Susan Davis
daviss@dnr.sc.gov.
McClellanville 115 kV Transmission Project, Central Electric Power Cooperative, Inc. DEIS April
2014. Central Electric proposed to construct, operate, and maintain a new 115 kV electrical
transmission line (Project) that would bring service to the proposed McClellanville Substation to serve
Berkeley Electric members in the McClellanville area. The new transmission line would originate at one
of two potential locations near the Winyah Generation Station. The transmission line would terminate at
the proposed McClellanville Substation. Approximately 15-20 miles of new 115 kV transmission line is
proposed to be constructed along with a new 115 kV substation. The Project area identified
encompasses parts of Georgetown and Charleston counties. DNR has been involved in the
environmental review of the proposed project for well over a decade, including the submittal of extensive
comments during the preliminary planning and scoping stages and most recently with the submittal of
comments dated July 2, 2014 in response to the DEIS. Throughout the review process DNR has
maintained a consistent position that any overhead, high voltage transmission line adjacent to US
Highway 17 across the Santee-Delta Wildlife Management Area (WMA) would, at a minimum, cause
unacceptable and unavoidable impact to wetlands, sensitive species, intensively managed habitat,
endangered species, migratory birds and result in avoidable view-shed impacts to a historic and
culturally rich corridor. We have consistently recommended that any environmental review for the
improved delivery of power to the McClellanville area fully consider alternatives that minimize or
eliminate potential impacts to the Francis Marion National Forest, properties titled to the citizens of
South Carolina through DNR, private properties protected by conservation easement, sensitive
species/habitats and cultural and historic resources. Despite our efforts to emphasize the important of
the Santee River Delta and to highlight the potential adverse impacts resulting from new transmission
line construction through this sensitive area, all of the alternatives considered for review in the DEIS
cross the Santee River Delta. DNR submitted comments on July 2, 2014 outlining fundamental flaws
and inadequacies of the DEIS and recommended the existing DEIS be revised and/or supplemented
prior to proceeding with the development of a FEIS for the project, including a focused effort to fully
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reconsider less environmentally damaging alternatives to the McClellanville area. DNR staff met with
Central Electric on August 18, 2014 to discuss alternatives that are less environmentally damaging. On
April 15, DNR staff attended an interagency meeting to discuss Central Electric’s re-evaluation of
transmission line route alternatives and to present preliminary findings to the agencies before RUS and
the cooperating agencies determine the next steps in the NEPA process. Following the agency meeting
held in April 2015, Central Electric is moving forward with having an independent engineering study
performed on the project. RUS has provided Central Electric a draft statement of work (SOW). Central
Electric is handling the procurement side and will pay for the study. RUS solicited comments on the
submitted SOW. No comments on the SOW were submitted by DNR. On February 28, 2017, DNR staff
attended a meeting to discuss the results of the independent engineering study conducted for CEC. The
results of the study determined that for various reasons the crossing of the Santee Delta was not a viable
alternative and that the Jamestown to McClellanville was outlined as the preferred alternative. The Forest
Service is initiating the next consultation meeting with Central Electric on March 21, 2017 to discuss
survey requirements and initiate discussions on how to avoid impacts to endangered species, other
sensitive species and habitats, private protected lands, and the Wilderness Area at Wambaw
Creek. There will be a Supplemental DEIS prepared for the project that will focus on the Jamestown to
McClellanville route as the preferred alternative. On August 23, 2019, a Supplemental Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) was published in the Federal Register
(https://www.rd.usda.gov/publications/environmental-studies/impact-statements/mccllellanville-115kvtransmission-line) The Supplemental DEIS addresses the construction, operation and maintenance of
Central Electric’s proposed Project. The Project includes the construction of a new 115 kV transmission
line needed to energize the new McClellanville Substation located near the McClellanville service area.
The Supplemental DEIS considers three alternatives, encompassing three potential corridor locations
with one corridor including two different alignments. The overall project area encompasses parts of
Berkeley, Georgetown and Charleston counties in coastal South Carolina, and potentially crosses the
Francis Marion National Forest. On October 28, 2019, OEP staff submitted comments on the SDEIS.
DNR recommended that no alternatives crossing the Santee Delta be considered in the Final EIS (FEIS).
DNR also recommended that the FEIS include information that adequately describes and evaluates the
potential environmental impacts of the proposed project and provides for a full comparative environmental
analysis of alternatives and that the selection of a preferred alternative be based on those alternatives
that minimize or eliminate potential impacts to the Francis Marion National Forest (FMNF), private land
conservation easement (CE) properties, sensitive species/habitats and cultural and historic resources.
The FEIS is anticipated early in 2021. DNR project manager: Susan Davis DavisS@dnr.sc.gov
Riverport Development SAC-2010-00064. See
https://www.sac.usace.army.mil/Portals/43/docs/regulatory/publicnotices/May_2020_PN/SAC-201000064-Jasper-County-Riverport-Development.pdf?ver=2020-05-27-091515-030.
The proposed work consists of the construction of a mixed-use development including industrial,
commercial, civic and residential uses. In detail, the proposed project is a master planned development at
the 4,368.81-acre Riverport Tract situated north and south of I-95, with improvements to the existing twolane Purrysburg Road as well as a new interchange with I-95 at Mile Marker 3. Residential development,
including 3,339 residential dwelling units, would occupy the project area north of I-95, with commercial
and civic development situated along both sides of the new interchange and within the southern portion of
the site, including over 10.6 million square feet of industrial warehouse space and 2.6 million square feet
of commercial space (restaurant and hotel, grocery store, hospital, and office/retail space). The proposed
work would require the placement of fill material into 35.17 acres of wetlands to accomplish road
crossings for internal project access as well as for improvements to Purrysburg Road and I-95 where Exit
3 is proposed. The applicant has proposed to offset impacts to wetlands and other waters of the United
States by implementing an on-site permittee-responsible compensatory mitigation plan, including the
buffered preservation of all remaining wetlands on the site and restoration of approximately 150 acres of
pine plantation to historic wetland condition. The project purpose is to construct a development in Jasper
County, South Carolina, incorporating residential, commercial and industrial uses with direct access to
Interstate 95 to meet projected future growth associated with the existing Port of Savannah and Jasper
Ocean Terminal. On June 19, 2020, DNR asked that the permit be held in abeyance until comments
addressing additional protections for the adjacent Savannah National Wildlife Refuge are addressed and
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additional information is provided regarding the proposed mitigation plan. On January 29, 2021, a revised
notice was issued for this project, including a reduction in wetland impacts, as a result of a reevaluation of
the jurisdictional status of wetlands on-site and a revised mitigation plan involving the purchase of
mitigation credits from an approved mitigation bank. The SCDNR provided comment on this notice on
February 9, 2021 and recommended that all undisturbed, excluded wetlands are included in the acreage
to be preserved on-site and that mitigation is provided for all impacts to these areas. The SCDNR asked
that the permit not be issued until all previously expressed concerns and recommendations were
addressed. DNR project manager: Susan Davis daviss@dnr.sc.gov.
Savannah River below Augusta Restoration Feasibility Study. Under the authority of a resolution
passed on 1 August 1990 by the U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Public Works and
Transportation and by Section 1201(29) of the Water Resources Development Act of 2016, the SRBA
Ecosystem Restoration Study considers modifications to restore hydraulic connectivity for ecosystem
restoration to river meanders that were cut off to aid commercial river navigation. Of the 46 cutoff
meanders that the study originally identified, the study team used detailed screening criteria to focus on
an array of alternatives at seven sites that show potential to provide the greatest ecosystem restoration
benefits. The USACE-Savannah District and the Savannah Riverkeeper have initiated a study to evaluate
the feasibility of restoring natural bends (oxbows) in the Savannah River below Augusta. DNR staff are
serving on the Task Force that will guide the feasibility study and evaluate the environmental impacts of
the proposed restoration project. A total of $12.5 million has been dedicated to this project through the
Savannah Harbor Expansion Project (SHEP) Settlement Agreement, but the release of those funds will
not occur until dredging begins in the inner harbor. The feasibility study is expected to be completed in
2019, when dredging of the inner harbor is expected to begin. Non-federal matching funds ($1.5 million)
to complete the oxbow restoration project are being solicited from state and local agencies and nongovernmental organizations. The Task Force met on March 7, 2017 and identified several issues that
should be addressed in the Feasibility Study. These include impacts on upstream migration of sturgeon;
impacts on spawning habitat for sturgeon and robust redhorse; impacts on endangered freshwater
mussel species; maintenance of stable channel configurations after the initial restoration; effects on
sedimentation, geomorphology, hydrology, and water quality; and property ownership issues, including
potential flooding. A field trip for Task Force Members to examine potential oxbow restoration sites was
conducted April 24, 2017. In February 2019, it was announced that funding had been received to resume
the Savannah River Below Augusta study. DNR staff participated in a web conference kickoff meeting
held on February 26, 2019. DNR staff attended the Corps Savannah District Charrette Meeting held on
March 12, 2019 at the Lower Savannah River Alliance Education Center in Allendale. DNR submitted
comments on the proposed restoration study on April 18, 2019. DNR staff attended the Alternatives
Milestone meeting May 22, 2019. DNR staff participated in a webinar and conference call for restoration
project updates on June 5, 2019. DNR staff conducted a site visit to the seven oxbows being considered
for restoration on August 26, 2019. Staff will be attending a stakeholder meeting on March 30, 2021
regarding this project. The USACE study team, with assistance from the National Ecosystem Restoration
Planning Center of Expertise, is in the process of determining costs and benefits of the various
alternatives at each site and will perform a cost effectiveness and incremental cost analysis to help
determine the National Ecosystem Restoration Plan. Staff attended a stakeholder meeting on March 30,
2021 regarding this project. The USACE study team, with assistance from the National Ecosystem
Restoration Planning Center of Expertise, is in the process of determining costs and benefits of the
various alternatives at each site and will perform a cost effectiveness and incremental cost analysis to
help determine the National Ecosystem Restoration Plan. DNR staff attended a monthly status update
meeting on May 24, 2021. DNR project manager: Stacie Crowe crowes@dnr.sc.gov.
Savannah Harbor Navigation Project Mitigation Recovery. A Draft Environmental Assessment (EA),
placed on public notice in November 2016, evaluated the potential impacts of the USACE’s proposal to
make specific improvements to selected wetland impoundments at the Savannah National Wildlife
Refuge (SNWR) in order to enhance the effectiveness of those sites as bird habitat. The proposed action
is intended to compensate for past and future short-term deficits in mitigation credits for the Savannah
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Harbor Navigation Project (which addresses long-term operation and maintenance requirements for the
Harbor). Mitigation was required due to wetland impacts resulting from the impoundment of Dredged
Material Containment Area (DMCA) 14A in 2006. In the Draft EA, USACE evaluated four alternatives for
enhancing bird habitat in the SNWR and selected the least cost alternative as their preferred alternative,
rather than the alternative recommended by SNWR staff. In our comment letter on the Draft EA
(submitted December 8, 2016), DNR supported the selection of the alternative preferred by Refuge staff.
DNR project manager: Stacie Crowe crowes@dnr.sc.gov.
Savannah Harbor Expansion Project (SHEP).
http://www.sas.usace.army.mil/Missions/Civil-Works/Savannah-Harbor-Expansion/
DNR project manager: Stacie Crowe crowes@dnr.sc.gov
1. Dissolved Oxygen (DO) Injection System. OEP staff attended a stakeholder meeting at the
USACE Savannah District Headquarters on September 28, 2017 to discuss the proposed sampling
and analysis plan to evaluate the efficacy of the SHEP DO injection systems (Speece Cones). The
injection systems are being constructed at two locations on the Savannah River to mitigate for
reduced oxygen levels due to harbor deepening. Modeling results indicate that a total of 40,000 lbs.
of DO per day needs to be diffused into the Savannah River to compensate for the incremental
reduction in DO. Construction began on the DO Injection System in February 2016 and the
Hutchinson Island location was completed in March 2019. The first initial test, the Transfer Efficiency
Study, which identifies the amount of oxygen being absorbed by the water column for each pound of
oxygen introduced into the water, was conducted from February 17-March 3, 2019. The 60-day
Water Collection Transfer Efficiency test run data collection occurred from March 17-May 16, 2019
and a data report is expected in mid-July 2019 for public comment and review. The Water Column
Transfer Efficiency Report for the Dissolved Oxygen Facility Environmental Testing for the Savannah
Harbor Expansion Project report was released August 15, 2019 for public comment. DNR staff
reviewed the report and determined that the results of the tests indicate that the Corps met the
standards they outlined in the settlement agreement. Water Column Transfer Efficiency Data
Collection for the Upper System has been rescheduled to occur from July 6, 2020 – July 10, 2020
and a data report is now expected on August 1, 2020 for public comment and review. This is a slight
change due to COVID-19.
As a part of a settlement agreement reached in 2013, prior to commencing the dredging of the Inner
Harbor Channel, the USACE will also conduct additional tests to evaluate the downriver DO Injection
System located at Hutchinson Island to demonstrate its ability to mitigate DO impacts of the SHEP
project. The entire Oxygen Injection System must be operated, and instream DO must be monitored
continuously for a period of 59 days (2 lunar cycles), of which at least one 29.5 day testing (one lunar
cycle) must occur in July, August, or September immediately following the installation of the Oxygen
Injection System. Continuous daily water quality monitoring must be conducted during this period at
locations specified in and pursuant to the monitoring plan. This 59-day period of operation is referred
to herein as the “Start-up Run.” The Start-up Run has been rescheduled to begin on July 25, 2020 –
September 11, 2020. Due to warranty (mechanical) issues with the Upriver DO plant and the
COVID-19 impacts, the USACE has added 14 additional days of data collection to extend the Startup Run through September 23, 2020. On October 28, 2020, USACE distributed the QAQC’d DO
System plant raw data collected from July 13 – September 23, 2020, which includes the Start Up Run
data. Only raw data was distributed and a full report summarizing the data is still expected in early
2021.
Following the Start-up Run and analysis of the modeling results and monitoring data, the USACE will
provide a report comparing the monitoring data collected during the Start-up Run to the modeling
results to the Conservation Groups (including DNR), Commission, and DHEC for review to assess
whether the DO Injection System will work to mitigate the impacts of the SHEP project. The Startup
Run Data Collection and Modeling Report was made available by the Corps for review on May 3
2021 and is currently under review. DNR staff are preparing comments to submit to the Savannah
District Corps.
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2. Excavation and Placement of Cadmium-Laden Sediments. A Draft Supplemental Environmental
Assessment (SEA), placed on public notice in December 2016, proposes to modify the currently
authorized plan for handling cadmium-laden sediments as described in the Final Environmental
Impact Statement (FEIS) for the Savannah Harbor Expansion Project (SHEP). The purpose of the
proposed action is to place cadmium-laden sediments that will be dredged as part of SHEP in a
manner that reduces risk to wildlife without causing dike failure in Dredged Material Containment
Areas (DMCAs) 14A and 14B. The Draft SEA describes ten alternatives for the disposal of these
cadmium-laden sediments. Seven of the ten alternatives were eliminated during the initial screening
evaluation due to one or more factors, including a high cost of construction, high cost of mitigation,
high risk of dike failure, or unacceptable risk to wildlife from exposure to cadmium-laden sediments.
The USACE preferred alternative (Alternative 10) would place cadmium-laden sediments from SHEP
into DMCAs 14A and 14B and maintain these sites in a “moist” (saturated) rather than “flooded”
(inundated) condition during placement, followed by shallow flooding with 6 to 12 inches of water until
the site could be capped with 2 feet of clean dredged material. The currently authorized alternative
described in the FEIS would have maintained these DMCAs in a more deeply flooded condition (4 to
6 feet of water) until the cadmium-laden sediments are capped. In our comment letter, dated
February 2, 2017, the DNR acknowledged the USACE’s need to develop an alternate plan for
disposing cadmium-laden sediments due to the risk of dike failure under the currently authorized
plan; however, we recommended that Alternative 9 be implemented rather than Alternative 10
because it would more effectively limit the exposure of birds and other wildlife to cadmium-laden
sediments. Alternative 9 would involve the construction of finger dikes within DMCAs 14A and 14B to
create smaller impoundments that could be filled and capped more quickly than Alternative 10.
3. McCoy’s Cut Flow-Rerouting Plan. A Draft Supplemental Environmental Assessment (SEA) and
Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) for proposed modifications to the McCoy’s Cut flowrerouting feature of the Savannah Harbor Expansion Project (SHEP) was released on May 24, 2017
for public comment. The draft SEA supplements the 2012 Final Environmental Impact Statement
(FEIS) and Record of Decision (ROD) for SHEP. The proposed modifications would extend the
dredging area within the upper Middle River to ensure sufficient freshwater flow to intended areas, as
well as save space in the upland Dredged Material Containment Areas (DMCAs) by using some of
the dredged sediments to convert open-water manmade cuts (McCoomb’s Cut and Rifle Cut) to
freshwater wetlands. These cuts are already planned to be plugged with recycled concrete material
(from the former Highway 17 Bridge) and rock in order to prevent saltwater from the Savannah River
from flowing into the Back River and adjacent tidal wetlands. The proposed modifications also include
increasing the dredging depth at the mouth of Union Creek by four feet to account for potential future
shoaling and constructing a temporary pile-supported platform on the edge of existing tidal wetlands
in the Back River to access the construction site for the McCoy’s Cut diversion structure. Comments
on the draft SEA/FONSI were submitted June 26, 2017. Construction of McCoys Cut flow re-routing
feature began construction July 2018. It is anticipated to be complete in October 2019.
4. Monitoring, Adaptive Management, and Status Reports. In February 2018 the USACE-Savannah
District released a Fiscal year 2017 Construction Monitoring Report for the Savannah Harbor
Expansion Project (SHEP). This report covers the third year of construction monitoring. OEP staff
are currently reviewing the FY 2017 report. In March 2018, USACE Savannah announced that they
have reached the midpoint of the project with the completion of the entrance channel dredging. OEP
staff attended a SHEP FY 2017 Monitoring Meeting on October 10, 2018 in Savannah, GA which
reviewed the contents of the 2017 Construction Monitoring Report released in February 2018.
5. New Savannah Bluff Lock and Dam. The SHEP mitigation agreements, in compliance with the
Endangered Species Act, require the USACE – Savannah District to reduce or mitigate impacts to
sturgeon. Removal of New Savannah Bluff Lock and Dam (NSBLD) would benefit sturgeon by
providing access to historic spawning areas. The USACE funded DNR Diadromous Fish staff to
conduct pre-construction monitoring of sturgeon distribution and movement through the use of
telemetry and sonic transmitters. This work was completed in 2014. Construction of the bypass
channel originally proposed was not anticipated to occur until 2021. However, in December 2016,
the Water Infrastructure Improvement for the Nation (WIIN) Act was signed into law. The WIIN Act
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deauthorized the NSBLD and repealed/replaced language in the Water Resources Development
Appropriations Act of 2000/2001 with requirements to fulfill fish passage mitigation under the SHEP.
The WIIN Act outlines two options:
A) Repair the NSBLD lock wall and modify the structure such that it is able to:
• Maintain the pool for navigation, water supply and recreational activities, and
• Allow safe passage over the structure to historic spawning grounds of shortnose and Atlantic
sturgeon and other migratory fishes.
B) Construct at an appropriate location across the Savannah River of a structure that is able to
maintain the pool for water supply and recreational activities and remove the NSBLD on completion
of construction of the fish passage structure.
The Corps Savannah District presented five alternatives to be considered for the project to the public
in June 2018 and plan to release the selected alternative in Fall 2018. OEP Staff attended the public
meeting hosted by the Corps Savannah District in North Augusta, SC on November 14, 2018. The
recommended plan for replacing the New Savannah Bluff Lock and Dam was announced. Of seven
alternatives offered, the recommended plan chosen is a higher fixed crest weir with a dry floodplain
bench. The plan involves the demolition of the current lock and dam and construction of a fixed weir
with an in-channel fish passage and a floodplain bench that enables the passing of higher flows. With
this design, the Corps Savannah District estimates the water level will decrease one to two feet in the
downtown Augusta area under average flow conditions. River flows between 5,000 and 8,000 cubic
feet per second (cfs) are considered average flows. Flows above 5,000 cfs occur approximately 77%
of the time. This is a contentious issue for the community with concerns regarding maintaining the
pool created by the current lock and dam for drinking water supply and recreational use. In response
to concerns regarding pool height with the recommended plan, the Corps Savannah District
conducted a drawdown to exhibit the height of the pool for the tentatively selected plan for local
observation in February 11-14, 2019. In conjunction with the drawdown, the Corps Savannah District
released the Draft Integrated Post Authorization Analysis Report (PAAR) and Supplemental
Environmental Assessment (SEA), Fish Passage at New Savannah Bluff Lock and Dan (NSBLD),
and Draft Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) for public review on February 27, 2019. DNR
staff, the public, and other resource agencies and conservation groups will have 60 days to review
the details of the tentatively selected plan and provide comment by April 16, 2019. DNR submitted
comments on the PAAR and SEA for the NSBLD on March 27, 2019. Additionally, staff also reviewed
and provided comments on the Draft Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act Report on the NSBLD to the
USFWS on March 26, 2019. On October 29, 2019, the Corps announced its decision on the future of
the fish passage at NSBLD. The Corps selected alternative 2-6d, a fixed weir with an in-channel fish
passage and a floodplain bench that enables the passing of higher flows. The plan calls for removal
of the lock and dam. On November 4, 2019, the South Carolina Attorney General on behalf of the
South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control and the Savannah River Maritime
Commission filed a lawsuit against the United States Army Corps of Engineers Savannah District in
regard to the elevation of the pool that should be maintained. DNR OEP staff attended a public
meeting held in Augusta on November 13, 2019. On December 6, 2019, the City of Augusta filed a
motion to intervene in the lawsuit filed by the State of South Carolina. On January 2, 2020, the
Georgia Ports Authority also filed a motion to intervene in the lawsuit. On November 23, 2020, US
District Judge Richard Gergel ruled in the Lock and Dam case. Judge Gergel entered an order in
favor of the State of South Carolina and the City of Augusta and permanently enjoined the
defendants (USACE and Georgia Ports Authority) from tearing down the NSBLD and required a
mitigation alternative that keeps the pool level at 114.76 ft. On January 19, 2021, the US Army Corps
of Engineers, a federal defendant in the case, filed a notice of appeal to the US Court of Appeals for
the Fourth Circuit.
6. Wetland Mitigation Lands Acquisition. The USACE-Savannah District released a draft Final
Report documenting the acquisition and preservation of two tracts of land in partial fulfillment of
wetland mitigation requirements for the Savannah Harbor Expansion Project (SHEP). Flow-rerouting
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features within the Savannah River estuary are expected to mitigate most of the impacts to
freshwater wetlands due to SHEP (see item on McCoy’s Cut below); however, the remaining impacts
are required to be mitigated by the acquisition and preservation of 2,245 acres of existing wetlands
within the estuary. In the 2012 SHEP Final EIS, the USACE stated it would acquire lands designated
as high priority in the Savannah National Wildlife Refuge Acquisition Plan and provide them to the
USFWS to manage as additions to the Refuge. The USFWS will manage these properties using
funds obtained through the Department of Interior's normal budget process. The first property, a 175acre mostly upland tract known as SLF III, was acquired by GADOT and transferred to the USFWS in
2015. The second property, Abercorn Island, is a 2,081-acre tract consisting mostly of non-tidal
forested wetlands. Abercorn Island was identified by the USFWS as its top priority for acquisition.
The GADOT acquired Abercorn Island in February 2017 and comments on the draft Final Report
were submitted on May 30, 2017. Abercorn Island was transferred to the Refuge in June 2017.
Savannah River Training Wall Removal Study – Augusta. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
Savannah District, has initiated a study regarding a training wall in the Savannah River at Augusta,
Georgia conducted under the authority of Section 216 of the Flood Control Act of 1970. The purpose of
this type of study is to determine whether a water resources development project operated and
maintained by the Corps of Engineers should be deauthorized, and if the associated property should
undergo disposal. The training wall was constructed as part of the federally authorized project, Savannah
River Below Augusta (SRBA), in the early 1900s. The wall, and associated structures, helped prevent
formation of sandbars on the Georgia side of the river which impeded commercial navigation at the time.
However, commercial navigation effectively ceased by 1980 and maintenance of the channel in that area
was discontinued, the last known maintenance activity having been completed in December 1980.
The study area extends between Augusta's 13th Street Bridge and Palmetto Parkway Bridge (Interstate
520). Currently, the training wall, including underwater portions and those exposed during low flow
periods controlled by the J. Strom Thurmond Dam, could be a navigational hazard. The study will
determine if there remains Federal interest in this navigational feature of the SRBA project and if not,
whether disposal of the wall is feasible. DNR submitted comments on the proposed study on October 28,
2019. On April 6, 2020, the USACE Savannah District released a draft Integrated Disposition Study
(IDS)/Environmental Assessment (EA) and draft Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) under the
authority of Section 216 of the Flood Control Act of 1970 (Public Law 91-611) for the Savannah River
Below Augusta, Training Wall Disposition, Augusta, Georgia and North Augusta, South Carolina. The
draft IDS/EA included the evaluation that the Corps performed to determine whether federal interests
exist to retain or dispose of the Training Wall and its associated navigation features. The study evaluates
three alternatives: (Alternative 1) Future Without Project Condition (FWOP)/No Action Alternative (NAA);
(Alternative 2) Removal of the Training Wall; and (Alternative 3) Removal of the Training Wall and
Sediment at Gardner’s Bar on the South Carolina downstream bank. The recommended plan, Alternative
2, consists of the removal of the training wall and its associated navigation features and would allow for
the natural release of sediments accumulated behind the wall back into the river system. DNR staff
provided comments on the report on April 30, 2020. DNR provided comments on the Draft Fish and
Wildlife Coordination Act Report to the USFWS Georgia Ecological Services Office. The USFWS
Georgia Ecological Services Office provided the Final Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act Report on the
Training Wall on June 22, 2020. DNR project manager: Stacie Crowe crowes@dnr.sc.gov
Stormwater Infrastructure General Permit, S.C. Department of Health and Environmental Control’s
Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management (DHEC OCRM), GP-2019-SW11, GP-2019SW12 & GP-2019-SW13. DHEC OCRM is proposing to issue a general permit to streamline the
authorization process for State Agencies, County Governments and Local Municipalities for public Storm
Water Infrastructure improvement projects within DHEC OCRM Direct Permitting Authority (Critical Area),
in accordance with the Coastal Zone Management Act (48-39-10 et.seq.). This GP will authorize State
agencies, county governments and local municipalities to conduct activities required for the reestablishment, improvement or maintenance of existing public stormwater conveyance systems in the
tideland. The purpose of this GP is to provide a simplified and expeditious means to authorize routine
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public stormwater infrastructure projects undertaken by state agencies, county governments and local
municipalities that are similar in nature and result in only minimal individual and cumulative impacts to the
tidelands critical area within the State of South Carolina.
In a letter dated April 23, 2019, DNR expressed various concerns regarding the issuance of this GP and
the potential significant and cumulative impacts to important estuarine resources. DNR staff provided
recommendations for minimizing potential impacts. Staff also participated in a follow-up meeting to further
discuss concerns of the various commenting agencies. This GP was officially noticed in August of 2020;
OEP staff made additional recommendations for minimizing potential impacts. DNR project manager:
Susan Davis daviss@dnr.sc.gov.
Stormwater Management General Permit Tidal Waters, USACE General Permit P/N SAC-202000959.
https://www.sac.usace.army.mil/Portals/43/docs/regulatory/publicnotices/Aug_2020_PN/SAC-202000959_Proposed_Stormwater_Conveyance_General_Permit_PN.pdf?ver=2020-08-14-095638-890 The
Charleston District proposes to issue a General Permit (GP) to federal, state, or local government
agencies authorizing certain stormwater management activities located in tidal waters within the
boundaries of the Critical Area Tidelands of the Coastal Zone of Beaufort, Berkeley, Charleston, Colleton,
Dorchester, Georgetown, Horry, and Jasper Counties in South Carolina. The GP would authorize the
excavation/dredging of existing, maintained stormwater conveyances, expansion of existing, maintained
stormwater conveyances, and installation of new stormwater conveyance and/or the re-establishment of
non-maintained stormwater conveyances through tidal waters. The GP would also authorize the
discharge of dredged or fill material and/or excavation/dredging to facilitate the installation of new and/or
the maintenance, repair, replacement and/or extension of existing water control structures, pipes and
culverts in tidal waters. In a letter dated September 3, 2020, DNR expressed various concerns regarding
the issuance of this GP and the potential significant and cumulative impacts to important estuarine
resources and provided recommendations for minimizing potential impacts. DNR project manager: Susan
Davis daviss@dnr.sc.gov.
US 278 Corridor Improvements Project, Beaufort County. Federal Project Number P030450. See:
https://www.scdot278corridor.com/
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) in cooperation with the South Carolina Department of
Transportation (SCDOT) are preparing an EA for improvements to the US 278 corridor. The purpose of
this project is to increase capacity and reduce congestion along US 278 from Moss Creek Drive to Squire
Pope Road. As a part of the corridor improvements project, the eastbound Mackay Creek Bridge, which
crosses the Intracoastal Waterway, would be replaced as a part of SCDOT’s bridge replacement program
and the remaining three bridges in the study area would also be studied for potential improvements. In
addition, the access to Pinckney Island National Wildlife Refuge and the C.C. Haigh, Jr. boat ramp would
also be studied for possible improvements. On April 10, 2019, the DNR accepted an invitation to become
a participating agency in the development of an EA for this project. As a participating agency, the DNR
will identify, as early as possible, any issues of concern regarding the project’s potential environmental
impacts. DNR will also be involved in the issue resolution process and provide meaningful and timely
input on unresolved issues. In a letter dated September 20, 2018, the DNR has already provided scoping
comments on this project, including preliminary comments on potential impacts to natural resources in the
study area. In a letter dated April 10, 2019, the DNR accepted the invitation to become a participating
agency and asked that the DNR’s role in dispute resolution be clarified in the Final ACP. DNR reviewed
the Draft Purpose and Need statement and had no comments or concerns. On June 13, 2020, the DNR
participated in a meeting to discuss the alternative evaluation criteria, range of alternatives, and provide a
coordination point for agencies as required by the EA process. On March 19, 2020, OEP staff
participated in a meeting to discuss the following: the reasonable alternatives and revisions since the last
agency meeting; the preliminary Essential Fish Habitat assessment; and future mitigation planning.
Seventeen preliminary alternatives were developed originally and were narrowed down to six reasonable
alternatives. On May 14 staff participated in an ACE meeting to discuss project updates, discuss the
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alternatives matrix and the recommended preferred alternative. DNR project manager: Susan Davis
daviss@dnr.sc.gov
Hydroelectric Energy Projects
Under the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s (FERC) regulatory authority under the Federal
Power Act, natural resource agencies have an opportunity to negotiate and collaborate with utilities to
minimize and mitigate impacts to natural resources affected by the operation of hydroelectric facilities.
OEP staff serve as the DNR representative as a part of the relicensing process and implementation of
the license. DNR FERC Coordinator: Elizabeth Miller millere@dnr.sc.gov
Augusta Canal Hydroelectric Project (FERC Project No. 11810). The City of Augusta, Georgia, filed a
license application with FERC on June 20, 2003, which is pending signatures to a Settlement Agreement
and the completion of NMFS Section 7 endangered species consultation regarding hydro project impacts
to shortnose and Atlantic sturgeon; DNR signed the Settlement Agreement. The Settlement Agreement
and the license application propose upstream and downstream fish passage and operations of the
Augusta Canal that will provide for seasonal minimum flows that will enhance aquatic habitat and
recreational activities in the Savannah River at Augusta Shoals. On July 9, 2014 the City of Augusta
submitted a request to DHEC for 401 Water Quality Certification (WQC) of it license application to FERC
to which DNR provided comments to DHEC on Sep 11, 2014. On July 8, 2015 DHEC issued a 401 WQC
of the City of Augusta's FERC license application, and the WQC is consistent with the DNR stream flow
objectives. NMFS and FWS drafted a revised joint prescription for fish passage in November 2017 and
again in March 2018. A draft joint fish passage prescription was issued in September 2019, which was
also reviewed by DNR staff. On October 23, 2019, the City of Augusta filed for a trial type hear to resolve
disputed issues regarding the Second Modified Prescription. In July 2020, the NMFS and the USFWS
each filed Reservations of Authority, replacing the Second Modified Prescription for the Project. The
agencies are jointly working to file a Third Modified Prescription for the Augusta Canal Project.
Cherokee Falls Hydroelectric Project (FERC Project No. 2880). Cherokee Falls Hydroelectric Project,
LLC emailed a draft license application to DNR on March 18, 2019 requesting agency review and
comments by June 17, 2019. DNR submitted comments to the FERC on June 14, 2019. Enel submitted
their Final License Application to the FERC on July 31, 2019. The FERC issued Scoping Document 1 for
the Cherokee Project on March 6, 2020 and comments were submitted by DNR on April 3, 2020. DNR
submitted comments on the Notice for Ready for Environmental Analysis (REA) to the FERC on May 18,
2020. On April 20, 2020 Cherokee Falls Hydroelectric Project, LLC submitted a request to DHEC for 401
Water Quality Certification (WQC) of its license application to the FERC. DHEC issued a public notice on
April 30, 2020 requesting comments regarding the proposed application. DNR submitted comments to
DHEC for the 401 WQC on June 1, 2020. DNR and DHEC submitted additional questions to the licensee
regarding Project operations for clarification before issuance of the WQC. On December 15, 2020,
Hydroland Omega LLC. took ownership of Cherokee Falls Hydroelectric Project, LLC and intends to
continue to pursue the subsequent license. The ownership change is at the parent company level and the
primary licensee of the Project will remain the same. The licensee responded to and addressed DNR and
DHEC’s additional questions and concerns regarding project operations related to the issuance of the
WQC. After consulting with DNR personnel, DHEC issued the WQC to the Cherokee Falls Hydroelectric
Project on March 9, 2021. The FERC issued the Environmental Assessment for the Cherokee Falls
Project on April 16, 2021 and solicited public comment on the document. The SCDNR submitted agency
comments on the EA May 14, 2021.
Coneross Hydroelectric Project (FERC Project No. 6731). Coneross Power Corporation filed a draft
license application with the FERC on October 22, 2018. DNR staff reviewed the document and provided
comments and recommendations before the January 20, 2019 comment period deadline. The applicant
proposed a decrease in the minimum flow requirement of 25 cfs year-round to the bypass reach for the
project and stated that it would be an enhancement to the project. DNR disagrees and finds that the
change to this new flow regime would be a negative impact for aquatic resources. The current flow
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requirement in the previous license requires a minimum flow in the bypass reach at 35 cfs from February
1 – May 31 and 25 cfs from June 1 – January 31 or inflow to the Project's impoundment, whichever is
less. They are also required to maintain a minimum flow of 36 cfs or inflow, whichever is less,
downstream of the confluence between the tailrace and the bypass reach to support navigation. To
address DNR’s concerns, it was agreed that the applicant would fund studies to determine proper
minimum flow requirements for their project. The final license application was submitted to the FERC on
February 28, 2019. DNR submitted a follow-up letter in April 2019 to address the study needs required to
determine adequate flow downstream of the project. The Project filed the Final License Application on
January 23, 2020. The FERC issued the Scoping Document 1 (SD1) for the Project on February 20,
2020. The FERC issued an extension to the SD1’s comment period on March 6, 2020 and comments
were submitted by DNR staff on April 9, 2020. The FERC issued the Ready for Environmental Analysis
for the Coneross Project on April 21, 2020. DNR staff reviewed the request and submitted comments and
10j recommendations on June 19, 2020. DHEC issued a public notice seeking comments on the
Coneross Project’s application for a 401 Water Quality Certification. DNR staff submitted comments on
July 6, 2020 to DHEC recommending measures to provide protection, mitigation and enhancement for
fish and wildlife resources affected by the Project. On December 15, 2020, Hydroland Omega LLC. took
ownership of the Coneross Power Corporation and intends to continue to pursue the subsequent license.
The ownership change is at the parent company level and the primary licensee of the Project will remain
the same. DHEC issued a Notice of Department Decision regarding the Coneross Project’s 401 Water
Quality Certificate (401 WQC) on April 23, 2021. DNR staff identified an inconsistency with DHEC’s 401
WQC NODD for the project regarding buffer zone protection and noticed DHEC staff to review the
decision. DHEC adjusted the NODD for the 401 WQC and reissued the NODD on May 3, 2021 including
DNR’s recommendation for buffer zone protection.
Parr-Fairfield Hydroelectric Project (FERC Project No. 1894). The Parr-Fairfield Hydroelectric Project
was issued a new license on November 25, 2020. SCDNR staff worked collaboratively with the licensee,
federal and state agencies, and other stakeholders throughout the relicensing process that began in
September 2012. In June 2018, a Comprehensive Relicensing Settlement Agreement (CRSA) detailing
how the Project should be managed under a new FERC license was finalized and signed by SCE&G
(now Dominion Energy South Carolina (DESC)) and relicensing stakeholders, including SCDNR. The
FERC incorporated most of the agreed upon terms of the CRSA into license requirements. However,
DESC, in good faith and to uphold the agreed upon terms of the CRSA, has agreed to follow through with
terms that were not incorporated into the license. DESC will be providing several beneficial services to
the state’s residents and aquatic resources as part of their new license requirements and CRSA terms.
There are a variety of benefits associated with the project including:
• Benefits for aquatic resources with improved flow regimes that will reduce reservoir fluctuations
and stabilize flows during fish spawning season.
• Data collected, and information gained, as a part of a freshwater mussel monitoring plan and an
American eel Monitoring Plan.
• Improved water quality downstream of the Project with increased minimum flows and the
implementation of a Turbine Venting Plan to enhance dissolved oxygen below Parr Shoals Dam.
• Development of a Shoreline Management Plan and Erosion Monitoring Plan to protect the
Project’s natural, scenic, recreational, and cultural resources over the term of the new license.
• Establishment of a Habitat Enhancement Program to enhance aquatic habitat in addition to the
installation of habitat structures in Lake Monticello.
• Existing recreation sites within the Project at Parr and Monticello reservoirs, as well as the
Recreation Lake or Sub-Impoundment (a 300-acre lake adjacent to Monticello Reservoir,
constructed by the licensee for the sole purpose of recreation) will see enhancements at new and
existing recreation sites such as new courtesy docks and fishing piers. A new canoe portage trail
around the Parr Shoals Dam will also be formalized.
• Continued protection and public use of approximately 9,000 acres of land and water within the
Project boundary in the Wildlife Management Area (WMA) Program.
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The project website is http://parrfairfieldrelicense.com/index.html. SCDNR staff participated in a site visit
on May 27, 2021 to discuss fish passage and recreation amenities at the Project.
Saluda Hydroelectric Project (FERC Project No. 516). SCE&G filed with FERC a license application
for the Saluda (Lake Murray) Project on August 27, 2008 and a Comprehensive Relicensing Settlement
Agreement (CRSA) on July 31, 2009. A new FERC license for this project is pending the completion of
NMFS Section 7 endangered species consultation regarding hydro project impacts to shortnose and
Atlantic sturgeon. The CRSA and license application propose important protection and enhancement
measures for Lake Murray and downstream sections of the Saluda and Congaree rivers. Measures
include the establishment of minimum flows and striped-bass spawning enhancement flows, low-inflow
drought plan, a plan for dissolved-oxygen enhancement to improve water quality, increased protection of
threatened and endangered species, enhancements in fish and wildlife habitat protection and increased
recreational opportunities. On January 3, 2019, SCANA/SCE&G merged with Dominion Energy South
Carolina, LLC. The project website is http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/.
Santee Cooper Hydroelectric Project (FERC Project No. 199). S.C. Public Service Authority (SCPSA)
filed with FERC a license application on Mar 15, 2004 and a Final Settlement Agreement (FSA) on May
24, 2007. The license application and FSA propose flows through the project to enhance aquatic habitat
and water quality, a low-inflow/drought plan, fish passage and protection prescriptions, plans to protect
sensitive species, shoreline management plan, recreation plan, and enhancements at the Santee
National Wildlife Refuge. FERC issued its Final EIS in October 2007. A new FERC license for this
project is pending the completion of National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) Section 7 endangered
species consultation regarding hydro project impacts to shortnose and Atlantic sturgeon. DNR staff
continues to participate in the Santee Cooper-NMFS consultation process regarding sturgeon protection
measures. DNR provided comments on July 23, 2012 to address a Santee Cooper proposal to NMFS for
sturgeon passage at the Project. NMFS resumed consultations with Santee Cooper and DNR staff on
April 25, 2017, to address sturgeon passage issues and planned steps for revising the draft biological
opinion. In July 2019, DNR staff received a draft of the Biological Opinion and Fishway Prescription from
the NMFS Section 7 endangered species consultation for review. DNR staff attended a site visit and
meeting on September 30 and October 1 to discuss the NMFS draft Biological Opinion. Staff reviewed
the draft Biological Opinion and draft Second Modified Prescription for Fishways and submitted
comments to the FERC on December 17, 2019. NMFS issued the final Biological Opinion on January 22,
2020 and the final Second Modified Prescription for Fishways on January 27, 2020.
Spartanburg Water Proposed Hydroelectric Projects. Spartanburg Water has been granted approval
by FERC on July 7, 2014 to begin the licensing process in order to establish hydroelectric facilities at two
existing Pacolet River dams on Lakes Blalock and Bowen and restoration of an abandoned hydropower
facility at Fingerville on the North Pacolet River. DNR staff are providing input and assistance with study
plans being implemented at the project sites. Spartanburg Water has paused its pursuit of these licenses
pending resolution of related economic issues. The project website is: http://www.swssssd.org/lakes/index.php.
Stevens Creek Hydroelectric Project (FERC Project No. 2535). On January 3, 2019, SCANA/SCE&G
merged with Dominion Energy. Dominion Energy conducted public outreach meetings on January 10,
2019 to address the upcoming relicense process for Stevens Creek Hydroelectric Project located on the
Savannah River downstream of Lake Thurmond in Edgefield County, SC and Columbia County, GA. DNR
staff attended a site visit on May 15, 2019 to survey the project area and recreational facilities provided by
the project. DNR staff attended a draft Pre-Application Document (PAD) meeting on August 22, 2019.
DNR is involved in several Resource Conservation Groups and has attended meetings with the different
groups in preparation for the draft PAD. The current FERC license for the Project expires on October 31,
2025. Dominion Energy submitted their Pre-Application Document and request to use the Traditional
Licensing Process (TLP) on May 15, 2020. DNR filed a concurrence letter in support of the use of the
TLP for the Project. DNR staff participated in the Joint Agency Meeting and virtual site visit on September
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3, 2020. DNR submitted comments on the Pre-Application Document and a study request for
consideration on November 2, 2020. The project website is http://stevenscreekrelicense.com.
Upper Pelzer (FERC Project No. 10254), Lower Pelzer (FERC Project No. 10253), and Piedmont
(FERC Project No. 2428) hydroelectric projects. Enel Green Power North America, Inc. was granted
approval by FERC on April 5, 2013 to begin a relicensing process for these 3 run-of-river hydro projects
located on the Saluda River in Greenville and Anderson counties. Three Final License Applications were
submitted to FERC by Enel in late November and December, and DNR staff reviewed the documents
and submitted comments to FERC on January 28 and February 17, 2016, recommending additional
studies to address information needs for these projects. DNR also submitted comments and
recommendations to DHEC regarding Enel’s applications for 401 Water Quality Certification for these
three projects. FERC issued a Ready for Environmental Analysis notice in November 2017 and is
developing its Draft Environmental Assessment for the three projects. In January 2018, DNR submitted
recommendations to FERC on licensing measures for protection, mitigation and enhancement of fish and
wildlife resources affected by the Projects. FERC issued a Draft Environmental Assessment (DEA) on
the three projects on July 16, 2019. DNR submitted comments to the Commission regarding their findings
and recommendations in the DEA on August 30, 2019. The FERC reviewed DNR’s comments and did
not adopt any of DNR's 10j recommendations in the Final Environmental Assessment issued in October
2013. 10j under the Federal Power Act requires consideration of recommendations by fish and wildlife
agencies for the protection, mitigation of damages to, and enhancement of fish and wildlife affected by
the development, operation and management of a FERC project. The Piedmont Project license was
issued on April 15, 2020. The Upper Pelzer Projects license was issued on June 30, 2020. The Lower
Pelzer Project was issued a new license on August 6, 2020. Staff attended a site visit at the Piedmont
Project on September 30, 2020 to review the draft Recreation Management Plan (RMP) for the Project.
The licensee is required by Article 405 of their license to provide an informal fishing site and a canoe
portage around the dam. Staff submitted comments on the draft Piedmont RMP on October 9, 2020,
draft Upper Pelzer RMP on December 8, 2020, and draft Lower Pelzer RMP on March 31, 2021.
Natural Resource Damage Assessment (NRDA).
Under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) or the
Oil Pollution Act (OPA), natural resource trustees seek damages for injury to natural resources that are a
result of releases of hazardous substances or oil. OEP staff serve as the DNR representative as a part of
the Natural Resource Trustees. DNR project manager: Stacie Crowe crowes@dnr.sc.gov
Exxon Mobil Corporation. The NRDA Trustees reached a settlement with the Exxon Mobil Corporation
for approximately $6.6 million for claims related to the release of hazardous waste at nine phosphate
fertilizer plant sites located in Charleston, Beaufort and the Greenville area between 1900-1950.
Remedial actions started around 2007-2008. The Consent Decree was filed on May 2, 2019 and entered
into final judgement on June 26, 2019. Environmental impacts typically associated with phosphatebased fertilizer manufacturing facilities include elevated concentrations of metals, particularly lead and
arsenic in soil, groundwater and sediment, as well as acidic pH conditions. The NRDA Trustees will now
begin the Restoration Planning process where restoration actions will be designed to return impacted
resources to baseline condition. The Trustees signed the funding resolution in January 2020. The
settlement funds are anticipated to be used for marsh and oyster restoration projects in the Charleston
and Beaufort areas.
Koppers Company Inc. The NRDA Trustees reached a settlement with Beazer East, Inc., the
responsible party, for the Koppers Company site for approximately $3 million. The Consent Decree was
filed on January 7, 2019. Starting as early as 1942, wood treatment and fertilizer manufacturing facilities
located at Koppers in Charleston released hazardous substances into wetland and riverine habitats in
and near the Ashley River. Approximately 140 acres of tidal marsh and creeks were impacted by the
contaminants released, which included polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and heavy metals.
Beazer East, Inc. worked cooperatively with the EPA to clean up the contamination and remedial
activities were completed in 2003. The Trustees conducted a NRDA and determined that both intertidal
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and subtidal habitats were affected by the contamination. Contaminant concentrations would have been
toxic to benthic invertebrates (including grass shrimp), and possibly fish, birds and mammals. The
Trustees have released the Final Damage Assessment and Restoration Plan, as well as the
Environmental Assessment for the Koppers Site, which describes restoration projects focusing on salt
marsh restoration at sites on the Ashley River and Long Branch Creek in Charleston. The comment
period on the Draft Restoration Plan closed on February 12, 2020 and no public comments were
received. A Trustee resolution to accept an oyster restoration project as the preferred alternative was
circulated on February 26, 2020. The Trustees signed the Trustee Resolution approving the Final
Supplement's release on March 12, 2020. The salt marsh restoration project at Drayton Hall will begin
on March 15, 2021.
MV Everreach. On September 30, 2002, the container ship M/V Everreach spilled approximately 12,500
gallons of oil into the waters of the Cooper River in Charleston, South Carolina. While the oil was
concentrated in the vicinity of the North Charleston Terminal and the Old Navy Base, oiling occurred in
tidal creeks and backwater areas of James Island, Shutes Folly, Crab Bank, Morris Island, Folly Beach,
and Sullivan’s Island, totaling approximately 30 linear miles of shoreline. NOAA and the Trustees worked
with the Responsible Party to restore over 11 acres of salt marsh habitat at the site of the former
Charleston Naval Base golf course in North Charleston. The NRDA Trustees reached a settlement with
the responsible party for a salt marsh restoration project and an additional $121,000 for damages to
recreational facilities and lost use of natural resources. The Consent Decree was filed on October 24,
2012. The Noisette Creek Restoration Project restored tidal flow through berm breaches and excavation
of a tidal creek network and was completed in 2018. To address the lost recreational uses, the Trustees
evaluated three restoration alternatives, including a no action alternative. These alternatives were
presented in a Draft Restoration Plan and Environmental Assessment, released for public comment June
27 through July 27, 2019. No public comments were received. The Trustees selected one project to
compensate the public for the injury to recreational fishing. The selected project will provide additional
and improved fishing access through the installation of a fishing pier at the Sol Legare Boat Landing on
James Island, South Carolina. Implementation is expected to begin in 2020. The Sol Legare Boat
Landing improvements were completed in June 2020 and include a new floating dock and fixed crabbing
and fishing pier.
Mitigation Banks and Interagency Review Team
Under the 2008 Mitigation Rule, natural resource agencies have an opportunity to participate
collaboratively with resource and regulatory agencies on the Interagency Review Team (IR) to oversee
and provide feedback on mitigation bank or in-lieu fee development. The IRT process ensures that
mitigation banks are sited appropriately and provide ecological value, in addition to functional uplift of
aquatic resources to offset the loss of aquatic resources associated with U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Section 404 permits. A majority of the OEP staff serve on the IRT to provide expertise on stream
restoration and wetland enhancement during this process. The following are a list of recent banks that
are under review; this does not include existing banks that are also reviewed during the monitoring
phases of the bank’s life.
Audubon Silver Bluff Mitigation Bank Prospectus
The proposed project consists of establishing a 475-acre freshwater stream and wetland mitigation bank
in the Middle Savannah River watershed (8-digit HUC 03060106) located in the Southern Outer
Piedmont Ecoregion near Spartanburg, Spartanburg County (34.837678, -82.057584). The proposal is to
restore 6,036 linear feet of Curry Branch. Approximately 292.8 acres of wetlands will be enhanced or
restored through plugging diches and vegetative enhancements. The bank is owned by the National
Audubon Society and sponsored by Audubon South Carolina. The long-term steward will be Audubon
South Carolina and the conservation easement holder will be the Lowcountry Land Trust. Prospectus
comments were submitted to the USACE by DNR on December 17, 2020. DNR project manager: Tom
Daniel
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Ben's Creek Mitigation Bank Prospectus
The proposed project consists of establishing a freshwater stream and wetland mitigation bank in the
South Tyger watershed (8-digit Hydrologic Unit Code 03050107) located in the Southern Outer Piedmont
Ecoregion near Spartanburg, Spartanburg County (34.837678, -82.057584). The proposed 430-acre
mitigation bank includes approximately 28,900 linear feet of stream channels and 103.5 acres of
wetlands. The proposal is to preserve 20,550 linear feet of stream, and either enhance or restore 8,350
linear feet of streams by stabilizing stream channels and reconnecting streams to their floodplain.
Approximately 99.1 acres of wetlands will be enhanced or restored through removal of fill, berms and
roadbeds. Approximately 4.4 acres of wetlands will be preserved on site. The bank is owned by Mr.
David Keller of Moore, SC and sponsored by Southern Oaks Land and Water. Southern Oaks Land and
Water will be the long-term steward. The conservation easement holder has not yet been identified.
Prospectus comments were submitted to the USACE by DNR on February 19, 2020. DNR project
manager: Tom Daniel
Big Dutchman Creek Mitigation Bank Draft Mitigation Banking Instrument
The proposed project consists of establishing a freshwater stream and wetland mitigation bank in the
Lower Catawba watershed (8-digit Hydrologic Unit Code 03050103) located in the Level III Piedmont
Ecoregion near the Rock Hill, York County, SC (35.00422, -81.08689). The proposed 106 acre bank site
is located within the 800 acre Harper Farm. The proposal is to restore approximately 17,600 linear feet of
stream and enhance 3.82 acres of wetlands. The bank owners and long-term stewards are Mr. Richard
C. Harper and Mr. Craig Harper and the conservation easement holder is the York County Soil and
Water Conservation District. Prospectus comments were submitted to the USACE by DNR on September
6, 2017 and DMBI comments were submitted on April 3, 2020. DNR submitted comments on the Design
Plans for the proposed bank on September 10, 2020. DNR project manager: Greg Mixon
Brosnan Forest Coldwater Branch Mitigation Bank Mitigation Banking Instrument
The proposed bank is located in the the Four Hole Swamp watershed (8-digit Hydrologic Unit Code
03050205) in the Middle Atlantic Coastal Plain ecoregion. The proposed 1,106 mitigation site is located
in Norfolk Southern Railway Company’s Brosnan Forest, a 14,405-acre corporate conference center and
outdoor recreation facility. The proposal is to restore 299.2 acres of headwater wetlands, 2.3 acres of
isolated wetlands, 123.2. acres of streamside wetlands, 21 acres of restored impounded wetlands, and
46.3 acres of formerly impounded wetlands that will be hydrologically enhanced. All wetlands will be
protected by a 150-foot average width upland buffer. In addition, 34,488 linear feet of stream will be
restored or preserved with 300-foot average width upland buffers. The bank is owned and sponsored by
Norfolk Southern Railway Company and will be protected by a conservation easement held by
Lowcountry Land Trust, Inc. Prospectus comments were submitted to the USACE by DNR on February
4, 2019 and DMBI comments were submitted on June 2, 2020. DNR staff reviewed a revised DMBI dated
September 2020 and submitted comments on October 27, 2020. DNR. Project Manager: Greg Mixon
Catawba Mitigation Bank Prospectus
The proposed bank is located in the Lower Catawba watershed (8-digit Hydrologic Unit Code 03050103).
The proposed 623-acre mitigation site includes approximately 28.3 acres of freshwater wetlands and
48,294 linear feet of streams. The proposal is to preserve approximately 38,429 linear feet of streams and
12.47 acres of palustrine forested wetlands. In addition, 15.53 acres of freshwater wetlands will be
enhanced through removal of loblolly pine and replanted in native species. 11,766 linear feet of stream
will be restored/enhanced through removal of two dams utilizing natural channel design techniques. The
bank owner, sponsor and proposed long-term steward is SCP Catawba, LLC. The identity of the
conservation easement holder has not been finalized. DNR received the public notice including the
prospectus on April 16, 2021 and provided comments on June 2, 2021. DNR project manager: Greg
Mixon
Catfish Farm Mitigation Bank Prospectus
The proposed bank is located in in the Little Pee Dee and Great Pee Dee watershed (8-digit Hydrologic
Unit Code 03040204 and 03040201) located in the Middle Atlantic Coastal Plain Ecoregion. The
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proposed 1,199-acre mitigation site would preserve 4,098 linear feet of stream. In addition, 2,418 linear
feet of stream will be enhanced by re-routing flow back into relic channels. Approximately 12,807 linear
feet of stream will be restored by stabilizing stream channels, reconnecting streams to their floodplain,
removal of existing impoundments, and creating new channels where needed. Buffers will be enhanced
by planting a mix of native trees to improve vegetative diversity. Approximately 596.69 acres of wetlands
will be enhanced by re-establishment of native hardwood species. 252.48 acres of wetlands will be
restored by removing exiting pine plantation, restoring hydrology through grading and ditch plugging, and
re-establishing forested wetland vegetative communities. Approximately 42.31 acres of wetlands will be
preserved on site. The bank owner and proposed long-term steward is Catfish Farm, LLC and the
conservation easement holder is anticipated to be Pee Dee Land Trust. Draft Prospectus comments were
submitted to the USACE by DNR on May 8, 2017 and final Prospectus comments were submitted on May
5, 2020. DNR project manager: Greg Mixon
Caw Caw Mitigation Bank Draft Mitigation Banking Instrument
The proposal consists of establishing a freshwater wetland mitigation bank in the Stono River watershed
(USGS 8-digit Hydrologic Unit Code 03050202) and the Middle Atlantic Coastal Plain ecoregion of South
Carolina. The proposed 668.7-acre mitigation site includes 658.8 acres of freshwater wetlands and 9.87
acres of upland roads. The mitigation work plan includes the enhancement/restoration of 197.1 acres of
palustrine forested wetlands by the removal of pine species and the planting of bottomland hardwood
seedlings; and the preservation of 445.3 acres of palustrine forested and scrub shrub wetlands. The bank
will be protected with a conservation easement held by Ducks Unlimited. Prospectus comments were
submitted to the USACE by DNR on February 12, 2015 and DMBI comments were submitted on May 14,
2020. Project manager: Susan Davis
Corley Mill Mitigation Bank Final Mitigation Banking Instrument
The proposed project consists of establishing a freshwater stream and wetland mitigation bank in the
Saluda River watershed (8-digit Hydrologic Unit Code 03050109) located in the Level III Piedmont
Ecoregion near Lexington, Lexington County, SC (34.0278, -81.1647). The proposed 116.07-acre bank
includes the lower portions of both Twelve Mile and Fourteen Mile Creeks approximately 0.65 miles
upstream from the confluence with the Saluda River. The site includes 8,234 linear feet of streams and
72.64 acres of wetlands that are proposed to be restored, enhanced and preserved. The bank owners are
Mrs. Lenna C. Young and Mrs. Cindy C. Waters. The long-term steward is the Corley Mill Preservation
Group LLC and conservation easement holder is Congaree Land Trust. Prospectus comments were
submitted to the USACE by DNR on December 17, 2016 and DMBI comments were submitted on May 5,
2020 and again on July 24, 2020 on the MBI document dated June 29, 2020. DNR staff reviewed a
revised DMBI dated September 23, 2020 and provided comments dated December 9, 2020. DNR project
manager: Greg Mixon
Crane Creek Mitigation Bank Draft Mitigation Banking Instrument
The proposed project consists of establishing a freshwater stream and wetland mitigation bank in the
Lower Broad River watershed (8-digit Hydrologic Unit Code 03050106) located in the Level III Piedmont
Ecoregion near Columbia, Richland County, SC (34.076905, -81.038011). The proposed 309.32-acre
bank includes restoration and buffering of 12,031 linear feet of Crane Creek, 4,007 linear feet of
associated tributaries, and 134.5 acres of palustrine forested, scrub-shrub and emergent wetlands and
open water. The bank owner and long-term steward is Crane Creek Mitigation LLC and the conservation
easement will be held by Congaree Land Trust. Prospectus comments were submitted to the USACE by
DNR on August 24, 2017 and Draft MBI comments were submitted to the USACE by DNR on April 27,
2020. DNR staff reviewed a revised DMBI dated August 12, 2020 and submitted comments October 23,
2020. DNR project manager: Greg Mixon
Daniel Island Saltwater Mitigation Bank Draft Mitigation Banking Instrument
The proposed project consists of establishing a saltwater mitigation bank in the Cooper River watershed
(8-digit Hydrologic Unit Code 03050201) in the Sea Island/Coastal Marsh Ecoregion. The 134.76-acre
mitigation site is a portion of a former confined disposal facility and prior to 1970 was used to manage
dredged material. According to the Prospectus, the mitigation site consists of 25.67 acres of existing salt
marsh and 109.09 acres that were used for the placement of dredged material and farming activities. The
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long-term steward for the proposed mitigation bank will be the property owner SC Ports Authority. The
third-party conservation easement holder for the site will be The Lord Berkeley Conservation Trust.
Prospectus comments were submitted to the USACE by DNR on January 1, 2017 and DMBI comments
were submitted August 11, 2020. DNR project Manager: Susan Davis
French Quarter Creek Mitigation Bank Draft Mitigation Banking Instrument
The French Quarter Creek (FQC) Site is in Berkeley County, South Carolina within the Cooper River
Basin (8-digit HUC 03050201). The FQC Site is owned by Environmental Banc & Exchange, LLC a wholly
owned subsidiary of Resource Environmental Solutions, LLC (RES) and has an estimated acreage of
approximately 445 acres. The proposed bank includes both wetland and stream restoration,
enhancement, enhancement by upland buffering, and preservation. In detail, the project proposes to
restore approximately 70.5 acres of bottomland hardwood forest by filling ditches and raising the water
table of the affected area; enhance approximately 206 acres of various wetland habitats through
planting of native species and land management practices; and approximately 1,200 feet of stream
restoration. The DNR has been proposed as the long-term steward of the bank and the site will be
protected with a conservation easement held by Lowcountry Land Trust. Prospectus comments were
provided to the USACE by DNR on March 7, 2019 and DMBI comments on March 30, 2020. DNR project
manager: Susan Davis
Goose Pond Mitigation Bank Draft Mitigation Banking Instrument
The proposed project consists of establishing a freshwater wetland and stream mitigation bank in the
Congaree watershed (8-digit Hydrologic Unit Code 03050110) located in the Level III Southeastern Plains
Ecoregion. The proposed 1,185-acre mitigation site includes approximately 20,076 linear feet (LF) of
streams and approximately 676 acres of freshwater wetlands. The proposal is to preserve 11,163 LF of
stream and restore 9,940 LF of stream. The proposal would also enhance 437.7 acres of bottomland
hardwood wetlands and preserve and additional 238.8 acres of bottomland hardwood wetlands. The bank
owner and sponsor are Southern Oaks Land & Water, LLC and the long-term steward is proposed to be
Palmetto Environmental Consultants. The conservation easement holder is proposed to be Congaree
Land Trust. Prospectus comments were provided to the USACE by DNR on October 8, 2018. A DMBI,
dated July 2020, was reviewed and comments submitted on August 28, 2020. Project Manager: Greg
Mixon.
Grove Creek Mitigation Bank Phase 3 Restoration Plan
The proposed project consists of designing and constructing Phase 3 at the existing mitigation bank in the
Saluda watershed (8-digit Hydrologic Unit Code 03050109) located in the Level III Piedmont Ecoregion.
The 512.73-acre site includes a Phase 1 and Phase 2 restoration that have been previously constructed.
Phase 3 will consist of the restoration of 4,182 linear feet of the main stem of Grove Creek on
approximately 100 acres within the existing bank. The owner and sponsor are Hollingsworth Funds, Inc.
and the conservation easement holder is Upstate Forever. DNR previously provided comments on the
Phase 3 Restoration Plan on July 20, 2016. DNR staff reviewed the proposed Phase 3 Restoration Plan
dated June 2020 and provided comments on September 18, 2020. DNR staff participated in a site visit on
October 22, 2020 and provided additional comments dated November 13, 2020. Project Manager: Greg
Mixon
Halidon Hill Mitigation Bank Draft Mitigation Banking Instrument
The proposed project consists of establishing a freshwater wetland and stream mitigation bank in the
Cooper River watershed (8-digit Hydrologic Unit Code 03050201) located in the Level III Middle Atlantic
Plains Ecoregion. The proposed 1,744.5-acre mitigation site includes approximately 1,074.6 acres of
wetlands, 22.8 acres of non-wetland waters, and 647.1 acres of uplands. The proposal is to preserve
175.14 acres of freshwater wetland and 802 linear feet of stream. In addition, 222.93 of freshwater
wetlands will be enhanced through removal of loblolly pine and replanted with native hardwood species;
94.36 acres of wetland will be enhanced through filling ditches, breaching/removal of berms, removal of
roads and culverts; 418.81 acres of wetland will be enhanced through removal of loblolly pine, replanting
native species, and removing hydrological impairments and 16.91 acres of freshwater wetland will be
restored by removal of loblolly pine and restoring natural hydrology. In addition, 21,881 linear feet of
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stream will be restored through removal of undersized culverts, bank stabilization, and construction of a
new channel. The bank sponsor, using a conservation easement (Ducks Unlimited), will protect the
mitigation bank site. Prospectus comments were provided to the USACE by DNR on October 10, 2019
and DMBI comments were submitted on May 21, 2020. Project manager: Susan Davis
Landsford Canal Mitigation Bank Prospectus
The proposed project consists of establishing a freshwater wetland and stream mitigation bank in the
Lower Catawba watershed (8-digit Hydrologic Unit Code 03050103). The proposed 250-acre mitigation
site includes approximately 27.18 acres of wetlands and 30,131 linear feet of streams. The project will
preserve approximately 16,712 linear feet of streams and 24.91 acres of palustrine, forested wetlands,
restore approximately 3,674 linear feet of streams by establishing a new channel and reconnecting the
stream with the abandoned floodplain bench at the current stream elevation, enhance approximately
9,745 linear feet of streams by stabilizing of the existing channel and the creation a floodplain bench at
the current stream elevation restoration, and enhance approximately 2.5 acres of freshwater forested
wetlands through restoration of a native hardwood community. The bank owner, sponsor and proposed
long-term steward is Landsford Mitigation Bank, LLC. The identity of the conservation easement holder
has not been finalized. DNR received the public notice including the prospectus on March 8, 2021 and
provided comments on April 7, 2021. DNR project manager: Greg Mixon
Lower Broad Mitigation Bank Prospectus
The proposed project consists of establishing a freshwater stream and wetland mitigation bank in the
Lower Broad watershed (8-digit Hydrologic Unit Code 03050106) located in the Southern Piedmont
Ecoregion. The proposed 259.78-acre mitigation bank includes approximately 28,876 linear feet of stream
channels and 2.37 acres of wetlands. The proposal is to preserve 11,167 linear feet of stream, enhance
442 linear feet of stream, and restore 8,994 linear feet of stream by raising streambed elevations,
primarily by stabilizing stream channels, grading streambanks and reconnecting streams to their
floodplain. Buffers will be enhanced by planting a mix of native trees to improve vegetative diversity.
Approximately 2.37 acres of wetlands will be preserved on site. The bank owner, sponsor and proposed
long-term steward is SCP Lower Broad, LLC. The identity of the conservation easement holder has not
been finalized. DNR received the public notice including the prospectus on March 17, 2021 and provided
comments on April 16, 2021. DNR project manager: Tom Daniel
Minkum Creek Mitigation Bank Draft Mitigation Banking Instrument
The proposed project consists of establishing a freshwater stream and wetland mitigation bank in the
Broad River watershed (8-digit Hydrologic Unit Code 03050105) located in the Level III Piedmont
Ecoregion near Gaffney, Cherokee County, SC (34.981895, -81.620860). The proposed 435-acre
mitigation site includes approximately 36,600 linear feet of stream channels and approximately 10 acres
of freshwater wetlands. The proposal is to restore or enhance 10,010 linear feet of perennial and
seasonal streams. All streams within the bank are currently proposed for some level of restoration. The
bank is owned by Heritage Preservation Holdings, LLC and sponsored by Sandy Creek Partners, LLC.
The property owner, Heritage Preservation Holdings, LLC, will also be the long-term steward. The
conservation easement holder has not yet been identified. Prospectus comments were submitted to the
USACE by DNR on June 7, 2019. The DMBI, dated July 2, 2020, was reviewed and comments submitted
August 25, 2020. DNR project manager: Greg Mixon
Mountain Bridge Passage Mitigation Bank Prospectus
The proposed bank would consist of three parcels in Greenville County, South Carolina located within the
Saluda River watershed (HUC 03050109)., The three parcels encompass approximately 568.72 acres,
containing approximately 45,948 linear feet (8.70 miles) of stream channels. The restoration work will
occur on only one of the three tracts, the site of the former Holiday Lake/Civitan Camp (35.079475, 82.574669). This work consists of 4,217 linear feet of stream restoration, 3,772 feet of stream
enhancement, and 37,959 feet of stream preservation. The bank is owned and sponsored by Naturaland
Trust and will be protected using a conservation easement held by Upstate Forever. The property owner,
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Naturaland Trust, will be the long-term steward. Prospectus comments were submitted to the USACE by
DNR on June 12, 2019. DNR project manager: Tom Daniel
Palmetto Umbrella Mitigation Bank: Edisto River Mitigation Site Draft Instrument Modification (DIM)
The proposed bank is located in the Edisto River watershed (8-digit Hydrologic Unit Code 03050206)
located in the Middle Atlantic Coastal Plain Ecoregion within the ACE Basin. The proposed 1,291-acre
mitigation site includes approximately 12,877 linear feet of stream channels and 429.5 acres of wetlands.
The proposal is to preserve 3,911 linear feet of stream and to restore 8,966 linear feet of stream by
redirecting flow from channelized portions back into on-site relic channels. Wetland enhancement of 35.4
acres will include establishing native vegetation where commercial pine plantations have encroached or
where vegetation has been disturbed. Approximately 395.6 acres of wetlands will be restored by removal
of ditches, roads and berms. Native vegetation will be restored in areas that are in commercial pine
production. Approximately 359.5 acres of wetlands will be preserved on site. The bank is owned and
sponsored by Weyerhaeuser NR Company and will be protected using a conservation easement held by
Lord Berkeley Conservation Trust. DIM comments were submitted to the USACE by DNR on March 19,
2020. Project Manager: Susan Davis
Palmetto Umbrella Mitigation Bank: Great Swamp Mitigation Site Draft Instrument Modification (DIM)
The proposed bank is located in the Salkehatchie watershed (8-digit Hydrologic Unit Code 03050210)
located in the Coastal Plain Ecoregion. The proposed 3,067-acre mitigation site includes approximately
53,570 linear feet of stream channels and 1,411.5 acres of wetlands. The proposal is to preserve 7,035
linear feet of stream and enhance 1,283 feet of stream by stabilizing stream channels and reconnecting
natural hydrology upstream. Restoration of 38,152 linear feet of stream will be achieved by removing spoil
piles, utilizing available relic channels, and adding appropriate in stream structures to maintain dimension,
pattern, and profile. Wetland enhancement will include establishing native vegetation where commercial
pine plantations have encroached or where vegetation has been disturbed. Approximately 848.4 acres of
wetlands will be preserved on site. The bank is owned and sponsored by Weyerhaeuser NR Company
and will be protected using a conservation easement held by Lord Berkeley Conservation Trust. DIM
comments were submitted to the USACE by DNR on February 12, 2020 and again on May 13, 2021 in
response to a revised DMBI. Project Manager: Susan Davis
Red Bluff Mitigation Bank Prospectus
The proposed project consists of establishing a freshwater and saltwater wetland and freshwater stream
mitigation bank in the Lower Savannah and Calibogue Sound/Wright River watersheds (8-digit hydrologic
Unit Codes 03060109 and 03060110). The proposed 5,514.74-acre mitigation site includes
approximately 427.63 acres of freshwater wetlands, 4,704.74 acres of tidal wetlands, 5,514.74 linear feet
(lf) of non-wetland waters, and 382.37 acres of uplands. The proposal is to preserve approximately 904.9
lf of streams, 163.3 acres of palustrine, forested wetlands, and 4,677.7 acres of tidal wetlands through
the permanent protection of a conservation easement. In addition, 151.9 acres of freshwater wetlands
will be enhanced through removal of loblolly pine and replanted in native species, 75.6 acres of
freshwater wetlands will be enhanced through removal of loblolly pine, replanting native species, and
removing hydrologic impairments, 3.9 acres of freshwater wetland will be restored by filling the ditches,
removing the roads, and re-planting the area with native wetland species, 0.8 acres of tidal wetlands will
be restored or enhanced by increasing tidal flow through breaking or removal of berms to allow for full
range of tidal flows, 26.2 acres of tidal marsh will be created in areas that were converted to agricultural
lands and 4,139.3 lf of streams will be enhanced through removal of undersized culverts, bank
stabilization, and construction of new channels. An upland buffer will be placed around all wetland
resources. the Bank is owned by Pelican Capital, LLC and the bank sponsor is Red Bluff Mitigation Bank,
LLC. The bank site will be protected using a conservation easement held by the Beaufort County Open
Land Trust (BCOLT). DNR Project Manager: Susan Davis
Reedy Run Mitigation Bank Prospectus
The proposed project consists of establishing a freshwater stream and wetland mitigation bank in the
Saluda River watershed (8-digit Hydrologic Unit Code 03050109) located in the Piedmont Ecoregion. The
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proposed 275-acre mitigation bank includes approximately 25,835 linear feet of stream, and 78 acres of
freshwater wetlands. The proposal is to preserve 17.9 acres of palustrine forested and emergent
wetlands, enhance 60.1 acres of freshwater wetlands, preserve approximately 10,170 linear feet of Bush
River and restore approximately 15,665 linear feet of streams. The bank owner and long-term steward is
Mr. Trip Taylor with Reedy Run Real Estate in Greenville, SC and the proposed conservation easement
holder is the Newberry Soil and Water Conservation District. The Corps of Engineers public noticed a
Prospectus on November 4, 2020 and DNR provided comments on November 30, 2020. DNR project
manager: Tom Daniel
Roberts Swamp Mitigation Bank Prospectus
The proposed project consists of establishing a freshwater stream and wetland mitigation bank in the
South Fork Edisto River watershed (8-digit Hydrologic Unit Code 3050204) located in the Level III
Southeastern Plain Ecoregion near the Town of Norman, Orangeburg County, SC (33.454108, 81.075959). The proposed 255+ acre bank includes approximately 12,612 linear feet of streams and 165
acres of wetlands. The bank owners are West Stone 123 LLC and Mr. Robert Johnson. The long-term
steward will be Roberts Swamp MB, LLC and the (tentative) conservation easement holder is Congaree
Land Trust. The USACE public noticed the Prospectus on June 19, and DNR provided comments on July
15, 2020. DNR project manager: Greg Mixon
Rocky Creek Mitigation Bank Mitigation Banking Instrument
The proposed project consists of establishing a freshwater stream and wetland mitigation bank in the
Lower Catawba River watershed (8-digit Hydrologic Unit Code 03050103) in the Piedmont ecoregion.
The proposed 131-acre former cattle farm consists of three impoundments, seven unnamed tributaries,
two freshwater wetlands, Rock Creek, Little Rocky Creek, upland and riparian buffers and an existing
utility easement. The mitigation work plan includes planting existing pasture with hardwood species,
restoring natural hydrology in wetlands and restoring channelized and impounded headwater streams
on-site. The property owner, Cowland LLC will also be the long-term steward and the conservation
easement is proposed to be held by Katawba Valley Land Trust. DNR reviewed a Prospectus dated
September 9, 2014 and provided comments dated October 22, 2014. DNR staff reviewed a DMBI dated
December 19, 2016 and comments were provided on March 1, 2017. DNR has received a revised MBI
dated October 5, 2020 and provided comments dated November 16, 2020. DNR project manager: Greg
Mixon
South Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT) In-Lieu Fee Program Prospectus
The proposed project consists of establishing a Statewide In Lieu Fee (ILF) Mitigation Program initially in
the Lower and Upper Catawba and Wateree River Watersheds (HUCs 3050101, 03050103, and
03050104) in the Piedmont ecoregion. The SCDOT ILF Program proposes to generate freshwater stream
compensatory mitigation credit through the replacement of perched or undersized culverts within the
SCDOT’s transportation system in watersheds that are not currently served or are underserved by
existing mitigation banks. The SCDOT will identify projects and provide funding for the ILF Program.
Projects will be selected as mitigation needs require and will implemented pending IRT approval. Credits
will only be used for SCDOT transportation projects. It is anticipated that the ILF Program will be used to
offset impacts for smaller roadway improvement projects. Prior to submitting the permit application, the
SCDOT will determine if the purchase of credits is practicable from an existing mitigation bank in the
watershed. If credits are not available, the SCDOT will utilize credits from the ILF Program. The SCDOT
will request the use of credits from the ILF Program when the permit application is submitted for the
project. The ILF Program will likely be amended to allow additional service areas when Compensation
Planning Frameworks are completed for these areas, eventually becoming a statewide ILF program. This
ILF program would become South Carolina’s first and only ILF program. The Prospectus was public
noticed by USACE on October 19, 2020 and DNR provided comments on November 11, 2020. DNR
project manager: Tom Daniel
Swamp Thing Mitigation Bank Draft Mitigation Banking Instrument
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The proposed project consists of establishing a freshwater wetland mitigation bank in the Cooper River
watershed (8-digit Hydrologic Unit Code 03050201) located in the Level III Lower Coastal Plain
Ecoregion. The proposed 1,018.76-acre mitigation site includes approximately 997.67-acres of
freshwater wetlands to be restored, enhanced, and preserved. According to the prospectus, the
proposal is to restore 7.29-acres of hardwood forested wetlands that are currently trail roads; enhance
578.67-acres of hardwood forested wetlands that are currently inundated with loblolly pine; and, preserve
412.99-acres of bottomland hardwood forest. The project will be accomplished through the removal of
planted pine, grading, planting native species, filling and plugging ditches, and the installation of a weir.
The bank sponsor, using a conservation easement, will protect the mitigation bank site. Prospectus
comments were submitted to the USACE by DNR on May 17, 2017 and DMBI comments were submitted
on June 18, 2020 and again on May 26, 2021 in response to a revised DMBI. Project manager: Susan
Davis
Tyger Watershed Mitigation Bank Draft Mitigation Banking Instrument
The proposed project consists of establishing a freshwater stream and wetland mitigation bank in the
Tyger watershed (8-digit Hydrologic Unit Code 03050107) located in the Level III Piedmont Ecoregion.
The proposed 405-acre mitigation site includes approximately 60,308 linear feet of stream channels and
10.89 acres of freshwater wetlands. In addition, 5,987 feet of streams and 0.163 acres of wetlands will
be enhanced and restoration of 37,436 linear feet of Cane Creek, Motley Branch, and associated
tributaries. The proposal is to preserve 14,397 linear feet of stream, including 12,355 linear feet of the
Tyger River and 2,042 linear feet of stable tributary streams and preserve 3.44 acres of functioning
forested wetlands. The bank owner and proposed long-term steward is Wiley Fork Legacy LLC and the
conservation easement holder is Spartanburg Area Conservancy (SPACE). Prospectus comments were
submitted to the USACE by DNR on January 23, 2019 and DMBI comments were submitted on July 20,
2020. DNR project manager: Tom Daniel
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
May 2021 HIGHLIGHTS
Director Robert Boyles participated in Governor Henry McMaster’s weekly conference calls on the COVID-19
pandemic. He also participated in daily telephone conversations/meetings with staff, Deputy Directors, Board Members,
legislators, and constituents.
Director Boyles chaired the monthly meeting with the Deputy Directors held in person and in preparation for the
May Board Meeting.
Director Boyles participated in the Executive Office Employee of the Year/State Service Pin Ceremony at which
time Mary E. A. Lucas of the Legal Office was named the Executive Office Employee of the Year. Later, Director
Boyles participated in the 2020 DNR Employee of the Year Recognition Ceremony at Cook’s Mountain and recognized
Julie Jarrett of the Division of Administration as our DNR Employee of the Year along with recognizing each of the
Division Employees of the Year: Administration: Julie Jarrett; Wildlife and Freshwater Fisheries: Joe Lemeris; Land,
Water and Conservation: Melissa Griffin; Executive: Mary E.A. Lucas; Marine Resources: Olivia Bueno, and Law
Enforcement: Stacey Taylor.
Director Boyles represented SCDNR and participated in the Homeland Security Advisory Council conference call
meeting. Director Boyles and Deputy Director Angie Cassella met with staff and vendor Brandt who will be revamping
our Licensing, Titling and Registration Sales System.
Director Boyles, Board Chairman Norman Pulliam and Board Member Duane Swygert participated in the Senate
Fish, Game & Forestry Committee meeting at which time Mr. Pulliam was confirmed as Chairman and Board Member
with term expiration of July 1, 2024, and Mr. Swygert was confirmed as Board Member with term expiration of July 1,
2024. Director Boyles, Chairman Pulliam and Colonel Chisolm Frampton met and briefed Governor McMaster on
ongoing law enforcement investigations.
Director Boyles attended the Mount Pleasant Town Council meeting at which time Town Council passed a
resolution expressing support for the revised Crab Bank project.
Director Boyles attended the Heritage Trust Advisory Board meeting held at the Parker Annex in Columbia. He met
with Deputy Director Phil Maier and staff at the Marine Center. He participated in the Forest Legacy Capacity Team
Leadership Committee held virtually.
Director Boyles met with Chairman Pulliam in Litchfield on agency business. He participated in the Law
Enforcement Training Council monthly meeting held virtually.
Director Boyles and Chairman Pulliam represented SCDNR and attended the funeral of Virginia Evans, the mother
of former Board Chairman Johnny Evans, in Camden.
Director Boyles talked with Mallory Martin, US Fish & Wildlife Service Coordinator, Southeast Conservation
Adaptation Strategy (SECAS) about SECAS. Director Boyles participated and chaired the SECAS virtual meeting.
Director Boyles participated in the Certified Public Manager (CPM) graduation ceremony held virtually recognizing
DNR’s Tanner Arrington who graduated and received his CPM credentials.
Director Boyles participated in the SCDNR Board Meeting held in person in Columbia on May 20. Director Boyles
met with Deputy Director Maier and staff at the Marine Center. He participated in the DNR monthly internal online
event “Coffee & Conversation with Director Boyles” during which staff are invited to reserve time to talk with the
Director about anything and to facilitate discussion and communication among staff.
Director Boyles and Deputy Director Maier met with Senator Chip Campsen and Duane Parrish and Paul
McCormack of SCDPRT at Fort Johnson and toured the Marine Center and the May Forest property next to the Marine
Center. Director Boyles met with Senior Legal Advisor to Law Enforcement Craig Jones to discuss ongoing boating
issues.
Director Boyles met with Jason Johnson of The Conservation Fund to discuss partnership opportunities. He and
Lorianne Riggin participated in a virtual discussion with Tom Mullikin about coastal property acquisitions.
Director Boyles attended the Governor’s Cup Georgetown Blue Marlin Tournament event in Georgetown. Director
Boyles and Lorianne Riggin met with the Corps of Engineers District Engineer and the Chief of Regulatory Programs
and toured the Yawkey Center.
On Memorial Day, Director Boyles and Deputy Director Maier met with Representative Phillip Lowe about the
FY22 budget request and toured the May Forest property next to the Marine Center.
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Marine Resources Division
Marine Resources Research Institute (MRRI)
Grant Proposals
Submitted: Kendrick, M. R. & Kingsley-Smith, P. R.. Sportfish Restoration Program (Dingell-Johnson funds).
Assessing relationships between blue crab and red drum in South Carolina, USA. Federal funds requested: $73,554; Match
provided: $26,422.
Submitted/Awarded: Kingsley-Smith, P. R., Darden, T. & Kendrick, M. R. USFWS State and Interstate Aquatic
Nuisance Species Management Plan Program. Funds awarded: $99,955; match provided: $40,252.
Submitted: Tweel, A, Johnson, S. & Sanger, D. Sportfish Restoration Program (Dingell-Johnson funds). Fishery
independent monitoring of juvenile nursery habitat of key recreational species. Federal funds requested: $146,197; Match
provided: $49,492.
Awarded: Kendrick, M.R., Kingsley-Smith, P.R. & McCord, W. Determining the importance of the South Carolina
coast to the overwintering survival and reproductive output of the monarch butterfly (Danaus plexippus). USFWS State
Wildlife Grants Program Funds (internal). $48,101 awarded; $29,221 match provided.
Awarded: Kendrick, M.R., Darden, T., Barnett, Z. (USDA/USFS) & Loughman, Z. (West Liberty University).
Determining the effects of human disturbance on the ecology and conservation status of populations of at-risk crayfish in the
genus Distocambarus.USFWS State Wildlife Grants Program Funds (internal). $131,160 awarded ($57,060 to the SCDNR);
$71,325 match provided (across all partners).
Awarded: Bowman, Jr., L. L. , T. L. Darden, P. R. Kingsley-Smith, & R. B. Carnegie. 2021. Development and
validation of a qPCR-based detection tool for Roseovarius oyster disease (ROD) in the Eastern oyster, Crassostrea virginica.
Southern Regional Aquaculture Center (SRAC) Emerging Aquatic Animal Pathogens (EAAP) Proposal. FY 21-22. Funds
awarded: 49,375 (no match required).
Submitted and year 1 awarded:
SEAMAP -SA. New 5-year grant July 1, 2021- June 30, 2026. Funding source NOAA National Marine Fisheries
Service. Total funding request: $7,842,546, no match required (Coastal Trawl Survey: $3,535,746, Reef Fish Survey:
$3,169,899, Data Management: $655,018, and Red Drum and Coastal Shark Longline Survey: $481,883). Note that NOAA
has approved the funding for year 1: $1,293,253 (Coastal Trawl Survey: $575,198, Reef Fish Survey: 501,055, Data
Management: $130,106, and Red Drum and Coastal Shark Longline Survey: $86,894).
Submitted: Bowman, Jr., L. L ., T. J. Near, M. C. Scott, & T. L. Darden. Delimitation, assessment, and distribution
of Christmas, Hanukkah, and Savannah darters (Etheostoma). USFWS Competitive State Wildlife Grant. FY 22-24.
Federal funds requested: $248,042; Funds to SCDNR: $160,019
Submitted: P. Marcinek, T. L. Darden, & B. Jones. Adaptively Managing for Robust Redhorse: A Range-wide
Collaboration to Address Data Gas, Assess Potential Environmental Threats, and Implement Conservation Actions. USFWS
Competitive State Wildlife Grant. FY 22-24. Federal funds requested: $749,126; Funds to SCDNR: $238,405.
Submitted: B. Jones, T. L. Darden, D. Crane, M. C. Scott, K. DeVilbiss, & C.Bryan. Conservation planning for a
geographically restricted headwater species, the Sandhills Chub. USFWS Competitive State Wildlife Grant. FY22-24.
Federal funds requested: $455,432; Funds to SCDNR: $303,755.
Submitted: J. Binz, J. Kinsella, & L. L. Bowman, Jr. Navigating Coastal Conservation Careers. SC Sea Grant RFP.
FY21-22. Funds requested: $124,518, Match: $61,759.
Not Funded: Kolmos, K. J., W. Bubley, J. Evans, & J. C. Ballenger. Application of near infrared spectrometry on
biological samples: Enhancing life history information for stock assessments. FY 2021 Marine Fisheries Initiative
(MARFIN), National Marine Fisheries Service. Funds requested: $189,511 (no match required).
Publications
Submitted: Kingsley-Smith, P.R., Tweel, A.W., Johnson, S.P., Sundin, G.W., Hodges, M.S., Stone, B.W., Sorg,
G.D. & Sanger, D.M. Evaluating the ability of constructed intertidal Eastern oyster (Crassostrea virginica) reefs to address
shoreline erosion in South Carolina, USA. Ecological Engineering.
Submitted: Kim, S., Hooten, M., Darden, T. & Y. Kanno. Linking male reproductive success to effort within and
among nests in a co-breeding stream fish. Oecologia.
Submitted: Lane, Z.M., McElroy, E.J., Morton, S.L., Kendrick, M.R., Zardus, J.D. The commensal barnacle
Chelonibia testudinaria (Linnaeus, 1758) (Cirripedia: Coronulidea) displays only passive feeding across a range of water
velocities in both the presence and absence of food particles. Journal of Crustacean Biology.
Accepted: Glasgow, D.M., M.J.M. Reichert, J. Quattro. Effects of environmental factors on reef fish assemblage
structure in the southeastern U.S. Atlantic. Marine Ecology Progress Series.
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Presentations
Walter Bubley, Tracey Smart, and Nate Bacheler. MARMAP/SERFS Chevron Video Trap Indices. SEDAR
Procedural Workshop 8: Fishery Independent Index Development Under Changing Survey Design (Virtual). May 20, 2021.
20 attendees, technical audience.
Outreach
On May 6, 2021 Peter Kingsley-Smith met with Grace Alford, photographer with Sea Grant’s Coastal Heritage
magazine, to take photographs on the Fort Johnson shoreline for a feature article on living shorelines and the expected
changes to the SC coast in the coming decades.
Erin Levesque on May 4, Colleton River Plantation Marine Club “Stewards of the Sound and Beyond”. 24 people,
distanced in person, general audience.
A DISTEM meeting was held on 04 May 2021 (10:30-12:00) and the topic discussed was Gender Identity. There
were 64 audience members in attendance.
Chiara Eisner, a reporter with The State newspaper, participated in a trammel net field day in the Port Royal Sound
on May 11. This provided an opportunity for a reporter concerned with living resources to gain firsthand knowledge of how
the activities of the MRRI support state and regional fisheries management. Staff also responded to a media request from
another reporter from The State newspaper, Sammy Fretwell, regarding the role salt marsh habitats play with regards to fish
communities.
Aaron Watson received the application-based student awards for the Aquaculture America 2021 Conference and
sent the packages to the award sponsors for winner selections.
Aaron Watson reviewed a manuscript for the International Journal of Molecular Sciences.
Joe Evans led two Marine Bio classes though a fish dissection, for 20 students on May 11 at the James Island
Charter High School. He also helped develop and update the otolith ageing lab for the class.
Aaron Watson gave an outdoor (masked and distanced) tour to two people interested in learning about SCDNR’s
water treatment methods and uses for aquaculture. They are interested in potential seaweed/macroalgae business possibilities.
Aaron Watson participated in a quarterly United States Aquaculture society board meeting 5/19/2021.
Larry Bowman reviewed a manuscript for the journal Biology.
L. Bowman finished his commitment to the NSF taskforce on sustainable funding models on 26 May 2021.
Volunteers
Progress Report and Activities
Coastal Research Section
Progress Report and Activities:
The requests for one-year no-cost extensions for MARMAP and SEAMAP-SA were approved on May 5. The new
end-date for both projects is June 30, 2022.
Walter Bubley, member of the South Atlantic Fisheries Management Council’s Scientific and Statistical Committee
(SSC), attended the SSC spring meeting via Webinar on April 27-29 and May 3. Marcel Reichert, Tracey Smart, and David
Wyanski attended all or part of this meeting as observers. The SSC reviewed the recently completed Red Snapper, Gag, and
Golden Tilefish stock assessments. The SSC deemed that the assessments for Red Snapper, Golden Tilefish, and Gag
Grouper best available science available, but new Allowable Biological Catches (ABC) have not been set for these species as
the SSC is awaiting requested projections. A novel approach is being explored to supplement ABCs of Red Snapper using
discard mortality reductions brought about by increased descender device use. The SSC also reviewed an amendment to the
ABC control rule, methods to trigger accountability measures in the Dolphin and Wahoo fisheries, and a decision tree
approach to determine if re-allocations should be explored for specific fisheries.
The Request For Application (RFA) for the new 5-year SEAMAP-SA grant was posted on May 14. All proposal
paperwork was submitted to NOAA on May 20.
Walter Bubley attended a SAFMC Citizen Science Operations Committee webinar to discuss the program’s
evaluation plan to gather baseline data from stakeholder groups regarding mutual learning, collaboration, and program
engagement. The interview script was reviewed, and specific people were identified to be interviewed, which will take place
over the summer.
Walter Bubley and Tracey Smart attended a SEDAR Procedural Workshop 8 webinar dealing with best practices for
combining abundance indices across a region or following a survey design change. Potential data sets to explore during the
process were discussed, with surveys from the Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic, including SERFS, being selected for the inperson workshop to be held in January 2022.
The CRP proposal submitted by Mike Arendt to evaluate red snapper aggregations Spawning Special Management
Zones (SSMZs) relative to other adjacent habitats was well very received by most reviewers but was unfortunately not
selected for funding; however, Mike plans to revise and resubmit in summer 2021 for FY23 consideration.
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Dawn Glasgow attended the Ocean Exploration Fiscal Year 2022 Funding Opportunity Information Session on May
26th.
Reef Fish Survey (MARMAP and SEAMAP-SA) – With the departure of Reef Fish Survey Leg 2 on May 17,
MARMAP started its 50th sampling season. MARMAP is one of the longest fishery independent surveys in the nation and has
made many significant contributions to stock assessment and fisheries management over the years.
Leg 1 of the Reef Fish Survey was canceled due to weather including days with up to 15 ft seas off Charleston. The R/V
Palmetto departed for Leg 2 on Monday May 17 with Tracey as Chief Scientist, but returned to port early Wednesday
morning because of high seas after 1.5 days of sampling. Our SEFIS partners were able to complete their Leg 1, but also ran
into some high seas during their cruise off Florida. SEFIS leg 2 had a delayed departure and steamed to sampling stations off
SC, NC, and Florida.
Leg 2B was an added leg due to the availability of the Palmetto and departed Tuesday May 25, returning Friday
May 28. Chevron video trap stations off northern and central SC were sampled.
Marcel Reichert submitted a memo Todd Kellison and Erik Williams detailing the implications of the Southeast
Science Center’s priorities for MARMAP: 1) Completing the survey and coordinate SERFS sampling, 2) Management and
dissemination of survey data, 3) Processing and analysis of otoliths, 4) Processing and analysis of reproductive tissue
samples, 5) Provide support to (SEDAR) stock assessments (incl. data, analyses, and staff), and 6) Provide staff for SEFIS
cruises. Given the funding provided in year 1 ($ 729,321 for July 2021 - June 2022) we will be able to completely address
priorities 1 and 2, partially address 3 and 4, but not able to address any aspect of 5 and 6. Not being able to process and
examine all age and reproductive samples and not being able to assist with SEDAR stock assessment may have significant
implications for SEDAR. Marcel submitted a budget to Todd Kellison for the completion of priorities 3, 4, and 5 on May 19.
The total cost would be $177K for this year with a reduced expected number of samples to be processed due to COVID, and
$338K in a “normal” sampling year.
Marcel Reichert participated in a SERFS Planning Group conference call on May 10 with Chip Collier (SAFMC),
Todd Kellison (SEFSC), Nate Bacheler (SEFIS), and George Sedberry. The group discussed collaborations with Dr. Will
Paterson (SARSRP), the first SEFIS cruise, the new Deep water Longline Survey, and other topics.
Southeast Deep-water Longline Survey (SADLS) - Walter Bubley participated in conference calls with Todd
Kellison and Blake Price on May 4, 2021 and May 11 to discuss progress and logistics of the survey. Walter also submitted
the request for a Letter Of Authorization (LOA) for scientific sampling aboard cooperating commercial vessels. We are
currently awaiting word on this prior to sampling for 3 of 4 regions within the Atlantic waters off the Southeastern US.
Walter also participated in a training session for the observers on May 13. These observers will be on board the cooperating
commercial vessels and this training session is to clarify and answer questions they may have regarding the sampling
protocol.
Wreckfish - We were surprised with a port sampling event after an apparent miscommunication regarding retention
of whole wreckfish. Data and samples from 20 wreckfish were collected, but no more port sampling events will be taking
place. Remaining life history structures will be processed and examined.
Coastal Trawl Survey (SEAMAP-SA) - Amy Zimney has been working on a manuscript with Tracey Smart, has
reviewed compliance reports to ASMFC from two states for Bluefish, and assembled Coastal Trawl Survey data on Spanish
Mackerel for the SEDAR 78 data scoping meeting. Jonathan Jones participated in three sampling day trips with the In-Water
Turtle Survey and has been working on key entering backlogged diet data. Jonathan and Pearse Webster rewired three Ryco
scales to operate on new battery packs and added switches to two units. Pearse has coordinated new requests for space in the
walk-in fridge and freezer and is thanking everyone who assisted with keeping freezer and fridge spaces tidy. Pearse also has
acquired a WX220 weather sensor and configured the Survey’s FEED station application to capture available time, location,
and atmospheric data from the sensor. Pearse and Jonathan got recertified to operate MRD’s forklift.
In-water sea turtle research – Four day-trip sea days (5/11 and 5/25 to 5/27) were completed aboard the R/V Lady
Lisa with Christopher Evans as the chief scientist for all days. Eighteen stations were completed during the first three days,
which netted three loggerhead sea turtles were captured, one of which was transported to the South Carolina Aquarium Sea
Turtle Hospital for a stingray barb injury.
Numerous personnel from multiple groups assisted with field days and other logistical considerations including sea
turtle transport: Homer Hiers, Wiley Sinkus, Jonathan Jones, Pearse Webster, Amy Zimney (Coastal Fisheries); Catharine
Parker (ERS); Greg Rothman, Jeanette Huber (Crustacean Management); Greg Sorg, Ellen Waldrop (Diadromous); Jeff
Schwenter, Michelle Pate (CRO); Julie Dingle (OFM). Travel was approved and a purchase requisition was submitted for
July trawling (R/V Georgia Bulldog). Mike Arendt resumed edits to two manuscripts due back to respective journals
(Population Ecology, Global Change Biology) that require revision and resubmission by mid-June. Mike Arendt distributed
a manuscript on Kemp’s ridley neritic recruitment to co-authors and in-house review (Eric Hiltz, Christopher McDonough,
OFM), with in-house reviews also completed during May. “Richard” continues to reside in Cumberland Sound, GA and
surpassed 6.5 months of tracking; maximum anticipated duration is nine months.
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Diamondback terrapin research – Seventeen citizen scientist reports were received through 26 May, most (12) of
which involved adult female terrapins on land with nesting confirmed for over half of the reports. Five in-water reports
included one fisheries interaction mortality (crab trap) that was subsequently reported to the Office of Fisheries Management,
as well as a questionable report based on location provided. Mike Arendt thanked the respondents for their reports and
requested additional information as appropriate. Mike Arendt also communicated with researchers at the Florida Wildlife
Commission about terrapin and crab measurements for designing an appropriate Bycatch Reduction Device (BRD) for crab
traps in Florida waters, and will assist with analyses as requested.
Coastal acoustic receivers (DJ) – No fieldwork was completed during May due to inclement weather and/or
fieldwork needs for other grants (i.e., turtle trawling and MitReef diver surveys).
Mitigation Reef Monitoring – Wiley Sinkus and Homer Hiers reviewed baited frame video recorded on 14 April.
Mike Arendt prepared a purchase requisition that was quickly converted to a purchase order and acoustic transmitters have
been ordered for implanting into black sea bass in August (scheduled transmitter arrival in June). Mike Arendt consulted
with Bethney Ward (USACE) who is inquiring with NMFS to determine if a Letter of Authorization is needed for telemetry
research or if research activities are already covered per the MitReef study comprising environmental requirements by NMFS
for dredging. Christopher Evans, Wiley Sinkus, and two Diadromous Fisheries employees (Ellen Waldrop, Greg Sorg)
completed diver surveys at six of 12 MitReef sites from the R/V Silver Crescent on 14 May.
Stock Assessment activities - A group of stock assessment experts and SEDAR data providers from the Gulf and SE
Atlantic, including Kevin Kolmos and David Wyanski, participated in 4 SEDAR Best Practices webinars (April 14 & 20,
May 6 & 13) to discuss updating the template for provided life history information. A SEDAR Best Practices data life history
template was developed for the Life History data in 2015, but with 5+ years of use in assessments, Life History Data
Providers (specifically the experts in fish reproduction) recognized the need to update and improve key elements of the
template. The updated Life History fields will make it easier to compile data for assessments by standardizing the
assignment of gamete stages, sex, and reproductive phases.
SEDAR 68 Scamp Research Track: Tracey Smart attended an assessment webinar on May 24.
Ecosystem Research Section
SCECAP/NCCA: Staff sampled 42 sites in the summer of 2020 and samples are being processed. Kim Sitta and
Denise Sanger have sorted ALL 33 of the NCCA samples. This was a monumental undertaking due to abnormally large
samples. Joe Cowan is identifying the benthic species in the NCCA macrobenthic samples and has completed 31 so far.
Catharine Parker is identifying the benthic species in the SCECAP samples and has completed 18. Andrew Tweel is working
with our DHEC partners to prepare for the 2021 season. A NCCA Quarter 3 report was submitted to DHEC. We evaluated
the SCECAP program and the number of sites needed to sample each year as well as how many benthic samples need to be
collected. Sharleen Johnson conducted a suite of analyses to assess these two concepts. We will plan to collect only one
benthic sample per site next year and have received permission to only identify one sample per site for 2020.
Shorebird Habitat Project: This project aims to quantify shorebird (piping plover, red knot) foraging habitat
requirements through the assessment of benthic prey resources, fecal DNA analysis of diet (in collaboration with Genetics),
and other geomorphic attributes. A workshop for beach communities and other stakeholder groups involved with shorebird
habitat management was held on March 31-- we received good input from various stakeholder groups including beach
communities. We have also added a citizen science component to the project, as Mark Andrews from Seabrook Island has
volunteered to collect fecal samples and monitor the salinity of a popular foraging lagoon. He provided his first four samples
last week. Two fecal samples were sent off for genetic analysis by Larry Bowman (Genetics). Andrew Tweel participated in
the Science Collaborative virtual workshop on April 29, 2021. Red knots have been reported in high abundances on Seabrook
Island, thanks to the efforts of bird enthusiast and citizen scientist Mark Andrews. Staff are planning a mini sampling effort
for mid-May to capture foraging areas for these highly migratory individuals. They are believed to be foraging primarily on
horseshoe crab eggs.
Kiawah Pond Project: Bacteria sampling was completed on Kiawah over the 26th to 28th of April by Kim Sitta and
Catharine Parker. One hundred and twenty one ponds were sampled for Enterococci, which is done twice a year on the island
in April and October. Results have been entered and sent to Kiawah. Routine water quality monitoring is now occurring
twice a month from May thru October. Kim Sitta and Denise Sanger sampled last on May 11th. Temperature continues to
increase at all of the ponds and there was a fair amount of biomass at the sites, but no blooms were present. DO levels were
low at some ponds, but varied, ranging from 2.38 to 7.63 mg/L. There was some cyanobacteria present (Oscillatoria sp.), but
most of the phytoplankton community was comprised of diatoms and dinoflagellates. We will sample again on May 25th.
Salinity Impacts to Benthic Community SWG: Benthic community analysis has revealed some interesting trends,
some of which are consistent with previous assessments, along with some new findings. Species richness and the abundances
of certain sensitive species were reduced in the highly impacted sites, which included altered salinity structure and increased
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pesticide loads. Norm Shea is nearly complete in determining the benthic biomass for key taxonomic groups at the 16 study
sites. Sharleen Johnson has adapted the M-AMBI (index of integrity) for the benthic community analysis.
Myrtle Beach Reach 2 Area Monitoring: Sample processing and analysis are complete and the draft final report was
submitted on April 15, 2021. We await comments from the USACE and will submit the final version in the coming weeks.
There were several interesting findings resulting from the dredging monitoring. A shift from sand to finer material was
observed, and this was followed by a large increase in opportunistic polychaetes, a decrease in community diversity, and a
reduction in bivalve abundance. The bivalve abundance was reduced through the end of the project, 21 months following
impact. Community analysis followed a similar pattern, and the overall community indicators were similar across the impact
and reference areas by the end of the study.
SECOORA: The Fort Johnson water quality site continues to collect high quality data. The datasonde will be
swapped the first week of May by Saundra Upchurch. Catharine Parker is planning the May sampling event. The data can be
viewed real-time here: https://cdmo.baruch.sc.edu/dges/.
ACE Basin NERR: May SWMP swaps, grabs, and ISCO deployment were completed on the 5th and 6th. During
these field days, they were able to troubleshoot the St. Pierre site to start telemetering again. Additionally, Norm Shea,
Jessica Kinsella, and Lauton Sutley swapped the deployment tube at the Edisto site, as the old one was extremely fouled.
Norm Shea constructed new deployment tubes for Edisto Island and St. Pierre Creek. The ACE crew plans to swap the
additional tubes in the coming weeks. Sampling for the rest of the month includes sonde swaps on May 20, deployment tube
installations potentially on May 26 and 27, and weather station maintenance and download on May 27.
Data management for the ACE is up to date. All quarter one metadata for water quality and weather was submitted
by the May 1 deadline. Additionally, annual submissions for water quality and weather are complete. The annual submission
for nutrients is in the process of being completed and is due June 15. Saundra Upchurch is sending two sondes to YSI for
preventative maintenance – this must be done every two years. Teledyne has returned our backup ISCO sampler after
receiving preventative maintenance/repairs.
Miscellaneous: Andrew Tweel and Denise Sanger participated in various meetings related to the USACE-SCDNR
joint Regional Sediment Management effort. Andrew Tweel met with staff from the USGS Water Science Center (Baton
Rouge) and researchers who have developed the Coastal Salinity Index to discuss a potential funding opportunity to link this
drought index to ecological datasets in South Carolina. Kim Sitta has accepted a Biologist II position with the Crustacean
Research and Monitoring Section and will begin her transition mid-May. We are thankful for her efforts and wish her well in
her new role. Denise Sanger spoke with a potential future volunteer. Denise Sanger and Andrew Tweel spoke with Bethney
Ward at the Corps to discuss cooperative agreement and timing of dredging and nourishment. Denise Sanger spoke with Port
Royal Sound (PRS) Foundation about their interest in funding the DNR to create a report card for PRS using SCECAP data.
Estuarine Finfish Research Section
American Eel: The American Eel stock assessment subcommittee reached out to the ASMFC Assessment Science
Committee for guidance/suggestions on how to modernize the American Eel stock assessment and truly make the current
assessment a benchmark stock assessment. Staff participated in an ASMFC Assessment Science Committee Conference Call
to discuss this and other topics on May 13 with no resolution to date.
Atlantic Menhaden: During the ASMFC Spring meeting much discussion occurred regarding the allocation of
Atlantic Menhaden harvest by state and whether new allocation models should be developed to account for the apparent
increasing abundance of Menhaden in the Gulf of Maine. A motion was made to start drafting an Addendum to Amendment
3 to review current and future allocations of Atlantic Menhaden.
Bonnethead Post-Release Mortality Study: Two days of bonnethead PRM sampling were conducted in May. The
first day (5/10) collected samples to study the effects of exhaustive exercise on the stress physiology of bonnetheads. Seven
bonnetheads were captured, and exposed to varying times on recreational gear, then sacrificed/sampled for various tissues
(blood, muscle, liver and brain). The second day (5/25) of sampling collected samples to study the effect of recreational
hook-and-line activity on the post-release mortality of Bonnetheads. Three bonnetheads were tagged and released during
participation on this guided recreational post-release mortality trip, bringing the total number of tagged individuals for this
component of the study to 38 individuals.
COASTSPAN: Seven COASTSPAN sites (Morgan Island/ACE Basin, North Edisto (twice), Bulls Bay-Harbor
River (twice) & Bulls Bay-Five Fathom Creek (twice)) were sampled in May, This brings the total number of sites sampled
through May in the 2021 field season to eight including one site sampled the last week of April.
Diamondback Terrapins: Staff continued to look for female Diamondback terrapins during trammel net field efforts.
Unfortunately, none were captured during recent sampling in Port Royal Sound. Efforts were also made to retain adult
females during sampling in the Charleston Harbor and Wando River, with 2 and 3 female terrapins retained respectively.
Two nests were “planted” last week (5/17/2021) at Botany Bay with HOBO MX TidbiT 400 temperature loggers. 6 more
nests will be planted this week split between the natural beach on Botany Island and a neighborhood in Charleston where
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nesting has been documented for the past 5 years by a citizen scientist. Inshore Fisheries collected 3 more terrapins this week
for this project. A total of 26 females have been collected this season to date, eggs have been collected from 8 so far. Nest
temperatures, hatching success and initial growth will be assessed.
Dive Operations: Staff were scheduled for 6 days of diving in May, though all were not completed due to weather.
Dolphin Project: Due to heavy field month, staff were not able to participate in the survey this month.
Electrofishing Survey: The four strata (Combahee River, Edisto River, Ashley River & Cooper River) scheduled for
sampling during May have been successfully sampled. Thirty-four species were collected, led by Spot (Leiostomus
xanthurus) and Striped Mullet (Mugil cephalus) by abundance.
Estuarine Trawl Survey: The harbor trawl was successfully completed on May 21st. Brock led fish work-up,
accompanied by one member of the crustacean section, for the first time since the departure of previous staff from the group.
The trip was a success, with no problems.
Laboratory Safety: Lab safety signs have been revised removing Katie as Safety Officer. Lab signs have been
reinstalled outside of labs, first aid kits updated, and lab safety equipment checked.
Microplastic Studies: Staff met with Gorka Sancho at the College of Charleston regarding using his space for the
digestion of digestive systems for our ACE Basin microplastic project. Preliminary training has begun with anticipated lab
activities commencing in late May/early June once Dr. Sancho’s lab is available.
Red Drum Stock Assessment: A joint ASMFC Red Drum Technical Committee and ASMFC Red Drum Stock
Assessment Committee call was held May 12. SCDNR staff participated in the call. Discussed were the anticipated outputs
available from the simulation operating model and the three different (Stock Synthesis Integrated Assessment Model, Custom
Statistical Catch-at-Age Model, and Traffic Light Analysis Model) assessment models along with potential biological
reference points to use to judge the accuracy and predictive capability of the different assessment models. Such reference
points and metrics ultimately will be used to quantitatively compare the performance of the three candidate assessment model
frameworks.
Reproductive Studies: Final reads were completed for 2017 Spotted Seatrout.
Scalloped and Carolina Hammerhead Studies: Two days of sampling were conducted on the R/V Silver Crescent to
attempt to capture gravid female hammerheads. Sampling was unsuccessful, however several mature males were captured,
with one fitted with a SPOT tag (high resolution GPS data) as part of a collaboration with researchers at Bimini Biological
Field Station. Three prototype PSAT “birth” tags were also implanted in near-term gravid sharks (two sandbars, and one silky
shark) to test these prototype tags ahead of commercial release.
Trammel Net Survey: Five strata (Port Royal Sound, ACE Basin, Charleston Harbor, Wando River, & Winyah Bay)
were successfully sampled during May. These were all strata scheduled for sampling during the month.
Cobia: A second volitional cobia spawn occurred at MRRI resulting in 1.3 million fertilized eggs. Eggs were
hatched out and a total of 500,000 larvae were stocked between two m-ponds at WMC. Staff at WMC have visually
confirmed survival in these ponds. Hormone injection of additional females continues. Currently 3 ponds are up and available
to be stocked. Additional anglers are being recruited to participate in our cobia fin clip program. Staff has been in touch with
the artificial reef program about using their side scan sonar equipment in the Broad River to determine the feasibility of using
this technology to determine relative abundance of cobia in the river. Staff are looking at the later part of May to test in the
Broad River. Two new males and one new female have been collected during fishing efforts; none of these fish are hatchery
fish so they can all be used as broodstock. One spawn was processed last week but wasn’t viable. One family was injected
this week at WMC. One cooler has been placed at the North end charter dock on HHI and one carcass has been collected.
Another cooler may be placed at Hudsons Dock on HHI with permission. Seven ponds were stocked this week with cobia
larvae from two families. Last week WMC had 1 spawn after injection, however the eggs were not viable. Viable spawn from
a volitional spawn (WMC) this week stocked into 3 ponds. Remaining larvae from this spawn may be used for some
intensive culture. Larvae also being used for preliminary heat shock protein studies. Harvest of the ponds stocked on May 3
planned for next week. Last 2 ponds are being filled for potential spawns next week. Three carcasses collected from donation
coolers this week.
Cobia Sex Determination: Sequencing is now in the final QA/QC stages and should be returned to us soon for
analyses. Additional samples were sent to Genewiz to ensure adequate library preparation.
Cobia eDNA: Staff have begun processing the eDNA filters from the accumulation/degradation tank experiment in
HML (Dec 2020) along with control filters and environmental samples taken in Feb 2021. Staff have established a standard
curve for the Cobia eDNA probe reaction and have ordered synthetic DNA to further understand/characterize the sensitivity
of the tool to single/few copies of Cobia DNA. Genetics staff met to discuss and define an SOP for field eDNA collections
from the boat. Field sampling days have been scheduled for May; all three sampling days have been completed during the
spawning season corresponding to tides and moon cycles. Staff have begun processing these field filters as they are taken.
Cobia CRP: Cobia satellite tagging has begun. Offshore weather hasn’t cooperated the past couple weeks so staff
went out in the Broad River. Only one fish was landed, which was too small for a satellite tag. Staff will likely not go
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offshore until next week due to weather forecast. In the last two weeks, 2 cobia have been acoustically tagged, 1 with a
satellite tag and acoustic tag, and 2 additional cobia that were too small for acoustic or satellite tags were released with
external tags.
Spotted Seatrout: The single tank of male and female spotted seatrout in the MRRI OWL has continued volitional
spawning multiple times a week.
Tripletail: Broodstock have been rearranged at Waddell so that there are now two potential populations to be
observed for natural spawning during the year. The collection permit for acquiring tripletail in Florida has been approved.
Trips will be scheduled as collectors deem high success is possible. Additional collection trips may also be scheduled with
Georgia DNR during the year as tripletail start showing up along the coast. Collection of broodstock for SC SeaGrant
possible next week from charter captains in FL.
SRAC Artemia Replacement: All baitfish have been consolidated into one 5 ft system to make room for tripletail
collections. Inshore Fisheries captured a large tripletail (>500 mm) in the Broad River on May 11 that was retained as
broodstock.
MRRI Wet Lab: The new 5’ system in the OWL has been completed. Staff will begin seeding the biofilter and hope
to have it ready for fish in the next month. Environmental rooms are being cleaned for potential use with cobia eggs and
larvae for temperature tolerance experiments.
Terrapins: Of the 21 terrapins captured in mid-April in trammel nets, none contained eggs as of May 6. They have
all been PIT tagged by tags supplied by Mike Arendt. The first reports of wild nesting have just been reported from the
weekend.
SCSG Brewery By-Product Evaluation: Feed formulations for the digestibility trial portion of this project have been
completed and all ingredients needed for this portion of the project have been ordered. We are currently waiting on one final
ingredient to be delivered prior to beginning feed manufacturing. A commercial scale blender has been purchased that has
reduced brewery by-product processing time by ~90%.
Red Drum Natural Feeds Metabolomics: Processing and NMR-based metabolomic analysis of red drum liver
samples collected over the course of the 12-week natural diet component feeding trial (David Klett’s thesis project) is
ongoing. A total of 98 samples were cryomilled (homogenized) from sampling points T6 and T9. Sample homogenization of
the remaining samples from T9 and T12 will be performed in the coming weeks. The results will be summarized in a
manuscript for submission later this year.
Red Drum: 2020 genetic field samples have been genotyped, and analyses and report are in their final stages.
Bartram’s Bass: Data analyses to evaluate population structure within the Savannah Basin are ongoing; additional meetings
were held with FWF collaborators for multivariate analysis designs to investigate environmental drivers of genetic patterns.
Striped Bass: Genetics staff have completed genotyping of the 2020 Striped Bass samples from NCWRC. Analyses and a
report are being prepared.
White Seabass Genetics: Staff are continuing to isolate DNA from otoliths and genotyping field samples.
Crayfish Genetics: Genotyping of field samples with the new microsatellite marker panel is ongoing.
Snakehead eDNA Tool Development: Staff have begun working on the development of an eDNA tool for detecting
presence of multiple invasive snakehead species. Testing of the proposed eDNA tool has begun.
WSSV: Genetics staff received priority samples of crayfish to be screened for WSSV. Results are complete for
shrimp samples from local supermarkets and a report is being prepared.
Robust Redhorse eDNA tool: Work has begun on the development of a Robust Redhorse eDNA tool for detecting presence
of the species. Primers have been ordered for testing.
Robust Redhorse Conservation Committee: Coordination is also ongoing for a multistate SWG proposal to continue
our Robust Redhorse work throughout GA, SC, and NC. The final grant was submitted on 18 May 2021.
ASMFC Cobia Contract: Staff are continuing sample genotyping.
Genetics Tissue Archive: A tissue request for diamond back terrapins was processed for FLFWC.
Darters: L. Bowman met with Mark Scott (WFW), and Thomas Near to discuss projects and collaborations for delimitation
and population assessment of Christmas, Hannukah, and Savannah darters. Work has begun on proposal preparation for a
competitive SWG to address conservation concerns. L. Bowman with help from Anna Smith submitted a request to make
Hanukkah darter (Etheostoma binotatum) a full SGCN species for the purposes of grant funding. The final grant was
submitted on 18 May 2021.
Sandhills Chubs: T. Darden is collaborating with Derek Crane (Coastal Carolina) and Mark Scott (WFW) on a
competitive SWG proposal investigating movement patterns, population genetics, and barrier impacts on gene flow in the
endemic species of concern. The final grant was submitted on 18 May 2021.
Metabarcoding: Genetics staff have received fecal samples from Piping Plover and Red Knot that they will begin isolating to
be sequencing for metabarcoding in order to determine prey taxa of these endangered shorebird. ERS continues to collect
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known species that will be barcoded (COI) and added to the metabarcode database. An additional set of samples was received
and staff are coordinating with A. Tweel to prioritize samples to process first.
Genetics reagents: Staff have begun testing new Taq polymerase alternatives and have identified two promising
candidates that have been tested on Red Drum and Striped Bass. The genetics lab has also begun replacing SLS loading
buffer with formamide purified with Chelex resin due to a COVID-related reagent shortage.
HML Safety Committee: Genetics staff continue to update the SDSonline chemical inventories to ensure all listed
chemicals have current (<5 years) safety information represented. HML monthly safety reports have officially resumed and
staff submitted the report for May 2021.
Internal Proposals: Staff have have submitted SRFAC, MIPI, DJ and SC SWG proposals for FY22.
SDAFS: Staff are also continuing to plan for the SC AFS to host an in person meeting for the 2022 SD AFS Meeting in
Charleston next January.
NCLI Conference: T. Darden attended the 2021 NCLI Virtual Annual Meeting.
Staff: Inshore Fisheries posted a Wildlife Biologist II position (internal posting closed May 12) and a Wildlife
Biologist I position (internal posting closes June 4). The applicant packet for the Wildlife Biologist II position has been
received, with all interviews scheduled for June 2. Interviews for the Bio I position will likely occur in mid-June. Inshore
fisheries also have requested permission to hire a Natural Resources Technician II (temporary hourly). These positions are to
replace the vacancies created by the departures of Katie Anweiler and Maggie Jamison.
Shellfish Research Section
Unoccupied Aerial Vehicle (UAV) research: Gary Sundin participated in an effort with SCDNR geologist Katie
Luciano and MRD GIS Manager Evan Cook to document short-term erosion at Pockoy Island following a round of spring
high tides. Gary mapped the beach by UAV while Katie measured distances from the erosional edge to fixed inland
monuments and Evan collected beach elevation profiles. These UAV imagery data, as well as data from NMFS projectrelated monitoring flights were processed and placed on the SCDNR GIS server. Gary participated in a SCiDUC (SC
Interagency Drone Users Consortium) planning call to finalize plans to hold a mapping training event in Charleston. Gary
Sundin and Graham Wagner completed a short UAV flight in collaboration with Charlotte Hope to look at the status of a bald
eagle nest near Fort Johnson Rd. In addition, staff assisted shorebird biologists with counting nesting birds on Tomkins
Island, near Savannah, GA.
South Carolina Oyster Demographic Assessment (SCODA) survey: Led by Graham Wagner, staff built and deployed
10 oyster recruitment panels at Fort Johnson. The panels were made from the same material as manufactured wire reefs
(MWRs), and two panels will be retrieved each month through October 2021. Oysters will be counted and measured in the
lab. This pilot study will help to establish methods to estimate oyster recruitment and growth through a single season,
providing context to existing demographic efforts and leading to a larger-scale effort with these methods. As part of this
effort, staff also measured samples of oysters on the existing MWRs installed at Fort Johnson in 2020. Graham Wagner has
continued to work with a historical oyster disease database, completing a first pass QA/QC of data imports. The next step will
be to build relationships and determine which records have existing data cards. Staff have been working on quantitative
approaches for using available State Shellfish Ground data on condition and commercial harvest to help to improve the
sustainable management of these grounds. One goal of the effort is to develop theoretical initial annual harvest limits for a
few key grounds to help shellfish management staff begin exploring new methods of SSG management. Initially, staff are
working to find relationships among annual condition reports, reported harvest, and remote sensing data.
NMFS Community-Based Restoration project: Staff built 12 MWRs and completed annual monitoring of the MWR
and repurposed crab trap (RCT) reefs constructed at Fort Johnson in 2020, as well as the bagged shell reefs constructed at
Shell Midden in April 2021.
Internal Proposals: Staff submitted SRFAC proposals that were reviewed and approved at the SRFAC meeting on
May 18. Staff also submitted internal proposals for funding from MIPI, DJ and the State Wildlife Grants Program all of
which have been recommended for funding.
Dingell-Johnson (DJ) / SRFAC funding: Graham Wagner has planned and scheduled the fieldwork for a new oyster disease
pilot study to be completed this summer using DJ funding. Graham met with Matt Walker (Genetics) to discuss appropriate
laboratory approaches and equipment for the upcoming disease study effort. Greg Rothman conducted a literature review on
oyster disease and histology in preparation for upcoming projects. Section biologist Tanner Malkasian continued digitizing
oyster reefs from historical helicopter imagery in the Adams Creek area. Gary Sundin completed two OFM shellfish permit
map requests. The recreational and wild harvest commercial shellfish season closed on May 25 and Gary updated the
recreational shellfish web application and the mariculture siting web application to reflect new permit boundaries since the
last update and (for the recreations app) to reflect the seasonal closure. Staff completed a reef build on Fenwick Island, with
assistance from a small group from Dr. Caye Drapcho’s Clemson Biosystems Engineering class. The group attached a section
of angled wire mesh material directly to the shoreline to test a new approach to using this material, with minimal processing
and preparation, as an oyster recruitment/erosion control method.
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Crab Bank Monitoring: Gary Sundin prepared an estimate of the horizontal and vertical accuracy of the GIS map
products processed from the April 26, 2021 flights, determining that the total combined georectification and RTK root mean
square error (RMSE) of the products was 5 cm horizontal and 6 cm vertical accuracy.
Estuarine trawl survey: The monthly Estuarine Trawl Survey (ETS) aboard the R/V Silver Crescent, sampling
stations in the Charleston Harbor and Ashley River, was conducted May 21, 2021. The catches of both white and brown
shrimp were above average at all stations, except the Anchorage station where fewer than average white shrimp were
collected. The catch of brown shrimp at the Anchorage station was similar to the long-term mean. The sizes of both white
and brown shrimp were similar to the long-term means at this station. At other sampling stations, white shrimp size was
similar to the long-term mean, while brown shrimp were generally larger than average. No black gill was detected in shrimp
during this sampling event. The catch of blue crabs was below average at all stations. The catches of croaker and spot were
higher than the long-term means. No whiting or weakfish were collected; catches for these two species are typically low in
May. Both temperature and salinity were similar to the long-term means for May. Additional sampling was conducted off
Morris Island to assess reproductive status of white shrimp in nearshore oceanic waters. The sea state off Morris Island did
not allow for sampling at the normal station, but we wish to commend Captain Bo Von Harten for skillfully piloting the R/V
Silver Crescent and enabling us to collect samples in that area.
Commercial shrimp: The General Trawl Zone (GTZ) of South Carolina was opened to commercial shrimp trawling
on May 27, 2021. Jeff Brunson worked with Office of Fisheries Management staff and commercial shrimpers to collect data
on the abundance and reproductive status of white shrimp to inform decisions on the opening of the GTZ to commercial
trawling. Jeff conducted commercial vessel “ride-alongs” in nearshore oceanic waters on May 3 (Calibogue and Port Royal
Sounds), May 7 (St. Helena Sound), May 11 (Morris Island/Charleston Harbor), and May 19 (Rockville). Additional
sampling out of Georgetown and McClellanville was conducted throughout May by OFM Biologist Kris Reynolds.
Creek trawl survey: Creek trawl sampling in the Wando and Ashley Rivers was completed this month on May 18
and 19, respectively. Analysis of long-term data found that the catch of brown shrimp this month was below the long-term
average. Brown shrimp size was also slightly below average. No white shrimp were caught at any of the trawl sites this
month, therefore the catch of white shrimp was below average. The catch of blue crabs was also below the long-term average,
however their size was above average. Temperatures recorded at the sites were lower than the long-term averages, while
salinities were greater.
Blue crab (adult and juvenile) salinity gradient potting survey: The salinity gradient crab potting survey was
conducted on May 5 and 6 in the Ashley River. Twenty eight crabs were collected, which is the lowest catch of crabs in May
since the survey began in 2016. Almost 80% of the crabs were collected at the 3 stations below the I-526 bridge. The catch is
typically more evenly distributed across the 6 stations in Ashley River from the Ashley River bridges to Middleton
Plantation. Seventy five percent of the catch was composed of mature male crabs.
Invasive species: The Aquatic Nuisance Species Task Force is scheduled to meet virtually on June 28-30, 2021, at
which Peter Kingsley-Smith will represent the Gulf and South Atlantic Regional Panel on Invasive Species GSARP through
his role as Panel Chair. Tanya Darden will present an overview of how her section has used molecular and genetic tools to
address aquatic invasive species concerns in South Carolina.
Gill tissue samples from preserved tiger shrimp, Penaeus monodon, specimens were shipped to, and received by,
Justin Krol, a PhD student working with Dr. Ash Bullard at Auburn University. He will be analyzing these samples for the
presence of white spot syndrome virus. Elizabeth Gooding followed up on a report of island apple snails from a resident in
West Ashley. Ash Bullard was recently voted onto GSARP based on interest from the Panel in his research on non-native
parasites and pathogens of native host species.
SERTC: Elizabeth Gooding completed two requests for educational guides and posters.
White Spot Syndrome Virus: Daniel Sasson finished collecting gill tissue samples from live crayfish purchased at
local seafood stores. These samples have been passed along to the Population Genetics Section to be screened for the
presence of white spot syndrome virus. Greg Rothman is applying to the College of Charleston’s Environmental and
Sustainability Studies (EVSS) Graduate Program; if accepted for entry this fall, Greg will be using these WSSV experiments
as part of his Master’s research project.
Horseshoe crabs: As part of the Competitive State Wildlife Grant Program project on horseshoe crabs, staff have
continued to conduct spawning surveys and collect core samples for horseshoe crab eggs in both beach and marsh habitats.
Samples with eggs have been brought back to the MRRI for additional processing and egg enumeration, which has now
begun. The goal is to determine whether eggs found during these surveys correlate with observed abundances of spawning
animals and thus can, by themselves, be used as an indirect measurement of spawning activity intensity. Fieldwork has also
begun to compare the likelihood of finding horseshoe crab eggs on the beach compared to in the marsh. This will be done by
sampling 100 randomly selected points on the beach and in the marsh to look for horseshoe crab eggs in the Edisto/Otter
Island area.
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Staff received reports of horseshoe crab mortalities in Charleston Harbor on May 6, 2021. Michael Kendrick and
Jeanette Huber, who were already on the water conducting field work and in the vicinity of the reports, inspected the area but
were unable to observe dead horseshoe crabs. Daniel Sasson and Michael Kendrick have been in communication with
Lorianne Riggin, of the Office of Environmental Programs, regarding ways to quantify discard mortality of horseshoe crabs
from dredging operations in South Carolina.
Work continues on a Sea Grant full proposal aiming to investigate factors impacting horseshoe crab metabolics and
mortality after bleeding. Daniel Sasson is the lead PI on this project with co-PIs Jody Beers, Fabio Casu, and Michael
Kendrick.
Personnel changes: Kim Sitta began her employment as a Wildlife Biologist II in CRMS on May 17, 2021. The
section is excited to have Kim on board. Elizabeth Gooding, Wildlife Biologist II in the Crustacean Research and Monitoring
Section, accepted a position in the Office of Fisheries Management Fisheries Statistics Section and left the Shellfish Research
Section on May 14, 2021. Elizabeth had been a valued member of the section for the past seven years. We appreciate all of
her many contributions to the work of the SRS, and more broadly to the MRRI.
Tanner Malkasian, Wildlife Biologist I with the Molluscan Research and Monitoring Section, left the Agency on
May 14, 2021, having been offered alternative employment as a project manager with a Boston-based company (Charles
River). We are grateful for all of his hard work over the past two years and wish him the very best for the future. With
substantial oyster restoration and living shoreline research on the horizon, the section has moved quickly to fill this position.
As such, a Wildlife Biologist I temporary grant position opened on May 25 and will close on June 2; internal interested
applicants are strongly encouraged to apply.
Trap Puckette, an undergraduate student at Tulane University, began his employment as an hourly technician for the
summer season on May 17, 2021. Trap will help the section primarily with horseshoe crab field sampling and subsequent
sample processing. Trap has substantial experience operating vessels in nearshore environments, and is making great initial
impressions in working with the section.
Miscellaneous: Graham Wagner and Greg Rothman completed forklift training. Greg Rothman assisted Mike
Arendt and a small team of DNR biologists to rescue and transport an injured sea turtle to the SC Aquarium. Peter KingsleySmith, Michael Kendrick, and Jeff Brunson attended the GPMB Spring Faculty Meeting on May 20. Graham Wagner
contributed language for the methodology on histological approaches to the full Sea Grant proposal on shrimp phenology.
Kim Sitta assisted the ERS section with fieldwork and taxonomic training on phytoplankton identification. Michael Kendrick
reviewed a shrimp proposal submitted to the North Carolina Sea Grant program.
Office of Fisheries Management (OFM):
Commercial Shellfish Management; Culture & Mariculture Permits and State Grounds
The 2020-2021 regular commercial and recreational shellfish harvesting season closed May 25 for all species. This marks the
beginning date for summer harvest or out of season harvest.
Culture Permits and State Grounds
7 permit holders requested verification of legally required shellfish culture permit plantings for 12 permits during
May. Through calendar year 2021, permit holders have requested planting verifications on 30 permits with 20 completing
planting quotas for 2021. A total of 37,601 U.S. bushels (23,012 U.S. bushels for credit & 14,589 in overages) of shellfish
seed, green oyster shell, clam cover or approved cultch, cultivation, or equivalent has been planted (1646 BU on state or
public grounds). The assessed planting quota for the state’s 102 culture permits is 95,044.8 U.S. bushels after taking into
consideration permit cancellations, acreage reductions or increases, boundary modifications and approved variances, leaving
72,032.9 BU (76%) left to be planted in 2021. Shellfish seed may be planted throughout the calendar year; however, by S.C.
law (§ 50-5-940), cultch must be placed between 01 May and 31 August to receive planting credit.
Mailed out commercial questionnaire to over 300 SSG license holders to formally engage industry members as stakeholders
to gain feedback on the overall quality of the resource and which SSGs should be open or closed. This also presented a good
opportunity to get feedback from industry on harvest bushel limits. We have already begun receiving responses. This will be
an annual questionnare.
Assessed 13 SSG’s for the upcoming commercial season.
Five variance requests for artificial cultch were processed.
Lee Taylor gave feedback from a DNR regulatory perspective for new grant holders during their on site
management survey conducted by USACE. Ben Dyar advised grant management on regulatory requirements for harvesting
clams commercially out of season.
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Mariculture/Importation
5 inspections for seed importations were conducted in May (2 oyster and 2 clam), totaling approximately 55 million
seed. Approximately 52 million clam seed and 3 million oyster seed. All shipments passed inspection. (Pending inspection
of shipment tomorrow)
Mariculture staff inspected the tetraploid bio-secure system at Lady’s Island Oyster in anticipation of water
temperatures reaching the threshold for quarantine. Staff found the system to pass inspection and satisfy the minimum
requirements of the department for quarantining.
Mariculture staff spoke with and disseminated all pertinent information to 2 potential floating gear applicants.
The Shellfish Permit Committee (SPC) meet to discuss new floating gear mariculture operation in Toogoodoo
Creek. SPC decided that additional information was needed before being able to vote on application. The applicant has been
made aware of the need for additional information and the SPC is awaiting information from the applicant.
7 yearly operations plans have been reviewed and approved in preparation for summer harvest. All mariculture
permittees (not just summer harvest applicants) have been sent a yearly operations plan packet and staff will review ops plans
as they are accepted.
SCORE – South Carolina Oyster Recycling and Enhancment
Shell recycling and planting; Recreational management
Shell Recycling
During this reporting period (5/8/21 – 6/7/21), 1,430 bushels of shell were recycled by staff and volunteers from
Beaufort, Charleston and Greenville Counties (Richland data nota available at time of this report). Three permanent bins
were cleaned out totaling 466 bushels recycled, including Edisto Beach State Park (184 bu.), Ft. Johnson (75 bu.), and The
Sands in Port Royal (207 bu.). Public drop-off trailer locations dropped to 78 bu. total this month from the 1,204 reported
last month probably due to the close of the recreational harvest season. The restaurant route contributed 739 bushels across
24 partner restaurants. One new partner restaurant was added to the restaurant route when it opens in July.
Equipment maintenance continued during this recycling period. The restaurant route trailer had new tires installed
and rust was removed from the swing arm, which was also repainted. The F-250 was taken to the Ford dealership for some
electrical issues, again. Maintenance on the Indigo Princess continued from the last reporting period. More surface rust was
removed from the davit arm, the barge itself, and the wheelhouse. New trailer lights on the Sea Ark were installed, and the
new floats on the stern were painted.
Ben Dyar, Michael Hodges and Stephen Czwartacki met with representatives from the Port of Charleston Veteran’s
Terminal to discuss moving all shell housed at Zulu 2 to a new area of the Port behind the security fence.
Volunteer Oyster Shell Recycling Program (Beaufort, Charleston, Greenville, Columbia)
A total of 233.45 bushels of oyster shell was reported as recycled across the 3 community-based recycling teams
(Columbia data not available at the time of this report). The Charleston Shell Recycling Team volunteered 8 hours to recycle
a total of 10.25 bushels of oyster shell and serviced two oyster roasts. The Beaufort Shell Recycling Team volunteered 48.75
hours to recycle a total of 100.85 bushels. The Greenville Shell Recycling Team volunteered 33.5 hours to recycle a total of
122.35 bushels of oyster shell.
Stephen Czwartacki and Barry Sturmer met with Beaufort County volunteer coordinator Louise Murray to discuss
the Beaufort volunteer recycling program.
A purchase request was submitted for a new 12’ PJ Dump Trailer from Steen Enterprises of Adams Run, SC. This
new trailer will be capable of hauling about 130 bushels of shell.
Stephen Czwartacki and Ben Dyar are in discussions with the Coastal Conservation Associations about installing a
Tommy Gate on a recycling Trailer.
Shell Planting for State Managed Grounds
An articulating loader and compact track loader are planned to be delivered to the Port of Charleston and the Folly
Beach Boat Landing to assist in shell hauling and loading for the mid-June planting of state shellfish grounds in the Folly
River.
The push boat Indigo Princess and the 35’ barge are planned to be moved to anchorage the first of June in the Folly
River in preparation of planting 5,000 bushels on state shellfish grounds in mid-June.
Site visits to mark planting boundaries with PVC poles were conducted at the two planting sites in the state shellfish
grounds off the Folly River.
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Grant and Contract-funded Projects
Community Based Restoration
SCORE hosted thirteen volunteer events, during this reporting period, with 164 volunteers totaling 427 volunteer
hours. These events included manufactured wire reef fabrication, marsh grass plantings, and oyster reef construction.
Approximately 3,828 stalks of marsh grass were planted at the Wise Property at two events with students from James Island
Charter High School Students. Two manufactured wire reef (MWR) fabrication events took place during this reporting
period with volunteers from DHEC’s Ocean and Coastal Resource Management and the Grand Strand Saltwater Anglers of
Murrells Inlet. A total of twenty-eight MWR’s were fabricated at these events. Nine reefs were constructed across multiple
sites. These sites included Wise Property, Our Sisters Lady of Mercy Convent, Patriots Point, Childrens Park at Daniel
Island, Shell Midden at Edisto Beach State Park, Salt Landing, Elliot Cut and Goat Island. A total of 2,338 shell bags and 8
MWR’s were deployed at these events. Volunteers included East Cooper Montesorri School, AmeriCorps, Boy Scout Troop
519, The Nature Conservancy, Charleston Yacht and Sailing Club, and James Island Charter High School. 12 MWR’s were
suspended under the Murrells Inlet Marshwalk in order to pre-seed them with oysters prior to deployment on the shoreline.
The oyster recruitment on these pre-seeded reefs will be compared to ones deployed directly on the shoreline in order to
determine which treatment has higher oyster recruitment. Two educational events were hosted for a total of eighty-nine
people totalling 292 hours of public education. SCORE staff have completed processing all bag samples and are continuing
to process large scale planting samples with the end of June being the completion goal.
Bid solicitation paperwork was submitted for planting oyster shell related to the NMFS project. The solicitation is
set to close on June 7, 2021. Approximately 9,765 bushels of oyster shell will be planted at the Our Sisters Lady of Mercy
Convent/Wise Property this planting season. Shell for this project is being purchased from Barbers Seafood, East Point,
Florida. Transporation of the shell is being implemented by Pritchett Trucking, Lake Butler, Florida. 3 of 15 loads of oyster
shell for this project have been received to date.
Michael Hodges met virtually with Dr. Joel Kostka, Jose Rolando (Georgia Tech), Dr. Jim Morris (USC), Al George
(SC Aquarium), Joshua Robinson and Nolan Williams (Robinson Design Engineers) to discuss the monitoring plans for the
NFWF Coastal Resilience Project titled “Coastal Wetland Restoration and Community Resiliency in West Ashley, City of
Charleston (SC)”. Staff began monitoring, with participants listed above, related to the NFWF Coatal Resilience Project at
multiple locations in West Ashley. Elevation measurements were taken with the RTK within the project study area. Other
data collected included above ground plant biomass, sediment core samples, and faunal distributions associated with fiddler
crabs and mud snails along marsh transects. Additional monitoring related to this project is scheduled for July.
Mitigation
Sampling of large scale planting sites, related to the Koppers Mitigation Project, have been completed for Pitt Street,
Charleston Harbor 70C, Charleston Harbor 86A and James Island Creek 86B. Replicate ¼ m2 quadrats were retrieved from
all sites with volunteers from Americorps.
Miscellaneous
The final draft for the oyster recreational harvesting survey was completed as well as facilitating communications
between DNR administration and Southwick Assoc. to provide Southwick with saltwater license holder data. The survey is
planned to be released Friday, June 4.
A letter of support was written for MRRI’s Fabio Casu and Denise Sanger’s funding proposal entitled
“Characterization of the impact of environmental stressors on the metabolic profiles of the eastern oyster, Crassostrea
virginica in the Charleston coastal area using NMR-based metabolomics”, submitted to the South Carolina Sea Grant
Consortium.
Stephen Czwartacki assisted the community-based program with a Manufactured Wire Reef construction and
planting in Murrell’s Inlet, SC on 5/25.
Kevin Swain and Christian Sergent completed Forklift Safety Training.
Holly Hillman resigned from her Wildlife Bilogist I position during this reporting period. She is pursuing her
masters degree and wanted to concentrate full time on that endevour. Paperwork to rehire this position, along with one
Natural Resource Tech II position, was submitted. Paperwork to hire an hourly was also submitted.
Meetings:
Henry Davega and Ben Dyar attended a webinar for the State Mariculture Coordination Network which included
mariculture regulators and extension personnel from other South Eastern States in order to facilitate communication and
networking among State regulators.
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Ben Dyar and Henry Davega met with Sea Grant to introduce the newly hired Sea Grant Aquaculture Specialist and
to go over there current projects and future proposals.
Ben Dyar attended a webinar on Clemson’s research into SC mariculture market trends.
Ben Dyar attended a webinar titled “Can Oyster Aquaculture Help Restore Coastal Water Quality?” presented by
collaborative research from Massachusetts NERRS.
Statistics:
Fisheries Statistics Section:
• Delinquent letters for late submission of April 2021 mandatory logbooks were mailed on May 19th, 2021 (228 letters) to license
holders for Wholesale Seafood Dealers and For-Hire Charter Vessels for April 2021 reports not yet received by the May 10th,
2021 deadline. The affidavit list and action list for April is currently being processes and will be provided to Law Enforcement
ASAP.
• Several data requests were completed during this month for commercial data including the following annual species summaries:
Overall landing by species grouping, and specifically on shrimp, sharks, cobia, crab, additionally, several comprehensive reports
were submitted to NMFS associated with various grant funds that summarized the previous calendar and/or fiscal year
commercial landing and ex-vessel value for fisheries landed in SC. SCDNR charter database also had data requests including
specific species catch and effort for cobia and individual vessel catch and effort.
• Staff continue to gain information to determine eligibility for the second allocation for the CARES Act funds. The agency had
great success with the first allocations of funds, which were distributed to the state’s commercial fishermen, wholesale seafood
dealers and for-hire fishermen if the qualified for hardship during the COVID-19 pandemic. The draft allocation plan was
reviewed by OFM and Legal Counsel and will be submitted to NMFS for review and acceptance.
• Staff continue to work diligently to increase electronic data collections and efficiency for both recreational for-hire and
commercial data. This will improve date quality and timeliness.
Commercial Trip Interview Program
• During the month of May, OFM Port Agents intercepted 12 commercial trips and collected 254 length frequencies along
with obtaining 218 associated age structures from primarily snapper grouper species. Fishing activity continues to be
hindered by weather, however staff are seeing more boats leaving the dock, as May 1st is the opening of the Shallow Water
Groupers.
Recreational Statistics Section Summary
• In the month of May 2021, OFM staff completed 66 APAIS assignments resulting in 964 interviews with
recreational anglers.
•

OFM staff continued monitoring/sampling horseshoe crabs at Charles River Labs to collect data for the ASMFC
compliance report.

•

OFM staff rode commercial shrimp boats to assess reproductive status of white shrimp to inform the decisionmaking process for opening GTZ to shrimping for the 2021 season.

•

Additional activities during the reporting period included: working closely with commercial seafood dealers to
ensure compliance with reporting, assisting the SCDNR oyster shell recycling and freezer program, distributing
rules & regulations books and fish rulers to coastal businesses as requested.

Coastal Reserves & Outreach (CRO):
Public Outreach
Outreach to Coastal Residents and Visitors
• The Coastal Exploration Series is a series of public programs to inspire appreciation of our state’s coastal wildlife
and landscapes. In May, 53 viewers watched the webinar, South Carolina Climatology: Exploring weather in your
community. 31 people attended 2 in-person Horseshoe crab tagging programs at Coffin Point beach and Harbor
Island.
• The Diversity Outreach Section focuses on the inclusion of underrepresented populations through translating and
interpreting existing material, event planning and promotion to build relationships with these communities. In May,
diversity staff archived messages and posts from the public, and provided content on the SCDNR’s Diversity
Facebook pages for 2021. Staff translated marine education animations to facilitate online learning. Staff assisted
stewardship, and saltwater outreach with 3 outreach programs, led a bilingual education program.
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•

Seven Saltwater Family Fishing Clinic Volunteers walked the James Island County Park fishing dock and helped
answer fishing related questions to 27 people.
• Three Saltwater Family Fishing Clinics were hosted in May. In total, 29 attendees participated and 7 certified
SCDNR Family Fishing Instructors volunteered 47.1 hours. Clinics took place at the Shem Creek Park, Botany Bay,
and North-Inlet Winyah Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve.
• Staff piloted the Pier Outreach Program with fishing instructors in Horry County. In May, 12 fishing instructors
walked the 2nd Avenue Pier, volunteering 45 hours and helped answer fishing related questions to 181 people.
• Through the Marine Game Fish Tagging Program, 24 active participants tagged and released 162 fish, primarily red
drum and flounder. Additionally, 73 anglers reported 82 recaptures. Of these recaptures, 85% were re-released. Staff
processed the tagging and recapture data, and rewards were mailed to anglers who reported recapture(s).
• Staff gave a presentation at the Walterboro History Art & Music Festival about conservation in the Lowcountry.
There were 15 attendees.
Media and Communications
• In May 2021, media and communications staff spent three and a half staff days in the field capturing multimedia of
red knot and ruddy turnstone tagging, assisting with horseshoe crab tagging and liaising with Garden & Gun staff
preparing an upcoming article on shorebird migration.
• Staff continued an outreach campaign to collect public sightings of spawning horseshoe crabs on social media.
• Staff supported MRD by providing design, multimedia, and writing/editing services for six projects, including the
clean boating program, new volunteer-based angler outreach efforts and more.
Students and Teachers
• The Carolina Coastal Discovery Programs focus on conservation of the state's coastal natural resources, as well as
relevant science standards. Aboard the Educational Vessel (E/V) Discovery, and on land, staff provide science
investigations using field sampling techniques and equipment that echo current research methods. In May, 163
students attended school programs, field trips, and/or virtual marine science programs.
• In May, students from two schools helped restore eroded areas of salt marsh with marsh grass plants that they grew
in school all year. This is part of the From Seeds to Shoreline Project.
Support for Coastal Communities and Partners
• The Boating Infrastructure Grant (BIG) Program is a competitive US Fish and Wildlife Service program providing
competitive funding for marina infrastructure to serve large transient recreational boats and provides access to
recreational, historic and natural resources. Projects are considered public/private partnerships between the SCDNR,
the US Fish and Wildlife Service, and the marina. Three large development projects were approved for funding in
April by USFWS, and SCDNR and subrecipients completed all required permitting in May for two projects, located
at Palmetto Bay Marina on HHI, and Seabreeze Marina in downtown Charleston. Both are expected to begin
construction this summer. Staff is currently working with potential applicants to prepare their FY22 funding
proposals for submission to SCDNR in early July.
• The Clean Vessel Act (CVA) provides USFWS funding to install and operate marine sanitary pumpout programs as
outlined in the US Clean Water Act to divert overboard discharges and protect water quality. SCDNR initiated
projects with Plum Branch Yacht Club in McCormick County, and Harbourgate Marina in Horry County, to replace
failing pumpout infrastructure to maintain pumpout services for boaters with onboard heads.
• Staff continues to provide support and consult on Motus Wildlife Tracking Systems for various federal, state and
private partners. In March, SCDNR assisted the Nemours Foundation, Harbor Island, Fort Moultrie, and Port Royal
Sound Maritime Center, Spring Island Trust, Edisto Beach State Park, Audubon, Daufuskie Island, and Fripp Island
with the construction, maintenance and data collection of Motus towers.
• Stewardship staff assisted the Shellfish Research section and 4 Clemson students to construct living shorelines on
South Fenwick Island WMA.
• In May, two CRO staff became certified trainers for the South Carolina Adopt-A-Stream program for tidal saltwater
systems, a pilot community science project through SCDHEC and Clemson Extension to engage volunteers in water
quality monitoring.
Coastal Reserves
• ACE Basin NERR staff continue to maintain South Fenwick Island to provide habitat management and public
access opportunities. Trails and fields were mowed, sprayed and cleared of invasive species. Staff continued to build
firebreaks and prepare for controlled burning.
• Staff continue to monitor Chinese Tallow within the St. Helena Sound WMA and South Fenwick Island WMA.
• In May, staff distributed 1 camping permit for South Fenwick Island.
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•

In May, Capers island saw 411 campers over 57 permits. Staff continue to maintain trails as the growing season
continues and the tractor received a new battery. The barn fuse box was replaced due to age and turtle nest surveys
have started with one documented nest so far (predated by coyotes).
• In May, 14,255 people visited Botany Bay Plantation HP/WMA. Volunteers provided 398 hours of service,
performing maintenance activities on the office building and property, participating in the Biodiscovery program,
maintaining blue bird boxes, posting the beach to protect the shorebird nesting area, hosting fishing clinics and
providing public outreach.
Protected Species
• Thirty sea turtle stranding events were reported in May (6 adults, 4 unknown and 22 juveniles); five greens, eight
Kemp’s ridley, 17 loggerheads. Seven events are associated with the hopper dredge Ellis Island operating in the
Charleston Shipping Channel as part of the Post-45 Charleston Harbor Deepening Project. Hopper dredging ceased
operations on May 7th due to exceeding take limits.
• Staff members continue to provide 24 hour on-call coverage of sea turtle hotline during the week, weekends and on
holidays, as well as, picking up live turtles and carcasses.
• Coordinator continues to work on QA/QC and data entry of historical nesting data into the database as time allows.
• Staff loaded an ATV on a boat and transported it to North Island.
• Coordinator and Biologist flew a coastal survey with Law Enforcement. Coordinator flew with LE to survey the
opening day of the general trawl zone in SC.
• Staff conducted training sessions with new technicians in Charleston and 4 visits to Botany and Yawkey projects
and site visits to volunteer beach projects.
• Staff conducted six ground surveys on barrier islands.
• Three new seasonal employees started: one in Charleston, one on Botany Bay and one at our off-site project at
Yawkey Wildlife Center.
• Staff conducted five turtle necropsies associated with dredge kill carcasses.
• Biologist completed a survey day aboard R/V Lady Lisa assisting in-water turtle trawl survey.
• Coordinator attended interagency call with contractors regarding Morris Island Sand Placement and an on-site visit
with NMFS observers.
• Eagle Biologist provided technical assistance through emails and calls for eagle nest territories.
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WILDLIFE AND FRESHWATER FISHERIES
MAY 2021
ASSISTANT DEPUTY DIRECTOR’S OFFICE
Completed administrative and budgetary tasks. Served on committee to select DNR employee of the year.
Participated on interview panel for administrative assistant. Prepared temporary license agreement for use of DNR
property in Lancaster County. Reviewed request to use DNR property in Lexington County. Reviewed proposed
state policy and procedures document for Forest Legacy Program. Prepared summaries on four real estate matters
for consideration by the Heritage Trust Advisory Board and the DNR Board. Prepared three sales contracts for
property purchases in Chester, Colleton, and Laurens Counties and hired attorneys to represent DNR in the
transactions. Obtained appraisal of property in Aiken County. Contracted for appraisal of one tract in Charleston
County and another in Greenville County. Reviewed due diligence items associated with property acquisition in
Horry County and contacted seller about matters of concern. Examined properties for sale in Allendale and Laurens
Counties. Continued work on six other real estate projects. Engaged in conversations with Naturaland Trust,
Lowcountry Land Trust, The Conservation Fund, Open Space Institute, and The Nature Conservancy about
potential/ongoing property acquisitions. Consulted with WFF staff on matters concerning Forest Legacy and State
Wildlife Grants. Meetings and events attended: DNR Board meeting, Heritage Trust Advisory Board meeting, Joint
Bond Review Committee meeting, State Fiscal Accountability Authority meeting, Habitat Protection Committee
meeting, DNR Employee of the Year Luncheon, and annual DLEO training at Criminal Justice Academy
State Wildlife Action Plan (SWAP) Implementation & State Wildlife Grants (SWG) Coordination [Anna
Smith]
SCDNR was a participant in 6 C-SWG grants this cycle and was the lead state for one of those. Smith participated in
strategy conference calls and assisted all PIs and partners with proposal edits, form submissions, emerging issues
letters, letters of commitment, etc. Smith continued to gather data and relevant articles for the 2025 SWAP revision,
including the white paper by Stein, Kanter, and Jaglowski (all with NWF) entitled, “Science Principles for
Achieving the 30x30 Conservation Initiative” (April 2021). Smith has been selected to serve on the steering
committee for the Pew Trust’s new South Atlantic Salt Marsh Initiative. Smith participated in the Freshwater
Fisheries Section’s monthly conference call to discuss the SWG/C-SWG grant submission process and requirements
for PIs. From May 11-14, 2021, Smith visited Region 1 properties with Hall, Grosse, and Bradley and conducted
herp and plant reconnaissance work. The Catawba-Wateree and Keowee-Toxaway HEP Funds program was
investigated. The FY20 C-SWG Horseshoe Crab grant was uploaded into TRACS. Smith reviewed Joint Base
Charleston’s (JBC) Integrated Natural Resource Management Plan (INRMP) Annual Report and provided
comments. SCDNR’s taxa teams will be assisting with a prospectus, which Smith will compile, that outlines SWAP
species and methods JBC should target when updating their INRMP. A National Coastal Wetlands Conservation
grant was begun for the Carter-Stilley/Cowpens Tract in Horry County, SC. The annual meeting of the SWG
Review Team met in Columbia, SC on 5/27/21 to discuss this year’s SWG proposals and choose which to fund.
There were 9 new projects total; 2 from Wildlife, 3 from Freshwater Fisheries, and 4 from Marine. Those funded
included: 4 from MRD, 2 from FWF, and 1 from Wildlife. PIs were notified and full proposals and forms are being
completed.
Forest Legacy Program (FLP) Coordination [Anna Smith]
Partners met virtually to discuss the possibility of several phased FLP grants for the Cainhoy property in Berkeley
County, SC. Smith prepared a response letter to the recent QAI and created a procedures document for appraisers
and reviewers. This document will become part of the next iteration of the Forest Legacy Action Plan. For now, it
was sent singly to the USFS for approval as part of QAI requirements.
Other Activities / USFWS Liaison [Anna Smith]
Smith assisted Wallover with community grant options for a local entity seeking guidance. She also accompanied
Hand on a Black Rail survey at Bear Island WMA on 5/6/21. Smith reviewed the Natural Resources chapter of the
town of Van Wyck, SC’s Comprehensive Plan for the Catatawba Regional Council of Governments. Edits and
updated data were provided for their draft in progress. As SEAFWA-WDC member, Smith continued to follow the
C-SWG Hellbender grant invoicing and reminding PIs of the upcoming final report due date. Smith will compile the
final report and submit it to the USFWS on behalf of SEAFWA.
Summary of meetings attended / conference calls / webinars watched / training programs or workshops:
• Lunch and Learn: SCDNR Law Enforcement (5/5/21)
• Monthly SERPPAS CRRAWG call with Pew Trust’s presentation on the South Atlantic Salt Marsh
Initiative (5/10/21)
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•
•

Habitat Protection Committee Meeting (5/18/21)
SEAFWA-WDC monthly conference call (5/20/21)*
*Smith is on the Plant RSGCN and SWAP Standardization Subcommittees which had discussions during
this monthly call.
• SWG Review Committee Meeting in Columbia, SC (5/27/21)
Natural Heritage Database Program / GIS Manager [Joe Lemeris]
Meetings:
• 5/3, 5/5, 5/6 – Lemeris attended the second week of NatureServe’s Biodiversity without Boundaries
Conference (virtual), sitting in on sessions related to rare species research, data management, spatial
analysis, and conservation ranking.
• 5/5 – Lemeris and Arrington were interviewed by Esri’s internal media staff for creating content
surrounding the promotion of SCDNR’s use of GIS/Esri products to increase efficiency/workflows. Esri
plans to write several small stories for their digital/print media content.
• 5/7 – Arrington & Lemeris met with OMO staff to discuss potential options surrounding public
engagement/GIS software. GIS staff plan to implement ArcGIS Hub Premium as a way to create and
advertise events or initiatives surrounding various SCDNR projects.
• 5/11 – Lemeris attended the monthly GIS webinar hosted by Arrington. The May session focused on field
collection workflows.
• 5/17 – Lemeris met with Morgan Hart to discuss development of alligator surveys for eyeshine count
surveys and mark-recapture surveys. A draft eyeshine survey has been deployed and is currently being
tested.
• 5/18 – Lemeris attended a LWC Division Advisory Committee meeting at Harbison State Forest and
presented to the committee on the updates/changes to the Natural Heritage data program.
• 5/19 – Lemeris attended the SCDNR employee of the year luncheon at Cooks Mountain (it was a great
time!) Lemeris was selected Employee of the Year for WFF for 2021! -AHS
• 5/20 – Lemeris attended a Natureserve Webinar focusing on automating occurrence/s-rank maps for reports
and presentations.
• 5/21 – Lemeris, Arrington and Thachik met with Esri Advantage Program staff to discuss project updates,
new technology, upcoming webinars/conferences, etc.
• 5/22 – Lemeris/Arrington/Thachik met with Esri staff to go over the most recent work developed on the
SCDNR fishing access application.
• 5/25 – Lemeris attended a webinar focusing on Clemson/DNR Human Dimensions projects, surrounding
turkey hunting, WMA use, and spring lizard surveys.
• 5/26 – Lemeris participated in the South Atlantic Blueprint workshop for VA/NC/SC portions, to
comment/discuss model outputs.
• 5/26 – Lemeris and Grosse met with NatureServe staff along with NC and GA Heritage staff to discuss an
upcoming modelling effort for 3 salamander species for NCASI.
• 5/28 – Lemeris/Arrington/Thachik met with Esri staff to go over the most recent work developed on the
DNR fishing access application.
• 5/28 – Lemeris, Arrington and Leo Rose met with Esri staff to get an overview of ArcGIS Hub Premium, in
an effort to better understand how SCDNR staff will interact with the software for managing user data, etc.
Project Progress Updates:
• Esri Enterprise Advantage Program Update:
o Arrington and team are continuing to compile GIS data from across WFF to incorporate into a
managed lands database. Continued tweaks/improvements have been made to the demo managed
lands hub sites/applications.
 Fishing/Boat Access data have been pulled into a web format, and applications are
continuing to be developed by SCDNR and Esri to help the public find locations for
boating/fishing access.
o SCDNR/Heritage Trust have been awarded a 2021 Special Achievement in GIS (SAG)
award by Esri! SCDNR projects will be highlighted by Esri during the 2021 Esri User
Conference (virtual format)
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Distribution Modelling Workflows: all 5 modelling scripts have been converted to Python, and
ensemble modelling scripts have also been created. Lemeris is in the process of validating/testing
these scripts.
• SCDNR/SCCB Joint position update:
o Lemeris/Arrington continue to wait on SCCB to sign the MOU to contribute funding to a
temporary grant position housed in the Heritage Program; they have been waiting until budgets are
confirmed for their agency as well as Board approval. The Position Description is ready to be
submitted once the MOU is signed by both parties (which has been updated to reflect contact
changes).
• The Natural Heritage Hub Site has been viewed 640 times in May (11,370 all time since April 2020),
and 14 new users (total of 281 since April 2020) from state/federal/local agencies, land trusts, and private
environmental consultants have requested/gained access to review species data and generate reports.
o Lemeris has implemented a system to identify inactive accounts (created more than 1 year ago, has
not logged in over a year), to warn them that their account will be deleted in 30 days, to
proactively manage our accounts. UPDATE: a bug has been identified where the GIS portal does
not consistently log login dates for all users. To avoid deleting an account that is active without us
knowing it, we will maintain all users regardless of logged activity, unless explicitly asked to
delete the account. Once the bug has been resolved, we will resume regular user maintenance.
• 95 of 443 users accessed the Heritage Trust GIS Portal in May, compared with 115 in April.
• Over 100 new records were added to the database in May, comprised of a mix of herps, bald eagle, and
plants.
• 111 species reviews were completed automatically using the new species reviewer tool for environmental
professionals in May, compared with 71 in April.
• Lemeris met with Morgan Hart to develop custom Survey123 collection forms for alligator eyeshine
surveys. The form has been deployed and is being tested in the field this season.
• Lemeris assisted various staff in the development of maps for projects, informational documentation,
advisory board materials, etc.
• Turner (hourly intern) worked on refining georeferencing of historic NRCS soil maps for use by Cultural
Heritage staff, as well as beginning to create a custom Survey123-based bat identification key for the
SCDNR Bat Program in May.
FRESHWATER FISHERIES
Highlights
Staff assisted the COE and USFS with fish habitat sites on Lake Thurmond.
Coordinated with Greenville Water System, Naturaland Trust and TU on the North Saluda stream restoration
project.
Staff expended 4 days of effort on the Great Pee Dee River for STB Abundance Index sampling and 2 days on
Robust Redhorse population monitoring.
Standardized boat electrofishing was conducted at 8 sites in the Lower Saluda River to assess the trout
population. Twenty-two rainbow trout and 14 brown trout were collected. Rainbow trout and brown trout stocked
during winter 2021 currently average 12.0- and 8.3-inches, respectively.
All fish attractors (33) between lakes Marion and Moultrie were replenished using a combination of materials,
with Wax Myrtle bushes being the main material used for brush replenishment.
Staff provided input to the Office of Environmental Programs on conservation priority fish species potentially
affected by proposed activities in the Waccamaw River drainage.
This month 10,815 grass carp were processed for sterility testing at Cohen Campbell Fisheries Center.
Staff stocked 563,145 American Shad fry the Broad River and 257,889 were stocked in the Wateree River. The
total number of American Shad fry produced and stocked from Bayless Hatchery this year was 4,151,964.
Diadromous Fishery Project efforts this month included: downloading acoustic receivers and manual tracking in
Charleston Harbor, Lake Marion, the Rediversion and Diversion Canals, and the Congaree, Wateree, Cooper,
Santee, Edisto, Waccamaw, Great Pee Dee, and Savannah Rivers; gillnetting for Atlantic and shortnose sturgeon in
the Great Pee Dee, Waccamaw, Santee, Edisto, and Savannah Rivers; monitoring elver ingress at Goose Creek
Reservoir and St. Stephen Dam;
Freshwater mussel staff performed 3 CPUE surveys
Posted information on Social Media to introduce the Black Bass Slam program, promoted the bass slam to staff
internally, and received 8 slam submissions
o
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Coordination (Chief’s Office)
Staff participated in the spring meeting of the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission
Staff met with the legal office to discuss activities associated with the Natural Resources Damage Assessment
settlement associated with the Lake Hartwell/ Twelvemile Creek PCB case.
Staff participated in the monthly call between State fish chiefs and AFWA
Staff participated in the May meeting of the Habitat Protection Committee
Staff participated in the quarterly call between USFWS and State fish chiefs
Participated in a planning meeting between Region Staff and State Lakes Management Staff
Region 1
Staff completed repairs to electrofishing boat.
Staff submitted and edited a SWG proposal for Pig Pen Creek Brook Trout restoration project.
Staff completed standardized Largemouth Bass sampling on Reservoirs and four State Lakes.
Technicians moved equipment to Ravenel Depot for surplus property auction.
Staff assisted the COE and USFS with fish habitat sites on Lake Thurmond.
Continued work on the new Hartwell Fish Habitat Project permit. Prepared staging area, built artificial fish
attractors, and marked trees to be cut and cabled along the shoreline. Staff assisted CU electrofishing bass for
recapture data.
Creel continued as scheduled on the Saluda River below Lake Greenwood.
Trout stocking was conducted on schedule.
Coordinated with Greenville Water System, Naturaland Trust and TU on the North Saluda stream restoration
project.
Worked on county fund approvals for fisheries projects.
Attended Fisheries Coordinator conference calls.
Conducted recon on the Broad River for upcoming sampling.
Region 2
Staff prepared and submitted the April 2021 activity report, daily work reports, mileage & purchasing card logs
to HQ as required.
Staff welcomed interns Dean Wrobel and Aiden Maddux to the Florence and Rock Hill Offices for the summer.
Staff expended 4 days of effort on the Great Pee Dee River for STB Abundance Index sampling and 2 days on
Robust Redhorse population monitoring. STB AI sampling was concluded for 2021. 90 STB fin clips were sent to
Tanya Darden’s lab for genetic analysis, representing a 40% increase from last year meaning that two years of STB
stocking appears to be contributing to the population. Q1 juvenile STB telemetry data was received and analyzed.
Staff expended 1day’s effort sampling flathead catfish on the Little Pee Dee River.
Staff spent considerable time processing gill net otoliths for age/growth studies and computerization of that data.
Staff conducted spring electrofishing on DNR Fishing Lakes Jonesville and Oliphant, Interior Pond at
Worth Mountain WMA, Kings Mountain State Park’s Lake York, and Winthrop Lake at Winthrop University’s
request. Written reports were provided to KMSP Rangers and Winthrop University personnel regarding fish
populations in each water body.
Staff procured bluegill sunfish broodstock from the Great Pee Dee River for Brian Boyleston of
Cohen Campbell Hatchery.
Staff collaborated with Wildlife Section personnel regarding a draft copy of Canada Geese information for SC
pond owners.
Staff attended a called State Lakes Meeting, reporting on fish population survey results and discussing
management issues for each lake.
Staff procured repair of the MLES Infinity Box System, rear bumper on a 2013 Dodge Ram 2500 truck, welding
repair to the Rock Hill electrofishing boat, and self-repair of a Smith-Root Type VI-A electrofisher unit and the
Florence electrofishing boat during the month.
Staff stocked bluegill sunfish in a Darlington City Pond per request.
Staff initiated largemouth bass & black crappie otolith ageing from spring 2021 electrofishing samples.
Staff deployed 2 Mossback Fish Attractor units in Mountain Lakes 2.
Staff participated in 4 required conference calls during the month.
Staff reviewed and commented on 2 Scientific Collection Permit Applications.
Staff identified potential ingress/egress/survey sites on the Broad River for a joint fish survey with Region 1
personnel in summer 2021.
Fin clips from 28 black bass collected at Lake Monticello during spring electrofishing were sent to
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Tonya Darden’s lab for genetics analysis.
Redbreast sunfish data were forwarded to Georgia DNR biologist Tim Bonvechio for inclusion in a future
relative weight equation for the species.
Three weed identifications and three water quality tests were conducted in Rock Hill during the month. In
Florence, 1 weed identification was performed but no water quality test was performed.
Four telephone pond consults were conducted at the Rock Hill Workstation (2 general pond management, 1
herbicide recommendation clarification, 1 fish kill in a carp pond), and 4 fisheries information requests were
received from the public. Twenty-seven calls regarding fisheries information were received at the Florence Office
with 8 of those calls being pond related. 100 each of the freshwater & saltwater rulers were given out in Florence.
Constituents seeking fisheries information were served by Ginger Ridgill, Jason Marsik, or Gatlin Edge in Florence
and by Robert Stroud, Preston Chrisman, or Alex Michaeli at the Rock Hill Workstation. Recommendations and
pertinent pond management literature was disseminated as necessary via telephone, in-person, through the
US Postal Service, or by email to pond owners.
Contact with NGOs: Two.
Region 3
Boat electrofishing was completed at three sites on the Savannah River to characterize the fish community before
fish passage is completed at New Savannah Bluff Lock and Dam. Of note, redeye bass were captured at the base of
Augusta Shoals and robust redhorse in spawning condition were collected below NSBL&D.
Standardized boat electrofishing was conducted at 8 sites in the Lower Saluda River to assess the trout
population. Twenty-two rainbow trout and 14 brown trout were collected. Rainbow trout and brown trout stocked
during winter 2021 currently average 12.0- and 8.3-inches, respectively. No holdover fish were collected. Ten adult
rainbow trout (7.8 to 15.6 inches) and 136 fingerling rainbow trout raised at the River Bank’s Zoo as part of an
educational exhibit were marked and released into the Lower Saluda River.
Considerable effort was directed toward spring cleaning of the Eastover office and grounds. Lab supplies and
equipment were organized. Superfluous and dilapidated supplies and equipment were transferred to other projects
or disposed of depending on condition and need. Significant tree limbing was conducted to remove overhanging
and encroaching branches. The Eastover Fisheries Library was inventoried to identify redundant materials.
Three-hundred and eighty-nine redundant Fisheries and aquatic science related Journals were identified and offered
to other DNR offices and Academic institutions. The bulk of the collection has been accepted by
Clemson University for their Fisheries Student Library.
Staff prepared and delivered an aquatic education program to 45 first grade students at
Heathwood Hall Episcopal School. The program, intended to supplement their biology curriculum, included a fish
collection demonstration, discussion of the aquatic food web and an introduction to South Carolina fish species.
Staff worked with GIS support personnel to develop an interactive map in ARCGIS for selecting crappie trap net
sites at Lake Murray. The GIS program identifies suitable trap net sites based on user inputs (e.g., slope, max and
min depth, distance from bank, current lake elevation). While still a prototype the program shows promise for
expediting trap net site selection and may have other applications (e.g., selecting habitat refurbishment sites).
Staff began field evaluation of the fish anesthetic AQUI-S. The anesthetic was used during routine trout
sampling to sedate fish for processing. The anesthetic proved useful for expediting fish processing and had short
(< 90 seconds) fish recovery times.
Staff worked with SCPRT resource management to discuss future fish stocking and management in ponds and
lakes at three State Parks within Region 3.
Staff provided pond management assistance to 5 pond owners involving queries on vegetation control and
general pond management. Staff responded to several calls or emails seeking information on boat titling,
regulations, fishing licenses, No Wake buoys, fish identification, and fishing rodeos.
Region 4
Technical/Meetings
Robust Redhorse – State Wildlife Grant Planning
Staff continued to participate in virtual meetings with cooperating agencies (GADNR and NCWRC) to finalize a
new cSWG proposal regarding Robust Redhorse work. That proposal was completed during the month of May and
submitted to each agency’s SWG coordinators, as well as a final submission to USFWS for review. Personnel from
GADNR (lead agency) expect to be informed of proposal acceptance later in the year.
Federal Aid report
Staff began analysis and write up for the FY21 Federal Aid in Sportfish Restoration report. Content will include
all sport fish related program activities completed during the fiscal year and will be submitted to the division’s
executive office in August.
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State Lakes Meeting
Staff participated in a meeting with regional/state lakes personnel to discuss management needs at the various
state lakes, work performed outside of fisheries surveys, as well as a discussion for rebranding the state lakes
program to increase the public’s awareness and utilization of these systems.
Field Work
Fish Attractors
Fish attractor replenishment and buoy deployment consumed the bulk of staff time during May. All fish
attractors (33) between lakes Marion and Moultrie were replenished using a combination of materials, with Wax
Myrtle bushes being the main material used for brush replenishment. All attractor buoys were accounted for as well,
with any missing buoys being replaced.
Fish Collections
Staff collected various sportfish native to the region to be put on display at the Horry County Museum.
Other
The Region IV summer intern, Robbie Robinson, started with the agency on 5/17. All administrative needs
regarding his start have been completed.
Statewide Research
We continued data collection for the development of a Stream Quantification Tool (SQT) for
South Carolina. Fish sampling was completed at 7 sites in May 2021, bringing the study total to 54 sites completed
(study total target of 100). This study will provide the data for development of biological indicators to evaluate the
effectiveness of stream restoration and mitigation activities in South Carolina.
Staff also discussed the timeline for completion of the SQT project with OEP Director Riggin on a conference
call.
We sampled in collaboration with Clemson University for the C-SWG Bartram's Bass conservation study,
focusing on distribution and occupancy modeling for this species. Tissue samples were obtained for genetic analysis
by the SCDNR Population Genetics Lab.
We teleconferenced with collaborators at Clemson and the Population Genetics Lab at Ft. Johnson to discuss
population structure results for Bartrams Redeye Bass in the upper Savannah River Basin.
Staff met virtually with a technical group developing flow-ecology relationships to inform the water planning
process in SC.
We welcomed our summer intern, Madison Harris, and have appreciated all of her hard work with us this month.
We provided input to the Office of Environmental Programs on conservation priority fish species potentially
affected by proposed activities in the Waccamaw River drainage.
Staff attended online GIS webinars presented by the SCDNR GIS department.
Staff worked on revisions to sections of the “Atlantic Coast Rivers of the Southeastern US” chapter for
publication in the forthcoming book Rivers of North America II.
Hatcheries and State Lakes Activities
Coordination
This month 10,815 grass carp were processed for sterility testing at Cohen Campbell Fisheries Center.
Five (5) vendor permits were issued for grass carp distribution statewide.
Dennis Wildlife Center (DWC) and Bayless Hatchery
Staff traveled to North Carolina on two days to propagate Robust Redhorse. One flowing female was collected
and successfully crossed with a male on May 5th. Half of the eggs collected were sent to McKinney Lake Hatchery
in NC and the other half went to the Dennis Wildlife Center. The eggs at DWC were hatched on May 11th,
producing approximately 7,000 Robust Redhorse larvae. These fish will be stocked in a pond at DWC in early June
for grow out.
In May, Pamela Corwin stocked 563,145 American Shad fry the Broad River and 257,889 were stocked in the
Wateree River. The total number of American Shad fry produced and stocked from Bayless Hatchery this year was
4,151,964.
Thirty-Four (34) Santee Cooper strain Striped Bass fingerling ponds were harvested at the
Dennis Wildlife Center during May. A total of 2,542,838 fingerlings were harvested during the month of May. Of
these fingerlings: 902,927 were stocked in Lake Moultrie; 1,427,070 were stocked in Lake Marion; and 213,471
were stocked in Lake Murray.
In May, five (5) Savannah strain Striped Bass fingerling ponds were harvested and a total of 247,445 fingerlings
were stocked in Lake Hartwell and Lake Thurmond.
Ten (10) Striped Bass/White Bass Hybrid ponds were harvested, resulting in a total of 499,483 fingerlings.
These fish were also stocked in Lake Hartwell and Lake Thurmond.
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On May 14th, new hatchery intern Kaitlyn Dozler began work.
Bayless Hatchery was cleaned and shut down until next spring’s production season.
Hybrid and striped bass fingerling production ponds were sampled daily to determine whether they need to be
harvested based on size.
Staff continue to fertilize ponds, spray herbicide, remove tadpoles, and complete other maintenance in the
production ponds at the Dennis Wildlife Center.
Staff completed and submitted daily staff reporting logs, monthly reports, mileage sheets, fuel logs, procurement
statements, and purchase requisitions.
Staff performed routine water quality monitoring, fish feeding, as well as maintenance of grounds, buildings, and
equipment.
Walhalla State Fish Hatchery
A total of 52,663 trout were stocked during the month of May.
Staff continued to rear fry and fingerlings while production was continued in outside raceways.
As water temperatures have begun to rise, staff dealt with several issues of poor fish health.
Staff in conjunction with USFS removed sediment from above the East Fork of the Chattooga River intake. This
is the beginning of a long-awaited project to reduce sediment loads above the hatchery's water intake structures.
The intent is to reduce the amount of silt/sediment entering the hatchery's rearing and production units.
Cohen Campbell Fisheries Center/Barnwell Substation
Performed general maintenance and upkeep at both Cohen Campbell and Barnwell substation.
Tested three (6) grass carp loads.
Continued striped bass preproduction protocols.
Cheraw State Fish Hatchery
May production included Smallmouth, Largemouth, and Striped Bass. Fry were stocked in rearing ponds for
grow out to fingerling size.
Over 30,000 smallmouth fingerlings have been harvested and trained to accept commercial feed for phase II
grow out. Largemouth bass fingerling will be harvested next month.
Striped Bass were harvested and stocked in both Lake Wateree and Lake Murray.
Staff continued to perform routine maintenance services for water quality, feeding, and disease control.
Spring Stevens State Fish Hatchery
One million Striped Bass Fry were stocked in all ponds at facility.
Drained and cleaned kettles in all 7 ponds at facility for the two (2) harvests of Striped Bass fingerlings.
Harvests were completed in a 2-day period: 85,000 fingerlings were stocked into Lake Greenwood and 89,000 were
stocked into Lake Wateree.
Participated in harvesting and hauling of Striped Bass fingerlings from Cheraw Fish Hatchery to Lake Wateree.
Reservoir spillway braces and channels were requisitioned, fabricated, and welded. A treated wood requisition
for spillway project was also submitted, and all materials were acquired and added to spillway. The reservoir
spillway water raising project was completed for refilling and restocking of ponds at facility.
Continued with care and holding of Redbreast brood in the flow-through system for summer stocking into ponds
at the facility.
Continued with the care and holding of Bluegill fingerlings and advanced fingerlings in the flow-through system
for summer stocking into Dennis Center ponds.
State Lakes
Assisted with harvest and distribution of Striped and Smallmouth Bass at Cheraw Fish Hatchery.
Assisted with harvest and distribution of Striped Bass at Springs Stevens Hatchery.
Fertilized Lakes Star Fort, Johnson, Cherokee, Long, Oliphant, Sunrise, Mountain Lakes 1&2, and the
Lancaster Reservoir
Stocked 140 Grass Carp in Lake Paul Wallace.
Performed aquatic weed spraying at Lake Warren, Mountain Lake 1, Lake Ashwood, and Lancaster Reservoir.
Held meeting with Regional Fisheries staff to discuss State Lakes.
Met with Litter Control point of contact about litter issues at State Lakes.
Routine maintenance (i.e., grass cutting, litter control, and terrestrial weed spraying) at all 18 State Lakes.
“Fresh Eyes” Program
Made multiple site visits during the month and wrote reports on site visits made.
Worked with IT to try and resolve continuing technical issues with tablet 00085.
Resolved IT issues and now have old tablet back online for use.
Coordinating with Region 2 and Region 4 to get access to fish sanctuary sites.
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Began working with Georgia DNR on their Striped Bass production methods.
Continued to follow CDC guidelines in public.
Completed all monthly paperwork and reporting.
Outreach and Training
Staff attended multiple coordinator meetings via phone.
Administration
Cohen Campbell Hatchery, Dennis Wildlife Center, Cheraw Hatchery, Walhalla, and Spring Stephens Hatchery
executed all COVID-19 safety protocols.
Weekly trout stocking reports continue to be updated on the SCDNR website.
Diadromous
Activities—Summary
Efforts this month included: downloading acoustic receivers and manual tracking in Charleston Harbor,
Lake Marion, the Rediversion and Diversion Canals, and the Congaree, Wateree, Cooper, Santee, Edisto,
Waccamaw, Great Pee Dee, and Savannah Rivers; gillnetting for Atlantic and shortnose sturgeon in the Great Pee
Dee, Waccamaw, Santee, Edisto, and Savannah Rivers; monitoring elver ingress at Goose Creek Reservoir and
St. Stephen Dam; fulfilling telemetry data requests; maintaining the comprehensive telemetry database and cleaning
up false detections and duplicate station names; submitting telemetry data to the FACT network; submitting
monthly, quarterly, and annual reports to fulfill grant obligations.
Breakdown of Project Activities
Great Pee River Sturgeon Project
This month’s focus was a mixture of sampling and array maintenance. Nine trips were made to transmit
shortnose sturgeon. Sampling took place between RKM 7 and 20 on the Waccamaw River. This effort produced 64
captures. One shortnose was captured and transmitted with an acoustic tag. Sixty-three Atlantic sturgeon were
captured, seven of which were recaptures. None of these the fish were transmitted. Three trips were made to
download receivers on the Great Pee Dee River completing the second quarter array download.
Winyah Bay Juvenile Sturgeon Project
Twenty-five sampling trips between two boats were conducted this month for a total of 101.97 100-yard net
hours. Sixty-three total sturgeon were captured, comprised of nine recaptures and 54 virgin captures. All first
capture fish received a PIT tag and the standard work up. Thirty sturgeon were of target size, and two transmitters
were implanted fish caught in Sampit River and Black River. All 10 transmitters have been deployed in 2021.
Sampling nets were patched and maintained on a weekly schedule.
Savannah River Sturgeon Egg Project
The Savannah Egg project made four trips to the Savannah River, one to manually track the Augusta area (rkm’s
295–301) of the river however no sturgeon were identified. Two trips were made to download receivers, and one trip
was made to recover gear from the fall that was now accessible due to low water. Staff completed the downloading
and servicing of the lower Santee River array and completed the removal of all receivers in the Santee-Cooper Lakes
array.
Savannah Harbor Expansion Project (SHEP)
Savannah Harbor Expansion Project fished 52.43 net hours and captured 22 Atlantic and nine shortnose
sturgeon. One adult Atlantic and one juvenile shortnose sturgeon were implanted with sonic transmitters for
telemetry tracking. Some receivers were cleaned, riggings were repaired, and batteries were changed as needed.
Four SHEP shortnose sturgeon were detected manual tracking in the study area.
Atlantic Coastal Fisheries Cooperative Management Act (ACFCMA)
This month, project ACFCMA completed seven trips to the Edisto River for sturgeon sampling. Fish were PIT
tagged and measured, and genetic fin clip samples were collected. Genetic samples for shad have been subsampled
and are ready to be sent off. Net building for the 2022 shad sampling season was concluded this month. The eel
ramp at the Goose Creek Reservoir was monitored twice a week every week this month.
Santee Accord Juvenile American Shad Study
Project staff performed repairs and maintenance and collected supplies for the juvenile shad field season starting
in June. Staff read reports and assisted other diadromous projects throughout the month.
Rediversion Project
American eel passage at the St. Stephen dam continued without pause this month, totaling 42 eels measured and
passed upstream (n=215 for 2021). Most eels were stocked directly into Lake Moultrie, but 18 eels were transported
to the Wateree River, and stocked by Duke Energy in the tailrace below the spillway. St. Stephen Dam discharge
continued to follow periods of peak and no power generation, with longer periods of no-flow becoming more
frequent in recent weeks. Downstream water levels have dropped to normal summer conditions.
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Project staff have begun aiding other Diadromous projects (sturgeon sampling) along with assisting with data
management and otolith aging procedures. Focus has shifted to compiling fisheries dependent and independent data
for the compliance report, communicating with Duke Energy concerning elver transport, compiling data for analysis,
and managing our fleet of vehicles as replacements become available.
Administrative
The SCDNR fisheries summer intern and the Francis Marion University intern both arrived and began their
internships.
Meetings and Outreach
Staff participated multiple virtual meetings and conference calls regarding:
• River herring steering committee,
• Shad and herring mixed stock analyses,
• NCLI virtual meeting,
• Several discussions regarding the New Savannah Bluff Lock and Dam,
• Santee-Cooper BiOp diadromous fish tasks,
• Augusta ecosystem restoration meeting with USACE.
Mussels
Performed 3 CPUE surveys.
2021 Summer intern training.
Continued outreach tank maintenance.
Began culture of Alasmidonta varicosa 2103AvA-O.
Initiated contact with landowners for sites SAL032, SAL014, SAL003, PEE039, SAL032.
Continued pond culture of V. delumbis and U. imbecillis cohort 2019VdA and 2019UiA.
Aquatic Education
Family Fishing Clinics & Certified DNR Fishing Instructors
Continued communicating schedule changes to volunteers and the public
Planning for upcoming clinic
Continue scheduling fishing clinics for the summer
Updated protocol for clinics to increase participant capacity and follow CDC guidelines
Fishing Rodeos
On-going participant survey data collection
Responding to inquires about schedule
Fishing Tackle Loaner Program
Site user logs collected for data collected for input
Collecting follow up surveys from participants
Provided new equipment to Paris Mountain State Park
Loaned tackle to one Boy Scout group
Trout in the Classroom (TIC)
Posting materials and lesson plans on google classroom for in-classroom teaching
Conducted fish release with program partners and held a live zoom session for students to participate in remotely
Youth Bass Fishing Club
Continued to field questions and provide assistance to schools creating clubs for the first time
Beginning to plan for 2022 by discussing with relevant counties and tourism council
Black Bass Slam
Posted information on Social Media to introduce the program
Promoted the bass slam to staff internally
Received 8 slam submissions
Other
Participated in EPA inland trash and litter strategic planning meeting
Met with Artemis SC to discuss potential sharing of messaging
Attended AREA board meeting as treasurer
Aquatic Education summer intern, Hayden Bennett, began on 5/17
Will Mundhenke assisted in “Wear Your Life Jacket to Work Day”
Met with Aquatic Education representatives from TX to learn digital time sheet recording and working with
CRO volunteer coordinator to develop a new timesheet collection method
Outreach materials provided to: 2 members of the public and 31 phone interactions
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WILDLIFE SECTION STATEWIDE PROGRAMS – MAY 2021
Coordination and Administration
Participated in numerous meetings with Deputy Director Cope, Chief Dukes and Assistant Chiefs
Swayngham and Chappelear on various topics including, coordinating staff work schedules, activities, field
operations, implementation of regulations, and budgets. Supervision of Statewide Programs staff continued.
Participated in interviews for the Red-cockaded Woodpecker Biologist 2. Prepared budgets and documents for
Section 6 Application and coordinated with appropriate USFWS Field office Staff. Submitted Section 6 grant
application in Grant Solutions and began entering into TRACS. Met with Chief and Assistant Chiefs of Wildlife at
Webb Center to discuss budgets and other topics. Worked with Permitting staff to develop process and documents
for Tegu Registration. Worked with OMO staff to develop outreach materials and strategy for new Tegu
Regulations. Attended meeting of the SCDNR Board. Attended virtual seminar by Clemson Graduate students on
the results from recent surveys conducted by Clemson University – WMA Hunter Survey, Turkey Hunter Survey,
Spring Lizards as Bait Survey. Reviewed SWG grant proposals and meet with the SWG Grant Committee to select
grants for award.
Big Game Program
General Activities
Responded to 36 phone calls and 45 emails from the public related to new or proposed hunting regulations,
deer/turkey tagging, sick or nuisance animals, urban deer, and other general deer, turkey, and black bear related
topics.
Law Enforcement related activities involved answering questions from the public concerning legal issues
related to deer, turkey, bears, hogs, weapons, and hunting (6 calls and 8 e-mails approximately 1.1 hours).
Consulted directly with field officers (6) related to turkey tags, turkey harvest reporting, and deer depredation.
Attended annual in-service training at the Criminal Justice Academy (8 hours).
Attended legislative committee/subcommittee meetings (2) as needed and provided testimony on proposed
legislation.
Took steps to update the annual contract with the Southeastern Cooperative Wildlife Disease Study
(SCWDS). SCWDS is headquartered at the University of Georgia School of Veterinary Medicine and has
historically provided wildlife heath diagnostics and consultation for SCDNR and other fish and wildlife agencies.
Conducted the third edit of the annual Hunting and Fishing Regulations Guide.
Coordinated with OMO on news releases, social media posts, etc. related to turkey harvest updates via SC
Game Check and the 2020 Deer Harvest Report.
Mileage logs/receipts were scanned and forwarded to appropriate staff. PCard statements/receipts were
scanned and forwarded to the PCard email address.
Participated in 1 interview with the media.
Completed 1 survey from other agencies/entities.
Deer Research and Management Project
The Deer Quota Program (DQP) required effort related to the 2021 renewal process. This included creating
packing labels and working with The Sourcing Group to execute the renewal to approximately 1,440 program
participants from last year. This immediately resulted in completed applications being returned (464) requiring data
entry and update.
Coordinated with OMO to develop updated images for deer tags for the 2021 season. Provided tag images
to IT staff and tag vendor for testing and production. Developed inserts and envelope artwork that will accompany
deer tags to inform hunters about chronic wasting disease regulations.
Worked with the webmaster to post the 2020 Deer Harvest report on the agency website.
Continued working with Cornell University on a project to develop a Chronic Wasting Disease Risk
Assessment and Surveillance Plan. Participated in a virtual meeting related to the project with Cornell, and staff
from Georgia DNR, Alabama DCNR, and Virginia DWR who are also participating in the project.
Work on the cooperative deer and coyote study with Clemson University Department of Forestry and
Environmental Conservation was ongoing during the month. Fawning continued during the month with a total of
approximately 18 fawns captured and fitted with GPS units to date. Continued to monitor does for birthing events.
Continued coordination and communication with the PhD student from University of Georgia on the
cooperative research project entitled “Use of fecal genotyping and spatial capture-recapture modeling to investigate
coyote abundance in South Carolina. Year 3 sampling began in May and will continue through July. Subsamples of
coyote scat are being screened for wild turkey DNA to determine how prevalent turkeys are as a food item in
coyotes diets.
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The Antler Records Program required effort with ongoing data entry associated with successful entries.
Antler Records Program Certificates are currently being generated and mailed to successful entrants.
Deer Depredation Permits were entered as they were received.
Measured 2 sets of antlers in the office by appointment.
Wild Turkey Research and Management Project
Final figures for turkey harvest reporting through the SC Game Check system indicate that 9,797 turkeys
were reported. Other statistics indicated that hunters from 36 states reported harvesting a turkey, 93 percent were
adult gobblers, 91 percent of birds were taken on private land, and 78 percent of birds were taken in the morning.
Along these lines, statistics like these were provided to OMO which is developing an infographic to be posted on the
agency website with the final harvest report.
The 2021 Turkey Hunter Survey was executed to 30,000 randomly selected turkey tag recipients following
the close of the season on May 10. Completed surveys are being received daily. Steps were taken to contact Data
Dash which is the company that enters the survey data. Contact was also made with Southwick Inc. related to the
nonresponse bias follow-up telephone survey that will be conducted.
The wild turkey gobbling chronology study with Clemson University Department of Forestry and
Environmental Conservation continued during the month. Autonomous Recording Units (ARUs) were deployed in
early March on public and private land in the mountains/foothills. Units were serviced during the month with
batteries and SD cards. Data analysis from the 2019 and 2020 field seasons is ongoing.
Continued coordination and communication related to the study entitled “Reproductive Ecology of Wild
Turkeys in an Unhunted Population.” This is a cooperative study between SCDNR, USDA Forest Service-Southern
Research Station, University of Georgia, Louisiana State University, and University of Missouri. The objectives
focus on determining reproductive parameters in turkeys that are not hunted. Monitoring of instrumented birds
(approximately 60) continued during the month. Approximately 88 percent of monitored hens have initiated a nest
with 35 percent initial nest success. Thirty-five percent of unsuccessful hens have renested.
Participated in a virtual seminar with Clemson University graduate students that included a presentation on
the recently completed South Carolina Turkey Hunter Satisfaction Survey conducted by Clemson in conjunction
with SCDNR to compare and evaluate habits, opinions and attitudes of WMA turkey hunters in the state.
Black Bear Research and Management Project
Upstate - Staff handled 58 bear complaint calls/sightings. Bears are very active right now and regularly
getting into bird feeders and trash or outdoor food sources. There were 6 road kills this month. Staff gave a phone
interview for FOX Carolina on bear activity in the upstate. Staff attended a virtual webinar on BEARWISE and the
benefits and opportunities for state wildlife agencies to participate in the program. Staff shared bear information and
state management data with an area biologist that will be presenting an informational program for the Nature
Conservancy in the next month.
Furbearer and Alligator Program
Furbearer Project
Responded to twelve nuisance wildlife complaints. Seventy-eight other technical assistance contacts were
also made during this time via phone and email.
Participated in a virtual meeting of the Southeast Furbearer Working Group. This is the annual meeting of
all southeast furbearer biologists and a few invited guests. An updated presentation on the status of secondgeneration rodenticides and bobcats on Kiawah Island was given. An update on South Carolina’s harvest and
proposed legislative changes was also presented.
Participated in the Multistate Conservation Grant Technical Review Team virtual meeting to discuss the
particulars of the upcoming scoring of submitted grant proposals.
Attended the Deputy Law Enforcement Officer (DLEO) in-service training at the Criminal Justice
Academy.
CITES harvest information was sent to the US Fish and Wildlife Service and CITES tags for river otter and
bobcats were requested.
The protocol for collecting and submitting mange samples was requested and received from SCDWS.
Other
The tegu Access database continued to be perfected in an effort to automate file storage and emailing
permits to applicants as well as to troubleshoot any potential problems. The start date for issuing these permits has
not begun yet.
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Information regarding our current customer service portal vendor and the problems that have persisted with
the vendor in relation to lottery hunts was prepared and submitted to Deputy Director Cope.
Permitting and Lottery Hunt Program
During the month of April, Biologist Kearse continued to review, and process permits. These permits
consisted of 7 field trial permits, 1 falconry permit, 1 migratory bird permit, 1 bird banding permit, 1 scientific
collection permit, 24 Canada goose depredation permits, 18 predator management permits, 8 furbearer depredation
permits, and numerous fox/coyote enclosure permits. Continued working on new native turtle permits following the
new law that provides protection of South Carolina’s native reptiles and amphibians (Act 177). On May 28th, new
regulations went into effect that ban non-native black and white tegus from being brought into the state, reproduce,
and will require current tegu owners to register their tegus with the Department. Individuals will receive a permit
from the Department for registered tegus.
The alligator lottery opened this month and through April, 4,705 people had applied. The application will
remain open until May 15th at 5 p.m.
Attended the Brandt Kickoff meeting to meet the Brandt staff and plan for the implementation of the new
customer service portal database. Participated in the virtual State WHEP Contest on Saturday, May 8th. Attended a
Clemson/DNR Human Dimensions seminar on May 25th.
Biologist Kearse also made a site visit with the state herpetologist and alligator biologist to inspect turtles
and other herp species.
Assistance was provided by email or phone concerning lottery hunts, permits, and other general wildlife
questions.
Alligator Project
Some additional boat maintenance and survey preparation was done in anticipation of the upcoming
alligator survey routes beginning next month.
Staff worked to comply with a FOIA request for information regarding contracted alligator agents over the
last ten years.
A transmittered alligator was taken under the Private Lands Alligator program that was initially caught and
tagged on Bear Island. The GPS transmitter was dropped off at the Donnelly Office for potential reuse.
The 2021 alligator hunting guide has been printed and delivered to the Columbia office.
Biologist Hart Activity
General Activities and Accomplishments
• Monitored movement of GPS tagged alligators.
• Contracted Statewide Alligator agents
• Visited three captive alligator permit holders up for renewal
• Issued two transport permits
• Building and troubleshooting Access database for all non-public hunt alligator permits
• Debugging final Access database for Captive alligator permits
• Coordinating regularly with Clemson researchers regarding alligator movements
• Ongoing permitting website and data management improvements
• Updating nuisance alligator agent protocols and region maps
• Prepared for Statewide Alligator eyeshine surveys
• Developed Survey 123 electronic data collection platform for eyeshine surveys
• Managing Alligator program intern
• Completed 2020 Public Hunt Report
• Working on harvest summaries and reports for all types of harvest.
• Organizing and entering private lands harvest data
Alligator Program Biologist Accomplishments
• Display/Transport Permits - 5
• Private Lands Permit Packages approved - 0
• Nuisance Calls - 138
• Nuisance Permits- 45
• Media Inquiries- 2
• Presentations- 1
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Herpetology Conservation Program
General Activities and Accomplishments
-Processed Froglogger Data – Groton, Tillman Sand Ridge
-Composed Slater Gopher Tortoise Preserve Letter to Private Owner regarding ROW management
-Spent 4 days (Woodbury, Santee Coastal Reserve, Pee Dee HP, Bonneau Ferry) deploying frogloggers for
River Frog Surveys to Assist with NC survey
-Assisted Alan Jones (Masters student at Coastal Carolina) radio tracking pine snakes at Lewis Ocean Bay
-Currently tracking 2 adult snakes
-Interview Coastal Heritage Magazine – Diamondback Terrapins
-Assisted with Tegu Website Construction and Layout
-Site Visit/Discussed management of Oxpen Seep with Lynne and Keith B. at the Carolina Sandhills NWR
-Trapping/Captured 2 gopher tortoises at the Webb Center-Transferred to SRS/Aiken GTHP
-Four gopher tortoise commensal insect species identified for first time in SC at Tillman Sand Ridge HP
-Wrote Snakes of Upstate article for the Friends Of Lake Keowee Society Newsletter (FOLKS)
-Attended South Atlantic Conservation Blueprint virtual workshop
-Attended NatureServe/NCASI modeling virtual meeting
-Michael Haug Turtle site visit
McCrady Herpetological Surveys - McCrady surveys are underway
Catawba-Wateree Herp Surveys - -Surveys underway at Liberty Hill, Wateree and Carolina Sandhills
NWR
Multi-State Sandhills Restoration Project – Tillman - Burned ~300 acres
Multi-State Wetland Restoration Project – Webb - Virtual update meeting with all states; Vegetation
surveys done in 3 wetlands-Marshall University
Gopher Frog Population Augmentation and Headstarting - Monthly virtual meeting with SC gopher
frog working group; First metamorph Gopher Frog at Riverbanks Zoo – 20May2021; First metamorph
Gopher Frog at Bear’s Bluff – 24May2021
Green Salamander Population Assessment across Forest Disturbance Gradient – No activity during
the month
Patchnose Salamander Environmental DNA - Field surveys being conducted by Clemson
Statewide Bat Program
Statewide NABat acoustic project readied and rolling with technician Ky Miller. Summer bat netting project
for three weeks at Bonneau Ferry HP; began netting Wateree HP. Bat project funds helped repair two Styx vehicles;
one borrowed for temp NABat technician. Rear end highway collision on 5/19 resulted in no injuries, no repairs, no
claims.
Statewide Bat Monitoring (Bat Biologist, Jennifer Kindel, WNS and SWG grants)
• May 3: Bonneau Ferry HP bat netting began.
• May 4: Picked up Ky laptop from Columbia, met Hunter at Styx to look at potential Ky vehicle #3889
F250. Purchased new catalytic converter to install later.
• May 6: WNS call
• May 7: Bat grants discussion with Carmen
• May 10 - 14: Annual Leave
• May 11: NABat Community of Practice meeting
• May 19: Picked up #36205 F250 with Ky. Ky rear ended on highway, discovered brakes and turn signals
not working: fuse lines apparently sliced. Obtained police report, filled out accident paperwork, called
insurance, etc. Had vehicle towed to Greenville.
• May 20: Multiple repairs on #36205 F250, fuse lines replaced, oil changed, alignment.
• May 21: Bonneau Ferry HP bat netting ends. Worked to equalize Anabat SD2 detectors with FS Eric
Winters.
• May 24: Drove #36205 F250 back to Styx to swap for #3889 which we had catalytic converter installed on.
Wateree HP bat netting began. Met Cooper Butfiloski for his first night of netting; netted until 2 am.
• May 25: Took #3889 F250 into Goodyear for oil change and checkup.
• May 28: Call regarding Blair Bottoms relicensing project and NLEB. Agreed to put out acoustic devices
following week.
• NABat: Multiple meetings with Ky Miller, submitted travel requests for Ky, per diem paperwork,
organized AAA driver’s course, housing keys, etc. Managed NABat permits, contacted more partners, sent
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Thank You's with reports to volunteers and partners, emailed all partners 2021 schedule.
Managed account charges on and between all projects.
Continued to work with Carmen and past volunteers for needed match for closing grant. Emailed
volunteers from 2018/19 requesting timesheets.
• Submitted vehicle accident report, managed emails and requests regarding insurance and claims.
• Responded to recommendations for Cherokee Falls FERC request.
• Communicating with Michael Small about schedule for intern Cooper (sharing). Worked with Tom
Swayngham to set aside vehicle for Cooper ahead of time.
• Continued to manage netting surveys, communicated with Will Ricks/ESI about netting at Wateree HP,
solidified McCrady housing for Cara Rogers.
• Began writing WNS grant.
• Communicated with Stacy Scherman at State Parks regarding bat box signs.
• Responded to multiple bat nuisance and information calls.
Hourly technician, Maria Monarchino
• Conducted 7 mist-net surveys at Bonneau Ferry WMA
• Conducted acoustic surveys at 4 locations at Bonneau Ferry to inform mist-net survey locations
• Conducted 4 mist-net surveys at Wateree WMA
• Conducted 1 acoustic survey at Wateree WMA to inform mist-net survey locations
• Analyzed Wateree State Park winter acoustics to prepare for future surveys at that location
• Conducted decontamination protocols on all equipment that came in contact with bats
• Began training new intern how to conduct mist-net surveys and other field techniques
• Acquired access to McCrady training center in preparation for future surveys
Temp hourly technician, Cara Rogers
• Conducted netting surveys for bats at both Bonneau Ferry and Wateree HP/WMA
• Took WNS samples from bats of applicable species
• Read through recently released research on successful netting / maternity areas for our target species
• Searched an old barn that was suspected to have a bat colony
• Replenished cleaning supplies in daily cleaning kit
• Sanitized all used nets and equipment
• Set up and took down acoustics to analyze most effective netting spots
• Acquired access to McCrady training center in preparation for future surveys
• Got an oil change on the work truck
Temp hourly technician, Ky Miller
• Prepped NABat gear, vehicle transfer, met with Jen regarding survey details
• Began contacting partners
• Ran Week 1 and 2 surveys for 12 GRTS cells on the coastal plain
SWG: NABat Project (Clemson MS student/Dr. Susan Loeb)
Anna Siegfried and Dr. Susan Loeb manually vetting calls past bat calls and submitting to NABat online.
Small Game Program
General Small Game Program Activities and Accomplishments
Responded to a minimum of 30 phone calls and numerous emails requesting technical assistance.
Mileage logs and Pcard statements received to date were filed in current personnel files.
Program Leader Hook reviewed and edited the 2021-22 SCDNR Rules and Regulations brochure.
Program Leader Hook attended annual DLEO Inservice training at the Criminal Justice Academy in
Columbia, SC.
Program Leader Hook, Assistant Leader Small and SCDNR Forester Gary Burger met virtually with
Ruffed Grouse Society Southern Appalachian Forest Conservation Director Nick Biemiller to discuss forest
operations in the upstate of SC.
Program Leader Hook, Assistant Leader Small and SCDNR Forester Gary Burger met virtually with
Ruffed Grouse Society Southern Appalachian Forest Conservation Director Nick Biemiller, NRCS Biologist Sylvia
Harris and a representative from Evergreen Packaging to discuss ongoing projects within the upstate of SC and the
possibility of a shared position to facilitate more habitat creation.
Assistant Leader Small attended intern orientation with new intern and picked up the intern’s truck from
Jocassee Field Office.
•
•
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Assistant Leader Small participated in a virtual presentation on human dimension research conducted by
Clemson University.
Assistant Leader Small arranged delivery of Small Game Seed mix to several coastal and upstate WMA’s.
Assistant Leader Small fielded calls, arranged for or collected rabbit carcasses for disease testing regarding
Rabbit Hemorrhagic Disease Virus – 2.
Mileage logs/receipts were scanned and forwarded to Lindsay Wood. PCard Statements were scanned and
forwarded to the PCard email address.
Issued one new bird dog training area licenses and 24 shooting preserve licenses. Deposits
associated with shooting preserve renewals were delivered to Accounting.
Received legislative approval from Senator Mike Fanning’s office for Upland Wings Preserve located in
Fairfield County. A status memo was forwarded to the applicant.
Submitted a shooting preserve inspection request to Capt. D.J. Riley in Region 1 for a property in
Greenwood County (Windsor Farms, LLC).
Submitted a shooting preserve re-inspection request to Lieutenant Corbett in Region 3 for Rockland
Plantation located in Orangeburg County as their acreage has increased.
Posted 1 social media post on SCDNR Facebook page: Bobwhite Quail/Ruffed Grouse Pubic Survey
Request (5/14).
Mourning Dove Project
Assistant Leader Small updated mourning dove band recovery information from bi-weekly reports and
completed quality control for accuracy on reward bands entered.
Assistant Leader Small provided a reminder notice to annual pre-season mourning dove survey participants
to complete the survey and submit data.
Assistant Leader Small obtained materials and built 10 dove traps for the annual dove banding efforts.
Assistant Leader Small took receipt of 1,000 new mourning dove bands and performed initial quality
control and strung them in preparation for annual banding later this summer.
Bobwhite Quail Project
Program Leader Hook participated in one virtual NBCI executive committee meeting where he serves as
Chair Elect of the National Bobwhite Technical Committee.
Program Leader Hook and SCBI Biologist Carmichael conducted a site visit to Newberry county to provide
quail habitat management recommendations on approximately 600 acres.
Program Leader Hook, SCBI Biologist Carmichael and Farm Bill Biologist Krieg presented information on
bobwhite ecology and survey information on a virtual joint meeting with the Sewee Longleaf Alliance and Clemson
Extension entitled “Quail Lunch and Learn Panel”.
SCBI Biologist Carmichael and Program Leader Hook participated in three Joint Chiefs Proposal
Committee meetings to develop a proposal for the Joint Chiefs Landscape Restoration program 2022.
SCBI Biologist Carmichael provided the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) State Office
with a list, justification and a map of proposed counties to add to the Working Lands For Wildlife (WLFW),
Bobwhite Quail Initiative in South Carolina.
SCBI Biologist Carmichael drafted proposed regulations for limited quail hunting on the Indian Creek
Focal Area on Sumter National Forest and submitted to Wildlife Section Chief Dukes.
SCBI Biologist Carmichael and Program Leader Hook participated in the virtual NRCS bi-annual State
Technical Advisory Committee meeting and presented the proposal for expansion of WLFW counties from 10 to 40
counties, as a part of the national WLFW expansion effort.
SCBI Biologist Carmichael, Program Leader Hook, and Assistant Leader Hook participated virtually in the
monthly Indian Creek Partnership Committee meeting.
SCBI Biologist Carmichael continued reviewing and revising the DNR Bobwhite Quail booklet, originally
part of the “Game On Your Land Series”.
SCBI Biologist Carmichael approved payment of an invoice for registering the SC Bowhite Initiative logo
trademark.
Program Leader Hook and SCBI Biologist Carmichael attended a meeting and field tour at the Kings
Mountain Military Park/State Park to discuss plans for bobwhite habitat restoration on approximately 2,500 acres of
the 2 parks.
SCBI Biologist Carmichael assisted with small game seed mix deliveries to the Union DNR office, Belfast
WMA, Wateree WMA and Crackerneck WMA.
Assistant Leader Small compiled and organized quail brood survey data.
Assistant Leader Small compiled and organized data for the annual quail hunter survey report.
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Assistant Leader Small completed NBCI CIP Habitat Monitoring GIS data digitizing and submission.
Farm Bill/Ag Liaison Activities
Farm Bill Biologist Dan Peeples assisted Calhoun, Clarendon, Richland and Orangeburg county
Natural Resources Conservation Service offices with program applications and planning. He has planned 12
contracts and visited with 10 other landowners interested in the Environmental Quality Incentive Program.
Biologist Peeples visited with landowners in the above counties as well as Hampton and Aiken counties to
assess the goals and conditions of the properties.
Biologist Peeples completed DLEO in-service annual requirements for continued service.
Biologist Peeples stopped by the Oak Lea Wildlife Management Area to assess conditions of field borders
and pollinator plantings.
Farm Bill Biologist Krieg completed 2 site visits in Berkeley and Laurens County and wrote a management
plan for potential EQIP and CSP applicants.
Farm Bill Biologist Krieg met with farm bill participants in Lee County to discuss future EQIP
possibilities.
Farm Bill Biologist Krieg visited and made herbicide recommendations for the beneficial insect/pollinator
habitat on Botany Bay Heritage Preserve in Charleston County.
Farm Bill Biologist Krieg completed 2 EQIP certifications in Chesterfield County.
Farm Bill Biologist Krieg completed 2 CSP certification in Lee and Chesterfield Counties.
Farm Bill Biologist Krieg participated in the Longleaf Alliance: Bobwhite Quail-Lunch and Learn webinar.
Nongame Bird Conservation Program
Migratory Landbird Project
Collaborated with Coastal Carolina University on project researching reproductive success and
survivorship of loggerhead shrike in coastal SC as part of an international work group efforts to conserve the
species.
Collaborated with Clemson University project researching high elevation early successional bird
communities.
Worked with ACJV to develop ideas for a Black Rail Competitive State Wildlife Grant proposal.
Organized and hosted virtual meetings to help determine Atlantic Flyway landbird priorities and compiled
solar resources from Atlantic Flyway states as chair of the Landbird Committee.
Reviewed and edited a comment letter sent to the USFWS in response to their request for comments
regarding recending the Migratory Bird Treaty Act m-opinion.
Worked with heritage database staff to update the bald eagle nest reporting form and develop a loggerhead
shrike survey123 monitoring form.
Assisted the National Partners in Flight coordinator with developing work priorities for his seasonal staff.
Provided edits as co-author of a manuscript submitted for review by a peer-reviewed journal regarding
loggerhead shrike work conducted in SC.
Conducted interviews for the Red-cockaded woodpecker biologist II position.
Worked with furniture stores to begin the process of purchasing furniture for new offices.
Served as SC state coordinator and recruited SC volunteers for the USGS Breeding Bird Survey.
Attended annual virtual Loggerhead Shrike Working Group meeting.
Approved 1 permits to further bird research in South Carolina.
Provided technical assistance on 3 bald eagle nests.
Monitored loggerhead shrike on 20 days to contribute to a full annual cycle model to help determine
conservation priorities for the species.
Participated in International Loggerhead Shrike Working Group calls.
Began the MAPS (Monitoring Avian Production & Survivorship) bird banding project at the SC Army
National Guard McCrady Training Center.
Conducted seasonal raptor survey at the SC Army National Guard McCrady Training Center.
Conducted the 16th annual breeding bird survey route for the SC Army National Guard McCrady Training
Center. A total of 47 species and 485 individuals were recorded.
Conducted a nightjar survey for the SC Army National Guard McCrady Training Center.
Continued developing a more efficient way to organize and maintain past and future landbird data sets.
Made changes to the relational database, began creating a spreadsheet to more easily import data from different
databases, and submitted banding data to the Bird USGS Bird Banding Lab.
Conducted routine activities for the Atlantic Coast Joint Venture, Partners in Flight, Atlantic Flyway, and
other committees.
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Directed activities of landbird, wading bird, marshbird, shorebird, and seabird SCDNR
staff by providing guidance on projects, developing grant proposals, and managing budgets.
Answered over 125 calls and emails related to technical assistance and other bird conservation efforts.
Red-cockaded Woodpecker Project
Conducted weekly nesting surveys of 54 RCW clusters on 7 SCDNR properties throughout the state –
currently: 3 clusters incubating, 18 clusters with nestlings, 21 clusters have fledged young, 3 hatch failures and 1
predation awaiting re-nest.
Conducted weekly nesting surveys of 4 RCW clusters on 2 SC State Park properties in Aiken and
Georgetown Counties.
Currently training seasonal RCW Technician in all RCW management protocols.
Organized/conducted second round of interviews for RCW Bio II opening.
Continued training one SCDNR employee on RCW nesting season monitoring.
Completed two new enrollments into the Safe Harbor Program and mailed documents to landowners.
Met with Wateree River HP staff/surveyed after reports of an RCW spending time on property.
Conducted Safe Harbor Site Visit to property in Charleston County.
Discussed with landowners/managers the transfer needs of several Safe Harbor properties that have
changed ownership.
Revised and finalized 2 draft Safe Harbor Agreements.
Sent 2 original Safe Harbor Agreements to landowners for signing.
40 phone calls and 40 emails were received and responded to regarding Safe Harbor and wildlife assistance
and information.
Waterbird Project
Completed aerial surveys of wading bird colonies to determine which colonies are active this year and
which colonies should be surveyed more thoroughly from the ground/canoe. We completed aerial surveys at
approximately 50 colonies during April and May and followed up with ground counts at four index Wood Stork
colonies.
Monitored Wood Stork nesting at seven index colonies. DNR staff monitored 5 colonies and volunteers
monitored 1 colony. Monitoring by USFWS was discontinued at one colony because wading birds began nesting
along the access trail, preventing access.
Banded wood stork nestlings to contribute data to a regional banding project. Data from banded storks will
increase our understanding of their dispersal, survival, and demography. During May, 21 stork nestlings were
banded by SCDNR.
Conducted call-playback surveys for Black Rails at two SCDNR properties. Completed third and fourth of
five repetitions of surveys scheduled for this spring.
Researched irrigation equipment and techniques. Prepared multistate competitive State Wildlife Grant
proposal to request funding to experimentally implement irrigation on a SCDNR property.
SCDNR’s extensive ARU (autonomous recording unit) dataset from wetlands occupied by Black Rails is
being used for testing the capabilities of two types of automated call recognizers (BirdNET/Cornell and
MATLAB/Adam Smith, USFWS I&M). Manual validation of recognizers by SCDNR is underway. If the
recognizers produce accurate results, they may be used to analyze past and future recordings to determine site
occupancy and improve the accuracy and efficiency of Black Rail monitoring.
Assisted colleagues in other states who have initiated or are planning projects to monitor Black Rails.
Advised colleagues about equipment SCDNR uses to study and monitor black rails – automated playback unit
design, autonomous recording unit models and scheduling, and camera models and techniques.
Participated in monthly virtual meeting for the Firebird Project (Gulf Coast rails), which included the
discussion of survey protocols and acoustic sampling. Shared protocols used by SCDNR’s Black Rail Project.
Installed and maintained arrays of research equipment for Black Rail monitoring. Reviewed and updated
IDs for camera trap photos. These data will be used to compare detection methods and ensure future Black Rail
monitoring is as efficient and effective as possible.
Deployed/maintained water level loggers at field sites to learn about fine-scale habitat conditions in
wetlands occupied by Black Rails. Collected water level and rainfall data in wetlands where Black Rails have been
consistently detected during recent surveys.
Responded to data requests. Provided rookery and stork banding data to other natural resource
professionals.
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Conducted annual seabird census flight of nesting islands with Law Enforcement pilot, Owen Barker.
Pelican and tern nests will be counted from aerial photographs taken during the flight.
Placed closed signs around seabird and shorebird nesting sites on Little Capers Island, Lighthouse Island,
North Cape Island, Capers Bar, Deveaux Bank, and Isle of Palms. Signs also educate the public about nesting birds
and keep disturbance to a minimum. Posted additional signs saying “No Dogs Allowed” if the property allows dog
restrictions.
Conducted site visits and nest estimates at 2 alternative (i.e. pebbled roofs, piers and parking lots) and 12
beach sites for nesting Least Terns in Charleston, Berkeley, Georgetown, and Horry Counties.
Visited South Island and Sand Island to assess seabird and shorebird nesting and to instruct 2 new sea turtle
project interns in the best management practices of using a vehicle on the beach and minimizing disturbance to
birds.
Attended a regional Shorebird Steward coordination meeting via Zoom to assist and coordinate efforts of
Shorebird Stewards throughout the state for the Memorial Day holiday weekend. Continued discussion with partner
agencies throughout the month. Worked with Audubon South Carolina and Coastal Expeditions to cover beach bird
nesting beaches that are popular with public visitation during Memorial Day Weekend. Volunteers and staff covered
13 nesting beaches during the 3-day weekend and engaged with the public about sharing the beach with birds and
being respectful of wildlife. Collected information regarding numbers of dogs, visitors, boats, and activities at these
sites to inform future management for seabirds and shorebirds.
Continued to work with DNR media outreach team about beach bird nesting updates during the summer
season. The campaign is titled #KeepBeaksOnTheBeach. This month a video featuring State Park Staff member and
DNR partner, Mike Walker was posted to Facebook about Least Terns nesting at Huntington Beach State Park.
Spoke with a reporter with the Island Connection newspaper about Red Knot research that 2 University of
South Carolina undergraduate students have been conducting along Captain Sam’s Inlet.
Tagged Whimbrel at Deveaux Bank in collaboration with researchers from USC. The research project is
investigating movement patterns of this declining shorebird while they are in South Carolina and during their
migratory journeys to the Arctic and South America.
Hosted media staff from CBS Sunday Morning, New York Times, Living Bird magazine and Garden and
Gun to film and report on Whimbrel at Deveaux Bank and the significance of South Carolina for shorebird
conservation.
Banded and placed nanotags on Red Knots and Ruddy Turnstones. The nanotags will allow us to track
these shorebirds during northern migration to Arctic nesting sites.
Coordinated with Environmental Research Section of DNR to sample Red Knot foraging locations at
Seabrook Island. Benthic and sediment samples were obtained to characterize prey community and beach
composition for a study the ERS section is completing this year.
Worked with USFWS Law Enforcement to establish high and low tide routes to White Banks and Marsh
Islands. Reviewed anchoring techniques and equipment to ensure their ability to come ashore if needed.
Assisted NOAA Stranding team employees with transportation to a dolphin stranding near Garris Landing.
Assisted with removal of the dolphin from the water and into the back of the transport vehicle.
WILDLIFE SECTION- MAY 2021
Regional Operations Activity Summary
Wildlife technical guidance was provided to 341 contacts along with 30 technical guidance site visits. One
(1) hunt club data analysis was conducted. Three (3) management plans were written. Other agencies were assisted
on 44 occasions requiring 63 person-days. Eight hundred sixty-eight (868) nuisance wildlife complaints (including
124 bear and 410 alligator calls) were handled. Thirty-two (32) nuisance site visits were made. Field studies
required 108 person-days and data analysis required 58 person-days. Twenty (20) quail surveys, 76 bat surveys, 6
black bear surveys and 112 other surveys were conducted. RCW Cavity surveys were conducted checking 28 trees
and 3 clusters. RCW Nest surveys were conducted checking 42 nests and 46 clusters. Twenty-four (24) other birds
were banded. Eighteen (18) antlers were scored. Twelve (12) woodduck boxes were checked and there were 2
neotropical bird counts. Four (4) news releases were submitted and 7 interviews were granted. There were a total of
54 water level management days.
Heritage Preserve (HP) Habitat Management Summary
Heritage Preserve staff conducted 371 site visits. One (1) field trip was conducted. Prescribed burning
occurred on 281 forest acres. Exotic control occurred on eight (8) heritage preserves. Forest herbicide occurred on
100 acres. Fifty-two (52) miles of trails were maintained, 25 miles of firelanes were disced, 2 miles of roads were
mowed, 21 miles of road were scraped and 1 mile of road was graveled. Twenty (20) acres were
mowed/bushhogged. Two (2) miles of boundaries were cleared/painted and .2 acres were mowed/bushogged.
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Wildlife Management Area Habitat Management Summary
Field agricultural activities on WMAs included 195.5 acres mowed/bushhogged, and 757.5 field/agriculture
acres were disced. Sixty-five and one-half miles (65.5) miles of roads were scraped, 61.5 miles of roads were
mowed and 5.25 miles of roads were graveled. Prescribed burning occurred on 860 forest acres and 19 marsh acres.
Agricultural herbicide occurred on 1075.5 and forest herbicide occurred on 73 acres. Five and one-half (5.5) miles
of trails were mowed, 49.9 miles of dikes were mowed, 1.25 miles of dikes were retopped, and 17 miles of firelanes
were disced. Five hundred seventy-four (574) acres of annuals were planted and 36 acres of perennials were planted.
Three (3) water control structures were installed. One hundred twenty-two (122) WMA signs, 1 WMA boundary
sign and 70 other signs were posted. Thirteen (13) gates were refurbished or installed. One hundred forty-nine
(149) WMA phone calls were answered.
WMA Hunts and Visitation
Marsh WMA – 3 visitors, all of which were fishing.
Woodbury WMA – 84 visitors, of which 43 were hunting, 38 were fishing, and 3 were riding. Hunters harvested 21
hogs.
Pee Dee Station Site – No activity
Great Pee Dee HP – 38 visitors including 23 fishing, 6 hog hunting (2 killed), 9 riding or looking around.
McBee WMA -7 visitors, including 1 hiking, 4 birding, 1 scouting and 1biking.
Draper WMA – No activity
Worth Mtn. WMA - 37 users (12 hiking, 19 fishing, 4 prospecting, 2 geocaching)
Broad River WMA – No activity
Liberty Hill WMA - 63 visitors, including 21 fishing, 4 biking, 10 hiking, 12 sightseeing, 1 scouting and 15
swimming.
Landsford Canal FLA Bird Dog Training Area - No activity
Angelus Bird Dog Training Area – No activity
Crackerneck Wildlife Management Area: Harvest: 247 channel catfish, 79 bluegill, 15 Black Crappie, 4 largemouth
bass, and 1 American eel
Hamilton Ridge/Palachucola/Webb Center - Hog Hunt- 3 days, 82 hunter days of effort, 26 hogs harvested.
Wildlife Regional Operations – Chief
Meetings attended during the month (in-person or virtual) included the monthly DNR Board meeting, the
quarterly Heritage Trust Advisory Board meeting, a DNR Habitat Protection Committee meeting, a State Wildlife
Grants planning and prioritization meeting, a meeting with a peer review team to discuss waterfowl habitat
management at Samworth WMA, and various meetings with Deputy Director, Assistant Chiefs, and staff to discuss
administrative, budget and personnel issues.
Prepared and submitted two grants for Wildlife Restoration (P-R) funding for operations and maintenance
of the Wildlife Section and Wildlife Management Areas.
Submitted migratory bird regulations to USFWS for review and publication in the Federal Register.
Participated in a seminar on results of three research projects conducted in conjunction with Clemson
University.
Conducted a site visit to a potential DNR property acquisition in Allendale County as part of Habitat
Protection Committee inspection and due diligence.
Completed annual firearms requalification to maintain DLEO certification.
Attended orientation and briefing session for 2021 Wildlife Section interns.
Attended retirement celebration for retiring Wildlife Section Biologist, Mark Hall.
Responded to a minimum of 17 miscellaneous technical guidance calls during the month.
Administrative duties related to the migratory bird program and maintaining agency bird banding permit
included: Coordinating transfer of reward bands for doves, distribution of band recovery records to appropriate
banding personnel, and assisting the Bird Banding Lab with data requests.
Regions 1 & 3 Assistant Chief Activities
Completed administrative activities including budgeting, purchasing, personnel and correspondence.
Covid-19 related activities continued including coordinating with staff on work schedules and questions. Made 3
trips to Columbia to meet with senior staff and perform administrative duties. Attended a Wildlife Section senior
staff meeting for 2 days at Webb. Helped conduct a retirement luncheon for Mark Hall at Jocassee. Attended
HTAB meeting in Columbia. Attended DLEO In-service at SCCJA. Attended site visit to a Barnwell County
acquisition proposal. Hosted intern orientation at Wateree Range. Attended a Clemson University online seminar
on cooperative research. Met with a rock vendor on issues in Sapphire, NC and checked two Jocassee access routes.
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Continued dozer work at Clemson WA. Checked road conditions and needs on Jocassee. Revised 3rd draft of the
Rules and Regs brochure and submitted it to graphics. Continued substantial budget work for FY22 and FY23.
Reviewed DOE budget, budget balances, personnel actions, purchasing requisitions, purchasing card submissions,
media releases, travel requests, and proposed acquisitions. Checked WMAs including Clemson, USFS Andrew
Pickens, Fant’s Grove, Keowee, and Jocassee. Checked HPs including Wateree River.
Regions 2 & 4 Assistant Chief Activities
Met with and/or conducted multiple conference calls with Chief Dukes, Deputy Director Cope and assistant
Chiefs Swayngham and Dillman on various topics. Met at Webb Center with Chief Dukes and Assistant Chiefs
Dillman and Swayngham to discuss budgets, staffing, and other topics. Attended a public meeting in Horry with
Biologist Fowler concerning rezoning along International Drive. Participated in multiple conference calls and
provided comments concerning the proposed waterline on Lewis Ocean Bay Heritage Preserve and the rezoning for
the hospital along International Drive. Attended the Heritage Trust Advisory Board meeting in Columbia.
Accompanied a peer review team as they inspected Samworth impoundments. Attended DLEO in-service
in Columbia. Assisted as a DLEO for two days over the holiday weekend in Horry County. Participated in RCW
Biologist interviews in Columbia. Inspected River Oaks property in Horry County with staff from Region 4 and
noted issues to be addressed before acquiring the property. Proofed and submitted a copy of the 2021-2022 Rules
and Regs. Submitted extension requests and tracking sheets for various FEMA projects that are ongoing as well as
those we are trying to recoup funds from. Attended on site bid award meeting on Upper Middleton. Participated in
a Zoom meeting on studies conducted by Clemson Co-op.
Wildlife Region 1
Summary
Staff handled 60 nuisance wildlife investigations, made 14 site visits, and issued six depredation permits.
Received 97 bear calls, six road kills, and made nine bear site visits. Held a retirement luncheon for Mark Hall at
Jocassee. Documented a new bunched arrowhead (Sagittaria fasciculata) site on private property in Travelers Rest
and requested it to be added to our heritage trust database. Coordinated use of Jocassee Gorges and access with the
SC Helicopter Aerial Rescue Team, an archaeology research team, and SCWDS. Conducted dove point count surveys
across the Upstate and sent the data to the small game biologist. Reviewed and submitted revisions for the 2021-22
WMA maps. Attended virtual Clemson-DNR Human Dimensions seminar.
Region 1 Coordinator
Completed administrative activities including budgeting, purchasing, personnel, correspondence, special use
permits, and daily staff status reports. Helped conduct a retirement luncheon for Mark Hall at Jocassee. Attended
HTAB meeting in Columbia. Attended DLEO In-service at the SCCJA. Began posting Grassy Knob WMA lease.
Reviewed and submitted revisions for the 2021-22 WMA maps. Attended a Clemson University online meeting on
human dimensions/wildlife projects, a 2-day meeting of the SBR Fire Learning Network, and a SC mountains wildlife
and forestry partners call. Presented the results of the Jocassee Gorges ecological departure study. Conducted four
dove call counts. Participated in the Clemson University Animal Care and Use Committee meeting and reviewed two
research protocols. Checked WMAs including Beaverdam, Fant’s Grove, Jocassee Gorges, and Sumter National
Forest. Checked Chandler HP.
Nuisance Wildlife Activities
Conducted 60 nuisance wildlife investigations, and made 14 site visits. Issued six depredation permits.
Checked and maintained hog trapping sites. Trapped nine hogs on Fant’s Grove WMA and assisted regional techs.
Conducted four dove count surveys. Assisted landowners with complaints on deer damage, ground hog in shed, owl
harassing a dog, coyote problems and beaver issues.
Upstate Bear Report
Handled 97 black bear calls, conducted nine site visits pertaining to bears, and six road kills. Conducted a
phone interview for FOX Carolina on bear activity in the upstate. Attended a virtual webinar on BEARWISE and
the benefits and opportunities for state wildlife agencies to participate in the program. Shared bear information and
state management data with an area biologist that will be presenting an informational program for the Nature
Conservancy in the next month. Provided information to LE on a possible case.
Unit 1A (Anderson, Greenville, Oconee & Pickens)
Worked on maintaining proper water levels in the waterfowl areas. Repairs were made to the dike as needed.
Monitored hog damage sign and baited trap sites. 17 hogs were trapped and removed. Conducted dove point count
surveys across the Upstate and sent the data to the small game biologist. Attended the two day SBR fire network
virtual conference.
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Property Management Activities:
Beaverdam Waterfowl Area – Worked on maintaining proper water levels and stabilizing dikes. Beaver trapping
continued. Three beavers trapped and removed. Mowed areas within the WFA.
Tall Pines WMA – Planted sunflowers in two of the dove field. Repaired the dove field parking area and
entrance gate.
Caesars Head WMA – Monitored boundaries on WMA and reposted signs as needed.
Clemson Waterfowl Area – Monitored water levels and removed beaver dams from tributary. Monitored hog
activity. Worked on leveling sand piled up on dike from past storm events. Met with Clemson staff to discuss
using clay from Garrison Arena area on dike repairs this summer.
Fant’s Grove WMA – Monitored wildlife food plot conditions and checked road conditions. Two hog trap sites
were monitored on Fant’s Grove. Nine hogs were trapped and removed. Dove fields were plowed and planted in
sunflowers. Electric fencing was installed on several of the fields.
Gravely WMA – Wildlife openings are being monitored for condition and hog damage signs.
Keowee WMA –Boundary signs were reposted as needed. Monitored hog damage on area and will trap when
necessary.
Long Creek Tracts WMA – Monitored field conditions. Applied herbicide to prepare for planting millet.
Pickens Rifle Range Dove Field –Monitored field conditions. Plowed and planted sunflowers.
Ross Mountain Dove Field – Monitored fields for condition and hog damage signs. A new hog trap gate was
used on the site. Eight hogs were trapped and removed. Applied herbicide and planted corn and sunflowers.
Sumter NF - Andrew Pickens WMA – Worked with USFS staff on wildlife openings as needed. WMA signs
were reposted as needed. Assisted with hog trapping.
Unit 1B (Abbeville, Edgefield, Greenwood & McCormick)
Considerable time was spent prescribed burning by both 1B staff and a private contractor. Met with
USACE real estate inspectors from Savannah for inspection of Calhoun Falls WMA boat landings. Met with
McCormick County Deer Project technicians to transfer and store equipment at Abbeville field office. Viewed
Clemson-DNR Human Resources webinar. Attended DLEO in-service training at the SCCJA. Reviewed WMA
maps. Conducted seven mourning dove distant sampling surveys.
Property Management Activities:
James L. Mason WMA – Prescribe burned.
Bordeaux Dove Field – Applied herbicide, chisel plowed, mowed ryegrass, planted millet and sunflowers.
Installed electric fences and monitored hog trap.
Plum Branch Dove Field – Monitored and worked on electric fences. Baited hog trap.
Parksville Dove Field – Monitored and worked on electric fences.
Russell Creek Waterfowl Area – Monitored water levels, installed new culvert pipe in road, applied herbicide,
and mowed dike.
USACE-owned “unnamed” WMA – Prescribe burned at Patterson Branch and Hester’s Point. Prescribe burned,
chisel plowed, and baited hog trap at Greenoaks. Prescribe burned and applied herbicide to forest understory.
Prescribe burned and baited hog trap at Old Augusta. Contractor prescribe burned at the Small Game Area.
Unit 1C (Cherokee, Laurens, Spartanburg, Union)
Worked with US Forest Service on repairs to Tyger River Waterfowl Area dike and spillway. Handled
nuisance bear complaints in upper Spartanburg County. Completed all dove surveys within unit 1-C. Summer intern
Williman Barrett began work in the middle of the month. Attended intern orientation at Wateree range with intern.
Conducted site visits landowners in Union County to assist with wildlife opening planning and deer and turkey
management strategies. Attended virtual Clemson-DNR Human Dimensions seminar. Significant amounts of time and
effort were spent on dove field preparations. Attended DLEO in-service at SCCJA.
Property Management Activities:
Cliff Pitts Dove Field – Disked field. Fertilized, applied herbicide, and planted sunflowers.
Cliff Pitts WMA – Planted refurbished terraces in field and ditches along road off of Hood Creek.
Gaffney Dove Field – Disked field. Fertilized, applied herbicide, and planted sunflowers.
Gray Court Dove Field - Fertilized, applied herbicide, and planted sunflowers.
Herbert Dove Field – Disked field. Fertilized, applied herbicide, and planted sunflowers.
Santee Cooper Dove Field – Fertilized, applied herbicide, and planted sunflowers.
Sedalia Dove Field – Fertilized, applied herbicide, and planted sunflowers.
Sumter NF – Dunaway WMA – Water level management was conducted to drain for planting.
Sumter NF - Tyger WMA – Water level management and dike repairs.
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Jocassee Gorges
Completed administrative activities including correspondence and purchasing. Held a retirement luncheon
for Mark Hall at Jocassee. Attended DLEO In-service at the SCCJA. Coordinated property use and access with the
SC Helicopter Aerial Rescue Team, an archaeology research team, and SCWDS. Met with gravel and stone contractor
to discuss contract. Coordinated with loggers regarding their expired timber contract. Spent significant time reworking
and repairing the Horsepasture Road at the Gap. Serviced vehicles and equipment.
Property Management Activities:
Jocassee WMA – Closed seasonal gates. Removed embedded rock, installed two culverts, regraded, spread
315 tons of rock, and hydroseeded one mile of road along the Horsepasture Road. Mowed disability access trail at
the Sassafras Overlook and removed graffiti at the old overlook site. Assisted in locating a lost hiker.
Heritage Preserve Activities
Gave a presentation about Bald Rock HP management issues at the quarterly HTAB meeting in Columbia.
Documented a new bunched arrowhead (Sagittaria fasciculata) site on private property in Travelers Rest and
requested it to be added to our heritage trust database. Met Naturaland Trust and Regional Coordinator at a new
WMA to gauge potential of acquiring it as a heritage preserve. Completed annual in-service qualification for DLEO
commission. Assisted fisheries section with a survey on Middle Saluda River and on Wattacoo Creek in Ashmore
HP. Conducted maintenance on trailers, gators, skidsteer, and vehicles. Welcomed our summer intern, Cameron, and
got him started on work in the field.
Property Management Activities:
Ashmore HP – Checked property, fixed broken boards on bridge, cut trees on trail, and picked up trash.
Bald Rock HP – Pick up trash.
Belvue Springs HP – Property check.
Blackwell HP – Property check.
Brasstown Creek HP –Picked up trash, spread straw and seed, marked boundary, and removed mimosa.
Trapped and dispatched 11 hogs
Buzzard Roost HP – Checked property.
Bunched Arrowhead HP – Inspected trail, mowed trail and park area, removed woody growth in bogs.
Chandler HP – Checked property. Dismantled campsite, campfire ring and bench. Removed graffiti on rock and
trees.
Chestnut Ridge HP— Checked property.
Glassy Mountain HP – Checked property and picked up litter.
Peters Creek HP – Inspected re-route.
Stevens Creek HP – Inspected trail, exotic control.
Stumphouse HP – Checked gate and sign.
Watson-Cooper HP – Inspected road.
Wildlife Region 2
Summary
Region 2 staff spent significant time improving roads and access within the WMA and preparing public
dove fields. Deputy Law Enforcement officers (Stokes, Fitts, Oates, Kesler and Cockman) completed weapons
requalification at the SC Criminal Justice Academy. Heritage preserve management staff worked on endangered
species and ecosystem monitoring, restoration and management; on longleaf and shortleaf pine, piedmont savanna
and prescribed fire management, outreach, policy and education; on management plans; on conservation planning,
and on maintaining and improving access and other preserve attributes. Staff worked on FY2021 budget close out
matters. Staff spent several days moving office from basement of Lake House to modular structure at Sandhill
Research and Education Center and is now in a better place to conduct office work. Staff adhered to SCDNR C-19
emergency protocols in field work and office work, following social distancing and sanitation measures. The
department has continued to provide personal protective equipment and sanitation supplies to staff to help us work
safely and productively.
Regional Operations Activities
Unit 2A
Coordinator Stokes, biologist Oates, and technician Fitts completed DLEO in-service and weapons
requalification at the Criminal Justice Academy. Coordinator Stokes and biologist Oates attended the virtual
Clemson-DNR Human Dimensions symposium. Coordinator Stokes and biologist Oates scored 5 deer, with 3
qualifying for the state record books. Biologist Oates issued 14 alligator CITES tags to local processors. Biologist
Oates completed 15 points of the Mourning Dove distance sampling survey over 4 days throughout the unit.
Administrative Assistant Ridgill and Biologist Oates worked to obtain bids to submit for a PO for 630 tons of rock
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for Woodbury WMA, a John Deere Gator XUV, and a John Deere Zero-turn Mower. Unit A staff trapped 2 feral
hogs at Marsh WMA. Technician Fitts sprayed 42 acres at Pee Dee Station dove field and 50 acres at Lake Wallace
dove field. Technician Fitts and Parsons erected 2 gates at Pee Dee Station dove field. Technician Fitts planted 5
acres of sunflowers at Lake Wallace and spread 40 acres of lime. Technician Parsons disked 8 acres at Pee Dee
Station and planted 5 acres of browntop and 3 acres of Egyptian wheat. Technician Parsons arranged the spreading
of nitrogen on 40 acres at Pee Dee Station. Technician Parsons planted 6 acres of quail strips at Marsh WMA.
Technicians Parsons and Alston daylighted, graded, and graveled 1.5 miles of roads in Woodbury. Technician
Alston reshaped and graded 1 mile of an abandoned county road in Woodbury. Technicians Alston and Parsons
graded 15 miles of roads in Marsh WMA. Region staff had 132 technical assistance contacts (mostly phone calls)
pertaining to wildlife, regulations, and WMA lands and 28 nuisance calls (1 alligator, 4 bears).
Unit 2B
Unit 2B staff maintained agricultural equipment for planting, and field maintenance.
Unit 2B staff planted corn and sunflowers at Draper WMA, Landsford Canal WMA, and Worth Mountain
WMA public dove fields. Technician Scales and Technician Smith constructed new fence around dove field at
Worthy Bottoms. Unit 2B staff planted corn in waterfowl impoundments at Broad River Waterfowl Management
Area. Technician Smith, Technician Scales, and Biologist Kesler monitored water levels, and beaver activity in
ditches and water control structures at BRWMA. 12 days were spent pumping to drain ditches. Unit 2B staff
performed road maintenance and improvements at Broad River WMA, Draper WMA, and Worth Mountain WMA
Unit 2C
Staff conducted site evaluations of recent prescribed burns at McBee and Crossroads WMAs.
Biologist Cockman compiled/analyzed turkey season harvest and hunter pressure data for Liberty Hill and
McBee WMAs and submitted results. Biologist Cockman reviewed WMA maps and submitted edits for the
upcoming hunting season. Unit 2C received a new CAT 120 motor grader on May 27. Construction continued on
the McBee WMA shop building during the month. Staff closed gates for the summer months at Liberty Hill WMA
to allow for road maintenance. A contract was issued May 21 for tailgate spreading of 940 tons of crusher run rock
at Liberty Hill WMA. Biologist Cockman completed dove surveys in Kershaw, Lancaster, Chesterfield and Lee
Counties and submitted results. Biologist Cockman responded to two sick and/or dying rabbits in a 1 - acre rabbit
dog training enclosure in Kershaw County on May 17. Cockman collected the rabbits and submitted the specimens
to the Southeastern Cooperative Wildlife Disease Study Unit in Athens, GA. Both rabbits tested negative for
Tularemia and Hemorrhagic Disease Virus-2. Cause of death is yet to be determined. Biologist Cockman attended a
virtual presentation from Clemson University on May 25 on recent human dimension studies of South Carolina
WMA hunters. DLEO Cockman completed firearms requalification and defensive tactics/handcuffing training at the
SC Criminal Justice Academy on May13. Contractors applied herbicide (Velossa) to 50 acres of midstory
hardwoods at the Angelus WMA/BDTA on May 17-18. Technician Lowder disked and planted 4 acres of small
game mix, applied herbicide to 10 acres of bicolor lespedeza and sweetgum, and fed 20 bushels (May 05 and 27) of
quail supplemental feed at McBee WMA. Technician Lowder disked 6 acres in preparation for planting at
Campbell’s Crossroads WMA. Technician McManus graded 3 miles of roads, removed 8 fallen trees from roads,
disked and planted 10 acres of openings, and mowed 3 acres of grass at the shop/kiosk at Liberty Hill WMA.
Technician McManus and Biologist Cockman constructed new fencing and gates (vehicle and personnel) at the boat
slip area at Liberty Hill WMA.
Wildlife Management Area Management Summary
Throughout Region 2, staff mowed 51 acres, scraped 31.5 miles of roads, disked 122 acres, applied ag.
herbicide to 224 acres, app. Forest herbicide to 60 acres, planted 159 acres of dove fields, planted 6 acres of quail
mix, graveled .25 miles of roads, daylighted 2 miles of road.
Property Management Activities
Marsh WMA: Scraped 15 miles of roads. Disked 6 acres. Planted 6 acres of quail feed strips. Cleared 2
beaver dams. Hauled rock to repair low areas of road. Trapped 2 feral hogs.
Woodbury WMA: Scraped 2.5 miles of roads. Daylighted 2 miles of roads. Graveled .25 mile of road.
Pee Dee Station WMA: Installed 2 gates. Mowed 8 acres around dove field. Sprayed ag herbicide on 42
acres. Disked 8 acres. Planted 3 acres of Egyptian wheat and 5 acres of dove proso and browntop millet. Applied
nitrogen to 42 acres of dove field.
Lake Wallace DF: Sprayed ag herbicide on 50 acres. Planted 5 acres of sunflowers. Spread lime on 40
acres. Disked 10 acres. Mowed 8 acres.
McBee WMA: Monitored visitor use. Evaluated prescribed burns. Applied herbicide to 10 acres of bicolor
and hardwoods. Disked and planted 4 acres of small game mix. Fed 20 bushels of sorghum.
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Liberty Hill WMA: Monitored visitor use. Graded 3 miles of road. Disked and planted 10 acres of
openings. Removed fallen trees from roads. Constructed new fencing and gates. Mowed 3 acres of grass.
Angelus BDTR: Monitored visitor use. Applied herbicide to 50 acres of midstory hardwoods
Campbell’s Crossroads: Evaluated prescribed burns. Disked 6 acres for planting.
Catawba River WMA: Submitted timber harvest plans for Heritage Tract East to SC Forestry Commission.
Draper WMA: Performed general depot, and equipment maintenance. Scraped 4 miles of road. Disced 4
acres of wildlife openings. Planted 29 acres of sunflowers in dove field. Planted 14 acres of corn in dove fields and
wildlife openings. Sprayed herbicide and deer deterrent on sunflowers.
Worth Mtn. WMA: Planted 7 acres of corn in dove fields. Planted 8 acres of sunflowers in dove fields.
Scraped 5.5 miles of road. Mowed 2 acres of around parking lot.
Broad River Waterfowl Management Area: Performed general equipment maintenance, and repair. Disced
30 acres. Planted 30 acres of corn. Scraped 1 mile2 of road. Re-topped 100 feet of dike at new impoundment.
Preemergent herbicide and fertilizer application to 30 acres of corn. Performed 12 days of water level management.
Worthy Bottoms PDF: Fence maintenance at Worthy Bottoms Dove Field. Mulched 1 acre of old dove
field.
Landsford Canal FLA: Disced 20 acres of dove fields. Planted 5 acres of corn in dove fields. Planted 15
acres of sunflowers in dove fields. Herbicide application to 15 acres of dove fields
McConnell’s WMA: Disked 2 acres of wildlife openings. Planted 2 acres of corn in wildlife openings.
Heritage Preserve Management Activities
Heritage preserve management staff worked on endangered species and ecosystem monitoring, restoration
and management; on longleaf and shortleaf pine, piedmont savanna and prescribed fire management, outreach,
policy and education; on management plans; on conservation planning, and on maintaining and improving access
and other preserve attributes. Staff worked on FY2021 budget close out matters. Staff spent several days moving
office from basement of Lake House to modular structure at Clemson Sandhill Research and Education Center and
is now in a better place to conduct office work. Staff complete the first draft of the management plan update for
Lynchburg Savanna HP/WMA and Longleaf Pine HP/WMA. Staff reviewed the WMA maps for hunters and
provided input on needed corrections to Forty Acre Rock HP/WMA map. Staff began annual monitoring of nesting
activity of populations of several clusters of federally-endangered red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW; Picoides
borealis) on two HPs, and worked with department RCW Biologist to kill southern flying squirrels using RCW
cavities. At request of Clemson Extension, staff visited area around Historic Camden cultural site to ascertain
feasibility of conducting a prescribed burn. Staff recorded videos of pitcher plants, runner oak and longleaf pine
savannas and wetlands for the International Association of Wildland Fire 16th International Wildland Fire Safety
Summit & 6th Human Dimensions of Wildland Fire Conference, which was held virtually. Staff assessed
firebreaks, soil and water-table conditions, and fuels; cleared around RCW cavity trees as well as snags, cat-faced
trees, gates, signs, utility poles and other hazards or sensitive elements; and worked on equipment and gathered
supplies in preparation for prescribed fire. Staff maintained preserves by assisting the SCDNR LED with
enforcement, by monitoring for abuse, by removing trash, by managing vegetation and by maintaining gates, trails,
parking areas and boundaries.
Property Management Activities
Forty Acre Rock HP/WMA: Staff provided needed correction of WMA maps for hunters for this preserve.
Staff assessed and monitored fuel and soil conditions in preparation for prescribed fire. Staff maintained the
preserve by assisting game wardens with surveillance (SCDNR issued no tickets and no 1 warnings this month,
which suggests less illegal activity), by monitoring for abuse, by removing trash and hazardous trees, by managing
vegetation, and by maintaining gates, trails, parking areas and boundaries. Staff posted 2 signs at Upper Parking
Areas, stating “Open During Daylight Hours Only.” These signs were ordered at the request of local game wardens.
Longleaf Pine HP/WMA: Staff began annual monitoring of nesting activity of populations of several
clusters of federally-endangered red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW; Picoides borealis) and worked with department
RCW Biologist to kill southern flying squirrels using RCW cavities. Staff recorded videos of RCW cavity trees and
longleaf pine woodlands for the 16th International Wildland Fire Safety Summit & 6th Human Dimensions of
Wildland Fire Conference, which was held virtually. Staff monitored soil, fuel and weather conditions and kept in
touch with local farmers in preparation for prescribed burning. Two units on the preserve have not burned in three
years, because of lack of opportunity in proper conditions (soils being too wet), and they are a high priority to burn.
Staff cut and/or raked around snags near the firebreaks in these 2 units in preparation for burning. The firebreaks
will soon be dry enough to clear unless we get significant rain. Staff applied herbicide (via hack-and-squirt
application) to sweetgum and invasive exotic chinaberry (Melia azedarach), spot-treating 2 acres
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Lynchburg Savanna HP/WMA: Staff began annual monitoring of nesting activity of two RCW clusters, and
worked with department RCW Biologist to kill southern flying squirrels using RCW cavities. Staff monitored soil,
fuel and weather conditions and kept in touch with local farmers in preparation for prescribed burning. One unit on
the preserve has not burned in two years, because of lack of opportunity in proper conditions (soils being too wet)
and is a high priority to burn. Staff cut and/or raked around snags near the firebreaks in this unit in preparation for
burning. The firebreaks will soon be dry enough to clear unless we get significant rain. Staff recorded videos of
pitcher plants, runner oak and longleaf pine savannas and wetlands for the International Association of Wildland
Fire 16th International Wildland Fire Safety Summit & 6th Human Dimensions of Wildland Fire Conference, which
was held virtually.
Woods Bay HP- Staff monitored soil, fuel and weather conditions and kept in touch with local farmers in
preparation for prescribed burning. Ten units (nine are very small) on the preserve have not burned in three or more
years, because of lack of opportunity in proper conditions (mainly, soils being too wet), and they are a high priority
to burn. Staff cut and/or raked around snags near the firebreaks in these units in preparation for burning. Staff
cleared 5 miles of firebreaks, but one unit remains too wet to plow. This firebreak will soon be dry enough to clear
unless we get significant rain. Staff applied herbicide (via hack-and-squirt application) to sweetgum, and to invasive
exotic Chinese privet (Ligustrum sinense), Chinese tallow (Triadica sebifera), Callery pear (Pyrus calleryana) and
bicolor lespedeza (Lespedeza bicolor), spot-treating one acre.
Little Pee Dee State Park HP: Staff checked roadside boundary and removed trash at boat landing and
along entrance road.
Seegars-McKinnon HP: Staff inspected rotten sections of boardwalk and “closed trail” with flagging and
signage, and checked all roadside boundaries, removing one hazardous snag along 14th Street.
Wildlife Region 3
Summary
Summer Interns started work with Region 3 Heritage Preserves and wildlife management areas this month.
Technician Kiker and Biologist Young assisted Red-cockaded Woodpecker Biologist Lerow in monitoring Red
Cockaded Woodpecker insert trees. Nine (9) Gopher tortoises were released onto Aiken Gopher Tortoise Heritage
Preserve during the last month. The tortoises came from Savannah River Ecology Lab as waif tortoises. Young and
Unit 3A Biologist Bennett visited Wateree Correctional Institution for a potential Wood duck banding site during
this upcoming banding season. Cameras and bait were placed and will continue until the end of the banding season.
Five Region 3 staff and 2 Summer Interns completed 17 Mourning Distance Surveys.
Regional Coordinator
Assisted regional staff with purchase requisitions, receiving and inspection reports, and personnel
transactions forms. Submitted purchase card summaries by email for Region 3 Staff on May 17 and 19. Attended
the Summer Intern Meeting at Wateree Rifle Range on May 18. Met with a homeowner’s association in Sumter
County to discuss solutions for a nuisance alligator problem. Attended the Shealy’s Pond Heritage Preserve Visit to
discuss repairs to the road, controlling water flow off the preserve and needing to work on the preserve. Completed
13 Mourning Dove Distance Surveys within Region 3. Assisted with updated to management plans for wildlife
management area and heritage preserves. Visited the following heritage preserves and wildlife management areas in
Region 3; Belfast, Congaree Bluffs, Henderson, Hickory Top, Janet Harrison High Pond, Love Farm, Peachtree
Rock, Shealy’s Pond, and Wateree River.
Unit 3A
Biologist Bennett and Technician Stephens attended annual in-service training at the South Carolina
Criminal Justice Academy. Bennett coordinated with the South Carolina Wateree Correctional Facility in Rembert
for our annual wood duck banding project. Staff prepped for the Department of Natural Resources employee of the
year awards ceremony held at Cook’s Mountain. Bennett assisted with the luncheon provided for this year interns at
the Wateree Gun Range. Staff arranged and prepared the interns to have vehicles for this year summer. Staff
completed 12 dove surveys throughout the region.
Staff made needed repairs on hog panel surrounding waterfowl impoundments. Waterfowl impoundments
have been prepped, planted, and fertilized on Wateree River Heritage Preserve Wildlife Management Area. The
dike repair has been completed on the Cook’s Mountain waterfowl impoundment. A new riser structure with flap
gate was installed on the Cook’s Mountain waterfowl impoundment. The green tree reservoir understory mulching
has been completed and staff has started trimming up vines and small trees around more desirable mast producing
trees. Technician Kiker and Technician Flemming spent several days moving material and working on road
maintenance. Staff rebuilt beaver exclusion areas around the water control structures. Staff sprayed the fishpond in
effort to control undesirable vegetation. Several gates were refurbished, and signs placed were appropriate.
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The contractor has started the stumping/clearing of the dove field and shooting course. Technician
Baldwin started clearing trees off impoundment dikes. Hog panel was repaired and replaced as needed. Baldwin
planted spring/summer food plots. Baldwin met with logger from few months ago to look at area they left due to
wet weather conditions. Wood duck and warbler boxes were monitored as needed on the properties.
With sunflowers coming up in area dove fields, staff spent several days weekly monitoring and maintaining
electric fences around these fields to prevent deer damage. Sunflowers and corn were also sprayed with post
emergence herbicide for weed control. Several repairs were made on various pieces of equipment. The contractor
work is still ongoing at the Belfast shop. The prescribed fire study area was burned for the University of Tennessee
research project. A summer intern started work at Belfast Wildlife Management Area and began painting area gates.
The Belfast Archery Range was sprayed and cleaned up. Stephens attended the annual United States Forest Service
meeting discussing planting objectives for the year. Staff prepped for the conservation board committee meeting
scheduled the first week of June.
Unit 3B
Crackerneck Wildlife Management Area was open to the public for 5 days in May and had 83 visitors for
general recreation and fishing. Biologist Hank Forehand and Technicians Michael Chapman and Johnny Rinder
manned and worked the gate for all opens days. Technician Chapman herbicide and fertilized 20 acres of corn at
Crackerneck dove field. Technician Chapman and Rinder fertilized and herbicided 18 acres of corn, disced and
planted 50 acres with millet, sorghum, sunflowers, and benne at Hallman dove field. Technicians Chapman and
Rinder also planted and fertilized 10 acres of food plots, worked on equipment for 3 days, maintained the electric
fence and plowed 8 miles of firebreaks. Biologist Forehand planted 10 acres of annual legumes in the area, roller
chopped, worked on management plan, assisted Savannah River Forest Service with planning, and attended a
meeting between Savannah River Forest Service and Small Game Biologist Hook on ways to improve habitat at the
Savannah River Site for small game species.
Unit 3C
Technician Mackey and Biologist Shuler completed planting the dove field at Santee Cooper Wildlife
Management Area. Staff added a new strand of wire to the fence at Santee Cooper Wildlife Management Area.
Disking, planting, and prep continued for dove fields on Santee Dam Wildlife Management Area and Oak Lea
Wildlife Management Area. All Sunflowers in the unit were cultivated and herbicide was applied as needed. A
spray program was implemented on the Santee Cooper dove field to prevent the deer from eating the Sunflowers.
Water levels were monitored and adjusted as needed on Hickory Top Wildlife Management Area. Shuler cleaned
around all water controls on Hickory Top Wildlife Management Area that had Beaver Activity. Shuler fielded
general calls from the public and alligator nuisance calls. Shuler removed several small Alligators from porches,
carports, and garages as well as issuing multiple tags and sending a control agent to respond to several calls on Lake
Marion. Shuler answered numerous Alligator calls and issued tags.
Heritage Preserves
Summer Intern Janson started work with Region 3 Heritage Preserves this month. Heritage Preserve
Biologist Young, Technicians Kiker, and Janson conducted multiple site visits to the Heritage Preserves and
Wildlife Management Areas in Region 3. Young gave Janson a ride along to preview some of the heritage preserves
in Region 3. Young, Kiker, and Janson have been assembling dove traps for the upcoming banding year. Kiker has
been plowing the firebreaks at Aiken Gopher Tortoise Heritage Preserve. Young delivered seed to Wateree River
Heritage Preserve. Kiker and Young assisted Red-cockaded woodpecker Biologist Lerow in monitoring Red
Cockaded Woodpecker insert trees. Kiker and Young replaced the property sign at Cathedral Bay Heritage
Preserve. Kiker, Janson, and Young completed a 2-acre prescribed burn at Congaree Bluffs Heritage Preserve. Nine
(9) Gopher tortoises were released onto Aiken Gopher Tortoise Heritage Preserve during the last month. The
tortoises came from Savannah River Ecology Lab as waif tortoises. Young and Unit 3A Biologist Bennett visited
Wateree Correctional Institution for a potential Wood duck banding site during this upcoming banding season.
Cameras and bait were placed and will continue until the end of the banding season. Young, assisted Bennett on an
alligator call in Ballentine, South Carolina. Young attended and drove two summer interns to the intern orientation
at Wateree River Shotgun Range. Young, Janson, and Summer Intern Drafts completed four (4) Mourning dove
transect survey points. Young then later completed the remaining four (4) other transect points. Young and Kiker
have purchased materials to replace the roofs of some of the kiosks at Region 3 Heritage Preserves. Janson has been
repainting the boundaries and replacing boundary signs at Henderson Heritage Preserve. Young visited Shealy’s
Pond Heritage Preserve with Chief Counsel Whitehead, Botanist Bradley, and South Carolina Department of
Natural Resources surveyors to map out areas where South Carolina Department of Transportation will be able to
use the preserve as a part of their Right of way maintenance project along Boiling Springs Road. Bradley and
Young kayaked up the pond at Shealy’s Pond Heritage Preserve to look for a rare plant species of concern in the
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pond. Young attended Department Law Enforcement Officer in-service day at the South Carolina Criminal Justice
Academy. Young, Kiker, and Janson visited Peachtree Rock Heritage Preserve about a possible beetle infestation.
Six (6) trees were dead; however, the pest colony had already collapsed, and a spread was not possible. No further
concerns were raised and will continue to be monitored for any other signs of spread.
Wildlife Region 4
Highlights
Field activities in Region 4 were dominated by agricultural activities in Public Dove Fields, wildlife
openings, and upland impoundments. Maintenance of electric fences around Public Dove Fields continue to occupy
staff daily. Staff regularly monitored and adjusted water levels within impoundments on coastal Waterfowl
Management Areas. Annual mourning dove surveys were conducted. Due to an increase in coastal bear activity,
Biologist Brantley, Technician Bell, and Technician Matthews responded to multiple incidents of road-killed bears.
Regional Coordination
The majority of the month was spent working budgets, procurement, and planning for fiscal year close out.
Significant time was spent on personnel issues including continuing hiring processes for vacancies in the Region.
Two Wildlife Orientations for a new employee were given. Building projects across the Region were monitored
including Botany Bay shop, Sandy Beach Shed, and Botany Bay office renovation. The installation of a trunk on
Cedar Island was monitored. Neighborhood wildlife issues were attended to. A team of waterfowl/wetland experts
was hosted at Samworth WMA. A future pollinator plot was visited with Longleaf Alliance at Webb WMA. A
potential property acquisition was visited to identify any issues prior to conveyance in Horry County. A follow up
inspection to a previous prescribed burn on Donnelley WMA was conducted. The nuisance wildlife phone was
manned for one day while Admin Assistant Rourk was on leave. The volume and variance of calls reminded me of
the accolades due to Rourk for her professionalism in dealing with the general public on a daily basis.
Assistant Regional Coordination
Assistant Regional Coordinator Hook continued to check on agricultural activities in Public Dove Fields
and Waterfowl Management Areas throughout Region 4. Hook coordinated with SCDNR-MRD staff for prescribed
fire needs on South Fenwick Island; no prescribed fires were conducted due to volatile fuel conditions. Seed was
delivered to Styx for Region 1, 2 and 3 Waterfowl Management Areas. Seed and herbicide were picked up and
distributed to Region 4 Unit Biologists. Hook attended the ACE Basin Task Force meeting. Interviews for Tom
Yawkey Wildlife Center Natural Resource Technician were conducted. A pre-construction meeting for Samworth,
Upper-Middleton, was attended. Four mourning dove surveys were conducted. Timber stand conditions were
monitored on Bonneau Ferry and Santee Coastal Reserve WMAs. Hook flagged all log decks at Santee Coastal
Reserve WMA, discussed harvest operations with Biologist Treptow, and communicated regularly with Statewide
Forester Burger regarding upcoming timber harvests. USACE Post Construction Forms for Region 4 Waterfowl
Management Areas were reviewed and discussed with Unit Biologists. Multiple webinars were attended. A
potential property acquisition was surveyed with Assistant Chief Chappelear, Regional Coordinator Farrell, and
Biologist Fowler. The nuisance wildlife phone was monitored for one day. Hook assisted three private landowners
with waterfowl management guidance.
Unit 4A: Georgetown & Horry
Coastal bear activity was busy during the month of May. There were 19 sightings and 3 roadkill’s
reported. Three of the sightings were from one bear roaming around the McClellanville area. The other calls were
dispersed across Williamsburg, Georgetown, and Horry County. Heritage Preserves in Horry County were visited
19 times. Staff spent multiple days peeping Red-cockaded woodpecker nests on Lewis Ocean Bay Heritage
Preserve (LOBHP) and Samworth WMA. Biologist Brantley spent one man day out trying to locate a new nest tree
in an active cluster. Technician Matthews continued to split his time between Samworth and assisting the HP crew.
Matthews assisted with moving equipment multiple times and repositioning containers at the LOBHP shop. In
addition, Matthews also planned and constructed a generator shelter with the help of Technician Bell when needed.
Matthews mulched and reinstated several overgrown firebreaks, continued to disk firebreaks that have dried out, and
attempted to mulch a path through to the upper Edge tract. Matthews also reset the air conditioning unit at the shop
(LOBHP) and repaired a window seal on the skid steer. May was very dry and with .2 inches of rain at Samworth
recorded, the drought conditions are worsening. Samworth dove field activities included: nitrogen and post
emergent herbicide applied to the corn, two plantings of sunflowers for a total of 26 acres, preemergent herbicide
applied to the sunflowers, and 22 acres disked. Four dove point transect distance sampling surveys were completed
in Georgetown County and two in Williamsburg County. Biologist Brantley joined retired Biologist Mark Bara and
Biologist Fowler in completing the necessary paperwork to enter a deer in the Pope and Young Club. The 5085 JD
tractor was repaired. Summer Intern Heather Newman began May 18th by attending orientation. Newman hit the
ground running with Unit 4A and HP staff. She has already been exposed to various activities which included
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peeping RCW trees, mowing Samworth grounds and checking the electric fence voltage daily. Newman has also
participated with dove survey counts and familiarizing herself with Unit 4A properties. Newman spent a day with
the State Herpetologist Andrew Grosse and HP staff placing frog loggers around various Oxbows off the Pee Dee
River.
Unit 4B: Berkeley & Charleston
May activities were dominated by agricultural work in waterfowl impoundments and dove fields, and fence
construction at Canal, Sandy Beach, and Bonneau Ferry.
Bonneau Ferry WMA: 86 general visitors utilized Bonneau Ferry. Roads were graded, limbed and graveled.
Bonneau Ferry staff housed DNR staff surveying bats and assisted with bat trapping. Staff finished installing
fencing around the Pump Pond impoundment. Hogs were baited and trapped (6 captured). Staff trained summer
intern who has been spraying, mowing, and assisting with fence construction. Discing is ongoing within waterfowl
impoundments.
Canal WMA: Staff continue to work with USACE personnel via weekly conference calls. Sunflowers have been
planted, fertilized, cultivated, and sprayed. Dove trapping sites are being prepared. Fence below the railroad track
has been completed.
Sandy Beach, Cross and North Dike WMA: Staff disced and planted waterfowl impoundments. Fence construction
continued. Staff planned shed improvements and requisitioned a contractor. Hogs were monitored on North Dike
but not trapped. Select wildlife openings were disced for summer planting.
Francis Marion National Forest: Staff continued discing wildlife openings in preparation for planting summer mix
and/or chufa. Staff baited for hogs. Staff prepared dove trapping sites. Staff met with lime contractor to coordinate
resumption of liming in the Waterhorn hunt unit. Staff coordinated with Forest Service personnel to plan liming in
Northampton and Wambaw WMAs. Staff posted boundary and closed road signs.
Other Unit activities: Staff submitted WMA map changes to GIS office. Staff completed wildlife immobilization
drug inventories. Staff advised alligator hunters on application processes. Staff delivered an injured red-shouldered
hawk to the Center for Birds of Prey. Staff coordinated transfer of injured raccoon and opossum to rehabilitators
and directed several other related calls. Staff signed up for forklift training course. Staff completed several late
fiscal year requisitions. Staff met and assisted interns with getting started. Staff participated in “picture day” for the
staff directory. Staff visited a site in Summerville where loggers were reportedly destroying eagle and osprey
nesting habitat. Staff assisted Law Enforcement division with questions regarding deer depredation, coyote hunting,
wading bird rookery protection, etc. Staff measured a deer for the State records program. Staff attended DLEO inservice training. Staff picked up new truck from Styx. Staff picked up chufa from NWTF headquarters.
Wildlife: A total of 392 wildlife calls were handled at the Charleston office (174 alligator, 1 bear, 217 other
nuisance animals). There were 20 licensing/boat titling and deer tags calls emailed to the licensing/permitting
office. Hunting regulation and property calls were handled for 3 callers. Four nuisance site visits were made. 18
Property and 8 Individual Alligator Depredation Permits were mailed or picked up. 6 harvested Alligators have
been reported through end of May. Alligator Signs were mailed to 3 Property Managers for posting. Two of these
properties also received signs in Spanish for posting.
Wildlife Management Area Hunts:
No hunts were conducted this month.
Unit 4C: Colleton & Dorchester
Routine administrative and management duties were conducted for the month. Visits were made to WMAs
within the unit to assess habitat conditions and other management items. Water levels in all impoundments on
Donnelley and Bear Island WMAs were monitored and adjusted appropriately. Spring drawdowns continued to
provide foraging habitat for migrating shorebirds and prepare the pond beds to grow brackish SAVs this summer.
Dove field management and maintenance continued to keep staff busy across the unit. Dike/impoundment
maintenance consisted of 500 linear feet of dike topping and one water control structure construction/installation.
Dove survey points were conducted. There was a minimum of 10,437 visitors for the month in Unit 4-C.
Bear Island WMA: Dike maintenance included decommissioning an old trunk between upper and lower tank
impoundments and installing a new trunk and bulkhead. The River Rice field trunk had some excavator work done
to patch excessive erosion between the bulkheads. Lastly, the mats and longarm excavator have been moved to
Minkey impoundment river dike and retopping has begun. Agriculturally, approximately 10 acres of wildlife
openings have been prepared and planted with aeschynomene and clover. Due to a long period without rain, we
have 25 acres ready for corn, but we are holding off until some rain is forecasted. Additionally, we have prepared
10 acres for an upland bird mix planting, but it is also delayed because of dry conditions. Ground’s maintenance
included mowing common areas and around dwellings. Structures, trunks, gates, and signs have grass and weed
control through an as needed application of herbicide. All dikes have been bush hogged as needed. Garlon
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applications have started for woody vegetation control on dikes and roadsides. Phragmites was sprayed in several
small patches across Bear Island as well as several bigger phragmites patches on the river berms. Our summer
intern, Hannah Brown, joined us this month. She is a pleasure to work with and is doing a great job. Miscellaneous
jobs addressed during the month include, all information needed for onsite sale of equipment was submitted,
construction of solar panel rack for Biologist Christy Hands’ Black Rail work, disassembled disc harrow to replaced
broken disc and reassembled, locations for dove trapping sites have been baited.
Botany Bay Plantation WMA: Staff was busy working on keeping dove fields clean of weeds and clear of deer.
Staff sprayed herbicide on the corn and sunflowers with a deer repellent additive. Staff applied nitrogen to 20 acres
of corn. Staff planted 10 acres of small grain seed mix in strips in the dove fields and other wildlife openings across
the property. The electric fences are checked daily to ensure they are working correctly. The main road was graded.
Construction/maintenance technician Armstrong has been at Botany Bays’ big house where it is being remodeled.
He has installed new plumbing, fixtures, vanities, built counter tops, installed new sinks and showers in the 5
bathrooms and laundry. A 40’ x 80’ tractor shed at Botany has been completed. Technician Armstrong
continuously orchestrates with contractors and completes paperwork for present and future projects. Next major
jobs are new pole shed at Sandy Beach and a new office roof. Volunteers finished repairs on the kiosk, pruned
azaleas and camellia bushes, painted tour signs and cleaned up area round the Lewis Hutchinson grave.
Sustainability Institute Volunteers trimmed overhanging limbs on the tour road and cleared brush around Bluebird
boxes 1-6. Volunteer hours = 266 regular hours + 92 turtle hours for a total of 358 hours. There was 1.09” of rain
for the month of May. We had 10,437 visitors with 4,288 vehicles.
Donnelley WMA: Agriculturally, dove field planting and spraying continued in May with 60 additional acres of
sunflowers planted. The 4-row planter was cleaned and hauled to Bear island for corn planting. Corn had a post
emergent application of herbicide and an application of nitrogen. The maximilian sunflowers we planted in
February are coming along nicely and we are very eager to see the outcome of their usefulness as an alternative dove
attractant. Electric fencing surrounding the dove fields is checked daily and repaired as needed. Last fall, the
Mailroute impoundment had canal edges and any other areas grown up in trees cleared and piled. An effort to burn
the debris piles continues with dozer work to restack piles. The mini track hoe with the flail head cleaned
Fishbourne dike, overgrowth in Lodge yard, and is cleaning up the edges of Lodge woods. A violent thunderstorm
blew trees and debris across roads and dikes across Donnelley. Two days were spent by staff clearing the debris.
Miscellaneous jobs addressed during the month included, shop cleaning, dikes and roads mowed, bamboo patch
beside Boynton house bush hogged, prepared bait stations for dove and wood duck banding.
Edisto River WMA: The kiosk supplies at Edisto River WMA were monitored.
GIS/GPS/Miscellaneous: One property map of Bear Island was printed for staff to assist with herbicide spraying
locations. The prescribed burns for Bonneau Ferry were updated. Region 4 property data was shared with
Columbia GIS section. Equipment was picked up from Ft. Johnson and Santee Coastal Reserve. Time was spent
troubleshooting flight control issues with the UAV. Traveled to the Dennis Center for staff photo. The kiosk
supplies at Donnelley WMA were monitored. The kiosk supplies at Bear Island were monitored. The kiosk
supplies at Edisto River WMA were monitored. Miscellaneous GIS work was conducted. Assigned truck was taken
in for servicing. Miscellaneous supplies were picked up and ordered.
Wildlife Management Area Hunts:
No hunts were conducted this month.
Unit 4D: Beaufort, Hampton, & Jasper
Staff spent most of the month with habitat management related activities including burning, spraying,
disking, and planting. Staff spent significant time preparing and planting dove fields as well as servicing &
maintaining fences around fields. Staff assisted with the annual mourning dove surveys. Staff continued to monitor
nesting activity for red-cockaded woodpeckers. 287 Users signed into the Palachucola range. 166 Non-hunting
users signed in to the 3 WMAs during the month with activities including: scouting for hunting, birding, wildlife
viewing, archery range, fishing, paddling, and photography. Routine administrative and management duties were
conducted within the unit. Biologist Atkinson made visits to all properties within the unit to assess habitat
conditions and other management activities. Atkinson, Biologist Moss and Regional Coordinator Farrell met with
Lisa Lord (Longleaf Alliance) and Kelli Bashaw (Quail Forever) for a site visit to look at a pollinator plot project.
Atkinson and Bland attended multiple zoom meetings to discuss upcoming Wild@Webb Camp and attended Intern
Orientation with Emily Mausteller (Webb Intern) at Wateree Range. Atkinson, Moss, and Technician Bland
attended In-Service at CJA. Moss attended the May Law Enforcement Lunch and Learn, the GIS Webinar, and the
WMA Survey Webinar. All staff went off-site to have photos taken for the DNR Staff Directory. Webb staff and
facilities did not host any meetings in May. Lower Coastal Alligator activity for the month: issued 10 commercial
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permits with 34 tags, issued 5 individual permits with 10 tags, distributed 8 alligator signs, and received 44 nuisance
calls.
Habitat management: Staff continued with dove field management. Significant staff time was spent on maintaining
fence around dove fields. Staff sprayed, fertilized, and planted 25 acres of dove fields. Staff utilized the Brown tree
mower to control 10 acres of midstory. Significant time was spent preparing deer food plots, brood fields, and bird
patches. Staff sprayed and planted ~60 acres of wildlife openings. 242 acres were prescribe burned. Annual RCW
nest monitoring continued with 21 nests in May, 6 nestlings currently, and 30+ fledglings.
Facilities & Infrastructure Maintenance: Staff graded approximately 15 miles of roads. Staff cut 5 miles of fire
breaks. Staff mowed 20 miles of roads. Regular maintenance and mowing of the Palachucola shooting range
continued. Staff spent time mowing around all facilities. Staff spent time making and installing 10 road signs on
the WMAs.
Equipment Maintenance: Staff spent significant time repairing and maintaining multiple pieces of heavy equipment
and implements. Significant time was spent on general equipment maintenance & repairs.
Monthly Totals: 82 hunters, 287 range users, 166 Non-Hunting WMA users, 0 other users
(meetings/trainings/organized groups and events). Grand total: 535
Upper Coastal Waterfowl Project
Santee Coastal Reserve WMA
Uplands: The construction of a new rice trunk started. The grounds were repeatedly mowed. The Big Well
impoundments were mowed. After communicating with TNC staff, the decision was made to raise the water level
in the Washo Reserve Sanctuary. Trees and debris were removed from the Washo water control structure and 2
boards were added. The campground was repeatedly cleaned up. The main avenue was smoothed out with a
homemade drag to decrease the corrugation of the road. The hedges around the office were trimmed. An entrance
from Dupree Road to Sun Dew Road was cleared in preparation for the loggers. Strips in several locations were
tilled in preparation for dove banding.
The Cape: Newly delivered FLBC was taken by dump truck to the Cape dikes and spread on top of newly
renovated interior water control structures. All the phragmites on the Cape dikes was sprayed with herbicides. All
dikes were mowed. All water control structures, and dikes of the Cape were inspected by truck. Several
adjustments to the water levels were made. Phragmites re-growth after last year’s helicopter treatment was
inspected. Salinities and water temperatures were measured and documented. Water level gauges were installed in
all impoundments to facilitate easier documentation of water levels.
Murphy Island: All water control structures, and dikes of Murphy Island were inspected by airboat. Salinities and
water temperatures were measured and documented. Phragmites re-growth after last year’s helicopter treatment was
inspected. Several adjustments to the water levels were made. The water is kept lower than usual in preparation for
the construction of a setback dike in the Thompson Creek impoundment.
Cedar Island: The amphibious excavator was moved to the external dike on the Peter Pond impoundment. A barge
full of tools, lumber and a new rice trunk was barged to that same location. The barge was spudded down and
offloaded. The trunk was set, and a bulkhead was built around it. A drivetrain chain broke on the amphibious
excavator and had to be repaired in the marsh as the machine could not move any longer. Once repaired the
excavator dug a small outlet canal to connect the new trunk to the South Santee River. All water control structures,
and dikes of Cedar Island were inspected by airboat. Several adjustments to the water levels were made.
Phragmites re-growth after last year’s helicopter treatment was inspected. Salinities and water temperatures were
measured and documented.
Repairs: One older project truck had two transfer tanks installed and wired to the car’s battery. This will allow
easier, safer, and more efficient refueling of heavy equipment on the upland as well as boats in the water. The longreach excavator had all rollers replaced. A trackhoe bucket was line bored. A Hanko boat engine was repaired inhouse. The Sea Ark was cleaned out and picked up to get painted. A burned fence on South Gate Road was
repaired.
Other Activities: Phragmites re-growth was observed in a few areas that were sprayed by helicopter last year.
Communications with the distributor of the chemicals led to the decision to increase the MSO ratio in future
treatments. Work on a new bench trailer for public draw hunts as well as public field trips was completed in house.
On a few rainy days, the workshop was cleaned, and all hardware was re-sorted. A load of scrap metal was taken to
the scrap metal yard. Trash dumped at the campground was taken to the dumpster. Four large dead trees around the
biologist house were cut down and will be burned near the workshop to prevent whatever mysterious disease they
had from spreading. Water level gauges for the impoundments on Big Well, Cedar Island and Murphy Island were
purchased to reproduce the work done on the Cape. Technician Nelson applied for the TWIC card and got her drug
panel for the Captains License. Two dove surveys were conducted.
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Santee Delta WMA
Heavy equipment access is temporarily limited due to bridge painting activities and restricted lanes. Dikes and
water control structures were monitored by boat, truck, and ATV.
Samworth WMA
This month we began to retop and repair erosion on a low portion of perimeter dike on Rabbit Island.
Approximately 1,285 LF was retopped. The observation bridge on Rabbit Island had become unsafe for public use
and was deconstructed. The bridge will be rebuilt in the coming weeks. Approximately 23.5 acres were mowed on
the field beds of Pullfare, Mill Pond, and Cane Patch. Perimeter and interior dikes were mowed on Mill Pond,
Pullfare, Cane Patch, and the Carr Impoundments. One and a half acres of disking was completed on Cane Patch.
Approximately 1.5 miles of quarter drains were ditched this month and returned to functional use on Mill Pond.
This ditching completes the reclaiming of 2.4 miles of quarter drains on this impoundment. On Pullfare, 19 acres
were burned and approximately 1.5 acres of phragmites was sprayed. Multiple trips were made barging equipment
this month, including materials for the observation bridge construction on Rabbit Island. The amphibious excavator
was refueled numerous times. Numerous pieces of equipment were repaired including a disk harrow, the v-ditcher,
an herbicide pump, and the Marsh Runner. Two trucks received new tires and an alignment. Habitat conditions are
very dry but are providing a much-needed opportunity to extend intensive habitat management practices into the
growing season. This period of intensive management should allow for an opportunity to reduce the density of
undesirable wetland plants such as giant cutgrass (whitemarsh). Fields show excellent growth of numerous grasses
and isolated patches of smartweed. LJ Contracting has moved on site at Upper Middleton. Land Mechanics
continues progress on Lower Middleton. A panel of 3 wetland and waterfowl management experts invested a day at
Samworth evaluating infrastructure improvement and habitat management plans. A report from the panel will be
completed this summer.
Heritage Preserves
This month marked the annual monitoring of existing and surveying for new/historical populations of
Venus flytraps in the Horry County vicinity. Burn units 2-5 were successfully burned at Tillman Sand Ridge. Staff
took advantage of dry conditions in re-claiming old and prepping existing fire lines. All roads on Waccamaw River
HP were graded and Ellis tract road was graveled.
Cartwheel Bay HP: Staff monitored the one known Venus flytrap colony on the preserve proper. A total of 17
individual plants were documented with 6 plants attempting to flower. Coordination with adjacent private
landowner regarding seed collection of their flytraps occurred again this year. Staff was granted permission for such
collection to occur in June and the site was visited to check that population as well.
Dungannon HP: Staff coordinated and received 4 loads of large gravel for future dike and spillway repairs on site.
Lewis Ocean Bay HP: Staff set up 3 Venus flytrap monitoring plots that had been removed from field from
prescribed burning efforts. Plans to begin monitoring of this species was developed. Staff coordinated with several
ongoing studies on the preserve including pine snake research (Coastal Carolina University) and Venus flytrap
moth/plant quantification study (NC State University/NC Heritage Program). Biologist Fowler met state
herpetologist and CCU grad student to tour radio tagged pine snake denning sites on preserve. This proved to be
very valuable for on site management to observe age/size classes of downed trees with their associated stumps used
for denning. Firebreaks continued to be prepped given very dry conditions to account for wildfire season.
Waccamaw mitigation bank (Vaught tract within LOBHP) firelines were scouted and mapped for upcoming disking.
Several old fire breaks along Target road were re-established with assistance of Unit 4A technician using new skid
steer. One hundred acres of hardwoods were treated with contracted backpack spraying within young longleaf
stands on upper Telephone road. Staff continued to monitor progress and work with upper-level staff on comments
regarding rezoning of 327 acres for a hospital adjacent to the preserve. Staff met Realstar developer on site of
boundary encroachment to show foreman where concrete monuments were missing. Shop generator went out for bid
but unfortunately was not awarded given lack of supplemental materials/service provider location requested from
bidders. The bid package has now been re-advertised with required info requested again. Roads and parking areas
in preserve were graded. 5105 Tractor was mobilized from preserve to shop for fuel related issues. Technicians
built a lean-to shed off existing shop for storing equipment and new generator.
Little Pee Dee River HP: Staff spent one day scouting and one day in field with herpetologist Grosse setting up frog
loggers (audio recorders) centered around detecting river frogs on various oxbow lakes from the south to north tracts
of the preserve.
Tillman Sand Ridge HP: Technician Kalinowsky coordinated on ground SCFC crew for contracted prescribed burns
in units 2-5. Hopes are to continue to burn here and aim for units 1 and 6 also. Post-burn surveys were completed
on foot to document burn success and any mortality (herps). So far, the burns were conducted as we wished and
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have been very successful in maintaining the habitat. Routine property checks were completed and patrolled for
litter.
Waccamaw River HP: Roads at Ellis, Loris Hunt Club, and Bridges’ tracts were scraped with motor grader.
Twelve loads of large gravel were received and spread on site at the Ellis tract. Hog bait sites were monitored and
serviced. Biologist Fowler joined upper-level staff for a site visit on possible addition to the preserve and aided in
identifying DNR needs before such an acquisition could occur. Staff met State Forester to review upcoming
preserve timber harvest and visited stands on each tract.
Miscellaneous: Technician Bell assisted with one roadkill bear pick up off Hwy 501. Staff spent time gaining
quotes and budgeting as the FY end approaches. Biologist Fowler attended HTAB meeting remotely given Horry
county gas shortage complications. One interview was given regarding Venus flytrap management and habitats in
Horry county with local news. Five total dove surveys were completed throughout Horry county. Summer Intern
Shankle started this month and will be joining the HP team for the summer. Staff validated 2 new Venus flytrap
locations in Horry county this month on private land (one protected under a USDA WRP easement, one not
protected/threatened by development). Staff assisted with entering one deer into the Pope and Young Club at
Samworth WMA alongside retired Biologist Bara. Technician Ward remained on sick leave this month given some
recent health complications. Staff collectively made 32 site visits to 6 preserves this month including Tillman Sand
Ridge, Dungannon, Lewis Ocean Bay, Waccamaw River, Cartwheel Bay and Little Pee Dee River HPs.
Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center
Staff conducted and assisted with numerous research and survey projects during the month. Water quality
and levels were monitored for waterfowl food production. The monthly waterfowl and wading bird surveys counted
149 waterfowl and 284 wading birds. Seventeen red-cockaded woodpecker clusters were visited and inspected for
nesting activity. Work continued on the Lower Reserve managed wetland project where 300 feet of dike were
repaired. Four shorebird counts were conducted within the managed wetlands with the high count being 13,070
individuals of 23 species. Seventeen red-cockaded woodpecker clusters were monitored for nesting activity. Suspect
cavity trees were “peeped”, and 11 active nests have been located so far. Staff attended various training and virtual
meetings during the month. Two miles of roads were graded and shaped, 3.5 miles of dikes were side-cut, and 9 miles
of dike were mowed. One mile of the Beach Road was daylighted using chainsaws. Staff conducted major repairs on
the lower drive unit of the South Island swing bridge. Braided fishing line wrapped around the propeller and damaged
the internal hydraulic seals. The entire lower assembly had to be removed using heavy equipment and the seals rebuilt.
Staff continued to work closely with Georgetown County and its contractors over the renovation of the South Island
Boat Landing. Several pours of concrete parking areas were conducted this month. There were extended periods of
time where we did not have vehicular access to YWC as the concrete was curing.
The education program conducted 10 socially distanced field programs for 63 participants. Four interns from
Horry-Georgetown Technical College completed 312 hours of work this month. Staff conducted an educational tour
for Director Boyles and the US Army Corps District Commander. Staff participated in the spring meeting of the
Yawkey Foundation Trustees to present the Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center annual report, work plan and budget request.
Staff also participated in a panel interview with Dr. Chris Williams from the University of Delaware who is being
considered for the next Chair of the Clemson University Kennedy Waterfowl and Wetlands Conservation in
Georgetown. Interviews were conducted for a vacant Natural Resources Technician II position. Two staff members
attended annual Deputy Law Enforcement training at the Criminal Justice Academy.
Clemson University graduate student Mikayla Thistle continued investigating Bachman’s sparrow nesting
ecology and habitat usage in the longleaf pine stands. Eleven additional nests were located and 23 point counts
conducted during the month. Numerous birds that were banded last spring continue to be resighted on nesting
territories this year. SCDNR Biologist Spencer Weitzel spent several days working on the black rail project on Cat
Island. Remote cameras were placed at key locations and a solar powered water pump was installed to investigate the
potential for creating new rail habitat. Staff assisted with two black rail survey transects. Staff assisted University of
Georgia graduate student Samantha Bock with two mark-recapture sessions of hatchling alligators on Cat Island.
These animals are part of a long-term survival study and were marked out of the nest last fall. The loggerhead sea
turtle nesting season began this month. Seasonal DNR staff located 16 nests on South Island and 2 on Sand Island.
Six nests were relocated. Volunteers have located 9 nests on North Island. All nests were screened to help deter
predation.
Statewide Forester
Continued working with the three local Longleaf Implementation Teams (LIT’s) in SC, the State Longleaf
Coordination Team, and the South Carolina Prescribed Fire Council (SCPFC). Continued various duties as
SEAFWA representative to the regional Longleaf Partnership Council (LPC). Participated in virtual LPC Federal
Coordinating Committee meeting. Continued collaboration with Forest Stewards Guild, USFWS, and Clemson
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University (Dr. Stephen Peairs) on hardwood management demonstration/outreach area grants, including timber
harvest planning at Hamilton Ridge WMA. Participated in virtual collaborative meetings with RGS/AWS re:
potential SC mountains projects. Continued collaboration with USFS on Good Neighbor Authority project on the
Enoree RD of the Sumter NF. Timber sale preparation complete, advertisement for sale imminent. Visited
Waccamaw River HP with Biologist Fowler to finalize next timber thinning plans. Forestry mulching on Mason
WMA, Webb WC, and Hamilton Ridge WMA scheduled to commence soon. Land clearing at Love Farms for dove
field and shooting complex commenced early May, and made substantial progress. Completed Spring Velpar
applications at Congaree Bluffs HP, Angleus WMA, and LOBHP. Preparing bid specs and packages for wetland
restoration work on Webb WC. Finalized bid package and advertised brood field clearing project at McBee WMA
(early FY22 start). Continued working with Milliken Forestry and DNR staff re: ongoing GIS timber stand database
additions. Monitored and administered ongoing timber harvesting operations. Assisted Chief Dukes and Asst.
Chiefs with timber budgets.
Harvesting operations remain suspended at Hamilton Ridge WMA (618 acres of plantation loblolly second
thinning and 77 acres of clearcut), Woodbury WMA (792 acres of plantation loblolly first thinning and 28 acres of
second thinning), but are very close to completion. Harvesting completed at Edisto River WMA (bird dog training
area, 73 acres of planted loblolly second thins), close-out in progress. Harvesting operations on Bonneau Ferry
WMA (784 acres of natural loblolly first thinning, 160 acres of planted loblolly and longleaf first and second
thinning, and 80 acres of natural loblolly clearcut) are schedule to resume very soon. Harvesting operations on two
timber sales at Hamilton Ridge WMA (521 and 504 acres of plantation loblolly first thinning) are also scheduled to
resume very soon. Harvesting operations at McBee WMA (426 acres planted loblolly marked thinnings, 221 acres
of operator-select planted loblolly, and 75 acres of clearcut for longleaf restoration) were completed, close-out in
progress. Continued harvesting operations at Palachucola WMA (270 acres planted loblolly and slash marked
thinnings and 138 acres clearcut for longleaf restoration) early in month, temporary suspension. Harvesting
operations at the Thurmond Tract WMA (116 acres of planted loblolly first thinning) commenced and made
substantial progress towards completion. Harvesting operations on awarded timber sale at Jocassee Gorges (40 acres
of white pine removal) have yet to begin. Harvesting operations remain suspended at James L. Mason WMA (408
acres natural loblolly marked thinnings). Harvesting operations on awarded timber sales at the South Heritage Tract
(276 acres planted loblolly second thins) and at Draper WMA (60 acres of oak woodland thinning, 57 acres of
planted loblolly first thins) have yet to commence. Recently awarded timber sale at Belfast WMA (591 acres
planted loblolly second/third thins) has yet to begin. Recently awarded timber sale at Love Farms (64.5 acres
planted loblolly pine for dove field expansion and shooting complex, 7.6 acres of thinning) has been completed,
except for a few acres. Recently awarded timber sale at Santee Coastal Reserve timber sale (338 acres of marked
natural mixed pine thinning, 81 acres of natural mixed pine clearcut) has yet to commence. Recently awarded
timber sale at Woodbury WMA (1,132 acres planted longleaf and loblolly) has yet to commence. Continued
working with staff on planning/preparation of numerous upcoming sales.
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Law Enforcement
DIVISION SUMMARY – COL CHISOLM FRAMPTON
Officers issued 915 summonses and 3558 warnings with 805 cases clearing court with fines totaling $125,661.50 being assessed.
A total of 6320 hours were spent on boating patrols resulting in 9996 boats being checked. Officers spent 551 hours on Homeland
Security, 730 hours on litter patrols and a total of 303 hours were spent patrolling Heritage Trust Preserve properties. Officers
also spent 2489 hours on night patrols. A total of 222 JEA hours were worked.
SEAHAWK – FSGT Gregg Brown
SeaHawk IOC Analysts assisted with 108 requests from 21 different agencies during the month of May 2021.
IOC analysts also assisted with an additional 7 SCIIC requests.
 PFC Buckhannon // FSGT Purdue (Unit 4A) requested assistance in locating a subject from Horry
County that was wanted by Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks for license fraud and illegal harvest while
hunting. Subject was located with information obtained by IOC Analyst. In addition, IOC Analyst
provided photographs from social media of suspected illegal harvests from multiple states. Florida and
Colorado are also interested in this subject. An alligator skull with fraudulent CITES tag ID numbers
was seized at subject’s home. Charges were served on subject from Montana. Florida FWC Has placed
subject on suspension from receiving future Alligator permits.
 CO Bissell (Unit 4E) requested assistance to locate the owner of a suspected abandon vessel in the
Bohicket creek area. The owner was located and contacted with the assistance from IOC Analyst. The
owner stated he will correct the violations and recover with vessel.
K9 TEAM / COMMUNITY RELATIONS – LTC JAMIE LANDRUM
K9 Team – LT Brady Branham
 K9 Teams were called out 30 times during the month of May. K9s were deployed 24 times in the month. 6 were DNR
related callouts resulting in 2 cases. 24 were other agency assists.
 K9 Teams continued to work hard this month. K9’s were used for turkey hunting out of season cases, deer depredation
violations, Search and Rescue, searches for suicidal subjects, bush bonds, evidence searches, etc.
 K9 Teams assisted Chester County Sheriff’s Department and SLED with the eight day manhunt in Chester County.
SCDNR K9s were used to search for evidence and clear areas where the suspect could have possibly been hiding.
 K9 Teams passed their annual national certifications through the American Police Canine Association this month.
Community Relations, Officer Wellness, & Diversity Recruitment – CPT Henry Stackhouse
 Coordinated debrief with SCLEAP & the Charleston County Sheriff’s office in reference to the shooting in the Buck
Hall area.
 Coordinated meeting with Horry Co & the SCLEAP Chaplin in the drowning involving 2 males in the same family.
 Conducted a presentation of the SCLEAP program with the New Class of SCDNR Officers.
INVESTIGATIONS / REGION 4 – MAJ GARY SULLIVAN
Investigations – MAJ Sullivan/ LT Tony Spires
Congratulations to Hunter Ellis, Rhett Bissell, Butler Sprouse, Jeremiah Grooms, Ethan Adair, Kevin Johnson, and Matt
Beckett, our newest members of the Dive Team.
Investigators issued 14 summons and 187 warnings, with 6 cases cleared. Investigators assisted with 18 cases, inspected 223
boats, 5 motors, and accrued 268 boating hours. Investigators conducted 87 night patrol hours, 12 search and rescue hours, and
193 boating accident investigations hours. Section Investigators attended or assisted with 197 hours of training this month.
Aids to Navigation/Dive Team
 Aids to Navigation received 11 maintenance requests from the Charleston Office.
 The investigations office received 3 zoning requests this month.
 There were 187 hours of Aids to Navigation work.
 There was 1 dive assignment this month.
 There were 32 Marine Event Permits approved and the year to date total is 336.
Investigations/Marine Theft
 The investigations office received and processed 7 boating accident reports bringing the year to date total to 38.
 We had 2 boating fatalities this month bringing us to 7 year to date.
 Investigators conducted 151 Marine Theft Investigations hours.
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Region 4 – CPT Michael Paul Thomas
Officers issued 380 summonses and 1,317 warnings. 251 cases cleared court, with fines of $42,186.00 being assessed. Officers
checked 4 hunters and 4,242 fishermen, with a total of 2,807 hours spent on boating patrols resulting in 4,880 boats inspected.
Officers spent 257 hours on Homeland Security, and 129 hours on litter patrols. A total of 120 hours were spent on patrol of the
Heritage Trust Preserve properties. A total of 839 hours were spent on night patrols. Officers gave a total of 38 public
presentations. Officers also spent 222 hours on JEA patrols. During the month there was 1 hunting accident investigation hour
and 147 boating accident investigation hours conducted. 40 BUI screenings were conducted, with 19 BUI cases written.
Captain’s Spotlight
Region Four officers worked the week-long PGA Championship Golf Tournament on Kiawah Island, assisted Homeland Security
in Charleston Harbor for several days investigating sex trafficking, participated in A.I.R. Team training and tryouts, worked state
shrimp trawl opening, Bike Week in Myrtle Beach, and The Governor’s Cup Billfish Tournament in Georgetown. Region Four
conducted a total of 40 BUI screenings with 19 BUI cases written.
Unit 4A (Horry) FSGT Kevin Pardue
 LCPL’s Burton & Herring, and PFC Buckhannon conducted late evening patrols on the ICW resulting in 7 BUI cases
for the month.
 PFC Buckhannon and CO Hemingway investigated an accident that was not reported until 2 days later. The subjects
wrecked their Jon boat ejecting a minor female into the water and running over her. She was dropped off on a dock and
the subjects failed to render her aid. Her mother took her to the hospital later where she was placed in ICU with a
punctured lung, broken ribs, fractured shoulder, and facial lacerations. The subjects were located and charged on
warrants for providing alcohol to a minor and failing to render aid.
Unit 4B (Georgetown) FSGT Ryan Williams
 LCPL Capps made 2 BUI’s and CO Hamblen made 1 BUI.
 PFC Dozier and CO Hamblen charged a subject with tampering and stealing commercial crab pots.
 LCPL Capps caught a subject who had just stollen a dirt bike and was carrying a bag of power tools. The subject
admitted to stealing the items so he could buy heroin.
Unit 4C (Charleston North) FSGT Huger McClellan
 CO Gray made two trespasses to trap and trapping without a license.
 PFC Johnson and CO Beckett attended dive training/tryouts for the A.I.R. Team, and both made the team.
Unit 4D (Berkeley) FSGT Brian Crawford
 FSGT Crawford and PFC Angotti-Smith caught 4 individuals hunting alligators out of season on a plantation along
with minor in possession of alcohol. 5 citations were issued and 3 warnings.
 Berkeley County wrote 7 BUI cases in the month of May: PFC Angotti-Smith - 5 and PFC Taylor -2.
Unit 4E (Charleston South) FSGT Greg Garner
 LCPL Ladue made two cases for commercial crab pot tampering in the Ashley River.
 CO Bissell made two cases for BUI assisted by LCPL Ladue.
Unit 4F (Dorchester/ Colleton) FSGT JP Jones
 PFC Riley received a tip from the OGT line in reference to someone selling a gray fox on Facebook. A local rehabilitator
helped set up an undercover meeting to purchase the baby fox. PFC Riley set up across the street and observed the buy.
The subject was charged for illegal sale and Possession.
 PFC Woodward assisted Colleton County Sheriff’s office with a string of burglaries along the Edisto River. PFC
Woodward was able to recover a stolen vessel and a Golf cart. Warrants are pending from the sheriff’s office.
Unit 4G (Beaufort) FSGT Adam Henderson
 CO Willis and PFC Pritcher responded to an overdue boater call near Bluffton. The subject was eventually located and
after the investigation was arrested for BUI.
 CO Willis responded to a call from a commercial crabber related to someone checking his crab traps. Subsequent to
investigation the perpetrators were located at a nearby landing and were charged with unlawful tampering with
commercial crab traps.
Unit 4H (Jasper/ Hampton) FSGT Earl Pope
 FSGT Pope, PFC DuPree and CO Moore worked Bike Week in Myrtle Beach for Memorial Day weekend.
 Officers are busy issuing Deer Depredations permits and working boating safety.
FIELD OPERATIONS REGIONS 1-3 – MAJ Mike Isaacs
Region 1 – CPT DJ Riley
Officers issued 227 summons and 1181 warnings with 208 cases clearing court with fines totaling $30130.00 being assessed.
Officers checked 2058 fishermen, 30 hunters checked, and a total of 1388 hours were spent on boating patrols resulting in 2368
boaters checked. Officers gave a total of 30 public presentations. Officers spent 136 hours on Homeland Security, 399 hours on
litter patrols. A total of 39 hours was spent patrolling Heritage Trust Preserve properties. A total of 50 hours was spent patrolling
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Jocassee Gorges resulting in 11 summons and 22 warnings being issued. Officers also spent 625 hours on night patrols. During
the month, there were 6 boating incidents and 1 drowning.
Captain’s Spotlight:
LCPL Gilmore rescued an 83-year-old elderly lady on Lake Keowee whose kayak got swamped by the wake of a motorized
vessel. She was not able to reach her PFD and was drowning when LCPL Gilmore noticed the incident and sprang into action.
He was able to get the lady back to the hill safely and received a standing ovation by onlookers.
Unit 1A (Oconee / Pickens) FSGT Ron Hedden
 SGT Busha made a Tampering with / Moving an Aide to Navigation Buoy case on Lake Keowee. This occurred after
many complaints from the residents that several buoys had been taken, missing, or moved.
Unit 1 B (Greenville / Spartanburg) FSGT Joe Cartee
 LCPL Miller received a call from a USFW Customs Inspector that an individual had a honey badger shipped into the
United States via JFK Airport. It was illegal and was seized but allowed to be transported to Spartanburg County until
an USFW Agent could plan for pick up. It escaped from its shipping crate. LT Staton and LCPL Holliday met the
owners of the exotics on site. After accessing the full situation and performing a neighborhood canvas, Miller set a
line of traps out with remote camera monitoring. The honey badger was caught in a conibear on the first night and the
carcass was turned over to a USFW Agent.
 LCPL Miller received a tip that a pet shop was selling American snapping turtles. Miller and LCPL Holliday
investigated the complaint conducting multiple interviews, obtaining photos and sales receipts. After consulting with
DNR covert, it was determined the turtles were illegal. Miller and Holliday issued 2 summonses for illegal sale of
Snapping Turtles and possession of over the limit Snapping Turtles.
Unit 1C (Cherokee / Union) FSGT John McCraw
 LCPL Burnett and Officer Gardner assisted multiple agencies with the manhunt in Chester County.
 Officer Gardner issued a summons for trespassing to hunt turkeys and a warning for failure to tag bird in Union
County.
Unit 1D (Greenwood / Laurens) FSGT Travis Dudley
 LCPL Preston Garner and PFC Tyler Lindsey investigated and charged a subject with shooting a great blue heron on
Lake Greenwood.
 LCPL Chase Stewart, LCPL Ryan Abernathy, and PFC Tyler Lindsey assisted multiple agencies in Chester County in
searching for and apprehending a murder suspect.
Unit 1E (Abbeville / Anderson) FSGT Rhett Barwick
 LCPL Ginn and LCPL Moon and K9 Blade located a subject turkey hunting Fants Grove WMA out of season.
 PFC Lawter along with LCPL Bensel worked drowning of a 3-year-old infant who had fallen off a dock, on Lake
Secession, in Abbeville County. PFC Lawter was able to locate the child with the Side Scan Sonar on his boat which
made a speedy recovery by the Abbeville County Dive Team. The Abbeville Coroner, along with SLED are
continuing the investigation.
Unit 1F (Edgefield / McCormick) FSGT Michael Davis
 Officers put many hours in during turkey season documenting turkey bait which resulted in 17 hunters being written
for hunting turkeys over bait and 2 for taking turkey over bait.
 LCPL’s Harvey and Henry made three cases for hunting turkeys out of season on WMA.
Region 2 – CPT Matt McCaskill
Officers issued 178 summons and 412 warnings with 187 cases clearing court with fines of $26,409.50 being assessed. Officers
checked 9 hunters and 1947 fishermen, and a total of 1047 hours were spent on boating patrols resulting in 1523 boats
inspected. Officers spent 86 hours on Homeland Security and 106 hours on litter patrols, and a total of 132 hours were spent
patrolling Heritage Trust Preserve properties. Officers gave a total of 23 public presentations. Officers also spent 590 hours on
night patrols. There were 2 boating accidents and one 1 BUI screening.
Captain’s Spotlight
Officer Ruff responded to a wreck that involved a PWC and a dock. Subject was transported by EMS to NC for treatment.
Witnesses stated the operator was suspected of being under the influence. Officer Ruff traveled to NC and met with NC
officers to interview the subject at the hospital. Officer Ruff had to do an affidavit and go before a judge to get a search warrant
of the subject’s medical record. The judge denied it, so Officer Ruff went with NC officers to a summary court judge and
acquired a search warrant for the suspects records. The suspects record showed a BAC of .293 and cocaine in his system.
Officer Ruff was then able to obtain an arrest warrant for BUI with property damage.
Unit 2A (Chester, York) FSGT Jason Plemmons
 While patrolling Lake Wylie, Officer Santangelo noticed a pontoon boat without navigational lights underway. As he
approached the vessel the subjects switched operators. Officer Santangelo completed his investigation and determined
that both subjects he witnessed operating the vessel were under the influence and both were arrested for BUI.
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Officers assisted Chester County Sheriff’s Office with the manhunt of Tyler Terry. Terry was located a week after the
manhunt started and was charged with multiple counts of murder and several other charges.
Unit 2B (Fairfield, Lancaster) FSGT Will Coleman
 Officers Timmons made 1 case for out of season turkey on WMA. Officers continued to work fishing in Lake Wateree
State Sanctuary which resulted in 34 cases being made.
Unit 2C (Kershaw, Lee) FSGT JC Hough
 Officers Norris and Poeta located 11 illegal traps on Lake Wateree. Three individuals were charged for fishing illegal
traps and improper buoy markers. 12 summonses were issued.
Unit 2D (Marlboro, Chesterfield, Dillon) FSGT John Hillian
 Officers worked the Darlington Race, the Charleston riot detail, and the snake house in Sumter. Officers also assisted
with the manhunt in Chester County and the Myrtle Beach bike week.
 Officer McGiboney made 2 license cases, a litter case and wrote 1 case for open container while working patrols in
Dillon County.
Unit 2E (Florence, Darlington) FSGT John A Perry
 Officer Urquhart received a call regarding someone shooting deer out of season. Through his investigation, he
discovered that the suspect was in violation of a depredation permit and charged him as such.
Unit 2F (Williamsburg, Marion) FSGT William Huggins
 Officer McKnight and Elliott each made 1 case for over the limit game fish
 Officer Cody Britt made 3 litter cases and 1 case for over the limit of gamefish.
Region 3 – LT Brian Corbett/ LT John Bedingfield
Officers issued 114 summons and 448 warnings with 153 cases clearing court with fines of $26,936 being assessed. A total of
763 hours were spent on boating patrols resulting in 1002 boaters checked. Officers spent hours 72 on Homeland Security, 96
hours on litter patrols and a total of 12 hours were spent patrolling Heritage Trust Preserve properties. Officers gave a total of 8
public presentations. Officers also spent 348 hours on night patrols. During the month, officers made 7 BUI cases and 116 hours
were spent on boating accident investigations.
Captain’s Spotlight
Lexington and Richland officers responded to a collision involving two vessels at approximately 23:00 on Lake Murray near
the Richland and Lexington County line. Officers rescued 2 people off one vessel just before it sank and rendered emergency
first aid to 5 people on the other vessel until medical personnel arrived on scene. These officers’ quick response and team work
undoubtedly saved lives. These officers also had enough forethought during all of this to drop multiple pins, so divers could
locate the sunken vessel for the pending investigation.
Unit 3A (Lexington) FSGT Hunter Robinson
 LCPL Johnson investigated 5 boat accidents on Lake Murray this month and assisted with others. Johnson also had
nearly 50 contacts for boating related violations.
 Officers assisted Richland DNR officers with two other major boat crashes on Lake Murray. As a result of patrols,
there were over 100 boating contacts made for violations this month.
Unit 3B (Richland) FSGT Hogan Tyler
 After receiving a tip about a person unlawfully possessing a golden eagle, LCPL Hoover and CO Thornton applied for
a search warrant for a residence. Upon serving this warrant, they located a juvenile red-tailed hawk in a cage hidden
inside the residence. The bird was seized, and the suspect charged. The bird has now been released.
 Officers, along with help from Unit D and Investigations, worked a boating event called "THE DUCK RUN" in the
Congaree River at Hwy 601 in Richland County. Richland Officers were able to make 2 BUIs during this event and a
total of 7 BUIs this month on various waterways in the county.
Unit 3C (Newberry/ Saluda) FSGT Marcus Smith
 PFC Miller, PFC Scogin, and LCPL Bowers were each deployed to work different events during the month which
included a protest in Charleston, man hunt in Chester, and bike week at Myrtle Beach.
 All units worked a boating accident during Memorial Day weekend on Lake Murray. Three subjects were transported
to Newberry Hospital with non-life-threatening injuries.
Unit 3D (Aiken/ Barnwell) FSGT Steve Terry
 While checking boat ramps in Barnwell, CO Pierson observed 2 individuals making a transaction involving freshwater
gamefish. Upon interviewing the subjects, it was determined that the fish were being sold for monetary gain. Both
subjects were charged.
 Officers were kept busy this month assisting with details in Sumter, Darlington, Chester, Charleston, Richland, and
Myrtle Beach.
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Unit 3E (Allendale/ Bamberg) FSGT Adrian Priester
 LCPL Nettles and PFC Gray worked a single vessel boat accident on the Savannah River.
 CO C. Baker worked the Memorial Day Bike Festival at Myrtle Beach, and PFC Gray and CO C. Baker assisted with
the manhunt in Chester County.
Unit 3F (Calhoun/ Orangeburg) FSGT Eddie Lee
 PFC Thomas, CO Dantzler did a presentation for a new hunt club in the Bowman area and went over laws pertaining
to dog hunting, deer tags and trespassing.
 LCPL Collins worked a boat accident on Lake Marion involving a single jet ski where the driver was thrown into the
handlebars due to the rough water. The subject suffered internal injuries and was flown to Trident Hospital for
surgery. Investigation is ongoing.
Unit 3G (Clarendon/Sumter) FSGT Cary Robinson
 LCPL Laney and CO Grooms caught a subject fishing on the Wateree River who was suspended previously by LCPL
Laney. The subject got his disabled brother to purchase a freshwater fishing license, so the subject could use it. The
subject presented his brother’s license to the officers. The subject was charged for Borrow/Lend/Exchange of a
License and Fishing with no Valid License. The brother was issued a warning for Lending.
 After more than a 3 yearlong investigation, LCPL Laney was able to gather enough evidence and was able to charge a
subject for Taking an Antlered Deer Out Illegally and for Taking a Velvet Buck Out of Season.
STAFF OPERATIONS – MAJ BILLY DOWNER
Education – CPT Steve Simpson
Officers issued 2 summons and 13 warnings with 3 cases clearing court and 47 boating hours. A total of 65 presentations were
given to the public. Captain’s spotlight: Our section produced a series of videos for National Safe Boating Week
 135 students certified in 9 Hunter Education classes; 147 students certified in Hunter Education Internet classes.
 231 students certified in 22 Boater Education classes; 475 students certified in Boater Education Internet classes.
Outreach Activity
 SCNASP – One training
 SCTS – Range Day for New Hire
Range Activity
 Pickens Range (Andy Emerson) ............ 927 Shooters
 Spartanburg Range (Brian Bailey) ......... 625 Shooters
 Wateree Range (Richie Boykin) ............ 864 Shooters
 Twin Ponds Range (Ken Mikkelson) ... 1142 Shooters
 Total for Manned Ranges..................... 3558 Shooters
Confiscations, Grants and Records & Technology – CPT Lee Ellis
 Completed 2021 Coronavirus Emergency Funding Grant application.
 Completed 2021 Port Security Grant.
 Updated several Policies and Directives.
 Summons entered – 378
Warnings entered – 1,417
 New Suspensions – 8
Suspensions closed – 18
 SCDNR Suspensions – 830
IWVC Current Suspensions – 74
 Pending Suspensions –127
IWVC Suspensions Reviewed – 0
 Issued 29 Points suspensions and 18 Statutory Suspensions
 Presented Lunch & Learn on the Law Enforcement Division.
OGT/Property Watch/ Special Projects/DLEO Program – FSGT Sidney Rainwater
 Hosted OGT/IWC Clays for Conservation Event in Edgefield.
 Coordinated with DNR Photographer Joey Frazier to update photos for the law enforcement officers directory.
 Property Watch: 9 new members adding 1,398 acres, collected $536.00
Training – LT Rusty Monnet, SSGT Jeremy Cooper, SSGT Erik Martin, SSGT Raquel Salter
 Conducted Spring In-service at SCCJA on May 3, 5, 17 and 19 for FTE’s.
 Conducted Spring In-service for Departmental DLEO’s at SCCJA on May 13 and 27.
 Started New Hire class on May 17th at Styx.
 Conducted Glock Transition at SCCJA on May 18-24.
 Conducted classroom instruction at Styx Classroom May 24-28.
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Operation Game Thief/Property Watch – FSGT Sidney Rainwater
 Hosted OGT/IWC Clays for Conservation Event in Edgefield.
 Coordinated with DNR Photographer Joey Frazier to update photos for the law enforcement officers directory.
Property Watch: 9 new members adding 1,398 acres, collected $536.00
Homeland Security/EMD – LT Charlotte McKee
 Governors Hurricane Table Top Exercise.
 Darlington Race assistance 5/7/21-5/9/21.
 Charleston potential civil unrest deployments.
 Prepared for potential gas shortages.
 Alastar IAP training.
 Myrtle Beach Bike Week planning.
 New Hire swearing in.
 Chester Manhunt deployment.
 Memorial Weekend Myrtle Beach detail.
Aviation – Chief Pilot Owen Barker
 17 sorties for 50.8 flight hours
 SCDNR Biology Flights – 22.5 flight hours
 SCDNR Law Enforcement Flight – 7 flight hours
 SCDNR JEA Flights – 12.4 flight hours
 SCDNR Training Flights – 8.1 flight hours
 SCDNR Maintenance Flight- .8hours
Receiving– Laken Riddle Williams
 We officially welcome Laken Williams to her new position as manager of Styx Receiving.
 Prepare new vehicles for issue.
 Issued out Summer order:
• Reg 1 & 2 uniform boots/shoes
• Reg 3, 4, Inv, HE, & Staff boots/shoes
 R&I/GR Ammo-.223 9,000 rounds.
 Completed new hire outfitting.
 Prepared new hire handguns and rifles for issue.
Communications – Toby Freeman
 Working on encrypted radio programs.
 Working on tower contracts.
 Assisted with communication at the Chester Manhunt.
 Continued radio programing updates.
 Handled communications info and updates for Myrtle Beach Memorial Weekend detail.
 Programed radios in new vehicles.
Radio Communications Center – SSGT Jason Smith
 Myrtle Beach Memorial weekend detail.
 Rural SAR meeting EMD.
 Hurricane IAP in Alastar.
 Alastar training.
 Trained new dispatchers.
 Two dispatchers attended and passed the full function NCIC class
 Calls for Service: Alligator Call (219), General Info (185), Injured Animal (149)
 Warrants: Entered: 4 Arrest/ 2 Bench Cleared: 1 Arrest/ 0 Bench
 Transmissions: 800: 10,858 Phones: 10,859 and VHF: 2,709
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LAND, WATER & CONSERVATION
STATE CLIMATE OFFICE
The SCO answered 19 data requests on various topics from the public, engineering firms, and various state agencies. Two
requests were certified, and three media interviews provided.
The SC State Climate Office staff and Flood Mitigation Center staff are holding monthly conference calls to share work
activities, training opportunities, and provide encouragement.
Melissa is the primary point of contact for the State Climate Office service program answering 13 data requests. She
drafted and posted five weekly weather summaries on the SC State Climate Office website. She worked with Elliot to
coordinate drought impacts from across the state. She gave a presentation, From Flood to Drought and Back Again at the
Carolinas Climate Resilience Conference (May 10-May 12). She presented about the Community Collaborative Rain,
Hail and Snow Network at the ‘Outside In’ series, hosted by SCDNR. She gave two virtual conference presentations: one
on public engagement and the other on recent precipitation trends across the state. She was selected as the SCDNR 2021
Land, Water and Conservation Division Employee of the Year. Melissa and Hope attended the SCDNR Luncheon
recognizing all the Division Employees of the Year (May 20).
Elliot led the efforts of USDM input for SC for 4 weeks and wrote 4 drought narratives. He created 4 infographics to
help explain and communicate weekly changes in USDM conditions that were released on social media and to the
SCDNR Drought Listserv on GovDelivery. He participated in weekly NC Drought Management Advisory calls and
communicated with partners in Georgia to discuss if any drought issues span across State lines. He created weekly maps
of the Palmer Drought Severity Index and the Crop Moisture Index. He coordinated the efforts for updating and
archiving drought data on the SC drought web page. He compiled information for the Spring Quarterly Water and
Weather Update Webinar, and he conducted the Webinar on May 26. He assisted Grayson, the summer intern, with her
Yadkin-Pee Dee mapping project.
Hope provided a 2021 Hurricane Season Overview for the Governors Hurricane Seminar (May 6). She gave a
presentation, SC Extreme Precipitation Trends, at the Carolinas Climate Resilience Conference (May 10-12). She also
attended the National Association of Floodplain Managers Annual Conference (May 12-May 14). She provided regular
forecast updates to USC Director of Special Events for the USC Spring Game and the two Graduation Ceremonies. She
spent time this month working with the new interns on their designated projects and office operations. Hope completed
the paperwork and reference checks to hire the new Severe Weather Liaison. Hope provided three media interviews.
Meetings/Workshops/Webinar/Etc.
• Melissa participated in the NWS Hazard Simplification Webinar (May 5).
• Staff participated on a call with Clemson Extension to discuss their new weather station network (May 7).
• Hope and Melissa gave presentations at the Carolinas Climate Resilience Conference (May 10-May 12).
• Hope attended the virtual annual meeting for the National Association of Floodplain Managers (May 12-14).
• Elliot conducted a call with Megan Wood to discuss the drought component of the State Emergency Operations
Plan (May 14).
• Hope and Melissa participated in the Tropical Partner Update Webinar (May 18).
• Staff participated in the WERA 1012 Virtual Annual Meeting (May 18, 19)
• Hope gave a Weather and Climate presentation to the SCDNR Board (May 20)
• Elliot conducted a meeting with Aaron Wood from SC Department of Agriculture (SCDA) to discuss how
SCDA can provide resources to more effectively monitor drought conditions / impacts across the State (May
21).
• Hope participated in a call with USGS and SC Department of Transportation to discuss SCDOT installation of
weather stations (May 21).
• Hope and Elliot participated in the Yadkin-Pee Dee Drought Management Group Meeting (May 24th)
• Staff conducted a call with the new Interns (May 25th)
• Elliot conducted a call with Mike Hayes (former Director of NDMC) to discuss USDM / conditions for South
Carolina (May 25th)
• Elliot conducted a call with Katherine Helms (SCDA) to discuss crop / ground conditions in Pee Dee and
Midlands (May 25th)
• Elliot led a call with Josh Palmer (NWS Greer) to discuss Upstate Conditions for USDM input (May 25th)
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Elliot led the Spring Weather and Water Update Webinar and other staff participated (May 26). Following the
Webinar, a meeting was held with SC Drought Committee Members to introduce Elliot.
Melissa attended the NWS 2021 Hurricane Season Analysis/Breakdown Webinar (May 26)
Melissa conducted a virtual training for the SC Flood Mitigation Program. The Presentation title was “How
Water Moves Through the State” (May 27). Hope attended the Training.

Additional Information on Staff Activities
• Hope chairs the Association of State Climatologists Nominating Committee. She conducted 2 conference calls
and reached out to the candidates to fill the upcoming President and Secretary vacancies.
• Melissa serves as a co-host with Valerie Shannon to help facilitate SCDNR and Harry Hampton virtual board
meetings.
GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
General
Work this month included the FEMA Flood Mitigation LiDAR Review, the Hydrogeologic Framework Application, and
the SC Hurricane Database. There was new work with Climatology researching the Yadkin-Pee Dee River Basin. Worked
with Evan Cook, MRD GIS Manger, regarding Holocene beach sands along the SC coast. Using geologic quadrangle
data, Holocene Beach sand types were extracted for all quads in and along the coast to form a compilation showing an
exclusionary layer to be used in a Living Shorelines app.
Collaborative work with a technical specialist from ESRI correcting two county digital elevation models of Calhoun and
Cherokee Counties that had been corrupted. Met with ESRI to determine the cause of these issues. The error source was a
row of corrupted cells in the dataset. The cause of the corruption is unknown. Work will continue with ESRI to correct
these datasets and to determine the cause.
One webinar was attended. NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) webinar on “2021 Geospatial
Summit” provided updates and information about the planned replacement of NAD83 and NAVD88 datums. These
outdated coordinate systems will be replaced by a modernized nationwide datum. The implementation of a new
nationwide datum is immense in scale and affects numerous organizations across the country. Delays are causing a 2025
release instead of the original planned release in 2022.
Flood Mitigation Program
Work this month on the LiDAR review of Fairfield County. All point cloud and DEM products were reviewed and edits
to be made were sent back to ESP for correction. Some large errors were found around Lake Wateree as the shoreline
layers were derived following an abnormal flood event causing shoreline boundaries to be higher than normal. Also,
errors were found around VC Summer Nuclear Plant in Jenkinsville in the categorization of buildings, reactors, and other
infrastructure. New work is planned for Chester County.
State Climate Office
The SC Hurricane database was updated with all 2020 storm events. Minor edits were completed on the SC Hurricanes
website to improve functionality and aesthetics. Climatology requested GIS information from Yadkin River (NC) and Pee
Dee River (SC) basins on weather stations, hydrologic features, and elevation information. These datasets compiled or
created, and work is expected to continue.
A request from Climatology about DEM availability across the state for use and download by the public. Our new
SCDNR FTP LiDAR website was passed along for their use. This website allows the public to interact and download
DNR data that we host across the state. Climatology provided this website to their colleagues in North Carolina.
Geological Survey (SCGS)
Work this month involved discussions on implementing the GeMS-Level 3 map database format. Discussions centered
around how to draft and fill out fields that previously were left empty during the creation of quadrangle maps. These
discussions are expected to continue as we work through the implementation.
Other work was done on 3D-subsurface modelling. Software demonstration requests were submitted to Petrel Software
and ERDAS. Both groups create software used in subsurface modelling and remote sensing. These applications are both
areas which the SCGS would like to expand their capabilities.
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Hydrology
Work continued developing the Hydrogeologic Framework Application. Custom scripts were written and implemented in
the application to enhance functionality. Now when users select a well, they can see the depth in feet where it goes into
and comes out all aquifers and confining units across the coastal plain. While this project is mostly complete minor edits
continue to be made.
South Carolina Conservation Bank
No work this month.
Scenic Rivers
No work this month.
Archaeology
No work this month.
Cultural Heritage Preserves
No work this month.
RIVER CONSERVATION PROGRAM
River Conservation / Scenic Rivers:
• Black River: Staff continued public distribution of the Black Scenic River Management Plan; also participated
in steering committee and public meetings of the Black River state park and water trail planning project.
Reported to Corps of Engineers a citizen concern about "dike construction" along river.
• Saluda River: Staff provided input to City of Columbia scoping of impacts to be addressed in permitting a sewer
line proposed for crossing under Saluda River. Reported to Lexington County a report of high sediment loads to
Twelve-mile Creek.
• Edisto River: Participated in May 19 focus group meeting to address Lower Caw Caw Watershed bacterial
pollution assessment. Participated in Friends of the Edisto Board meeting on May 17.
• Land, Water & Conservation Advisory Committee: Staff presented an overview/update of the River
Conservation/Scenic Rivers Program to the LWC Advisory Committee on May 18.
FERC Hydroelectric Projects:
• Catawba-Wateree Hydroelectric Project: Staff continued to address a Duke Energy request for temporary use of
DNR property at Great Falls.
• Cherokee Hydroelectric Project: FERC relicensing proceedings continue for this Project. Staff provided
comments on FERC Environmental Assessment of the Cherokee Falls license application.
• Neal Shoals Hydroelectric Project: Staff provided comments to address Dominion Energy proposed plans to
dewater the project reservoir for project maintenance, which will cause the release of sediment to the
downstream river reach.
Heritage Trust: Staff participated in meetings of HT Advisory Board, May 13. and Habitat Protection Committee
(HPC), May 18; also, provided input to property evaluations for sites at Salkehatchie and Reedy rivers for the HPC.
S.C. Environmental Awareness Award: Staff continued to lead and coordinate this year’s award process; the month of
May involved planning and preparing for the awards ceremony scheduled for June 15 at the State House with reception in
Hampton Building.
BOTANY AND PLANT CONSERVATION PROGRAM
Tracked Plant List Revision:
Major efforts to revise the Track Species List have continued through May, although at a slower pace because of
extensive field work and other priorities. The research conducted by the new Assistant Botanist, Samantha Tessel, started
at the beginning of the month, will lead to a more thorough revision of the list.
• Continued re-ranking of species already on tracked species list
• Worked with Joe Lemeris to update existing Element Occurrence records
• Samantha Tessel is focusing on specimen evaluations in North Carolina herbaria, and has examined and
annotated specimens from NCU, DUKE, and UNCC herbaria to verify species identifications and occurrences
for tracked species and species being evaluated for addition to the tracked species list. She is also evaluating
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•

digital specimen records from other herbaria in the Southeast Regional Network of Expertise and Collections
(SERNEC) and working on resolving other taxonomic problems that affect ranking of tracked species She has
been learning the Tracked Species list, NatureServe ranking criteria, and the Heritage Trust database.
Technicians (Csilla Czako, Celeste Gross) have made great progress in georeferencing and digitizing herbarium
specimens of tracked plant species, and species under evaluation for tracking, at the University of South
Carolina. This effort is now leading to a major improvement in the DNR tracked species database because of
DNRs long-term history of the development of the SERNEC herbarium portal. The team is now incorporating
on a weekly basis EO records of newly tracked plant species to the Heritage Trust database

Field Surveys and Monitoring:
• Conducted surveys of rare plants, invasive plants, and assessed management needs Carolina Sandhills National
Wildlife Refuge, Cathedral Bay HP, Cheraw State Park, Congaree National Park, Francis Marion National
Forest, Freewoods Farm (Horry Co.), Jocassee Gorges WMA, Lake Alfred C. Wallace WMA, Marlboro County,
McDowell Preserve (Horry Co.), Pacolet River HP, Sandhills State Forest, Shealey’s Pond HP
• Documented a new Federally Endangered plant species for South Carolina, Golden sedge (Carex lutea),
discovered in Francis Marion National Forest.
• Documented a newly discovered Venus flytrap (Dionaea muscipula) population in Horry Co., and participated
in the rediscovery of another population near Loris, SC (Horry Co.). With these finds we now know of 4
populations of this species in South Carolina.
• Surveyed for potential new populations of Piedmont buckroot (Pediomelum piedmontanum)
• Documented rare new plant populations on a privately owned granitic outcrop in Cherokee County
• Processed data from 2021 field surveys and entered rare plant data into Heritage Trust database.
Conservation Actions:
• Surveyed Sweet Mountain Pitcher Plant (Sarracenia jonesii, Federally Endangered) habitat restoration (bog
daylighting) which was conducted in April. The population is already responding extremely well, with plants
showing vigorous growth and flowering activity.
• Surveyed Shealeys Pond HP and met with SCDNT and DNR staff to plan a culvert replacement
• Met with Carolina Sandhills National Wildlife Refuge manager Allyne Askins, and DNR herpetologist Andrew
Gross to strategize on seepage slope habitat management in the Refuge to increase abundances of rare plants and
amphibians
Habitat Protection Committee:
• Surveyed potential acquisitions in Allendale/Barnwell counties (Weyerhauser), and Greenville County (Cedar
Mountain)
• Participated in HPC meeting
Other:
• Working on DNR response to USFWS delisting proposal of the Federally Threatened Dwarf-flowered heartleaf
(Hexastylis naniflora)
• Attended Heritage Trust Advisory Board meeting
• Gave presentation on Botany & Plant Conservation Program to Land, Water, & Conservation Advisory Board
• Gave two newspaper interviews on Venus flytrap conservation
• Participated in steering committee conference calls with University of South Carolina A.C. Moore Herbarium
• Processed herbarium specimens collected in 2020/2021 for deposit at the University of South Carolina A.C.
Moore Herbarium
AQUATIC NUISANCE SPECIES PROGRAM
Technical
• Triploid grass carp were stocked in Lake Murray (1500), Lake Greenwood (300), Goose Creek Reservoir (800),
Lake Bowen (65), Spartanburg Reservoir #1(25), Lake Wallace (140), Kendall Lake (120), and Second
Millpond (200). Grass Carp stockings were coordinated with DNR fisheries staff.
• Invasive aquatic species surveys were conducted across the state.
• Staff met with herbicide manufacturer representatives.
•

Alligator flea beetles were stocked in several locations throughout the Pee Dee/Waccamaw area.
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•

Staff participated in the South Carolina Invasive Species Council meeting to discuss new quarantines for
invasive pests.

Outreach
• Staff is participating in the 2020-21 Rules and Regs meetings remotely.
• Staff met with members from Ducks Unlimited and Santee Cooper about continued habitat enhancement on the
Santee Cooper Lakes. The focus of the meeting was re-planting areas with native plants which were high value
for waterfowl and fisheries.
• Staff also met with members from the SC Waterfowl association and Santee Cooper about continued habitat
enhancement on the Santee Cooper Lakes. The focus was on opening some areas by control of problematic
plant species with low wildlife value, i.e., cutgrass.
Training
• DLEO staff attended in-service training.
• Staff continued training for drone pilot certification.
Other
•
•

Continuing maintenance on all boats and vehicles was performed to keep them in readiness.
Staff had photos taken for SCDNR

CONSERVATION DISTRICTS
Statewide Projects
Staff attended/participated in:
• Staffed and helped facilitate quarterly meetings of the Land, Water and Conservation Advisory Committee
meeting
• NRCS State Technical Meeting
Staff also:
• Coordinated 2021 virtual SC Envirothon Competition
• Attended Awards Ceremonies for top 3 teams: 1st: Spartanburg HS “A Team”; 2nd: Spartanburg HS “B Team”
and 3rd: Nation Ford HS “FFA Team”
• Attended the National Conservation Foundation’s Envirothon Operating Committee meeting
• Hosted SC Envirothon Steering Committee meeting
Technical:
• Continues site visits and provides the NRCS with the proper documentation for easements on the 2021 easement
monitoring list
• On-site monitoring events have been conducted in the Union, Abbeville, Chester, Orangeburg, and Calhoun
districts
• Landowners have been contacted in other districts to setup future on-site visits
• Continues training on Easement and CRP related programs
Watershed Districts:
• Attended Oconee, Laurens, Pickens, and Orangeburg Watershed District meetings
• Swore in new Watershed Directors in Orangeburg County
• Attended National Watershed Coalition webinar and shared link to Watershed Districts
• Sent information to Watershed Districts regarding upcoming NWC meeting in June
• Collaborated with partners regarding multiple watershed endeavors in their areas to address concerns
• Continued working on easement issues with multiple stakeholders
• Disseminated information to watershed districts on training opportunities and upcoming webinars
• Worked with multiple watersheds, DHEC, NRCS and county personnel to gather information
• Attended State Technical Committee Meeting
• Attended Lower Caw Caw Forestry, Agriculture and Watershed plan meeting
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Conservation Districts:
Aiken District - We had 123 entries for the poster contest, Healthy Forests = Healthy Communities. We also awarded a
$2500 scholarship to a Senior from Ridge Spring Monetta High School. We are also making plans to host the
Edisto/Savannah area meeting in Aiken in June. Lots of grain drill activity this month also.
Anderson District – Staff has been busy with the Seed Library. So far, 4,665 seed packets have been checked out and
410 zip codes have been recorded. We presented our photo contest winners at Pendelton High School at their FFA
banquet and two of our Commissioners attended. We also presented our Essay contest winners at St. Joseph's Catholic
School and Belton Middle School. Our annual Barrels & Beer event was a success and we sold out of tickets for the third
year in a row. The proceeds are being put back into the community through our Environmental Steward Mini-Grant. Our
Mini-Grant winner is Andrew Stevenson with the Bart Garrison Agricultural Museum, and these funds will help build a
nature trail for students and future field trips. Our District Manager and Education Coordinator attended the local Clean
Water Meeting and the Water Resource Meeting with the Anderson Chamber.
Beaufort District is open with our regular hours, Monday through Friday, 9am to 2pm. Our board met in-person for the
first time since the pandemic began and we have a new NRCS DC. Educators did 7 in-person Soil Tunnel presentations
at Hilton Head Elem School and 16 Zoom presentations on SC Fur Bearers; Horseshoe Crabs; Sharks, and Snakes for
Lady’s Island Middle School. Our new snake, Checkers Jr., did a great job! Staff has been busy planning programs to
host at Crystal Lake Park since we had to cancel Eco Camp again due to lack of a location. We are also excited about
hosting the Fall SC Conservation Districts Employees Association meeting.
Berkeley District – Welcomed Land Services Specialist Nick Yoder to the staff. He is a Land Services Specialist, Nick
Yoder. We awarded two $1,000 scholarships to the following students who are studying natural resources fields:
Addison Foster of Cane Bay High and Mary Kate Powell of Charleston Southern University. Staff and Commissioners
worked on the budget for the new fiscal year. The Swamp Fox Remediation Project should be completed in June. The
Berkeley Earth Team held a Yard Art Show at Cypress Gardens for Earth Day. The Yard Art was sold afterwards and
$325 was raised for Cypress Gardens. The Berkeley Earth Team continues to do a monthly clean-up at the Bushy Park
Boat Landing. Monthly meeting of the board was held.
Chester District - completed the essay, poster, and photography conservation contests. Entries were judged by earth
team volunteers, and prizes were awarded in person to the winners at their respective schools. Chairman Beer, Rocky
Creek Watershed Chairman Billy Wishert, Tinkers Creek Watershed Directors David Wilson and Mike Allen conducted
site showings on May 20 seeking bids for four watershed maintenance projects at three dams. Our no-till seed drills
received repairs and were used on 16 acres.
Colleton District will have a booth at the Colleton County Rice Festival on June 4th and 5th. The Commissioners are
currently making plans to attending the 2021 Edisto-Savannah Area Meeting. The meeting is scheduled for June 28 at the
Aiken Visitors Center and Train Museum. The SC Ag and Art Tour is being held at the SC Artisan Center in Walterboro
on May 29th. At this event, Joe Hamilton will be speaking on Heirs Property. The Ag and Art Tour continues every
weekend in June, covering 12 counties in South Carolina. For information, go to www.agandarttour.com
Dillon District – staff continues assisting NRCS with EQIP Approvals; CNMP contracts; CSP renewals and WRE site
visits and evaluations. We are also accepting applications for assistance with EQIP for fiscal year 2022.
Dorchester District held its annual board meeting on May 18th. Our Affiliate Drive is coming to an end and we are very
pleased with the response. Commissioners reviewed the scholarship applications that were turned in. The district
awarded four outstanding Dorchester County Students with a scholarship of $1000.00 each. Scholarship winners were as
follows: Faith Hughes/Branchville HS, Madelyn Infinger/Dorchester Academy, Cassidy Gruber/Dorchester Academy
and Sidney Lyons/Summerville HS. Tammi and Commissioners will be visiting each school to present the winners with
their awards.
Fairfield District - After COVID ended our annual photo contest for this school year, staff met with the schools and
decided to resume the photo contest in September. Senior, Zack Taylor was the winner of our Annual Scholarship. He
will be attending Clemson in the Fall and majoring in Packaging Science. After discussions with a landowner he has
given his permission for an area on his property to be used for a Grazing Land Study. Watershed Maintenance has begun
on the dams in our county. Ongoing assistance continues with NRCS for the Farm Bill Program.
Georgetown District chose the winners of the poster and essay contests. The poster contest winners received a pizza
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party and the essay contest winners received certificates and monetary awards. Earth Day was recognized by distributing
Earth Day booklets to students at McDonald Elementary School.
Greenville District published our 3rd issue of the Greenville Grower newsletter; updated our garden blog (How Will My
Garden Grow? Adventures in Square Foot Gardening); and rented our new roller equipment for the first time to a
farmer. We published an infographic in the Greenville Journal focusing on small engine fluid disposal; distributed Poop
Fairy signs to residents; and continued our Seed Library. In national news, the EPA is updating their Stormwater Best
Management Practices Fact Sheets and will be using GCSWCD’s “There is No Poop Fairy” pet waste campaign materials
with attribution and a link to (their words) our “great pet waste page”. We responded to 12 citizen requests for
conceptual engineering advice on erosion, sinkholes, and drainage issues. For the Watershed dams in the county, we
contracted the broadleaf spraying of the dams; met with Rabon Watershed Board; and cleared debris on two dams. We
continue to support the Reedy River Water Quality Group through social media.
Hampton District staff assisted the Town of Hampton in contacting the appropriate person for assistance in removal of
beavers in Sanders Branch which has caused issues in the Native American Nature Trail. District staff attended a zoom
meeting of SC Conservation District Employees Association board members. We continue to provide assistance to the
trappers employed with the feral swine pilot program as required. KHCB has assisted in four miscellaneous litter pickups
throughout the county where 525 pounds of litter was picked up and 21 pounds of aluminum cans recycled. KHCB and
County Codes Enforcement Officer have visited 8 of the 10 recycling centers and distributed 493 tarps to be used to cover
loose or light weight items in a truck bed or utility trailer to keep items from blowing out and becoming litter on the
roadside. KHCB is continuing with hosting the “Clean Where You Live and Work” litter pickup campaign in conjunction
with the Great American Cleanup. This event runs March 20-June 20. Currently, 16 individuals/groups have committed
to cleaning up their street, community, or area where they work. In the past ten weeks, 86 volunteers have removed 326
bags of litter! KHCB has also been involved in assisting with the removal of two dump sites consisting of tires and
cement blocks resulting in over 5,800 pounds of tires being recycled.
Jasper District - SCDNR held a Hunter’s Education class at the Blue Heron Nature Center on May 1, 2021. This class
was at capacity. We have been working closely with the Jasper County Sheriff’s Office with our litter prevention program
with dump sites and enforcement. The JCSO was awarded a Palmetto Pride Grant for dump site removal and cameras.
We assisted them with dump locations, where to place cameras and litter hot spots throughout the County. Keep Jasper
County Beautiful assisted in a litter drive in the south end of Jasper County and collected 178 bags, 18 volunteers, tires, a
mattress, and other debris. KJCB assisted in a litter drive in Hardeeville and collected 28 bags with 6 volunteers. We
presented to Legacy Academy, 1-3 grades, on the importance of trees and planted an oak tree. We are a partnering with
our community for our annual Gopher Hill Festival for October. The theme is Keep Ridgeland Beautiful and will
emphasize our Keep Jasper County Beautiful anti- litter program. Spring Island Nature Center filmed for their TV series a
video on various species of turtles and filmed at the BHNC pond. Wetlands and hydric soils are a major question in
Jasper County recently due to the rapid development. The effort to educate and inform developers, realtors, county and
city planning officials, government leaders, individuals moving to the County, and citizens about these issues is not
always successful. Many people are buying property and impacting wetlands without knowing it. The JSWCD is working
closely with Jasper County to develop goals and objectives, strategies, policies, and actions for implementation for
awareness.
We attended the Jasper County Chamber of Commerce annual awards banquets at Chelsea Plantation. Our Director
serves on the Chamber board. We awarded 2 scholarships in Jasper County to students that are attending college with
agriculture, environmental science, forestry, or Natural Resource law enforcement majors. We attended the groundbreaking on a new fire department in Jasper county. We have an intern from Lander University who will be assisting us
for the summer.
Marion District SWCD distributed the Essay Contest winners and teachers with certificates and awards for their
outstanding efforts and accomplishments with the essays.
We also, had (2) $1,000. James F. Huggins Scholarship recipients this year, due to Covid hardships. Our Affiliate
Membership Drive is still underway. Stewardship materials were distributed. Also, we are currently renting the no-till
drills, as the planting season is getting busy.
McCormick District continues to retain social distancing by handling all request via email, voice mail and/or by
appointment. The district held its monthly board meeting May 26, 2021.
NRCS partner Matt Brown updated the District on the progress of EQIP with a written report on the status of the EQIP
contracts for our area. NRCS partner Brown informed the Board that 58 acres of site prep, 141 aces of tree planting and
650 acres of Pasture spraying has been complete. Mr. Brown informed the Board that the field office is now open to the
public. McCormick has completed the coordination with the Elementary School for Arbor Day celebration set for
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December 3rd at the school, few minor details need to be completed but the project is pretty much set to go. McCormick
has set up the committee with the Board and staff from John de la Howe school of Agriculture for the planning of future
scholarships for students…more details to be provided in our June report.
Oconee District has been busy with the preparations for closing an agricultural land easement in cooperation with the
USDA NRCS ACEP-Ale program. The South Carolina Conservation Bank, The Oconee County Conservation Bank and
Upstate Forever easement will protect 56.68 acres of prime and statewide soils and keep a working farm in its current
state into perpetuity. The estimated closing date for this agreement is July 30th with some additional work yet to be done
prior to closing. Work also continues on a forty-acre historical parcel in southern Oconee County which family ownership
traces back to the revolutionary war. This agreement is in its initial process with much technical work to be done. Grant
funds from NACD are being used to continue vetting the Conservation Stewardship Applications and get awardees the
contracts needed to implement conservation contracts. Work was done on our Oak Grove 4H Barn center to upgrade
repairs on the barn and the outdoor educational area. District representatives attended the Grant Meadow Dedication
presented by Upstate Forever highlighting the protection of this scenic area. District Manager coordinated meetings of the
Beaverdam Watershed Board, welcomed new board members, and set up dam inspections for the entire board to get a
feel for what their responsibilities will be.
Orangeburg District hosted the Swearing-in of the elected Horse Range Watershed Commissioners. The meeting was
held in an open-air Shelter at Santee State Park on May 18. John Cuttino, Sr., Chair of the OCSWCD issued the invitation
to the current board of the Horse Range Watershed: Dana Vogt, Nathaniel Abraham, George Asbury, Randy Hass, and
Felicia Baker-Washington. Chris Workman, SCDNR Watershed Districts Manager, Conservation Districts Land, Water,
and Conservation Division, was present to swear in the newly elected Horse Range Watershed Commissioners: Nathaniel
Abraham, George Asbury, Randy Haas, and Felicia Baker-Washington. Others attending the event were Commissioners
of the OSWCD: John Cuttino, Sr., Chair, George Ulmer, and Harold Donnelly and Associate Commissioner
S.E. (Buddy) Felder; and employees of the district Lisa Rigden, District Coordinator and Diane Curlee, Education
Coordinator. Mr. George Asbury was accompanied by Mrs. Kittie Asbury.
The OCSWCD is helping the City of Orangeburg and the Department of Public Utilities gather information on the Lower
Caw Caw Creek Watershed. Nonpoint Source Pollution is a problem. Littered items are the main concern.
Richland District completed shipments for spring seeds through the Seed Sanctuary program and began preparing for
fall sign-ups and shipments. Twenty-two students were awarded cash prizes in the “Healthy Forests = Healthy
Communities” Youth Conservation Poster Contest; five will progress to the state competition hosted by the SC
Association of Conservation Districts this fall. The District provided a $1,000 sponsorship for the Richland County Ag &
Art Tour. Staff mentored conservation projects at one Green Step School and, in partnership with the Environmental
Education Association of SC (EEASC), provided support for a “Staffing Your Affiliate” webinar (seven participants) and
the May Midlands+ Meetup (13 participants) for environmental educators. The District also provided support for the
quarterly Midlands Local Food Collaborative meeting (11 participants) and for the monthly SC Forage and Grazing
Lands Coalition meeting (12 participants). Commissioners continued responding to Richland County’s FY22 proposed
budget, which includes an annual funding cut totaling $370,918 to conservation work in Richland County.
Spartanburg District - with temperatures getting warmer, the garden project behind the office is really starting to take
off. Snow peas planted in February have been harvested all month and are almost finished. The cover crop is really
keeping the weeds down and the moisture in! We held our Commissioner Meeting in-person this month in an outdoor
venue with plenty of spacing available. One of our commissioners was able to meet with the winning students from the
Spartanburg High School Envirothon Teams at the awards ceremony.
Williamsburg District – Board of Commissioners held a meeting on May 4. The District employee created and
distributed Earth Day activity books for fourth grade students at Williamsburg Academy. The annual Essay Contest
winners were chosen for 4th and 5th grades and they were presented with their certificates and awards.
York District – Staff attended the reopening at Ebenezer Park to spread outreach about clean water and stormwater.
They gave away swag that included reusable straws, reusable bags, disc flyers/fans, etc. Chasity gave out several copies
of our YSWCD quarterly newsletter. The harvest for the Garden Series is scheduled for May 27th. The corresponding 1st
grade teacher has sent pictures of the vegetable growth and it is beautiful! We look forward to the students reaping the
benefits of their hard work. There has been development at the Riverbend property in Rock Hill, SC. Chasity has been
helping the Master Gardeners construct a floating wetland for 1 of the 7 ponds on the property.
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EARTH SCIENCE GROUP
Earthquake Activity: 3 earthquakes, M1.8, 5/12, Kershaw County; M2.6 and M2.0, 5/31, Lexington County. All
earthquakes occurred on segments of the Eastern Piedmont Fault System No reports of damage.
Special Mentions: Bill Clendenin, State Geologist Emeritus, passed away suddenly on May 19th. Bill’s 25 years of
service to DNR and the Geological Survey most definitely followed the adage of leaving something in better condition
than when you arrive. He will be missed. But his legacy is an indelible imprint on the Geological Survey.
South Carolina Geological Survey
Geological Information
STATEMAP: The Drill Crew, Kyle Gawinski, and Andy Wykel completed FY 20 drilling and have started
drafting the maps. Mr. Gawinski and Mr. Wykel are training Zach Zelaya in developing structure contour maps of the
Quaternary section in Horry County. Robby Morrow started drafting the Geologic Map of the southern half of the
Edgefield 7.5-Minute Quadrangle, Edgefield County. Katie Luciano and Will Doar investigated laboratories that provide
Optically Stimulated Luminescence (OSL) age-dating services, timetables, availability, and costs for OSL samples to be
collected during FY21 project work. Because of staffing issues at USGS and numerous requests from other states for
FY20 No-Costs Extensions, we are still waiting for formal approval of our request. A verbal commitment was given to us
by the USGS STATEMAP Acting Program Coordinator. Final paperwork for FY21 has been assembled, reviewed, and
submitted to Grants Office; final submission will be done in June; FY21 start date was modified to September 1, 2021,
because of project logistics associated with the OSL age dating.
Other Mapping including Outsource Mapping: Scott Howard, Katie Luciano, Andy Wykel, Kyle Gawinski, Megan
James, Taylor Turbyfill, and Will Doar held a second meeting with Josh Long (USGS, Reston) and Ashley Long
(BOEM) to continue discussing mapping the base of the Quaternary in the lower Coastal Plain and possibly extending the
map offshore. Scott Howard continued discussions with Dr. Ron Counts about acquiring GPR data collected in Horry
County. Dr. Counts has agreed to provide us with the data set and offered to review any processed results we generate.
Earth Mapping Resources Initiative: FY19 Earth MRI field work and sample processing continued in Calhoun and
Orangeburg Counties. Drilling for the month produced 21 holes for 1439.5 ft. Andy Wykel, Eli Covell, Zach Zelaya, and
Kyle Gawinski located 12 new drill sites in Orangeburg and Calhoun Counties. Mr. Gawinski and Mr. Wykel are training
Zach Zelaya in the basics of logging drill cuttings. Blake Stubbins, Zach Zelaya, and Andy Wykel examined several
exposures in Wolfton, Staleys Crossroads, and St. Mathews quadrangles; exposure mapping continues to be very helpful.
Mr. Gawinski showed Andy Wykel and Zach Zelaya how to transfer data from Survey123 to Strater and create digital
log. Kyle Gawinski and Mr. Morrow have collected 40 samples for geochemistry studies from St. Matthews, Staley
Crossroads, and Fort Motte Quadrangles, Calhoun, Lexington, and Orangeburg Counties; 20 samples were processed and
sent to USGS for analysis. FY21 proposal has been assembled, reviewed, and approved; it will be submitted to USGS in
June.
General: Katie Luciano and Will Doar responded to an NSF survey about future research directions in climate
change; responses focused mainly on issues of sea-level rise.
Staffing
Blake Stubbins (USC graduate student) was hired as temporary drilling assistant replacing Zach Zelaya. Darby
DeBruhl (recent USC graduate) was hired as a Geologic Intern to work on GIS-STATEMAP projects. Staff attended the
2021 National Spatial Reference System Modernization Geospatial Summit discussing the impending implementation of
the new national spatial reference system. Ms. Luciano, Robby Morrow, and Kyle Gawinski are preparing for
Professional Geologist licensure. Staff had pictures taken for use in an intranet directory. Senior staff (Howard, Doar,
Luciano, and Morrow) discussed upcoming projects, deadlines, and future projects.
Drilling Services and Core Repository
The back side-panel window on the Ford Expedition shattered while driving (cause unknown), and the glass was
replaced. The Repo staff installed an airline to the sediment processing lab; compressed air is used to clean equipment
between different processing runs. Jacky Steen mentored Eli Covell on drilling techniques and driving the manual drill
rig.
Digital Products and the Digital Information Program (DIP).
STATEMAP: Taylor Turbyfill prepared basemaps and layouts for FY20 STATEMAP (Edgefield, Fork, and
Mullins quads). Ms. Turbyfill continued work on KML files (Keyhole Markup Language) that are a new way to visualize
map data and final map products in Google Pro; the test area consists of recent STATEMAP products in the I-73 corridor.
Ms. Turbyfill worked on a presentation showing the functionality of KML maps.
Other Mapping including Outsource Mapping:
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Data Preservation: Megan James updated legends for cross section illustrations. LWC GIS Manager finished the
hydro-geo app, and once the Hydrology Section updates their webpage the Geological Survey can link to it from its
website
Geologic Map Schema (GeMS): Megan James continued work on creating map symbols; developed a style file for
SCGS use; and made a geologist's guide to. Ms. James met with Quinn Nisbet about developing a Python tool for
borehole log data alteration. Quinn Nisbet presented his coding work for streamlining data transfer from Survey123 to
Strater. Tanner Arrington and Mr. Nisbet talked about how to create a simple “sign in and click” function to run the
program saving hours of data entry. Two Southeast GeMS meetings were held with NC and VA partners and USGS
regional geologists attended; discussions focused on Coastal Plain Mapping techniques; Megan James gave an update on
work with Survey123 and ArcHydro software to convert borehole logs to GeMS databases and then to 3D subsurface
models.
General: Megan James updated the hydrology website and completed an Esri course on the Location Advantage.
Taylor Turbyfill resolved issues with the large-format plotter that required researching the diagnostic codes from the
plotter and how to mitigate future printing issues. The issue pertained to the print heads which were replaced.
Coastal Program (Ft. Johnson Satellite Office)
Coastal Vulnerability
Murrells Inlet to Capers Island Coastal Vulnerability Project: Katie Luciano continued shoreline change analysis
work on Pockoy Island’s recent shorelines; started compiling numbers associated with the analysis to help understand
how the long-term erosion rate has changed in the past 10 years; and started digitizing 2020 shoreline for Yawkey.
Surface Elevation Tables-SET
Katie Luciano and Dr. Will Doar measured SET stations (12 total) and took GPS measurements (15
measurements total taken; 2 required on each station per protocol each time GPS data are collected on the full array. They
also re-established geodetic measurements on some of the original SET stations (where the metal pipes are still present) at
Bennetts Point, Scott Creek, and St. Pierre Creek (all in the ACE Basin-Charleston and Colleton Counties). These marks
will provide additional vertical datapoints from both the shallow and deeper sub-surface. With help from Evan Cook
(MRD-GIS), Ms. Luciano and Dr. Doar installed the first phase (piers, walking boards) of a new SET station at Ft.
Johnson. The second phase will include installation of the steel rod, pvc collar, instrument attachment adapter (for Rod
SET), pipe for the original SET design, and brass geodetic disc. The site will host both an original and RSET design,
which is a first for our network. Dr. Doar and Ms. Luciano are revising the SET manuscript after reviews from Bill
Clendenin and Scott Howard; the original manuscript will be developed as three separate documents.
USACE-South Atlantic Coastal Study (SACS)
Ms. Luciano met with a subset of the Regional Sediment Management Working Group (ongoing multi-agency
collaboration with US Army Corps of Engineers) about developing a document that outlines the need for local and
regional sediment-management planning for the state. Group will meet again in early July 2021 to discuss progress.
Botany Bay and Pockoy Island Projects
Katie Luciano measured erosion transects at Pockoy Island and met with LWC Archaeologists Meg Gaillard and
Karen Smith to demonstrate transect measurement methods. Working under a DNR contract, Scott Harris (CofC) is
collecting nearshore mapping data off Pockey Island, Charleston County, to augment existing geological data and provide
more context to the archeological sites there. The footprint of the offshore survey covers the former location of Botany
Bay Island.
BOEM
Katie Luciano met with Clark Alexander (University of Georgia-Skidaway Institute of Oceanography) and
Ashley Long (BOEM) and discussed possible BOEM regional work focused on southern SC and GA; Ms. Luciano and
Ashley Long (BOEM) discussed potential BOEM projects south of Edisto Beach into southern Georgia may look like;
Ms. Luciano, Will Doar, and Till Hanebuth (CCU) discussed a project on sea-level and paleoenvironmental
reconstruction supporting coastal archaeological work. Ms. Luciano and Dr. Doar continued discussing long-range plans
for coastal studies.
General and Outreach
General: General information was provided to 20 customers; 2 meteorite ID; 0 gold RFI; 0 sinkhole inquiries; no
requests for blue granite. Two (2) Rock and Mineral kits ordered, and Ten (10) map and publication orders.
Will Doar received requests for information related to seismicity in SC (USGS), stratigraphy of the Grand
Strand area (student research), and for deep well logs in Horry County (F&ME) for a future project near North Myrtle
Beach. Katie Luciano communicated via email and phone with Deborah Cramer, science writer New York Times, who is
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writing a story on Deveaux Bank and its value as shorebird habitat. Ms. Luciano recommended that she reach out to
others for some of her questions (specifically, NOAA’s Office of Coast Survey for detailed questions about some of the
original US Coast Survey maps and charts, the US Army Corps of Engineers for questions about Crab Bank and Bird
Key, and LWC Climatology for questions about hurricane impacts to the SC coastline throughout history. This article
should be coming out sometime in June. Katie Luciano spoke with University of North Carolina (UNC) – Chapel Hill
journalism graduate student Megan Suggs about erosion on Botany Bay; Erin Weeks, MRD Media Coordinator, joined
the call. Ms. Luciano met with board members of the Geological Society of America (GSA) Marine and Coastal
Geosciences (MCG) Division to discuss upcoming initiatives and planning for the annual GSA meeting in October. Will
Doar, Katie Luciano, Andy Wykel, Kyle Gawinski, Zach Zelaya, and Robby Morrow met with Abbey Stevens, South
Carolina National Heritage Corridor, to discuss filming short film segments on geologic features for the South Carolina 7
Expedition team, a program of the South Carolina Floodwater Commission. The project is a “31-day Expedition across
the state to spread knowledge about floodwater issues as well as other environmental issues, all while drawing attention
to the natural wonders that our great state possesses.”
Partnering:
Furman University

USC-School of Earth, Ocean, and
Environment
SCDHEC-OCRM

ECU - UNC Coastal Studies Institute

College of Charleston

BOEM
SCDOT

Coastal Carolina University

SGS Canada

MRD-NERR, MRRI
USC-Civil and Mechanical
Engineering
Clemson U. Civil Engineering

USGS – Earth Surface Processes
Team, NCGMP, Energy and
Minerals

UGA-Skidaway Oceanographic
Institute

HYDROLOGY
Water Planning
Edisto River Basin Planning: Scott Harder and Joe Gellici attended an in-person Edisto River Basin Council (RBC)
meeting on May 26th, while Andy Wachob and Priyanka More attended the meeting virtually. Mr. Harder prepared and
gave a formal presentation at the meeting on revisions to the South Carolina State Water Planning Framework (Planning
Framework) regarding the water-use scenarios used for planning purposes. Mr. Harder, Mr. Gellici and Mr. Wachob
participated in a Planning Team meeting to plan for the May 26th RBC meeting. Mr. Harder periodically coordinated with
various Planning Team members regarding the administration of the planning process and to prepare for the May RBC
meeting. The Planning Team includes representatives from Clemson University, CDM Smith, Inc, SCDNR, the South
Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (SCDHEC) and the Unites States Geological Survey (USGS).
Mr. Harder began finalizing Planning Framework revisions approved by the Planning Process Advisory
Committee (PPAC) and received and incorporated comments from two PPAC members. Mr. Harder met with Mr. Gellici
and Mr. Wachob to discuss the final revisions.
Mr. Harder and Ms. More participated in the second Caw Caw Swamp Water Basin Plan stakeholder meeting on
May 18th.
Surface Water Program
Surface Water Modeling: Mr. Harder continued a review of reservoir evaporation rates used in the Simplified Water
Allocation Model (SWAM). Mr. Harder and Ms. More met with John Boyer and Dr. Tim Cox (CDM Smith, Inc), Dr.
Devendra Amatya (National Forest Service), and Dr. Tim Callahan (College of Charleston) on May 12th to discuss
reservoir evaporation rates and the potential to use results from a statewide potential evaporation study recently
completed by Dr. Amatya and Dr. Callahan. Mr. Harder and Ms. More met with CDM Smith, Inc on May 24th to discuss
results from using the new reservoir evaporation rates in the Saluda SWAM model. Discussions regarding revisions to
reservoir evaporation rates in the SWAM models are ongoing.
Mr. Harder and Ms. More met with Mr. Boyer, Dr. Cox, and several staff from Santee Cooper on May 25th to
discuss the Santee SWAM model. Discussions focused on model inputs and the schedule for updating the model for use
by Santee Cooper.
Water-Demand Projections:
Mr. Pellet continued his research on, and writing of, a manuscript entitled
“Agricultural Water Use in South Carolina: A Review”.
Drought Monitoring: Ms. More continued to prepare weekly drought status updates for streamflow, lake levels and
groundwater levels for publication on the State drought website. Ms. More worked on automating the groundwater
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weekly and monthly map update process using the R-programming language. Ms. More learned to scrape or retrieve
reservoir data from USGS and Duke Energy websites using R.
Ms. More also prepared monthly drought status maps showing groundwater and reservoir conditions for the
State Climate office’s monthly drought status summary. She also worked on automating the production of the status maps
using the R-programming language.
Mr. Pellett developed R functions to generate maps of groundwater conditions calculated from baseflow (from
USGS stream gages) and well levels (from SCDNR and USGS groundwater monitoring networks). He also developed R
functions to generate maps of streamflow drought status and lake levels.
Ms. More attended a Spring 2021 Weather and Water webinar hosted by the State Climate Office.
Streamflow Monitoring: Mr. Harder coordinated with staff from the USGS to develop new stream gage agreements for
the next fiscal year and requested the transfer of funding for two existing groundwater monitoring sites to two alternate
sites.
SC Bio Flow Standards: Mr. Harder participated in two ad hoc committee meetings on May 6th and 13th with staff from
the SCDNR Freshwater Fisheries Division, Clemson University, the Research Triangle Institute, and The Nature
Conservancy to finalize recommendations for flow standards that could be considered in the Edisto basin planning
process. Final recommendations were presented to the Edisto RBC at the May meeting for consideration.
R-Program Training: Mr. Pellet continued a series of R-training workshops with Ms. More for the purpose of expanding
the surface water program’s R-programming capacity. Specifically, Mr. Pellet is working with Ms. More to develop
validation procedures for each table in the SCDHEC Water Use Database. This work is ongoing.
Other:
Ms. More attended a National Modernization Geospatial Summit hosted by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Association’s National Geodetic Survey to discuss updates to the National Spatial Reference System on
May 5th. Ms. More also served as a judge for the SC Envirothon on May 5th.
Mr. Pellett and Ms. More attended a GIS webinar on May 11th hosted by Tanner Arrington, the agency’s GIS
manager. Mr. Pellet also attended a Lake Hartwell Partners for Clean Water online meeting on May 11th.
Mr. Pellet estimated various river mile statistics for a conservation officer in the SCDNR Law Enforcement
Division. He also met with Dr. Hamdi Zurqani and Dr. Chris Post of the South Carolina Water Resource Center
(SCWRC) at Clemson University to finalize Dr. Zurqani’s article describing machine learning classification of irrigated
areas in SC. He also met with Heather Nix and Mani Rouhi Rad of the SCWRC to discuss methods of calculating
consumptive water use for different sectors in SC.
Mr. Pellett reviewed the Start Up Run Report of the Oxygen Injection System for the Savannah Harbor
Expansion Project and submitted comments to Stacie Crowe with the agency’s Office of Environmental Programs.
Groundwater Program
Groundwater Modeling
Jess McDaniel continued working with the Soil-Water-Balance (SWB) model, which generates aquifer-recharge
data for input into the Coastal Plain groundwater flow model. Mr. McDaniel noticed discrepancies between recharge data
calculated by SCDNR and recharge data calculated by the USGS. In addition to differences in SWB model output
between SCDNR and USGS model runs, Mr. McDaniel also a potential difference in model output between the modeled
data provided by the USGS and what they used in the development of their groundwater flow model. Priyanka More, who
has also been learning to use the SWB model, generated several years of recharge values for comparison to the results
previously generated by the USGS, and verified differences in calculated mean annual recharge rates.
After considering several techniques for developing recharge values for use in the groundwater flow model for
the simulations of groundwater conditions for the years 2021 through 2070, SCDNR decided to repeat historical recharge
rates (from the years 1979 through 2020, as calculated by the SWB model) for the years 2020 through 2060, and then use
ten years of recharge from a dry period for the years 2060 through 2070.
Mr. Harder, Mr. Gellici, Andrew Wachob, and Mr. Pellett met with staff from the USGS and SCDHEC to
discuss methods for updating water-use data in the groundwater flow model. Mr. Pellet began processing information
from SCDHEC about several hundred wells that will be added to the groundwater flow model. This work includes
converting well location, elevation, and screen depth data into a format that can be imported into the model and preparing
appropriate water-use data for each well.
Groundwater Monitoring Network
Josh Williams downloaded water-level data and recorded manual measurements from 36 wells in Allendale,
Barnwell, and Darlington Counties (Regions 2 and 3) and processed most of the recorded water-level data from those
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wells. Mr. McDaniel downloaded water-level data and recorded manual measurements from 6 wells in Beaufort and
Colleton Counties (Region 4). Brooke Czwartacki downloaded and processed water-level and conductivity data and made
manual measurements from several network wells in Beaufort, Colleton, and Georgetown Counties (Region 4).
Saltwater Intrusion
Ms. Czwartacki, Mr. Wachob, and Mr. Gellici continued editing and preparing the report describing chloride
concentrations in the Charleston aquifer of Berkeley, Charleston, and Dorchester Counties (Region 4).
Ms. Czwartacki organized the upcoming pumping of several SCDNR monitoring network wells in Georgetown
and Horry Counties (Region 4) screened in the Crouch Branch or McQueen Branch aquifers. Water samples will be
collected from each well and sent to a laboratory for chemical analyses.
Geophysical Logging
Mr. Wachob logged a new 300-foot-deep well being drilled at the Robinson Nuclear Plant in Hartsville
(Darlington County, Region 2), and Mr. Williams logged a new 460-foot-deep irrigation well being drilled northeast of
Hartsville in Darlington County (Region 2).
Potentiometric Mapping
Ms. Czwartacki began contouring groundwater-level data collected last year for the 2020 Crouch Branch aquifer
potentiometric map.
Outreach and Other Work
Mr. Wachob and Ms. Czwartacki provided hydrologic and water-well information and other technical assistance
to 9 groundwater customers. Mr. Wachob assisted Tom Daniel of the SCDNR Office of Environmental Programs by
reviewing a permit application for a new rock mine near Ridgeway in Fairfield County (Region 2). Ms. Czwartacki made
comments on Great Swamp mitigation bank (Colleton County, Region 4) and submitted them to the Office of
Environmental Programs.
Mr. Harder, Mr. Wachob, Mr. Williams, Mr. McDaniel, Ms. Czwartacki, and Mr. Gellici participated in one
virtual meeting to discuss ongoing work and upcoming projects within the Groundwater Program. Mr. Harder, Mr.
Wachob, Ms. Czwartacki, Mr. Gellici, and Mr. Williams spent two days continuing to clean and organize the Hydrology
Section’s warehouse at the Styx Fish Hatchery.
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Handouts and
Presentations

JUNE 2021 DNR BOARD MEETING
Hope Mizzell, Ph.D.
SC State Climatologist

June 09, 2021

Next Committee Meeting
Wednesday, June 23

Spring 2021

Station Name

Dillon 3.8 NW
Loris 2.9 WSW
Pawleys Island 3.3
Hartsville 0.2 SSW
Pickens 6.9 W
Travelers Rest 8.9
Sunset 0.5 NW
Salem 4.3 ENE

Total Precip

3.33
3.87
4.01
4.62

17.77
18.03
20.03
21.62

30-DAY DEP. FROM NORMAL RAINFALL ENDING 6/16

June 1 – June 16, 2021
Station Name

Total Precip
(inches)

Goose Creek 4.6

11.44

Pawleys Island 2.6
Charleston 0.3 ESE

10.35
10.03

Map of 14-day average streamflow compared to
historical streamflow for the day of the year

7- Day Precipitation Forecast

6-10 Day Outlook
Temperature

Precipitation

South Carolina
Geological Survey
South Carolina Department of Natural Resources

STATEMAP – GeoFramework Initiative

SCGS Activities

Data Preservation – Hydrostratigraphic Cross-sections
Earth MRI – Critical Minerals
Geologic Map Schema – GeMS
GIS Work  KMZ, Granitic Resources, Earthquake Application, Shoreline Change
BOEM – Offshore Mapping Sand Resources
Surface Elevation Tables – SET
Regional Sand Management Working Group
Pockoy Island Studies – Archaeology
Environmental Reviews – OEP
Broad River Sediment Project – Freshwater Fisheries
Historic Sea-Level Study – CCU and Archaeology
Outreach  Education, Publication Sales, Rock and Mineral Kits, Rock and Meteorite Identification

STATEMAP
Coastal Plain Mapping

Sediment Logging

Paper  Digital Logs
• Standardized Data
Collection
• Survey 123  tailored to
Tradition
fit Description
needs, exportable,
GeMS compliant
•

Survey 123 Generated Description
clayey-sand (55-15-30), very dark gray (10YR 3/1), light brownish gray (10YR 6/2), yellowish
brown (10YR 5/8), light bluish gray (10B 8/1), stiff, dense, medium - coarse, moderately sorted,
sub angular - sub rounded, sub prismoidal - sub discoidal, clay matrix quartz with scattered, very
fine - fine, sub rounded, spherical opaques with rare, medium-coarse, sub angular, smoky quartz,
rutile, and very coarse - granule iron-stained quartz and quartz

Data Preservation 2019-2021

Hydrogeologic Framework of the South Carolina Coastal Plain

Earth Mapping
Resource Initiative
(Earth MRI)
FALL 2017: EXECUTIVE ORDER 13817
“A Federal Strategy to Ensure Secure and Reliable Supplies of Critical
Minerals”

Program Goal
Collect new topographic, geologic, and geophysical
information to help characterize the distribution of critical
minerals and identify areas with the potential for production.
FY’19-21 Project
Targets Heavy Mineral Sand Deposits between Columbia and
Orangeburg
Commodities include Ti-, Th-, Zr-, and REE-bearing Minerals
Data Collection
High Resolution Airborne Geophysical Surveys (2020)
Geologic Mapping and Map Compilation
Geochemistry, Mineralogy, and Age-dating of Sand Deposits
SCGS’ Goal
Identify REE– bearing sediments and their source materials.
Model the transport of these materials across the state.

FY19 and FY21 Earth MRI Activities

High Resolution Radiometric Surveys
1970’s NURE Th Data

New Earth MRI Th Data

Warmer Colors indicate Higher eTh values. Th is a proxy for REE-bearing minerals

High Resolution Magnetic Surveys
1970’s NURE Mag Data

New Earth MRI Mag Data

Warmer Colors indicate Higher Magnetism. Magnetism in rocks can be used
to identify deposit-controlling structures and potential seismic hazards.

FY’19 Geologic Mapping
and Geochemistry
Mapping and Geochemistry focused
within eTh highs indicated by the new
Geophysical Surveys
New 1:24,000-scale Mapping in Staley
Crossroads and Wolfton Quadrangles
Map Refinement from 1:62,500-scale to
1:24,000-scale in Swansea and North
Quadrangles
10-Quadrangle Compilation at
1:100,000-scale above the Orangeburg
Scarp
Geochemistry, Geochronology and
High-Resolution Mineralogy along Fall
Line and above the Orangeburg Scarp

Sample Area 2

Sample Area 1

Piedmont Mapping

STATEMAaP WORK FY’18-22

Goal is to map the crystalline rocks and
overlying sediments along the Fall Line from
Columbia to the Savannah River.

Carolina terrane

FY18
FY19

Primarily Mapping across the -Carolina
terrane- Modoc Shear Zone -Savannah River
terrane boundary.
Societal Impacts include:
•

Developing a framework for the
distribution of mineral resources such as
gold, dimension stone, and REE;

•

Greater understanding of the Eastern
Piedmont Fault System – known to
produce M4.0 earthquakes;

•

Information for groundwater
management, infrastructure planning, and
development.

FY21

FY21
FY20

FY19

Modoc
Shear Zone

FY22

Savannah River
terrane

- Epicenter of 2014 M4.1 Edgefield Earthquake

GeMS

KMZ

GIS Initiatives

Granitic Resources
Earthquake Application
Shoreline Change Studies

Integration of KML Files for Map
Visualization in Google Earth
What are we are currently incorporating in our KML files:
•

Polygons from
STATEMAP
quadrangle products.
–

•

Currently listing the
location of the drill
hole, and drill hole
number. In the future
could possibly include
a link to drill log
information.

Contacts from
STATEMAP quadrangle
products.
–

The map unit name
and shortened
description of the
map unit with link to
the Survey website.

Points from STATEMAP
quadrangle products.
–

•

•

Currently only listing the
location and Type:
Contact with a link to the
Survey website, moving
forward possibly
including the contact
type if applicable.

Image overlay of our
final STATEMAP
product.
–

The KML file can
include an image
overlay with our
STATEMAP map
product PDF image
placed on top of the
corresponding quad
location.

Granitic Stone Resources StoryMap

Earthquakes Application

Shoreline Change StoryMap

BOEM ASAP
Project Review

BOEM

Identified Data Gaps

Needs for South Carolina’s
Nourished Beaches

Needs for South Carolina’s Nourished Beaches: Historic Sand Usage
350
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Bars indicate time-averaged annual sand usage (CY/yr
x1000). Beach communities are listed in order from north
(left) to south (right).

Years

CY/year (x1000)

250

10
8
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4
2
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Bars indicate average time span between nourishment
events, calculated as total nourishment period (2016 –
start year) divided by number of events in database.
Beach communities are listed in order from north (left)
to south (right).

Trends in Offshore Borrow Sources Over Time
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Analysis of distance to borrow area over time in South Carolina, using data compiled for all
nourishment projects in South Carolina using offshore borrows

30

Primitive Mantle-Normalized Spider Diagram for the Mineral Sands Samples
31

Elemental Distribution of Ce, Dy, La, Th, Y and Zr in the Sink Products for all Samples
32

Upgrading Factors of Ce, Dy, La, Th, Y and Zr in the Sink Products for all Samples

33

34

35

Pockoy Island
Shell Ring, Sea Level, and
SET Studies
SCDNR Archaeology,
Geological Survey, CCU,
CofC, and USC

SCGS Coastal Geology Work: Surface Elevation Table (SET) Network

• Working on an OFR and at least one publication based on 20+ years of data at some stations.
Upcoming cooperative work with MRD biologists to understand how marsh can be used as an indicator
of drought
• Installing SET at Ft. Johnson. Installation will include two different SET designs
• Currently measuring 25 SET stations throughout
coastal counties

CHS-FJ1

SCGS Coastal Geology Work: Shoreline Change
•

Project 1- Work continues on a larger project encompassing Capers Island (Charleston County) to Murrells Inlet
(Georgetown/Horry Counties)

•

Project 2- Focused work continues for Pockoy Island (Botany Bay Plantation WMA) to understand how erosion
rates have changed over the past ten years

•

In the field: transect erosion study (1 year) at Pockoy Island is collecting on-the-ground measurements

SCDNR,
2020
NOAA, 2016

All that is left of
Botany Bay Island

Pockoy Island

Eddingsville Beach

GeMS and
GeoFramework Initiative
2030 is the Target Date

